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Trends and Issues in Education, 1986, is a collection of essays written

by the directors and associates of the sixteen ERIC Clearinghouses.

The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) is a national

information system in education, funded by the Office of Educational Research

and Improvement of the U.S. Department of Education. The Clearinghouses,

each with a special subject area, collect, analyze, and disseminate current

educational information to professional educators and the public in the

United States and throughout the world.

For a number of years; the ERIC Clearinghouses have tracked issues and

trends in their special areas of concern. Trends and ISsues in Education,

1986, iS the first collection of these reviews. Each chapter contains an

analysis f the researchi practice, and policy in several areas of great

educational importance or national priority; The chapters also recommend

possible actions for improvement and change.

Each chapter presents the best current thinking of educational experts

about approximately fifty educational concerns. The ERIC Clearinghouses

which have prepared these chapters are sources of further information.

Erwin Flaxman
General Editor, Trends and-Issues

in Education, 1986
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PREFACE

ISSUES AND TRENDS IN EDUCATION:

SOME OBSERVATIONS AND REFLECTIONS

A. Harry Passow
Jacob H. Schiff Professor of Education
Teachers College, Columbia University

The Reform Movement

In April 1983, the publication of the report of the_NatiOnal CoMidission on
Excellence_in Education (1983) titled A-Natieft-at RiSk: The Imperative for
Educational Reform began what has become knOWn aa "The Year of the Educational
Reform Reports." A publication of the EdUcatien CoMmiSSion of the States
(1983) observed:

Hardly a month has passed without the release of a major report by a
prestigious group Of cititenS Concerned about the_nature of American
education. And Sprinkled between the major releases have been dozens
of state taSk force reports, interim studies and articles Fo-out school
renewal, effective schools' business-rschool partnerships ol:_ways to
meet the educational needs of a rapidly changing society. (p. 1)

A year later' a United States_Department of_Education publication titled
The Nation Responds: Recent Efforts to ImproveEducation opened With the_
observation_that: ''During that year [1983], deep_public_conCernwabOUt the
nation's future_created a tidal wave of school reform whiCh proMides to renew
American_education Citizens; perplexed about social, ciVidj and economic
difficulties, turned to education as an anchor of hepe fer the future of their
Nation and their children" (p. 11). By may 1984,_the Education Commission_of
tho States counted at least 275 stateleVel taSk forces working on some_aspect
of_school reform with governors, legiSlatetS and state education departments -

vying for leadership. The_report neted that the comprehensive_nature of the
reform proposals gave promiSe for "Significant long-lasting change." The
reform_efforts, the report heted, were "not narrow_in origin, focus, support
or goals" with task forces including "citizens, parents; students, teachers,
admiuiatratora, bUsiness and community leaders, and elected and appointed
pUblid OffidialS" (p. 15). It is doubtful that America's schools had ever been
the focus of such widespread, intensive efforts to reform them, net eVen in
the post-Sputnik era which was labeled "The Era of Curriculum Innovation."

While the flood_of reports has tapered off somewhat, some_ard Still being
released. _For example; during 1986, two reports were issued,_bOth Conderned
with_the reform_of_teacher_education and the teabbitiq prefeSSion. Ond was a
report _from a consortium_called the Holmes Group (1986) titled Tommorrow's
Teachers,which covered teacher8 as both A bUtt of criticism and the_best_hope
forreform:.The other_was,prepared by the Carnegie Forum on Education and the
Economy (1936): A-NatIon-latepared: Teachers for the 21st Century. _The Carnegie
Forum underscored a theme whiCh was central in A Nation at Risk: the relation-
ship of educatiOn to the economy.
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In_Auguet 1986, The National Governors!, AssociatiOWS_Center for Policy__
Research and Analysis (1986)_issued Timefor_Resultsl-The GOvernors' 1991 Reporton-Education. Continuing a central theme from,A-NatIbUat Risk; the governors
argued: "Better schools mean bettsr_jobs.Unless states face these questions;
Americans WOn't keep our high_standard of living. To Meet stiff competition
from workers in the_rest of the world; we muett educate ourselves and our children
as we_never have before" tp. 2). _A former_U.S. ComMissioner_of Education,
Harold Howe II put_it this way:_ "Frustration over the diminishing capacity of
the U.S. to compete in worldwide marketS has awakened new interest in the old_
idea that the quality of human resOUrCes is a key element in the efficiency of
the nation's economy (National COMMideiOn on Ekcellence in Education, 1983;
P. 168).

The National COMMiSSi011_ CO Excellence im_Educationj1983) listed 3_
"education dimensions bf riaci" including poor_achievement test SCOrdS;_declines
in both the enrollmentd_and achievement_in mathematics and sciente, high Costs
incurred by busineSS and the military_for remedial and training_prOgraMS,
unacceptable levels_ of_functional illiteracy found among both Children and
adults; failUre Of half the population of_gifted_studentS to Match achievement
with their tedted ability; and poor performance by Aterican Students on cross-
national adhieVement tests.

The National Governors' Association (1986) expressed its concerns about
education by asking_and answering what the report calls "seven of the toughest
questions that can be asked about edUCation in the U.S.A.; questions which must
be answered if there are to be better Mchools" (p. 2). These "tough question8"
were as follows:

Why not pay teachers mbre for teaching well?
What can_be done tO attract; traini_and reward excellent schOOl leaders?

. Why not_let parentt Choose the schools their children attend?
Aren't there Ways to help poor children with weak preparation succeed
In school?
Why ard_eXpenbive school_buildings_closed half the yeat When children
are behind in their studies and many classrooms are overordwded?
Why ShOuldn't schools use the newest technolOgitS for learning?

. How much are college students really learning? (p. 2)

Other questions also come to mind as one reads Time for Results (National
Governors' Conference; 1986): Are thede the right questions that should be
asked about education and schooling tOday? Are they the most important issues
to address and resolve? _Is the inVOlVdMent of governors and legislators in
shaping the direction and hatUto bf school reform promising or worrisome_for
our schools? It is interedting to reflect on the Governor's questiong When
juxtaposed_with the iSsues and trends identified in the following Chapterd by
the ERIC clearinghnuseit. What follows are some observations and reflectionS
on the trends and iedues fi-om one viewpoint.

6
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American Society and Schooling

In TiMe for Results Governor Alexander comments on

hOW huge changes in the structure of_America, itd faMilies and popula-
tion, make_our_crusade for better schools even harder. In 1985; just
7 percent of our households had a_working_father, a mother who stayed
home; and Via or more children; _Of all the Children born in 1983, 50
percent will live with one parent before reaching age 18. We are told
that_by the year 2000; approXimately one-third of our population will
be "minority." Already mord than half the students in many_of_the
nation's largest public 0-chi:Dolt are non-white; and this percentage is
certain to increase (National Governors' Association; p. 6).

These changes; plUs a variety of other social; political, health, Cultural;
economic; and other factors, clearly impinge on education and schooling, but
the proposals fOr SChOta reform seem hardly to take cognizance of theM.

/n some ways; however, the changes taking place with respedt to youth and
adolescents are even more striking for their impact:On eadUcatiOn and schooling.
A receht report noted that each year more than a_milliOn_tden-T-Agers become
pregnant; 400,000 of them end their_pregnancies by abortion; and "a U.S. teen-
agOr under age 15 is five times mars likely tip_giVia birth than her peers in any
Other developed nation studied by the panel" (Viadero; 1986, p. 16).

Although adolescent drug_and alCOhol abuse sesms to have levelled off
somewhat, it is still a_signifiCant part of the epidemic which exists in AmeriCan
society at large and which_has trigcered a panic-like response from the federal
government on down. /n_1986, Measures for dealing with controlled substance
abuse was a major Catpaign issue.

Teenage suicides continue to rise.

The dropout problem has not diminished and continues at an Alarming rate.
Moreover, the drdpout rate is. especially high among minoritied and the impover-
iithed, and the personal, economic and social consequences of aropping out of
school are disproportionately felt by those groups. The unemployment rate of
dropouts, for instance, is three times that of high school graduates.

While literature; studiesand_debate on these problem areas grow and
intensify; the poor_showing_of AMeriCan_stUdents on standardized achievement
tests_and in comparisons with:Other hations_is_constantly recalled and every
instance of bottoming out or levelling off is cited hopefully. _Functional
ilIiteracy7-defined in different waysTis found among cfeadren and adulte at
rates whiCh ate COndiderably high for an industraIized nation;_ The high rates
of_illiteracy are nOt livited to new immigrants with limited Englieh_ability
but apply_to natxve born Americans as well. _Finally, the_educational gap
bet,Alen adVantaged and disadvantaged (i.e., racial and_ethnic minoritida and
the podr) has not been narrowed despite concentrated efforts.

7
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*The Nature of School Reform

SeMehow educators and the public seem not to be Able to recognize the
interconnectedness_of these and other data. Nor are we able to arrive at
consensus on what the goals and purposes of education in America should bey or
what the appropriate functions of schooling are. The goals of education cited
by the respondents of surveys taken by some of the authors of school reform
reports tend to be broad and Lncompassing--"We want it all," both Goodlad (1983)
and Boyer (1983) reported. Goodlad (1983) found that parents, teachers and
students "see as important all four of those goal areas [intellectual, personal,
vocational and social]_Which have emerged over the centuries and which had
become well established in the rhetoric of educational expectations for Schoolt
decades before the 1910s" (p. 38). But, there are significant differencét in
the interpretation of what implementation of these goals means at the building,
district, State, and federal levels, especially with respect to the personal and
social goals.

In the pursuit of_excellence_in our schools, settihg higher requirements
fat graduation from high school, having students_take Mete of the basic subjects
theh as mathematics_and science, eliminating "soft" Subjects, testing more
frequently, lengthening_the_school day and school year are among the recommenda-
tions_for achieving_higher levelt_Of_academic performance. %bat caught_the
attention of the_Governors' ASSOCiatiOniand_involved them_in the efforts to
reform_schools was the threat to the_jobs of their constituencies. What Governor
Alexander and his colleagues Observed_when they went_to the Par East was
"children who learn more_langUages and go to school more days than our children.
In Korea, .we see peOple in one of the most literate_nations working seven days A
week for $3,000 a year._ Even in the poorest parta_of China; we find Children
studying Enillisb" (P. 5). There are those who argue that there art dot:in-clinic,
cultural; political and other factors_as well as educational SytteMs that
account for the internatirnal trade deficit_and the problems_Of oothpeting With
the Japanese, Koreans, Taiwanese and_other Asian_economieS, bilt the *4or showing
Of AMericen students on the international academic sweepttaket are still cited
tignificant cause for the trade gaps.

American society has undergone and continues to undergo drastic changes
4hich affect schools and the schooling process. At the 'tame time, American
schools have undergone and continue to undergo drastic changes which affect
the processes of schooling. The California Commission for Reform of Intermediate
and Secondary Education (1975)_commented then that "schools everywhere reflect a
troubled society and a troubled youth" and ,hat adolescents were "more mature
physically and more aware of the world around them" (pi x).

There have been prefOund changes in the students, the families and
communities frOM Which they come, and the schools which they attend. Thete
changet include those in the authority; power; interpersonal and professional
relationships as well as the instructional processes. The perception of schools
and tChtibling on the part of students anditheir_parentt hat Changed as well.
Adversatial_relationships_between students_and faculty, betWeen faculty and
adminiettation, between schools and parents/communitiet haVe increased and
the cooperative efforts have changed.
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The Changing School

While there iS debate concerning the accuracy of the depiction, Sizer's
(1984) portrays a school which is very different from

the one Conant (1959) described in his Study _othe AmericanHigh School. Sizer
describet a deal or compromise made_by_teachers and studentt that they will
not hatSle each other so that the school wiII be an undemanding and ralm place.
In the companion volume, Powell, Farrar, and Cohen (1985) ute the metaphor of
the high School as a shopping_mall,_a place where a large And varied student
body iS kept happy by a variety of educational opportunities which provide
"Something for everybody." The contrasts between the high schools Conant and
his staff observed, schools in which students and teachers studied and taught in
orderly classrooms, and those Sizer and his staff depicted are sharp and suggest
different roles, functions, and relationshipt for all of the participants in
today's schools.

For the past 15 years or_so, school discipline has been at the top of the
concerns of parents and school staffs. School violence and vandalism, absenteeitm
and truantism, rampant class cutting have been part of the secondary education
scene to an extent t4hich was unthinkakle two decades or so ago. In some school
systems, security guards are part of the "normal" scene. _As Passoy (1984)
observed: "Some high schools are depicted as restricted prison-like communitie6;
others as war zones in Which a truce has been declared between studentS and
teachers; and Still others as thriving, living communities in which real learning
flourishes. Of course, schools are all of these and more" (p. 92).

Whether or not Sizer's notion that teachers and students have to compromise
in order to survive is accurate, there is no question that teachers and the
teaching profession have changed in the past few decades. The emergence of
what is sometimes described_as "teacher militancy" with the growth of collective
bargaining agreements has altered relationships among teachers, admintstrators,
boards of education, and communities.. Other factors, such as the women's
movement, have resulted in changes in who goes into teaching and who remains.
Minority teachers whose numbers Were increasing have recently bren decreasing
to a point where they are a Vanishing breed in many states.

Although America has always been "a nation of immigrants, particularly
since World War II, a variety of national, ethnic, and cultural groups have
swelled the immigrant ranks and filled the classrooms. Language And cultural
diversity has increased, especially as minority groups have become more sensitive
to their oWn cultural heritage and native languages. In addition to the flow of
immigrantS--both legal and inegal--_there continue to be Significant population
shift4 from rural to urban areas, from urban to suburban areas, from the south
to the northeast and west, from the snowbelt to the Sunbelt which havo all
re51'14'dd in more heterogeneous and diverse populationt into what were once
considered relatively heterogeneous neighborhoods and schools.

, The Policy Analysis for_CalifOrnia Education group (PACE, 1985) predicts
that by 1990, minority_enr011tent_in K-12 will be greater than 50 percent
resulting in a "majority of_ minorities." Almost of a quarter of California's
'5- to 17-year olds now speak a language other than English at home; students
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with limited English proficiency, speaking 41 different primary languages,
already comprise 11.9 percent of the K-12 population (p. 1). While most
other states are affected less by their immigrant population than is California
where an estimated 25 percent of the nation's immigrants are currently settled,
the data remind ut that the schools, their pupil populations, the communities in
which they operate, and the society which they serve are different from those of
a generation or two ago in many respects. Educational planners, researchers,
and practitioners cannot ignore these changes.

Observations and Reflections on Trendr, and Issues

It is in this context of a changing school and society that education
tnends and issues must be considered. Many_important educational issues must
be thought about in terms of the current and emerging contexts. The observations
and reflections which follow are prompted by the trends and issues presented by
the ERIC directors and associates in the papers in the following chapters.

The_DdiemnaeLtd uit and-ENcellence

Among other reform bodies4 the_National Commission on Excellence in
Education (1983) asserted itd belief that a commitment to educational excellence
"must not be_made at the expense of a strong commitment to the equitable treat-
ment of our diverSe population. The twin goals of equity and high-quality
schooling have profound and practical meaning for economy and our society, and
we cannot permit one to yield to the other either in principle or pzectice"
(p. 13).

In the attainment of these twin goals, a_number of iSsues arise. The
concepts, both ideological and pragmatici_of "Uniformity"_ and "diversity" are,
especially prominent; Basically,_ the schism_is between those who believe that
there_is a common body of knowledge and skllls_to_bie transmitted to all_through
a_common curriculum, and those who_believe_in differentiated curricula and
groupings to privitA 2or the indiVidUal df.fferences which exist among students;
Arguing for the first pOsition; Adler (19E2) states: _"To give the same quality
of schooling to all requires a program of study that is both liberal and general,
and that ia, in several' crucial, overarching respects; one and the same fOr_
every child._ All sidetracks, specialized courses, or elective choices muSt be_
eliminated" (p. 21). Others argue as strongly for the second position,_aSSerting
that all aspects of the educational processgoals, curricula, instructional
strategies, staff, resources; grouping, and evaluation--must be differentiated
to provide for the individual needs of students;

The dilemmas raised are ones with which educators have long grappled: do
equity and excellence mean exposing all students to the same content7 Should
there be common standards or only minimum'standards beyond whIch individuals
are free to go? Do we differentiate instructionally and provide for diversifi-
cationor is any kind of differentiation to be avoided? Does equality of
educational opportunity mean only equal access to knowledge oi equal acquisition
of the same knowledge?

10
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One of the main themes found in the sdheel reform activities of the states
has been_that of higher and_ more rigeretsztandards for students. A/most:all
of the_states have raised:the requirements for graduation from high school,_
increasing the number of acedeMiC dourses students must take and reducing the
electives and options available. Will mandating higher standards and asse88ing
their attainment result:in greater excellence or will it contribute:to_greater
inequity if minority and poet students fail to meet the higher standarda? What
concept of excelleinde ShbUld guide educators and society?

EarIy_Childhood-and-EleMentary Education

SinCe the 1960s When Head Start and a variety of other pre=adheel and early
thildheed programs came into being:to provide compensatory education_for the
diaadVantaged, the education of young children has_flourished, but not without
contreVetsy. Studies of provisions for early Childheed education over the
past 20-plus years have not fully_retolVed the question of whether early
intervention is effective. Considerable data are available concerning the
lasting effects of compansatory_education progams for young children, but the
findings are interpreted in different Ways and are not considered convincing
by critics of such programs Part Of the controversy stems from the tremendeut
diversity In the quality Of_SUCh programs and from the differences in the
purposes ano programs prOVided.

Nevertheless, pre-school and early childhood programs continue to proliferate.
The trends toward the doWnward extension of programs for pre-schoolert (main/y
foUr-year oldS) and the growth of publicly supported all=day kindergarten
programs have raised a number of issues. One issue has to do with the benefits
and dangers of such programswhether youngsters are really helped or hart by
such programs in terms of their cognitive, affective and physical growth and
development. Another set of issues has to do with the nature of such programs--
what are appropriate goals for preschool education? There seems to be consensus
that preschool.and early childhood programs should not be downward extensions of
elementary education. Should the curriculum be academically, effectively,
therapeutically or otherwise oriented? How structured should the program be?
Some early childhood educators urge that a major, if not primary purpose of
early childhood education id to develop the skills and attitudes to become a
student or learner--i.e., the program should stress meta-cognition and learning-
how-to-learn skillit plub positive attitudes toward learning.

One of the more interesting trends of recent years is a questioning of
pre7school education on the basis that young children are being pressured too
early and puehed too fast academically. Clearly young children have differcint
needs: some require basic experiences to prepare them for mord formal schooling
while others are ready for enrichment; Overall, the reSearch and evaluation
data tend to support the importance of appropriate learning opportunities for
young children, especially those who are ditadvantaged and considered at-risk.

Aa has happened In the past;:refOrM reports tend to focus on secondary
education_as the_institution needing_ "drastic change." _however, from time to
time as:criticisms ari86 regarding the inability of students to read, write,
and spell; to master mathematicd and science; to thiak critically; and to

11
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perform Satisfactorily in general, elementary education alto comes under_
scrutiny. In September_4986,_Secretary ofiEducation Bennett issued First

IEILessons:ARe..rtorAm (1986), a document which
he described as the first_ major national report on elementary education since
1953. _Some readers_ofInritt-Letatana Vera surprised yet_pleased by Bennett's
conclusion that "American_elementAry education is not_menaced by a 'rising
tide of mediocrity.' It it, OVerall, in_pretty good shape. By some measured,
elementary schoole are deing better now than they have in years._ Yet eléMen-
tary education in the United States could be better still" (p. 1).

Bennett reCOMMends that elementary schools develop_a Vell=defined set of
curricular qbals And use the_whole curriculum for_teaChing_all Students to read
and write; prOVide hands-on science_experiences; teach students civic, historical,
geographidi and cultural literacy_through soCial_studiet programs based_on
hiStOty, geographyi_and civics;_provide instruction in the arts as integral
parts of the_program; enable students to grasp the uses and limits of computers;
and include instruction in health_and phydical education. None of these
recommendations are very different or controversial. Nor is his advocacy of a_
strong "reciprocal relationship" betWeen parents, who are "children's first and
most influential teachers," and the_achools, recognizing that "we face large
changes in the structure Of the families in which our children are raised"
(pi,8). The controversy over Bennett's report centers on his_propetalt fbr the
development of charadter and Morality; his commitment to phonics in the teaching
of reading; his prOposal_that social studies, not social science be taUght; and

_

some of_his aUggettions for enlarging total instructional tiMe. Among his
suggestions fer enlarging the total instructional program. Bennett proposes that
school-8 Set priorities and permit parents to choose among them:

Bch-dolt need not all assemble the curriculum_into identical packages
or (Jive precisely the same_weight to_every element. So long_as a
minimum "core" is taught by every schOol in the district, who not
encourage diversification and tpeCialization, much as_"magnet school"
proarams do today, and then perMit_parents to select the curricular
emphases and instructional strategies they favor for their chidren.
(p. 41)

Bennett's discussion bf eleMentary school professionals--the prinCipal and
the_teachers7-seeMS_to -Concur with the recommendations of_other_repertd that
teachers be involVed in Significant areas of decision making; one of hi-a
Study GroUp MeMbert it quoted in this regard: "Teaching has Many Of the same
characterittice_as other professions, including mastery Of A bOdy of knowledge.
Yet it la denied important rights and responsibilities, Sildh aasetting its
own_standardit for judging performance. We tell teachers what they shouldtlo,_
rather than listening to them define what needt to be dend" (p. 47). There is
little argumentthat "elementary schoolt Are not established simply to provide
protective custody fcr children"_(p; 53); that schools must develop student,:_
self-discipline; or_that textbookS_MUSt be_tools for learning, not "a dumping
ground_for facts" (p. 62). Bennett Concludes that "if our communities demand
excellence as a goal in their elementary schools, and if principals and teachers
are given the necessary reS0drcet and professional autonomy, excellence will
result" (p. 65). In BUM, the Secretary of Education's verdict on elementary
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education is that we have the will and the imagination to make elementary
schools even better.

When the National Assessment of Educational Progress (1986) recently
reported on how poorly American children write, there was a clamor for the
schools to start doing better. While the elementary schools may not receive the
same kind of overall attention_given to secondary schools, colleges and univer-
sities, elements of their programs are continually critiqued and the focus calls
for change so that we can compete with other nations. There may even be calls
for change because significant segments of our pupil populations are not being
served as well as they might--such as the disadvantaged at-risk children, the
handicapped, the gifted; or areas of their education are not being attended
to--such as their affective development.

In this connection, well over 80 percent of Chapter I programs are focused
on early childhood and elementary_education._ Controversy.continues regarding
the nature_of_students who participate and the basis.for selection--shouId
student selection be based_on_poverty or low achievement or both?_ Since a _

majority of programs are aimed_at improving the basic_skills_areas of reading
and mathematics, which curriculum and instructional strategies are most effective
with_which pupila_under which circumstances? Should compensatory education be
aiMed at remediation or development or_both?_ How shall compensatory activities
be integrated with regular instructional_activities? How shall_schools deal
With_the issues surrounding bilingual education; including instruction in the
child's native language and those with Iimited_or no English? Is there value in
teaching conceptual_and thinking skills as separate areas of study? Ate there
cognitive strategy training models which are appropriate for disadvantaged
students? To what extent and in what ways should individual diversitycultural,
gender, or economic differences among students--be taken into account in
designing instruction_for them? Are we putting disadvantaged children at
further disadvantage by_labeling them as such and placing them in special__
educational programs? What kinds of programs and services will provide for the
affective development of disadvantaged students? Millions of disadvantaged
children and youth are in need of compensatory educational services and probably
fewer than_one-half are involved in Chapter 1 programs; how can all_of the
students who need assistance be provided_with_it_whether or not supported by
federal aid? Closing the gap between_the advantaged and the disadvantaged
remains one of American education's greatest challenges, and while research and
experiences have provided considerable insights and understandings regarding the
nature of appropriate compensatory education, the entire field is subject to a
great many controversies.

Discipline/Subject Currimulum_Areas

For educators, a perennial curriculum issue involves questions of what
should be taught to whom; when, how, under what circumstances; using which
materials and resources; and how should it be organized and evaluated. For
almost a century, beginning with the report of Committee on Secondary School
Studils (better known as the Committee of Ten) in 1893, there have been reports
regarding the curriculum. Sometimes these reports have dealt with the curriculum
in terms of specific subjects or courses, and sometimes these reports have dealt
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with the more general questions of curriculum content, scope, sequence, and
integration. The Committee of Ten's report covered the overall Secondary school
program, proposing ten units of constants and six of_electiVeS. The Committee's
nine Subject area subcommittees spelled out in detail What Was to be taught,
When to begin, how often, and for how long. _Thud taken as a whole, the report
of the Committee of Ten dealt with the overall program as well as the substance
and methods of the nine subject areas which could be part of it.

In the early 19508, with Arthur Sestor's Educational Wastelands (1953) in
the vanguard; there was_a call fOr abandoning "life adjustment" and "progressive"
education and a return tO badic academic disciplines and systematic intellectual
training; The launching Of_Sputnik in October 1957 resulted in a decade that
was called "The Era Of Curriculum Innovation," during which there were callS nbt
only for students to take more mathematicsi_sciencei foreign languages and Other
subjects but_fOr the development of courses based on the structures Of the
disciplines Vith_a concern for inquiry training as well. A_concert ftit the
disadvantaged and passage of_the Elementaryand Secondary EdudatiOn Adt of 1965
led td Major efforts in curriculum and instructional materialt deVelOpment,
eSpedially in the area of reading and mathematics at the eleMentarY echool level.

Then, in the 1970's, controversy over "curriChlUM releVance" resulted in
the development of alternative and optional curricula, a far cry from the
recommendations of a decade before; As one national committee put it: "Every
adolescent should, with proper guidance, be able to select those forms of
schooling and learning most congenial to hie basic learning style, philosophical
orientation, and tastes" (Brown, 1973, pp. 99-100). .

When the flood of reports appeared in 1983-84i most had a good deaI to_say
about strengthening the-curriculum in the sense of courses or a program.The
National Commieeion on Ekcellence in Education (1983) complained that: "Secondary
school curriCular have been homogenized, dilutedi and diffused to_the point that
they_nd_longer have a central purpose. In_effecti we.have a Cafeteria-style
dUrrichlum in which the appetizers_and desserts can_easily be Mittaken for the
Main Cohrse" (p. 16). The Commission's_recommendation Vae_that_all etudents be
required to take Five New Basicsiwhich_form "the COre Of_ the MO-dein curriculum"
and consist_of four years ofiEnglish, three years Of mathematics, three_years of
science, three years of_sociaI studies, and one-half Veer of computer science.
College-bound high school_students were urged td take two years_of a foreign
language in addition to those_taken_in the_earlier grades. Since_its report
devoted only a short paragraph to what_each of the subject areas shouId equip
graduates to do, the matter_Of curriculum content and organization are_bareIy
touched. In additiOn, the Commission urged that_the "high school curriculum
shouId_also provide etudente with programvrequiring rigorous,effort in subjeCts
that advance student's personal, educationalLand occupational goals, such aS
fine and perfOrming arts and vocational education. These areas complement the_
New Basics, and they should demand the same_level_of performance 68 the BaSide"
.(p; 26). Sinde the New Basics_occupy 13;5-15.5 unitsi_the tiMe aVailable for
thete Other subject areas is.somewhat_limited unless the SchOOl day ia ektended
in addOrdence with another recommendation;
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Other reports also laid out curriculum_prioritiet. Most included a common
core of general education not unlike that of National Commission on Excellence
in Education. They criticized the curriculum tracka (academic/ college prepara-
tory, general, and vocational) commonly found in high schools as being inherently
discriminatory, creating second-class citizens, and contributing to social
inequality. Paideia-Proposal (1982) recommended common objectives and
a common curriculum for all K-12 students involving three different modes of
teaching and learning to acquire organized knowledge; develop intellectual
skills; and enlarge understandings, insights, and aesthetic appreciation.
Sizer's Horace!8-Compromise (1984) recommended organizing high schools into four
curriculum areas: (1) inquiry and expression, (2) mathematics and science,
(3) literature and the arts, and (4) philosophy and history.

In general, the reports urged more stringent requirement:4 in and "strengthen-
ing" of the traditional academic subject areas, fewer "soft non-essential"
courses, reduction or elimination of vocational courses, elimination of the
general track, and reduction of elective and options. Only the second volume of
the report of the National Science Board Commission ov.: Precollege Education in
Mathematics, Science and Technology, Educating Americans for the 21st Contury_:_
Source Materials (1983) provided detailed recommendations concerning content
scope and sequence for K-12 mathematics, science and technology. Thus, unlike
the post-Sputnik reformere Who tackled the substance of the curriculum--the
content, methods, materials, and organization--and proposed new curricula in most
discipline/subject aread, the reformers of the 1980s simply urged, as did the
National Commission on Excellence in Education, that various discipline/Subject
based profedsional groups continue "to revise, update, improve, and make avail-
able neW and more diverse curricular materials" (p. 27). The many important
iedued involved in each of these curricular areas are left to other groups to
deal With.

There_are a number of_issues regarding curriCulUm in Various subject
areas-rconsiderable diversity regarding nature and purpobe, framework and
conceptualization, organizing basis, content, otd. For example,_Brubaker, Simon
and_Williams (1977) have_identi:Aed five conceptualizations of social_studies
curricula, including:_ (1) sucial Studies as knoWledge of the past and a guide
to good citizenship; (2) social studies in the_student-centered tradition,
(3)_social studies as reflective inquiry, (4) social studies_as structure of the
disciplines, and (5) SOCial studies as sociorpolitical involvement (p; 201)
Each conceptualization implies different objectives,_aidifferent_content scope,
and a different sequence of activitiesi _To recommend or to require three Ot
four years Of social studies_says nothing aboutiwhat those years shall COndiet
Of heir_ &Ode it resolve_the many curriculum_issues in that subjeCt area. _As
Pettick notes in Chapter XIII, to recommend "a core of COMMedi learning" does not
answer such questions as_"What coreicontent should all StUdente be expected to
learn through education in the_social studies? Why ShOUld_they be expected to
learn it? How should it_he organized and presented tO_StUdents" (p. 3). Even
when there is agreement_the_core content should te andhoted in the social _

science disciplinesi_there_is disagreement regarding WhiCh academic disciplines
as well as the selection of_content and its sequencing. To what extent should
students experience a_variety_Of_perspectives of social scientists--historians,
geographers, sociologists, pOlitical scientists, economists, and others? What
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curriculum organization will provide optimUM linkage between the past and
the present? Should content be organized chronologically? conceptually?
thematically? by problem area?

_A California State_History-Social Sciences Curriculum Advisory Committed
(1985) has recommended_that the curriculum should provide for "an upward_dpiral
of recurring themes and concepts at gradually more challenging level:I...focusing
attention on_the Vitality of history, the development of diviC skills, the
importance:Of broad perspectives, the_significance of the rnie Of geOgraphy, and
understanding Of bur nation's pluralistic society" (p; HS7). The Suggested
curricuinm also aims to help studentsi"learn to_apply abittradt reasoning and
hypdtheSes--testing_skills,_be able to_distinguiSh aMeing relative values,_make
ChOiCes that benefit themselves and others;_and haVe the opportunity to involve
themselves in_democratic processes"_(p._HS=4). The implementation of these
goals raises a number_of issues: What battio beliefs and ideals about America_
are to be taught? _Which values are to be discussed? How_do schools deal with
charges of teaching "sedular_humanism" and all that ialimplied by that term?__
What is meant by critical thinking_as applied to the substance of social studies?
How is cultural pluralism to be understood? How is indoctrination to be AVOided?
To what extent are loCal norms and values to_be honored when they are in Conflict
with broader SOtiety_norms? How will_schools deal with the_beltbratinft Of the
bicentennial_Of the Constitution? Should_schooIs teach studente_tb_queStiOn
natiOnal pblicies and societal traditions? Are teachers able and Willing to
explore obntrOVersial issues with their students?

English

In the_the_field of English, three_language arta Curriculum,models_seem_to
represent the contemporary_thinking of:English teaChers: (1) the heritage-mode/
in which_"the point of learning literature_and language is to join one's culture
and to_participate_fully_in the life Of this larger source of meaning;" (2)_the
processmmdeT based on the notion that "children_develop best when allowed to
develop at their own respective paces* in directions of__their_own choosing,_toward
values they discover_ on their own," and (3) the competencies_model which "aima at
establishing obserVable competencies through_a curriculum based on disCrete_,
carefully defined tasks which students_will master, each at his own rate" (Fancher,
1984, pp; 61=62). _Each of these_provides different_answers tO qUettiOns concern-
ing cOntent, methods' and materials._ In ChapterIII, Suheir COntradts the models
of English_as content (knowing) and_English as process_(doing)_and discusses a
hUMber of issues regarding "the selection_of appropriate Materials and the
proodading of those materials via oral and written_lanquage." His own preference
it to view "English as the ordering of personal_and_ViCatiOdes experiences through
language." A wide rangeof issues ere,still being debated regarding the "body of
information_that can illuminate content and process_instruction_in Etglish;" the
rationales for and approaches to teaching grammar, including questions of which
grammar; the writing process_and writing_proceso instruction; the nature and
extent of providing_different_students with different kinds of literature and
literature of different qualityLoptimum ways of "connecting the world of the
student with the world Of ideas." There seems to_be no disagreement that_students
read with different_degreds_of_competence and comprehension; how should these
differences be dealt_With-by different goals, content, pedagogical strategies,
or none of these? What do "four years of English" mean in this context?
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Sciences

In the areas of science and mathethaticsi the addition_of studies in environ-
mental_education and technology indicates recent trends and extends the problems
and issues. The significant changes which have_taken place_in_ the world during
the past three or four decades, the opportunities and the problems created_aS_a
consequence_Of these developmentsi_and the new knowledge and the new_ttChologied
for processing such knowledge, have all had an impact on the CdtriCUlUm and
teaching of science, mathematics, and related areas. EVen befOre Sputnik
in 1957; there had been a concern for the identificatiOn and_ deVelopment
bf America's resources_of_specialized talent in_sciendel MatheMaticsi and
engineering;_and worries about enrollments, achieveMent, tea-cher:4 and teaching,
and pursuit of advanced training_(WOlfle, 1954). SpUtnik inspired_frenetic
efforts to catch AR and surpass the Russians by upgrading curricula, improving
the_quality of_teachers_and_teachingi providing counseling and financial aid to
those who would_enter the fields bf science and engineering. These efforts have
fallen off in the intervening years although from_time to time they have been
revived. The_introduction Of the "new mathematics" in the 1960s was followed 46,
considerable debate, especially as mathematic achievement_declined and the need
for reMediation increased. Were the mathematicians and educatbre_Who created
the neW curricula so wrong? Is the question one of mord MatheMatids or of a
different kind of mathematics? If all, students should haVe_12 years of_mathe-
Maticd at Adler (1982) andothers advocate, what should be the natUre of that
tathetAtics? How do the.introduction and availability Of -r.ialdUlators and
CoMputers affect mathematics instruction?

The "new"_curricula in science have alSO ejtpetienced an uneven_history.
They have focused on science and technolOgy_content and processes_differently
from the traditional treatmenta; _Ecology; food production, health, space,
expendible resources, and a variety Of Other perbistent societal problems have
become the organizing bases for science programs. Some states have introduced
.separate courses_in technology. In their Chapter, Howe et al. observe that
'most curricula do hot refledt the present_state of science and mathematitS,
the 'information age_,' cognitive research on learning and instruction, and_the
effective use of_technology as it relates_to the curriculum." InterdiSciplinary
studies even within the areas of science and mathematics are scarce. _Reforiders
frequently pOint out that American children do not do_particularly Well Oh
Crtts-national studies_of science and mathematics achievement. The curriculum
patterns--e.g.i studyingi_physics_or biology over a period Of years rather than
a dingle year, or the amount of_practical_or_labOratOry WOrk==found in many
other countries differ from those_common in the United States. If implemented
(Which seems highly unlikely in light of the tiMe Which has elapsed since the
proposals were made); would the plan of action prOposed by the National Science
Board Commission (1983) "for_improving mathematiCti tcience_and technology
education for all American elementary_and Secondary students so that their
achievement is the_best in the world by 1995" (p. i) achieve that goal? Are its
proposals which call ftir "Sweeping and drastic change:__in the breadth of
student participation, in_our methods and quality of teaching, in the preparation
and motivation_of our children, in the content of courses, and in the standards
of achievement" (pp. V-vi) simply the rhetoric of reform advocates or shOuld
they be taken Sdrioutly by educational planners'?
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Language

America, a nation with significant diversity in native languages other than
English, seems to be notoriously poor in the teaching and learning of foreign
languages Intermittently, there has been a concern about the nation's inade-
quacies in the area of foreign languages. Eputnik gave a push to foreign
language instruction, and foreign language teaching in the elementary school
(FLES) became popular in addition to drives to improve instruction at the
secondary levels. A minimum of three years of study of a foreign language for
college-bound students was one of Conant's (1959) recommendations. Language
laboratories proliferated schools at one point only to go the way of much
technology after a period of time.

While there has been concern about the quality of teaching and learning
and the size of enrollments, there have been two parallel developments that
have had or should have had an impact on language instruction. One of these
developments has been the large number of students entering schools for whom
English is not the native language and who have only limited English fluency,
if any. This has been the impetus for the bilingual education, which has in
recent years become increasingly controversial, even to the point where there
have been drives to make English the "official language" and to eliminate or
reduce bilingual programs. The second is widespread instruction programs in
the child's native language in settings other than public schools, sponsored
by religious or ethnic groups (e.g., Jewish, Japanese, Chinese, Greek, Korean,
Vietnamese, etc.). Thousands of children and youth are taught languages other
than English in these settings but their language proficiency is seldom
acknowledged by the school systems. When educators dis&uss the teaching of
foreign languages, teaching of English as a second language (TESOL), or
bilingual education, usually they focus an only those languages and that
instruction which takes place in the school's program.

Thr, major argument usually advanced for foreign language teaching is the
one Clark refers to in his chapter:

Proficiency in foreign languages is crucial to the United States'
political as well as economic ties with the rest of the World...it
is now a vital practical endeavor for every American student whose
goal is the effective use of foreign language in real-life situations.

A number_of issues have been posed for educatioaal planners. Which students
have or should have as a_goal "the effective use of foreign languages in real-
life Situations?" What_kinds of real-life situations? ThoSe who will be
engaged in international econoMic ventures or those who will be involved in
business_or other activities in settings locally where languages other than
English is spoken? Which languages?_ Is second language proficiency in general
the goal or is the goal only language proficiency in a second_Ianguage with
practical use? A few years_ago, Russian was the "prestige language to be
learned; since then, Chinese and Japanese have risen in prestige and importance.
In real-life situations, Spanish is probably the dominant language; should it,
therefore, be the second language taught?
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_Bilingual education and teaching English as a second language_heVe become
significant components of compensatory education programs, eapeoially AA large
nUMbers of youngsters, children:of legal and illegal immigrentd, enter school
With limited or no English proficiency; ,While several refOrM_roports stressed
the importance of_learning English, the_ Twentieth_century FLind report (1983) was
perhaps the most direct in advocating that federal goVerbiizent declare the
development of literacy injMnglish_larguage_ed the tOst importnnt objective of
educationi_and recommending the_bilingual education funds be used instead "to
teach_non-Englishspeaking children how to speak' read, and write English"
(p. 12). The significance of being literate in English in order to succeed in
America_is not seriously questioned by any of the proponents or opponents of
bilingual education; :For_some, however, it is paradoxical that there should be
concern about_sOCOnd/foreign language learning on the one hand, but unwillinvie.ta
to recognize the Validity of sutdents' native language proficiency. For otherS,
the ignoring of_research regarding the significance of the mother tongue in
language -.acquisition is troublesome._ Thus, tt is of interest_to_find that
language_educators and linguisticians_are_becoming increasingly inVOlVed in
cOntent=based English language instructioni_the teaching Of Engliith through the
language of subject matter content, particularly ecience, MetheMatios, and
Social studies.

In every other subject are&--e.g., the arta, health and physical education,
home economics/family life education--there are basic curriculum issues. The
"back to the basics" movement and the mandating of a common core curriculum
and increased requirementa have raised serious questions about the significance
of "non-core" studies and have often placed limitations on their availability
even as optional studies. Tnere are, as noted above, significant issues which
have to do with uniformity and diversity regarding subjects to be studied and
the content and processes within those subject areas.

VOtaldbeel and Career Education

Certainly since the passage of the Smith-Hughes Act Of 1917, VOCational
education has become an integral_and firmly_establiShed part of Secondary
eztducation. Nevertheless, it seems to_have been CdatinUOUsly enmeshed in
controversy regarding its vendity_and_effectiVendtd. The Vocational Education
Act of_1963 represented_a major federal effort tO dkpand and improve vocational
education. In the early 1970s,_the federal government sponsored a major
project in the erea of career education whiCh supposedly_encompassed vocational
education but_ was_intended to include much more. The need for an effective
education-work policy was_one Of_the significant themes of the refoim reports
of the 1970s. Butj vocational education did not fare very well in the reform
reportS Of_the 1980s. _For manyi vocational education remained an unfulfilled
promise. For Others, it was not just a failed dream but_ a positive act of
diectiMination for many students who participated in such proigrawa.

AB Boyer (1983)_pointed out, a number of_factors Ca8t doUbt_On the value
of Vocational education includingia tenuous link tO jOb opportuhitida ("job
prospects for graduates_of vocational programs are not tirch bettert_overalli
than they are for students in_nonspecialized curricalut,"_p. 12)4 the programs
lack up-to-date and adequate resources, eduCatOrS are Unable to keep up with
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shifting labor pradtideso andi_perhaps most important, vocational sttdentd Ate
short=Changed academically. Boyer's proposal, unlike some Of the_other reformers
Of_thd 1980s, was not to Abolish vocationaI_courses_and programs but rather to
eliminate "discriminatory labels and a tracking pattern that assume some students
need no further education and that cut off_their optioha. Wd_would also eliminate
the narrow 'marketable' skills courses that_have little_intellectual substance,
COUrbes that give students 'bands-oh' experience While denying them a decent
education" (p. 127)

Tracking and ability grouping have been the focus of considerable contro-
versy for the last 70 years or so._ SeVeral_of the recent reformers (e.g.,
Adler, 1982; Boyer, 1983; and GOOdlad, 1983) haVe condemned tracking,the
practice of placing studentS into Academic, vocational, or general programs--
as providing a Second=dladd education for those not in the academic_track,
depriving the0 bf eqUal access to knowledge. Their recommendation iS tO
abolish the threettaCk_Syttem and provide instead ic,r, as Goodlad_put_it,_"A
common core of Studies from which students cannot escape through elettivaan
(p. 297).

It was against this background that The National Commission on Secondary
Vocational Education was formed in January 1984 to undertake a study on the
assumption that "recent national study reports have not adequately dealt
with the role of secondary vocational education" (p. vii). Its report, The
Unfinished_Agenda_:_The_Role-of_Vocational Education in the High School (1985),
was seen as filling "the gap left by other educational commissions in the
interest of achieving a mord balanced perspective on secondary school reform"
(p. vii). Vocational education, the report asserted "is both a body of knowledge
and an educational process, but the educational process has not received the
degree of attention it deserves. Vocational education's potential to reSpond
to diverse learning Styles has been underutilized" (p. 4). The Commission
identified And examined "existing problem areas" and made a number of recom=
mendationt, some of which dealt with access to vocational education, equity of
educational opportunity, improvements in the content of vocational courses and
development of an integrated curriculum, upgraded teacher recruitment and
preparation, and more relevant standards and accountability.

Whether The Unfinished_Agenda is indeed "a new vision for the critical
role of vocational education in the secondary schools" which "should produce
changes and improvements toward the end that the diverse needs of American
youth for improved learning and career development opportunities are fulfilled"
(g. vi) is debatable but it is an effort to deal with many significant issues
concerning the role and fanction of vocational education. Vocational educators
argue for the importance of Vocational courses and career education for a
sizable portion of the high School population. Is there a career-related
curriculum which Should be part of the common core of studies for all Studentd?
How important is Vocational education in keeping youngsters from dropping out
of school? Ard vocational programs without "intellectual substance" as some
of its criticd claim? Do courses which give students hands-on experience
deprive them of a "decent education" or are such courses the means for providing
a relevant education? Is it possible for schools to deal adequately with the
changing workplace and the development of new technologies? When he introduced
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the dondept of career education in 1971,_the the-n=0.S. Commissioner_of Education,
Sidney Marland, Jr., asserted_that all education shonld be career education and
that career educatiol. should be an integral part of all general education.
Fifteen years of career education tUrriculum development has followed. How
should career education be conceiVed in the light of the crIticisms and recom=
mendations of the reformers?

Adult Literacy

AB Miner and Imel point out in Chapter I, "Adult illiteracy is a complex,
costly social problem. Each year, an estimated 2.3 million persons join the
existing pool of thote 27 million adults who are functionally illiterate." How
is this possible in one of the world's most developed nations? However functional
illiteracy is defined or conceived, it represents a significant problem for
illiterate individuals and society at large; What can schools do to upgrade
student literacy and thus prevent adult illiteracy? Are the volunteer programs
which are intermittently organized an effective meand for_combetting adult
illiteracy? What can research contribute to_an understaading of adult learners
which can be used to prevent or alleviate illiteracy?

Teachers and Teaching

In its findings_regarding teachers and teaching, the National Commission on
Excellence in Education (1983) reported "that not enough of the academically
able students are_being attracted to teaching; that teacher preparation print-ems
need substantial iMprovement; that the professionaIworking life of teadhert is
on the whole unaddeptable and that a_serious shortage exists in key fieldt"
(p.22). In retrospect, these were some_of theikinder obse.rvationd aboUt the
quality_of tea-cher:is and teaching made_by the reformers of_the 1980s. The
Commission included seven recommendations aimed at improving the preparation
Of teadhers and making "teaching a_more_rewarding and reSpeCted profession"_
(p. 30). These recommendations, which deal_ vith_deledtion end preparation_of
teadhers, inducements for_recruiting more able EMU-dent:4 into teaching, inservice
continuing education for_teachers, appropriate dompensationi career ladders,
madter teachers, and employment of qualified indiViduals without pedagogical
experience, have the the focus of many state legislative activities.

Two important_reports have been issued recently, both of which have been
widely discussed and debated: a report by a group of deans of_schools of
education called the HOIMed Group (1985) titled Tommorow'sTeachers, and another
by_a Task Force of the Carnegie Forum on Education and the_Economy (1986)_titled
AblatIon_Pr ed4-Teathers for the 21st Centu . The Holmes Group set fiVe
major goals_for_ita meMbers: (1) .To strengthen the liberal arts_foundatiOn
and "maki the edudation of teachers intellectually sound";_ (2)"TO redOgnite
differ-ended in knowledge, skill., and commitment among teachera" thrbugh_changing
the StrUdture of the teaching profession;_(3)_"To create hOnetit Standards of
entry intb the profession of teaching"; (4)_"To COfthedt Sthnola Of education
With edhools";_and (5) "To make_schools better places in Whidh teachers can work
and learn"_(Murray, 1986,_pp. 30-31);_ Probably itit tWO most controversial
recommendations are (1) the _removal of professional studies from the under-
graduate curriculum and placing them entirely at the gradudte level., and
(2) eliminating the undergraduate major in education.
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As those familiar with the hiatory of teacher_education know,_theed are
hardly nevi propOtals_and their most significant themes are ones which_haVe
recurred certainly since the Carnegie_Report_in 1920.For example, the ideue
of tht_balanCe_hetween the general/liberal_arts education and the_prOfettional
OducatiOn Studies in the preparation of teachers7-vhat SOrrowman (1977) called
the "liberal" and "technical"-,-has regularly surfaced_for decades. What is
neW it the packaging of the proposals and the strategims for getting them
implemented, capitalizing on the_current reform repOrts' depiction of the_poor
quality of teachers and teacher_education as a central cause for the current
crises in education. Since 1983; governors, State legislatures, and state
education departments have been busily engaged in reforming teacher education
programs (both preservice and inserVice), teacher certification, career ladders,
merit pay, teacher salariet, And Other elements of teaching.

In Chapter XIV, AshbUrn raites three crucial questions about teacher
preparation. What charadterizes competent teachers? What is_the curriCuluM fbr
developing competent_beginning teachers? How is competence of teachers Meatdred?

_ _

These are perennial itsues concerning teacher preparation although_there hat
been an increate in the intensity with which they_have_been studied in recent
years. The Holmes Group and Carnegie Forum reports make recommendations which
are intended to deal at least in part with these istuet.

The Carnegie Forum report focuses on the workplace in relation to teacher
education for, as Ashburn puts it, "feti individuals with the capacity for
competence will want to work in a setting Which does not appreciate, support,
or allow competence." In Chapter IV, Ellis et al. examine two related issues:
(1) teacher selection and the problemit of attracting achievers and leaders
into the profession, and (2) enhancing school effectiveness- through collegial
observation and feedback. They argue the "theme common to both issues is that
the key to attracting and retaining capable people to teaching lies in trans-
formation of teachers,_Work environment--replacing the bureaucratic model of
schooling with the professional model" (p. 1).

There are many "players"-state agencies, colleges and universities, boardt
of education, unions and professional organizations, community organizations,
etc.==involved in improving school effectiveness by improving the recruitment,
Selection, education, induction, retention, and continuing education of staffs.
Progress toward resolving the many issues concerned With upgrading the quality
of teachers and of teaching will depend on the strategied used to involve these
groups in recognizing and making decisions concerning the issues.

Special Education

Disadventaged_Students. One Of the_Most significant pieces of legislation
affecting special education vas pasSage in 1979 of P.L. 94r.142, The Education of
Ail Handicapped Children Act$ requiring that all_handicapped children between
ages 3-18 be provided tAth an appropriate education in a least restrictive
environment. The requirements that whenever possible_special education students
be "mainstreaMed" (i.e., placed within regular classrooms for_as much of their_
education as possible) and that_each special education student_be prOVided with
a cooperatiVely deVeloped individualized education plan (IEP) have raited
number of ittues regarding their implementation.
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A significant issue involves the designation of children for categorical
special education programa. Disadvantaged cAildren tend to be overrepresentedin such programs. Poor chi/dren, children from racial and ethnic minorities,
and children with limited or no English are more likely to :lave learning problems
and, as a consequence, be referred to.various special education programs rather
than provided for in the regular classroom.

The issue also involves the relationship betWeen special education and
regular education, whether they are separate and distinct parts of a dual
Service delivery system or components of a single education_system. There
are those who worry th,7.t regular education teachers lack the training and
professional insights to provide adequately for special education students
within their classrooms. Othera argue that individualization of instruction is
essential in all_educational settings, and that much of teaching of special
education students should take place in the less restrictive envIronment of the
regular classroom with only Special needs of such students provided in separatesettings.

_ Other issues in the area of special education deal With the nature of
appropriate educational and developmental_experiences for at=risk children_under
age three and_ with the traosition of special education_students from sscondary
school to_work. _The at..risk infante_pose special problems regarding appropriats
interventions and coordination with other agencies. _The issues concerned with
the transition of special education students from_school to work are particularly
complex since they involve employers,-changes in labor force needs, competition
for scarce jobs, etc.

The reform reports have had relatiVely little to say about special education.
The stress on excellence in edUCatiOn, With less than adequate attention tO_
equity issuos, results ir_special education students "not (being] cow:tittered
worthy or needy_of educational attention." Possibly this position_is dte te the
reformers' perception that apedial education is "a separate, parallel enterprise
that is only distantly related to general_education" (Lilly, 1987, p. 325).
Shepherd (1987) augqesta that the reformers "ignored special edtcatiOn because
attention to the edUCational needs of a lowachieving_groUp tuna counter to the
new emphasis_on dkcellence and higher standards..Higheretandards for all
students will exaggerate the tendency to refer difficult children to special
education" (p. 320).

Gilted-Students

With the emphasis of the reformers On "excellence_in education," one would
have expected that the gifted woUld rediiiiie special attention but, in fact,
explicit attention to this population_is minimal. _There seems,to be consenatd
that the giftediare exceptional, btt beYond thisi_there_is,less agreement than
might be expected._ AlthOUgh gifted_education is often associated With_SpeCial
education, the gifted do not Shake in the same kind of financial or policy
support as the handicapped; There are a_variety of issues involved in all
aspects_of gifted edUdatiOn=-Conception and definition of giftedneaat identifi-
cation procedures, proViaion of appropriate differentiated curriciildmi filling
of counselling needej selection and education of teachers of the gifted,
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provision of adequate learning environments, etc. There are continuing debater:
about the izsues of appropriateness of acceleration versus enrichment, special
classes and pr(xTrams vis-a-vis instructional modifications within the regular
classroom, whether Such provisionu contribute to elitism, how to deal with
underachievement, what constitutes a balance between th cognitiVe and affective
development of the gifted, etc. While gifted and talenttd studentA are often
perceived as "precious natural resources," efforts to provide them with special
programs, opportunities, and resources for them have waxed and waned in cycles
over the years.

Urban and Minority Education

Almost every issue of concern to American education is present In intense
form in the vortex of urban education. Urban education does not consist only
of disadvantaged students, but it_is_the'education of those students which
causes the greatest concern; While Title I of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965 (replaced by Chapter I of the Education Consolidation
and Improvement Act in 1981) was not limited to urban schools, it was in those
schools that the largest concentrations of poor and minority students Were
found. It is in those schools where the "effective schoo:ing" studies were
done: inquiries into the functioning of schools in which achievement exceeded
the predicted levels.

There are a host of issues concerned with various 'aspectit of what has
become known as "compensatory education." What should be the basis of selection
of students for programs and service--poverty or poor academic achievement or
both? What should be the focus of instructional ServiceS? What.are the conse-
quences of pull-out_programs on the overall_deVelopment and achievement of
disadvantaged students? Should programs and serviceS be concentrated on schools
with high poverty levels or poor_achievement? Are there optimal curricular or
instructional strategies available to guide planners? Can we teach thinking and
conceptual skills to disadvantaged youngsters as generic skills? Does research
provide clear guidance regarding instructional strategies to be used with
low-achieving students? To what extent should cultural, ethnic, and socio-
economic diversity be taken into account in designing instruction and curriculum?
Are there special counseling needs for disadvantaged students? How should
Chapter I programs be integrated with the remainder of the school's programs?
Some 15 years ago, Passow (1971) wrote: "What the crisis in urban education haS
done is to stimulate a total rethinking of the educative process==the goals, the
means, the resources, the strategies, the relationships. The 'tinkering approach'
having proved less than adequate, the 'do something, try harder' stance having
failed, Wt may now be ready for more comprehensive reforms baded on sound
research, theory, and experience;" (p; 40); In the intervening years, "more
comprehensive reforms" have not yet materialized so that the isdued concerning
urban education continue.

Prom the_range of available issues, Plaktan and Riehl, in_Chapter XVI,
identify three which are significant_concerns for urban educators: (1) preventing
school dropouts, (2) imprOVing_secondary education for Hispanic students, and
(5) attracting and retaining high quality teachers for urban schools; They
indicate how these issues are not limited to urban schools but are more intense
and critical in those settingt.
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The school dropout problem is, of cource, not a new concern but one which
has_taken on new_significance initerms of its consequences. Recent research hasShifted from_study of the characteristics and behaviors of dropeatS t,7* study of
the school context and how it ihteracts with student variablee_to affect droppingout. Vocational.and general tracks have apparently not contribUted to keepingstudents in schools to the eXtent that_it was thought they did._ If low academic
achievement and behavior problems in school are the_meSt tignifidant predictorsof dropping out, vhat_SCheol actions will raise aohieVetent And reduce behaviorproblems? Can pOtential drceouts_be identified and early interventions providedthem?_ To what eXtent ere school dropouts actually etheel pushouts? What
programs_vill help_etudents return to school and beCtite involved in programs and
opportunitieS BUffidiently;different from those whieh helped drive the studentout of school in the first place? What effect Will the drive for educational
excellence, inCreasing graduation requiremente, and raising standards have onthe dropeat tate? Will it; as some reformera argue, raise school achievement
and curtail dropping out?

The adademic achievement, high Schee,l graduation; and college entrance
rates of Hispanic students are among the lowesti and the dropout rate is amongthe highest of any group.Enrolled maLtly in vocational and general prog:ams;only a_fraction of those HiSpenic students who do graduate are_apparently _

academically prepared fOr higher education. Many Hispanic EMU-dente have_only
limited English profiCieney. Urban schools seem unable te_teet the needs of
Hispanic students and they_perceive the curriculum_as irreloVaht. The specialcounseling nends of Hitpanic students are often not Met; they often receive
neither academie nor Career guidance. Although_many HiSpenic youth work duringhigh school in ordet to help their families; thiS Work experience is neither
recognized Mit integrated_into the students' prograts. Their vocational
education ekperiences appear to be of dubioUS Wilde. Thus, a large majority of
Hispanic dtedeht are at,,risk for dropping_ oat. Hew can schools be reorganized
to serve HiSpanic students better? What kinde of curriculum modifications areneeded? ill mixed_ability groupings in small, diverse academic and_support
units improve the_academic achievement_and self-esteem of Hispanic students?
Will educational alternative programs help alleviate or exacerbatt_the_ problemsof Hispanic students? Of what value is bilingual education to high School
Hispanic students?

_Attracting and retainiag a high quality urban teaching feted is part of
the_large_problem of impreVing the quality of teaching; PlaXtah_and Riehl in
Chapter XVI suggest that the quality_of_urban_teaching coUld_be improved by
better ;teservice pregraMs, better recruitment practiced, and better work
conditions so that -competent teachers will have a better chance to succeedwith urban studenta. Will the proposals for refOrMing tea-Cher education--such
as those cif_the Holmes Group or the Carnegie Forum=-help the urban teaching
force, or_Will they make it even more_diffictilt to recruit and retain_a qualityteaching force? The_Issues_of attracting and adecating minority teachers have
not been dealt with adequately in most of the reform_proposals. _Nor have_the
special Skills and competencies_needed for success_with urban children and youta
been clearly defined. _What kinds of support services are required tip redued
teacher stress, prevent_teaeher burnout and give them a chance of Success with
the at-risk student in the urben setting?
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In some areas, large numbers of American Indians are enrolled in urban
schools and are part of the culturally diverse pupil populations; American
Indians and Alaska Natives have the highest dropout rate of any ethnic group end
the achievement gap between their performance and that of white_students widens
as the students progresa through school. The separation rate of American Indian
families is higher than the rest of the population and Indian child Welfare has
become a matter of serious concern. A long history of discrimination tuffered
by American Indiana seems to have contributed to their children being among
those studente most seriouslY at-risk;

The educational condition of Mexican American children, part of America's
fast-growing Hispanic minority, is not much different from that of the American
Indians with raspect to low academic performance, low number of school years
completed, high dropout rate, and high rates of illiteracy. They tend to be
enrolled in o%:-crowded, poorly equipped schools which may or may not be_in
urban areas. Because of hcusing_patterns, the schools have minority enrollments
of more than 50 percent. Many of the Mexican Americans have limited English
proficiency. In high Schoolt, they are generally found in general or vocational
programs, seldom in academic tracks. Mexican-American enrollments in higher
education are among the loWest among minorities;

A third didadvantaged group, which often overlaps with minority status
as well, are the children of migrant worker families. With a high rate of
transiency, migrant children have serious schooling and related problems.
While they have many problems in common with urban Student populations, each
of thead diaadvantaged groups has cultural or ethnic characteristics which
contribute to special needs. Many of the issues--how to raise school performance,
reduce illiteracy, cut the dropout rate, increase college going, and generally
enable these groups to enter the socioeconomic mainstream--are similar to those
of urban populations.

Education and _Informa-tion-Technologx

From time to time, a new medium is introduced which, its advocated believe,
will surely reVolutionize education. Presently, it is microcomputers but, as
Ely notes in Chapter VIII, "Some of the_same patterns were evident when educa-
tional radio, Silent and sound motion pictures, slides and filmetrips, overhead
projectors, language laboratories, and programmed instruction Were introduced
to the educational establishment" (p. 2).

The National Science Board's Commission (1983) observed that the United
States, which had "dramatically and boldly led the world into the age of techno=
logy," was now failing to educate its children for the coming decades" (p.
In its report, Educating Americans-for-the 21st Century, the Commission links
mathematics, sclence, and technology as basic subjects to be studied by all
students: "Students muat be prepared to understand technological innovation,
the productivity of technology, the impact of products on technology, and the
need for critical evaluation of societal matters involving the consequences
of technology" (p. 44). The Commission also noted that: "Computers are revolu-
tionizing many areas of our lives; they may well do the same for education"
(p. xii). In its discutaion of new technology currently available to educators,
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the ComMiSSion_inclUded computers, educationai_televisiOn, CoMputet=based
telocOMMUhidatiOne, videodisc systems, and robotics.

Thde there are two aspects of technology Of interest tb educatorstechnology
AS A Subject to be_studied (e.g., one-half year_of_compdter scienc,le_is one of
the_National Commission on Excellence in EducAtiOn'S rive New Basics) and
tachnblogy as an instructionaI,resource._ Boyer (1983) talks about (1) learning
AboSt computers, (2) learning lititit computers, and (3) learning from computers.

_Whether the focus is on technolOgy as subject_matter content or_technology
as an instructional resourCe, there are a number of issues which must be
confronted. If; as the Nati-Or:al COMmission on_Excellence in_Education (1983)
recommends, students ShOUld "understand the world of computers; electrOniCS,
and related technoloOes" (p. 26)j of what does that world consist?_ ShOUld the
study of technology be reqUired for_all? Should technology be taught AS A
separate course Ot Set Of courses, or should it_be_part_of_othet Ade-di:tic or
vocational SUbjeCtit? With respect to technology as an instrUCtiOnal resource,
what are apprOptiate uses?_ Will high quality_softwara'be aVallable for all
intended Uded? What new Skills are required for teathere tb use educational
techndlOgy Appropriately and effectively?_ How can_eqUity be assured in_the
access-3 to new_technoIogy so that the gap between the advantaged and disadvan,
taged does not widen? Will technology be Used to customize and individualize
instruction or simply to facilitate instrUctional management without differen-
tiation? Some predictions foresee greater_linkages between technology at home
and that in the classroomspartiCUlarly videocassettes, cable television, and
computers. Will these occur and how will they they affect teaching and learning?
As Ely cautions in Chapter VIII, technology relates to all fields and disiplined:
"When technology boob:tied an issue in itself, we should recycle our COncerhe back
to the_beginning by adking, 'What is it we want to do? Who are the learnere?
How will ye kW:4 When we are successful?'"

Testing-,--MeatUteMent and Evaluation

Coupled with the proposal of most reform groups to raise standards is a
recommendation for more and more frequent testing in order to establish greater
accountability for students and teachers. In addition, coupled with the proposals
to get better teachers is the recommendation for more testing of teachers at aII
stages of their preparation and certification.

State after state has_redponded with mandates for minimum competency_testing
at more and more grades. A Variety of issues are raised by this trend. Are_
testing_programs_driving the curriculum?_ Do the tests_have content, CUrricUlar,
and instructiOnal Validity? Do the tests measure knowledge acquiSitiOn With-but
assessing higher Order thinking skills? _Do the_tests realay contribUte to
raising standards? To what extent, if anyi_do the_minimUM CoMpetencies become
perodiVed AS the maximum_competencies?_ Do_the minimum competency tests
diacriMinate against specific racial., ethnic, or socideconomic groups? Do
testing programs contribute to the dropout rate?

Testing is used for a variety of selection purposese.g., to select
students for various 4rouping and tracks, for remedial and enrichment programs,
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or for counseling. A number of districts, however,_have barred the uSe of group
intelligence tests since they are considered discriminatory againtt racial or
ethnic minorities. Other districts prohibit the use of_test8 of personality,
valueS, critical thinking, and other affective areas. Axe Mich tests discrimina-
tory or iS it the purposes and ways_they are used which Warrant questioning their
value and/or validity? Do we know enough about the asSedement of individual
differences to provide differentiated programs and Select youngsters for them?

In the wake of the reform reports, more and mord states are testing teachers
for initial certification and a few are testing teachers already in service.
The most widely used_test is the National Teachers Examination (NTE), although
several states are developing their own tests. Two areas of knowledge are
usually tested--generaI and professional. What general knowledge and what
professional knowledge should be_included? A basic issue is whether the tests,
either the NTE or state-developed, are related to success in the classroom; is
there any relationship to a score on the NTE and the individual's teaching
competence? Does the teet indicate at least minimal teaching competence?
Should a paper=and=pencil test replace evaluations based on observed performance
in determining whether to continue the appointment of teachers already in
service?

-GUidence and Counseling

According to Walz in Chapter_II, there has been A recent resurgence of
interest in_and demand foricounseling services, much of it in the areas of
mental health, family counseling, and adult counseling. Most of the counseling
and guidance services_still take place in school and colleges, and deal with
personal, educational/adadeMicb and vocational/career counseling. Over the__
years, there has been continuing controversy concerning the value and effective=
ness of such_counteling, whether populations are better served by indiViddal Or
group counseling,_whether those individuals and groups most in need of_eUch
services are reddiving them, and whether counselors have the skill8 and compe-
tenCe tO Meet their clients' needs.

A Very sizeable group-possibly as many as 2;5 Million yOUths, according to
Walt in Chapter II--can be considered "at risk of being alienated from school,
society, and work."_ The bases for considering_youth at=risk are many and
inClude suicide, pregnancy, drug_and alcohol abuse, chrOnid truancy, juvenile
delinquency, and unemployment; _When_acadeMic underachievement_and school
discipline problems are added, the at-risk population becomes staggering; To_
whom will youngsters turn for asSistance and support-counselors, peers, teacherS,
families, other agencieS? Db_counselors really play a significant role in
assisting at-risk stUdentS? Counselors have been accused of discriminating,
consciousIy_or uncOnsciouslyi against minority youth; is there a basia fOr thede
charges? The traditional approach to vocationaI/career guidanCe hat Shifted
with_the_grOwth of theory regarding_career development; are coUnSeleita able and
do they haVe the resources to provide effective career_guidance tO all students?
Should Various populations such as minorities, women, handicapped ok Older
ad4ltd, receive priority delivery_of guidance servitea, dapeciall'career
.gUidanod? Sow effective are the new approaches to career guidance--self-managed,
netWOrking, group counseling, computers, systems deSignS?
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The reform reports of the 1980s, aimed priMarily at_the high school; began
to move on to higher education; raising a Whole deride Of questions about the
roles_and_programs of_colleges and univeraitied_Whioh are as comprehensive;
varied and inclusiveas those for elementary_and secondary educationi Included
among these issues are questions about the Philosophy and purpose of higher
education in_America today; the curriculum (how much should be liberal arts/
general education-based and how_much career oriented/professional studies-based);
appropriate standards; who shodld be admitted (e.g.., should greater efforts
be made tO attract and retain minority and_nnon-traditionaln students); the
distributiOn of scarce resources; the development of non-traditional programa;
Staffihg patterns (full- and part-time; traditional and non7traditiOnal);
faculty assessment (reappointment, promotion; and tenure); balance betWeen
teaching, research, and service; relationships with corporations, gOVernMent,
and industry); provision for at-risk students; etc.

Many of these_same issues apply to the_tilo=year community colleges as well.
The purposes and functions of community college have varied. They have included
providing occupational preparation for careers requiring less than a bacca-
laureate education; the first two years of a baccalaureate program, remedial
studxes, continuing education, adult education, and community cultural services.
The shift which took place some 20_or so years ago from "junior college" to
"community college" represented a fundamental change in goals and purposes.
Institutions were no longer simply two-year versions of four-year institutions,
catering to academically weaker students or ones who wished to start higher
education nearer to home. Instead, community colleges had a clear purpose of
their own for a constituency which was quite distinct.

Community colleges have traditionally been "open doorn inaitdtiOne and;
in some states, are perceived_as_extensions of the toMMOn School without the
compulsory attendance requirement; This open access policy raises fundamental
questions regarding_the limits,_if any,_whith_ShOuld be Set in admitting
students.i Should higher admission standarda be Set even if_they appear to
discriminate_against some groups? Should_ functionally illiterate students be
accepted in an or only some programs? Should remedial classes be provided
and, if so, should they be compulsory? What bases should be used to assess_
the success Of the_community college? Should community colleges maintian the
comprehensive curricula presently availablei_or should they set priorities
among these various curricular as resources decline? What are appropriate
bases fOr taking dedisions regarding priorities? How can the programs Of_
comMUnity colleges and secondary schools be articulated so that_bOth inatitdtions
WOdld improve? Should the community college offer programs that serve a SOdial
Ohl:Edon function, leading students, as Cohen puts it in Chaptet IX, "to A -dense
Of their nation's heritagei shared understandings; community valued, A common
language."

Non-school Education Agencies

Education and socialization take place_in a variety of settings other than
schools--famllies, religious institutiona, libraries, museums, youth groups, the
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media, etc. As the National_Science_Board's Commission (1983) observed: "Much
that affects the quality of formal education occurs outside the classroom and
beyond the control of the school" (p. 59). While there is increasing activity
involving the creation of partnerships between business-industry and the schools,
these seem to deal primarily with securing financial and personnel support.
There_is relatively little attention being given specifically to the schools
and education in non-school settings. (For an exception, see Fantini & Sinclair,
1985.) How can schools relate to and capitalize on the formal and informal
learning opportunities which exist outside the classroom structure? The
reformers of the 1970s put a heavy stress on community-based experiential
learning which moved learning out of the classroom into the community, a
step toward articulating learning opportunities with those of the non-school
educative agencies.

Some Concluding Observations and RefledtiOnt

These personal observations and reflections on trends and issues in educa-
tion are made some three years after the current wave of school reform was
initiated. Educators, politicians, governmental agencies, community groups,
corporations, and other groups are all involved in school reform and many of
them_are "taking credit" for having moved schools and colleges toward higher
levels of excellence, usually defined in terms of higher test scores. Some
comments on this perception seem in order.

1._ Crises in education and calls for reform in American education seem_
to_be perennial. Historical traditions must be brought to bear to understand
better the current trends and issues. The problem wIth the ahistorioal approach
taken by many erstwhile reformers is that they may_not correctly perceive_the
situatiOn nor ask the right questions; In all of the reform reports of the
1980s there are scarcely any references to the reform reports of the 1970s which
undertook simlIar_analyses of the "ills of AMerican education" but came to very
different conclusions and recommendations scarely ten years apart.

2; As suggested at the outset, calls for reform may not match the condi-
tions of schooling which need change at the moment. Although he made his own
recommendations for improving American education, Goodlad (1983) described the
current proposals for curriculum reform as follows:

The "obvious" and "logical" solutions to the schools' curricular
inadequacies being bandied about today are those that were most
frequently bandied about yesterday and the day before that; Essen7
tially, they involve a "get tough" approach combined_with a dose of
elitism. Course requirements in basic subjects are to be extended;
textbooks are to become "harderi" with less watering down to the
lowest common denominators of student abilities. (p. 29)

Noting that_reformers are "quick to assume that declining high school test
scores can be attributed to Shortcomings in the educational system," Peterson
(1983) suggests that other_factors may be at work "such as increased use of
drugs and alcohol, A rise in the percentage of students who live in single
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parent households, and declining employment opportunities==and nO_Ohe has been
able to establish that changes in the classroom, independent Of Changes in the
larger society, are_to_biame for_drops in test resultd" (p. 4). Nor, it might
be added, has it been convincingly eStabliehed that the drop in test results is
the critical cause in America's deClining indUttrial and commercial fortunes.

3. For_the past_tWo_deCaded et_dob the change process has been systema-
tically_studied _It is clear_that there are limits on the changes which
legislative mandates, commistion recommendations, and other external agencies
and groups can effect. Ultimately, changes in curriculum and instruction depend
on_changes in people. ,A major issue which tends to be ignored by reformers
other than by eXhortation and directive is the question of how to bring about
real changes in curriculum and teaching, changes which will enabIe_us to achieVe
the 'Win goals of equity and excellence more meaningfully than would be mani=
fasted by higher test scores.

4. Although there is considerable rhetoric regarding the need for educating
our children and youth for the future (e.g., Educating-Amer-J.-cant; fOr_the 21st
DeEllax)i we seem not to be clear about_what kind Of fUtdre. In addition to the
questions we have been asking, perhaps thero_are_some °theta._ For example,
toward what goals and ends should our educatiOn be directed if we are to prepare
our children for the future? Toward what knOWledge, skills, understandings,
values, insights, seIf7conceptS? Will Otr_flation_be at less risk if we increase
the number of courses in science, mathematics, and technology our students take,
or must the curricUlum provide a qualitatively different kind of mathematics and
science, one which has moral and Aesthetic as well knowledge dimensions?How do
we educate creative, productiVe individuals who are also concerned with ethics;
morality, and social responsibility?

Although we find it difficult to comprehend the real meaning of the_"knOWledge
explosion," we are constantly Informed that such an explosion_iS od-cdtring. HoW
do we deal with this knowledge explosion in the curriculum, other than by telling
students that it is happening? What criteria do ye use tO Select MOntent And
processes for inclusion in the curriculum from thig_eXponentially increasing
knowledge base?_ShouId we teach youngSterS abbUt the nature of knowledge?
About theories of knowledge? About how knOWledge it produced?

In a world beset with prObleM8==the pbSsibility of nuclear annihilation,
terrorism, widespread hunger and disease' environmental pollution, totalitarian-
ism, disinformation, and daily and continuing crises of every kind=,what kinds
of_curricular experiences will nuture consciousness, concern, personal respon-
sibility, and commitment in our students so that they will not bllndIy:ignore__
these threats to the survival of humankind and will use their talents toward the
re-solution of these probleme

How do we teach individuals the skills of cooperative behaViOr?_ What kind
of education will heap students to become issuo=oriented, willing and able to
understand the vital issues which individuals and societies fade and to attempt
to come to grips with them? _What kind of an education Will nourish the learning-
how-to-learn skills, the higher order thinking Skilld, the creativity, the
motivation needed by our youngsterig to function in today's society and into the
next century?
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_These_personal Observations and reflections on the trends and issues in
Aterican education suggest that it is not that we have been asking the wrong
quedtions and confronting the wrong issues but rather that we might think of
adking some additional ones. America needs intelligenti_skilledi_caring,
compassionate, creative individuals not only to compete industrially With Japan,
West Germany1 or other nations, and to compete militarily with the U.S.S.R., but
because our nation believes a society is not healthy_unless each indiVidual
fulfills his/her own potential. Our educators need to ask whether our edhools
are really producing persons who can do so and what muet be done to eneure this
in the years ahead.
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SOME CURRENT ISSUES IN ADULT, CAREER, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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in Vocational Education, The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH

The fields of adult, career, and vocational education are broad and are
currently facing a variety of issues. Four issues have been selected for
review in this chapter. These issues revolve around these questIonb:

O What career-related curriculum should be incorporated into the new
bettidd?

o What contributions can vocational and career education make to
reducing the dropout rate?

o How can articulated secondary-postsecondary programs support quality
occupational training?

o How can literacy programs increase the literacy rate among adult
AMericans?

Selection of these issues was difficult because of the diversity and
breadth of the three scope areas covered by the ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult,
Career, and Vocational Education. The final selection of issues was based
on two criteria: representativeness and importance.

These questions reflect important issues_at various educational levels
ranging_from kindergarten through adult education. _The careep-related
curriculum focuses on elementary, middle school, and early high school
curriculum that prepares students for the_career and technological changes
that they will confront throughout their lives. The issue of dropout
reduction addresse3 a_growing national concern for the need to support
student_retention y initiating early identification and prevention programs.
The articulated_secondary-postsecondary occupational training issue responds
to the need to develop coordinated_occupational training curricula that are
efficient and nonduplicative and result in the achievement of higher-level
technical skills. This area focuses on later secondary and postsecondary
education.: Finally, the educational needs of adults are a _recognized
national concern. Although adult learners vary_in their_educational goals,
how to increase adult literacy levels_stands_out_as a_major concern. FOr
this reason, adult literacy was selected as the fourth issue to be repre-
sentative of a major adult education theme.

These isvues also address iMportant trends affecting education today,
including the cffect$ of a changing workplace on occupational and educational
requirementsi_tl-e growing concern for reaching disconnected youth and
Adults, and the current emphasis on educational excellence. Technology
is being adopted widely and is making frequent career change a way of life.
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An understanding of the principles of technology_and of personal_career
planning concepts is becoming increasingly important for_ all students._ The
changing workplace is creating_a demand for a higher nuMber Of teChniCians.
For success it_requires generaliZable, nonspecific work Skills. There
is_also a trend toward a higher nutber of less-than-beccalaureate-level
jiabd. This_is creating an increased need fon high-quality, efficient
occupational training at the secondary and postsecondary levels.

The problem of disconnected youth_and adulta is becoming acute. These
are youth and adults who have dropped out of high school, lack literacy
skills, and_consistently are either unemployed or employed in low-level;
unstable, and low-paying jobs. A dual attack is needed to' stabilize and_
reduce the number of disconnected youth and adults. At the public school
level, dropout prevention_programs are needed, while at the adult level
literacy programs are needed.

Finally,_the recent emphasis on excellence in education is resulting in
major curriculum reform. Most states are adopting stricter graduation _

requirements and the curriculum is becoming =c:ee uniform for all students.
This trend raisea the issue of the role of career and vocational education
in the new basics._ Among the suggestions emerrring are the adoption of a
career/technology core'as a basic curriculuearea for all students and_the
granting of joint academic and vocational credit for carefully designed
vocational education programs.

What Career-Related CurriCulum ShOUld Be
Incorporated into the New Basics?

Should principles of technology and career be incorporated with the
basic curriculuM? Several writers suggest that they should. Boyer (1983),
in the Carnegie report entitled Hi h School: A Re -rt on Seconda Education
in America, suggests that a course on work and career should be one of the
basics. The National Commission on Secondary Vocational Education (1984)
states that vocational education in the secondary curriculum should_include
career guidance and exploration, general employability Skills, broad concepts
of work and family, and general_and specific occupational skill training.
The increasing influence of technology has prompted_several writers
(Daniels; Karmos, & Presley, 1985) to focus_on the importance of_ pretechhical
knowledge and skills that_ are of increased importance in the workplace and
to individuals as they make a numb4*r of career changes over the life span.

Many_of the recant comMission reports oci education emphasize the need
for a solid educational fOundation that will enable today's youth to adapt
to an uncertain employment future. The rapid rates of technological change
mean that much of the current work force will have to acquire new skills.
In such_a_period of transition, it is difficult to know how to prepare young
people and retrain adults for rewarding future employment (Lewis; Fraser, &
Unger, 1984).
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Although authorities agree that the economic shift will affect the
types of available jobs, it is difficult to predict the exact nature of that
change as wen as how rapidly it will occur. Recent figures from the U.S.
Department of Labor's Bureau of Statistics project rapid growth rates for
the high-tech occupations, such as computer service technicians. However,
the actual number of these high-tech occupations, compared to other occupa-
tions, will remain small. The largest number of new job openings will be
created in low-skilled or service job categories such as building custodian,
cashier, secretary, general office clerk, and sales clerk. When reviewing
projections of future labor force requirements, a distinction should be made
between the percentage =f growth for an occupation and the numbers of new
jobs created. During the remainder of the 1980s, most new jobs will not
involve high levels of scientific or mathematical skills as high-tech
industries are expected to account for only 17% of the new jobs created
between 1982 and 1995 (Lewis et al., 1984).

Technology is having a profound impact on existing_jobs. Micror
processors, laser use, and biotechnologies are influencing the workplace.
How will their applications affect the_skill_levels required for_various
jobs? Two opposing views exist. The first is that the increasee_application
of technoIogy'will increase job akin reqUirementt. The second view it
that_the increased use of technology will de-skill or lower the jOb Akill
requirements, and there will be less_need for a highly educated work force.
There_is evidence_that bOth points of view are true. Technology will
prObebly first raise bUt later lower the skills required of workers.
Cdrrent evidence suggests that emerging technology is resulting in less
emphasis on manipulative skills and greater emphasis on cognitive and
analytical Skills. For example, robots are replacing assemblers and
operatives but are increasing the demand for technicians. However; as
technology matures and becomes more user friendly, worker skill requirements
are likely to decrease (Lewis et al.; 1984; D. P. Meyer; 1985).

It is impossible to predict accurately which jobs will be available to
an individual throughout a lifetime; How can education prepare individuals
to meet such uncertain future_labor market conditions?_ What are the Dal:41i=
cations of_the changing workplace for the_core curricul4m? The predominant
view regarding curriculum is that it should_provide a strong general
educational_foundation_that will prepae indiViduals to adapt to the many
occupational_and_technical changes that they will encounter in the future.
Several models of K-12 career-related curriculum are emerging. These models
focus on tWo approaches. The fi:7st is to provide joint vocational and basic
Skills courses to support the application of concepts and to increase
student motivation. The second focuses on the career/technology area as one
of the basics important to all students.

_The combined vocationaI/basic skills approach includes granting credit
jointly to vocational and basic skills for vocational education courses
and reinforcing basic skins through vocational education instruction.
Cincinnati's Great Oaks Joint Vocational School District hes a program_that
coordinates math and science instruction with vo.lational offerings in the
areas of dental assistant training, chef's training; electronica, Welding,
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and industrial maintenance. Working jointly, academic and vocational
instructors have developed curriculum that delivers both occupatienal Skilla
and basic Skills in such areas as math, science, and communication (4igal,
1984).

In Virginia; students are allowed to take a sequence of_vocational
courses to fulfill the requirement for either a math or a science course.
Students who complete a minimnie Of 300 hours of vocational instruction in
the areas of agriculture, business,_distribution, health occupations,
occupatiOLal_home economics, or trade and industrial education also receive
a math or science credit toward graduation requirements (Brown, 1984).

The_approach combining vocational and basic skills instruction that was
developed by the Center for Occupational Research and Development recognizes
the interrelationship_between basic science and technology. The "prifttiples
of Technology!!_program includes joint instruction in technical principles
and concepts of science and mathematics. _It also provides handson_
laboratory experiences to support the application of concepts_and Skilla.
The course includes 14 units focusing on the scientifit ptificiples that
are the basis of current technological developmentt (Parnell, 1985).

Another cluster Of programs addresses the_importance of career and
technology concepts as'one of the basics needed by all students. These
approaches focus on_technological literacy, career planning skills, and
nonspecific*.gfneralizable work skills. Dyrenfurth (1984) has developed a
techholbgicalliteracy model consisting of three stages. First-order
technological literacy helps individuals be aware of aIl technology._
This level should be incorporated into existing elementary, junior_high,
and middle school curricula. Second-order technological literacy helps
individuals be aware of and explore a subset of technologies of interest to
them. This level can be supported by_appropriate materials in middle
and secondary school social studies, industrial arts, home economics,
and_practical arts curricula. Third-order technological literacy includes
exploration, prespecialization0 and preparation in a subset of technology.
This would occur in both the secondary and postsecondary setting.

The state of New York has recently adopted a three-stage curriculum
that combines career and technology competencies for ail students. During
the foundation stage, grades K through 8; all students obtain a common core
of_conceptual skills and knowledge related_to personal, family,_home,_
community, and work responsibilities. _During this phase, seventh-_and
eighth-grade students are required to take one-unit coursei in technology
and in introduction to_careers; During_the_9th_and 10th grades* the
development phase, students are provided_a broad spectenis Of knowledge
and skills generic_to all_areas of home/family and employment. Specialized
occupational educetioni the concentration phase that prepares students for
either employment or for postsecondary education* is delayed until the 11th
and 12th grades. Thus, career options are kept open until students have
thoroughly explored the full implications (Daggett, 1984).
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Daniels et_al. (1985) have proposed a_pretechnital curriculum that
includes three sets of skills. Generalizable skills and knowledge are those
directly used in work performance. They are transferable across jobs and
occupations, and are keys to stictellie on the job and in the classroom.
Examples include reasoning,_COMMtnitation. math, and technological and
attitudinal skills; Transition Skills and knowledge are needed to manage_
career and other life transitions. Examples include change management and
decision7making akilla. FrOblem.rsolving Skills and knowledge_are heeded to
be effective_in interpersonal and group situations_encoutitered in most work
settings; Thetie iholdde interpersonal Skills and the ability tb Understand
human behaviOr. The importance of these skills in:the Changing Workplace
was_verified by Pratzner and Russell (1984), who identified such transferable
skillt ais problem-solving, interpersonal relations, group process, decision-
making, planning, communication, and thinking/reasoning skills.

Future Directions

New_demands in_the_workplace resulting from_the_increased application
of technology have implicatiOnt for the K-12 curriculum. Recent educational
reforms have emphasized ihdreased achievement in the basics._ Current
programs are Supporting the effectiveness of_combining vOtational and basic
skills instruction and incorporating career and technolOgy contepts into the
basic curricUlUt for all students.

There ere several advantages to developing courses that carry joint
Credit for vocational and basic skills. Such courses provide an increased
opportunity for the application of begat Skills and concepts. Transfer of
training can be increased as _studente use basic skills to solve vocationally
oriented problems. Also, for_unMOtiVated students, the active, hands-on
instruction used in vocational eft-cation increases interest and motivation,
thus supporting higher leveld of achievement and retention. Successful
programs that include VOtational and basic skills_instruction and_credit
require Cooperative planning. Existing programs_have_been planned_jointly
by the acadeMit and Vocational staff, and often include teabi_teadhing. _In
the cases of New York and Virginia, the impetus for the datablishment of
joint_curricula has come from the state level. The deVelOpment of joint
vocational and basic skills courses_is not widespread at the present time.
To support the increased development Of qUality programs, it is important to
study more closely the planning prod-eases used to develop successful arrange-
ments and to disseminate information about successful models.

__Technology is vital_to OUr economic development. _Although_technOlOgy
is closely_reIated tb atA applies concepts from basic areas_suCh da Math_and
science, it constitutes a separate domain. Recent_efforts_td deVeldp models
of pretechhology and technology education suggest that tedhnology is_an
important basic. _More developmental work is.needed_in thid area. First,
existing pretechnology and technology curriculum models need to be tested
to determine_thetr quality and to identify the most effective ways of
incorporating these areas into the eXititting curriculum. Current approaches
include offering separate courses_and cQabining with existing courses.
Second, curriculum developera need to find effective ways to monitor
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technological developments and revise curriculum to include emerging
concepts. This will require stronger linkages to business, research, and
industrial settings in which technological development is occurring.

A final area includes_the development of curriculum to teach
generalizable career skills; Trends indicate that change is_becoming a way
of life; Today's youth wilI change occupations over seven times during_
their adult lives. What knowledge and skills best prepare youth to deal
effectively with change? _A set uf general, nonoccupationally specifid
Skills are being 'suggested. These include problem-solving, decision-making,
interpersonal, and career-planning skills. Although_some_of these Skills
are taught in the existing curricula, it cannot be assumed that transfer of
these_skills to life decisions and occupational situations will occur
automatically; Specific instructional activities are needed to support this
transfer. The major need is to develop learning experiences that support
transfer of skills and to determine effective models for providing this
instruction; Existing models such as_general career-related courses,
infusion into existing curriculum, and career guidance programs need to be
evaluated._ Dissemination of effectiVe approaches and cOordination at the
state level are also needed.

What Contributions Can Vocational and Career Education
Make to Reducing the Dropout Rate?

A large number of youth are at risk (Education Commission of the
States, 1985); They are more apt to drop out of school before high school
graduation. Also, they are more likely than other adults to be unemployed
and receive lower wages after they have left the secondary schoolt._ AbbUt__
700,000 students dropped out during 1984 and another 300,000 were chronically
truant. In_large cities the dropout rate runs over 40 percent. The dropout
rates_for the lower_socioeconomic, black and_Hispanic youth are much higher
than dropout rates for high socioeconomic and white youth. Among dropouts,
most female students drop out to have babies. Of the unwed teens who gave
birth to 650,000 babies in 1984, many did not return to school.:

Once they have left school, many young adults fail to find consistent
employment. The unemployment rate of teenagers is three times higher than
that of adults. More than 3 million young adults (ages 16 to 24) are
looking for work and almost 400,000 are discouraged, thus no longer seeking
employment. Current unemployment rates for black teens (40 percent) and
Hispanic teens (24 percent) are higher than the 15 percent unemployment
rate for white teens. Not all dropouts are at risk in later career and
eeucational achievements. About 14 percent of males and 9 percent of
females later enter General Educational Development (GED) programs.

The recent excellence reforms enacted in many states are a first step
toward ensuring the quality of education and preparing youth for changing
social and labor market conditions._ For at-risk youth, however, reforms
such as a uniform core curriculum, longer_school_day, more homework,_and
competency testing may result in increaSed dropping out rather than increaded
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competence. Several groups are suggesting that preventive_programs for
at-rikk youth.are an important next step in the educational excellence
reform process (Education Commission of the States, 1985). _Programming to
support quality_education to retain at-risk youth_can draw from existing
dropout_research and current exemplary programs that suggest program
standarde.

Research has focused on_describing the characteristics of dropouts,
understanding_ why youth decide to drop_outi and describing the features
of_programs that reduce dropout rates (Batschei_McCarty, & Klitzkei 1984;
Weber & Silvani-Lacey, 1983). Researctron characteristics of dropouts has
identified personal, familyi_social, and economic factors that characterize
dropouts. There are two problems with the usefulness of this_information
for program_development. First, few of the identified characteristics_are
factors over which the school has control. While_a characteristic such as
low_self-esteem_may be modified_by the school, other characteristics such as
sociOeconomic status may not. Another problem with this research is that
too often it focuses on the students at or near the school-leaving age.
Descriptions of students at this point have little power to suggest early
intervention strategies. Research will be most helpful when it studies
the characteristics of later elementary or middle school students who
subsequently drop out.

Other research has examined the decision process: why a student
chooses drop out (Batsche et aI., 1984). One problem with this research
is that students will often give socially acceptable reasons (e.g., need to
work), rather than real causes (e.g., isolation or boredom). Decisions
during the transition from middle school to high school are crucial, since
they define motivation for the high school years. Fewer dropouts than
school completers report having discussed their high school plans with a
parent, "significant other," teacher, or counselor (Weber, 1986). They are
more apt to report being "assigned to" rather than choosing their high
school program, and are more likely to be in the general curriculum.
When they are in vocational curriculum, they are more often enrolled in
exploratory courses rather than a sequence of courses that provide job-
specific training. Dropouts are more apt to be in work-study programs than
is the general student population, but these experiences too often are not
programmatic or linked to ongoing school efforts.

__What role do_career and vocational education play in retaining students
in high school and_motivating disconnected young adults to return to school?
Carwar education, including career guidance and counseling, experience-based
career education, and career-related classroom activities, has been shown to
support several goals related to retention (Bonnet, 1979). Career education
increases basic kills achievement, particularly in the application and
leng-term retention of skills. Students with low motivation to attend
school have shown improvement in school attendance and retention after
participating in career education experiences. Vocational students who have
participated in career education are more likely to complete the vocational
program they have selected. Finally, career education has consistently
demonstrated effectiveness in increasing students' career planning skills.
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Thus, students_aro better able to set personal, educational, and occupational
goals that lend meaning and motivation to the high school experience.

Results_of_several studies support the importance of VOCatiOnal_education
in_dropout prevention (Mertens, Seitz, & Cox,_1982; Weber, 1996). These
studies showed that vocational education_enrollMent WAS associated with school
Jtention. In North Carolina, one7fourth bf the students in a survey said that

vocationai_education wa8 the main reason why they stayed in school. In
general, findings nUggest_that vocational education-and work expezience are
powerfukin supporting school retention but that they are most effective
when_combined With other_program features. When determining the value of
VOOatiOhal education in dropout prevention, it is important to examlne the_
qtality of the vocational education experience. _Casual exploration through
vocational courses or work experience that is not related to learning goals
are less effective than major concentration in:a vocational pro-grain.

_ _Young adults who have dropped out of school tend_to_have low basic
skins levels that prevent them from,entering work and education and training
programs. Adurt_basic education (ASE) has developed programs to meet the
needs of young_adultS. _Through ABE programs, young adults obtain the basic
skins needed to enter high school completion and vocational training
progrOms_and te Obtain jobs. Of adult basic education students,_65% are in
the 167 tO 35-year-old age group; 53% have achieved less than a high SCh001
edtdation. Research on the effects of ABE programs (Darkenuald & Valentine,
1984) shows that participants improve their seif-concept, gain confidence in
themselves, and achieve their personal educational goals.

Future Directions

Although career and vocational-education programs have been shown to
contribute_to school_retention, their overall impact can be improved by
strengthening and Modifying'existing programs to better meet the needs of
potential dropouts.

Early intervention has been stressed and general characteristics of
dropouts hiv'e been identified. PrOcedures are needed to help local Sdheelb
develop ioentification procedures that are based on local StUdent_infOrMatiOn
and consider matiple factors (Weber, 1986)._ After identifying WhO Might
drop out, effective, early intervention programs should be targeted to these
identified youth.

The_transition into high school is a point When Stddetitti need tdi
develop commitment and motivation for completing their high edhOol program.
They also need to_heIieve that the_bigh school_ program is relevant to adult
roles that they will assume when they leave school. Intensive career education
and expIoration_experiences can support the transition of dropout-prone
students into_high Odhool. The experience should lead to the development
of individUalited plans that include educational goals, strategies to reduce
barriers V: the achievement of goals, and timelines for monitoring progress
Oh theSei gOals._ Individualized planning approaches_such as_those used _with
handicapped students need to be adapted for use with dropout-prone StudentS.
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Characteristics of successful dropout prevention programs include
administrative arrangementsi_teacher behavior and characteristics, student
culture, and instructional design_(Wehlage, 1983)._ Stall torograms with two
to six teachers_serving 25760 studentS are most effective. Program staff
have autonomy_that aIlovs_teaChers to assume authority and responsibility
for solving problems related to the program. Teachers beIieve_that aII
students can learn and that the teacher is responsible for ensuring learning;
They see the Stiident as a total person and relate to_students in a caring
way While Setting high expectations and firm rules for the program; TheSe
teadhers are also highly cooperative with each other.

Students in successful_programs are cooperative rather than competitive;
They view the program as a_"famiIy" and are willing to support each other;
Successful programs have distinctive_instructional featuresi_ Instruction
is individualized_and focuses on real-life problems. Experiential learning
in community service,_vocational, and outcome settings is stressed; These
features of successful_programs confirm the importance of considering
multiple factors when_designing programs and the need to disseminate
successful program mOdels nationally.

For vOdational education to have optimal impact on school retention,
potential dropouts need to participate_in vocational education prograMt in a
beaningful way. Schools need to take_specific stepS tO_indreete_iihrolltents
and to ensure comprehensive rather_than random, exploratory_partiCipation.
These steps include helping_students view vocational edUcation as a viable
educational option; conducting_outreach_and recruittent programs for _

dropout-prone students;_and helping students identify, enter, and complete
comprehensive vocational education programs that lead to occupational skill-A
development.

WOrk-study actiVitied_can provide financial support for'students and
increase mOtiVatiOn for_school achievement; However, if not carefully
planned;_vork=Study edtivities can have a negative effect (Weber, 1986);
Work=study_activities should include specific objectives, diverse_experiendet
that are linked to the students' educational program, close ties betWeen the
employer and the school, and evaluation standards to review the quality of
Work-study activities;

How Can Articulated Secondary-Postsecondary Programs
Support Quality Occupational Training?

The excellence movement_has resulted in renewed interest in strengthening
the secondary school_curriculum to_ensure_ higher levels of basic Skins
achievement; Parnell (1985) highlights the need for high school curriculum
reforms to include carefUlly articulated secondary-postsecondary programs.

In early 1985, 440 atates had increased high school graduation require=
menta, and 27 states had or were_considering separate requiroments for an
advanced ot College-preparatory diploma (Dyrenfurth, 1985). Thie_ttend Will
reault in A more uniform curriculum for all students. This should help to
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change the_ previous trend for many students to follow a general curriculum
in high school that neither prepared_them for college attendance nor for
Iess-than=baCcAlatreate-level occupational training; _Between 1975 and 1981,
36% of high_eChool students were in the academic tradk, 43% in the general
track, and 19% in the vocational track (2% were unidentified);

Howeveri_a college-preparatory curricuium_in_whiCh_all_ittudentd have
.similar educational experiences may not_reflect the_needd Of studentS or of
the occupational demand structure. Although there baS been an increase in_
baccalaureatedegree holders, at_least three Of four pUblic school students
will not achieve this degree;The U.S. Department of Labor (1984) identified
the 50 fastest7growing occupations. None of them are lowskill jobs and only
two require_a baccalaureate_degree. Increaded use of technology in most
occupational ateaS id_Creating new demands for skill and knowledge. Although
projections suggest that there will be relatively few high-tech_jobs,, most
jobs Will be inflUended by technology; _Parnell (1985)_argues that_training
Of tedhniCians with a broad understanding of the_principles AS Well at the
applications of technology is needed to respond to the shifting Workplace.

The articulated secondary-postsecondaryt vocational=technical curriculum
is an emerging response to the_need tio provide technical and basic Skill
excellence_for the three out_of_fOur students who will_redeive less than
a baccalaureate degree.._ Articulation is the process of developing and
implemening coordinated curricula at the secondary and postsecondary
levels. These_artiCtlated curricula provide courses of study_that students .

begin during the hig4 ddhool years and complete_by_attending_a community_
college Or_posttecondary technical school. They are carefully structured to
avoid duplication of learning, to support the_smooth transition from One
leVel to the next, and to result in the achievement of higher=leVel tedhnital
competence.

Articulated_programs_can provide several benefits for both students and
educational institutions (American ASsociation_of Community and Junior
Colleges and American Vocational Association, 1984). These include reduced
duplication_of_learning,_more effective and efficient learning, improved
program_content and_dtandardsi and fuller use of existing program facilities
and equipment._ Artidtlated programs can help both secondary_and_post-_
secondary indtitittions respond to the need for excellence. At the high
sChool leVel, programs combine basic_skills end_technicel_competence_to
improve the quality of vocational education_offerings. _These more rigorous
programs that are closely linked to_postsecondary education_provide a tote
attractive option for students_and_can help_support_high SdhOol completion.
Postsecondary institutions will also benefit by having larger enrollments of
better prepared students.

Long et al. (1986) conducted a national survey of existing secondary-
postsecondary program articulation efforts. They conclude that all articulated
programs share the goal of saving students both_time and money byiavoiding
duplication of learning._ _However, some programs move beyond these goals by
teaching more AdVanced skills than can be delivered in unarticulated programs.



Time7shortened articulated programs_ that allow students to receive
postsecondary credit ter high school work can be considered as advanced
placement programs. These programs vary in their complexity. In some
cases, they are direct arrangements between the high school and the post
secondary school developed by a few people. In_other cases they involve
comprehensive planning committees and administrative structures. Increasingly,
the impetus for these agreements originates in state-Ievel policy (Maryland
State Board for Community Colleges, 1984).

A major need in articulated programs is an effective method of verifying
learning at the high school level, and of evaluating those learning experi-
ences or establishing postsecondary credit. Various approaches are used,
including teacher recommendation, external testing, and competency-based
curricula. Competency-based curricula are effective since the assessment
of competencies taught and mastered is built into the curriculum. Time-
shortened programs provide cost-effective, motivating, high-quality
occupational training. These programs hold promise for improving the
quality of occupational training for many occupational areas. However, in
the light of the growing demand for "master technicians" (Parnell, 1988),
there is an additional need, that articulated programs result in high-level
skills and knowledge. Two promising approaches to articulated advanced-
!Skills programs are the high school core technical curriculum and the
vocational-technical 2 + 2 programs (Long et al., 1986).

The core curriculum provides intensive instruction in the principles of
technology to help students develop the core knowledge base needed for
postsecondary-level, high-technology training. The Center for Occupational
Development has developed a "Principles of Technology" curriculum that
covers principles of physics needed for advanced technical training in
such programs as medical equipment technician and computer-aided design
technician. Students who have taken the core technology curriculum at the
high school level are able to bypass introductory courses and move to
advanced levels upon postsecondary_school entry. The core curriculum
focuses on basic technical principles rather than specific Skill training.
High school .students have the option of combining the core curriculum with
other vocational education in high school or delaying specific skills
training until the postsecondary level.

The vocational-technical 2 + 2 curriculum also focuses on developing
advanced skills for high-tech occupations. These programs provide a compre-
hensive, four-year technical training program that is entered during the
last two years of high school and completed at the end of two years of
postsecondary training (Parnell, 1984). These 2 + 2 programs provide
four years of study focusing on three major knowledge areas: basic skills
(mathematics, science, communications, socioeconomics, and computer literacy),
technical core skills (a set of knowledge and skills shared by a general
occupational area), and specialty akills.
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_Future Directions

Projections indicate that secondary-postsecondary articulation arrange-
ments will become more numerous and comprehensive in the future. Future
efforts need to focus on_guaranteeing relevant curriculum to meet student
and labor market needs, developing state-level policies to support arti-
culation, and developing and implementing local articulation plans.

When_developing articulation agreements; the needs of students should
be foremost. Higher unemployment rates are tied to lower educational
attainment levels. Many employment opportunities require less tNan a
baccalaureate degree but do_require training that is relevant_to changing
job_demands. School retention is a_national concern and can be stimulated
by the availability of training options that relate to career goals and are
cost-_and time-effective for students. While there_is increasing demand for
tedhhicians, the major demand still clusters in other, more traditional
occupational areas. Articulation plans that are based on student needs
Will include diverse options that provide for both time-reduced training and
increased skillleveI training. Programs also need to focus on such services
as outreach, recruitment, counseling, and placement that help Students set
career goals, select appropriate educational options, complete articulated
training, understand career ladders within their training .area, and obtain
job placement.

-

Although articulated programs have been developed locally without the
impetus of state-level policy, the extensive emergence of local agreements
Will be facilitated by state policy. In some cases, state administrative
arrangements have been a barrier to articulation. Often, different state
agencies have jurisdiction over secondary and postsecondary education.
Several options are available at the state level. Florida has a policy that
permits high school students to enroll in a community college and receive
both high school and college credit. Other states, California for one, have
policies that encourage but do not mandate cooperation. A few states are
developing policies that mandate cooperation._ In Illinois, the State
Hoard of Education and the Community College Board have proposed formal
articulation agreements between secondary and postsecondary levels. These
agreements must address four areas: (a) program alignment and continuity
in a given occupational area; (b) transition of students from one level to
another without undue delay or duplication of learning; (c) cooperation in
use of equipment, facilities, and staff, when feasible; and (d) cooperation
in ongoing evaluation and improvement of programs (Galloway & Washburn,
1985). An analysis of current state policy and the revision of policy
to support articulation are needed to promote cost-effective, efficient
secondary-postsecondary coordination.

While state policy can support or even mandate cooperative planning,_
its success rests at the local level. Long et al. (1986) found_that local
factors such as turf conflicts, faculty resistance, poor communication, and
incompatible curriculum were greater barriers than external problems such
as state-IeveI policy. Case studies of succeseful programsled the authors
to conclude that core elements of Successful programs were (a) leadership
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and commitment from the toP; (b) early faculty invoIvement;_(c) relationehipt
based on mutuaIrespeCt arid trdet; (d) mutual benefits to alI parthert;
(e) written artiCUlatibil agreements; (f) open, clear; and frequent Communi-
cations; (g) modest_initial goals; (h) clearly defined responsibilities;
(i)_competen0y=baded curricula; and (j) e common foOne tjh Mntnal_goals
rather than Oh individual turf; These factors_are supported by suggestions
for_local_articulation provided_by_Parnell (1985). Local secondary and
poStaecondery schools need to recognize the benefits of articulation for__
bbth the institution and its students, to make major administrative commit=
ment to the development of effeCtiVe articulation, and to allocate resourceS
to the development and impIementatiOn of these arrangements.

An_increasing number Of emerging articulation_agreements support
curriculum coordination betWeen secondary_and_postsecondary_indtitutions;
These agreementa improve the quality of vocationaI-teChhidel education,
create educatiOnal Options that win support the availability of appro-
priately_skilled WOrkers to meet changing labor fOrde detands, and provide
viable educational options thatcan_motivate youth to complete high school
and postsecondary education; _The_directions_described in this section
Strengthen the effectiveness of these articulated programs;

How_Can Literacy Programs Increase the
Literacy Rate Among Adult Americans?

Adult illiteracy is] it complex, costly social problem. Each year, an
estimated 2.3 million persons join the existing pool of thode 27 million
adults who are functionally illiterate; This number includet high school
dropouts and "puShouts," legal and illegal Lamigrants, refugees, and others
with limited English proficiency (U.S. Department of Education, n.d.);
During the past three years, several national efforts have focused attentionon the problem. These include:

o Announcement in September, 1983, by President Reagan of the AdUlt
LiterAcy Initiative that is being carried out by the U.S. Department
of Ed 'Ition.

Formation of the Cbalition for Literacy, an 11_7member organiZation
that_works with the Aterican Association of Advertising Agendida to
implement a natio:Wide media campaign;

O Formation Of the Business Council for Effective Literacy that is
dedicated_to helping generate greater corporate aWardness of the
fUnCtiOnel illiteracy problem and encourage Corpbrate support of
lOdel programs and planning in the field.

o Support of local adult_literacy programs by B. Dalton Booksellers
through funds made available frOM the Dayton Hudson Company;

AS a result of these recent effortt, a number of aspects of adult literaCy
education have surfaced.
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_Individuals working in adUlt literacy education view_it from_different,
and sometimes conflicting, perspectives. Several key areas_associated with
adult literacy educatiOn_are_the characteristics of illiterate_aduIts, the
use of vOlunteert in adUlt literacy programs, the impact of technology
upon_adult literacy, and the need for better linkages and communication
within the field of adult literacy education.

Characteristics of Illiterate Adults

Lack of understanding of the characteristics of illiterate adults is a
key area in literacy_educationi_one_that gives rise to a mmber of issues
and problems. Research has tended to_portray illiterate adults from a_
deficit perspective, embedded in_a_CUlture of poverty. Although illiterate
adults may have a fulIy_developed language system, the literature more
frequently mentions that they fear_failure in teachinglearning situations;
have Iow seIf-esteem and self-confidence, and resist change. They may be
characterized as inartiCuldte and unable to cope or think abstractly._ A
tone of mission_and concern for the less fortunate (e.g., rehabilitating
the malfunctioning adult into normal society) tends to dominate the deficit
perspective (Fingeret, 1984).

A new picture of illiterate adults is beginning to emerge. Qualitative
studies in_which the adults themselves were provided opportunities to share
their own perspectives give a more balanced and accurate.view. Although
they may lack formal schooling;_many illiterate adults have educated them-
selves through their life experienCes. This emerging portrait also reveals
that many are frustrated With ethic/it-ors and programs designed to develop
their literacy skillt (Fingeret, 1984).

Intergenerational illiteracy is another concept associated_ with
characteristics of illiterate adults.. There is some evidence that illittrac
ig cyclical. Families that place a high value on_education are Mere likely
tb break the cycle. Although studies related to intergenerational illiteracy
haVe been done with children, this is not an_area that hat been the subject
of much discussion or research among adult educatorit.

Volunteers

Volunteers have become an increasingly important resource for adult
literacy programs. Although_volunteer tUtors have formed the basis_of the
Laubach Literacy Action (LLA) and Literacy Volunteers of America (LVA)
programs for many yeara_the use of volunteers in adult literacy programs
has spread in_the paat 15 years to a number of other tzittings. _Volunteers
currently contribUte to programs in such settings_as federally funded adult
batic edUCationi_community-based organizations, libraries, CorrectiOnal
inOtitutiOnd, and churches (Kangisser, 1985).

A number of recent developments have_served tie increate the visibility
of the literacy volunteer_movement. _Chief among these has been the develop-
ment of a national advertising campaign detigned to attract volunteers into_
literacy settings The Campaign, Which hat developed through the efforts of



the Coalition for_Literacy (CL) and the American Association of Advertising
Agencies. prompted_MOre_than 50000_individuals to offer their services in
its first five mOtthe Of operation (Ilaley, 1985).

Wis result of increased visibiIity_and_use, volunteere art perdeiVed
aS a valUable resource for adult_literacy programs. _However, A hUMber of
ideUea surround their use. One issue_revolves around the_Conceptd_ of
"professionalism" and "amateurism." Many adult_literacy edUdatort believe
that reading should be taught by a professionally prepared individual.
Related to this belief is_the_fear that volunteers do not receive proper
training, supervision, and other_types of support. For example. both LVA_
and LLA provide_volunteerS With fewer than 20 hours of training;_once they
complete initial training, tutors are nverequired to continue training (V.
Meyer. 1985). A SeCOnd_doncern is the ability of organizations to deal with
a rapid influx of volUnteers. It takes resources --money-and human-7to
train, plaCe, and dtperVise volunteers (Kangisserj_1985). The need tO train
and place VolUnteers may strain the limited resources available to Moat
adult literacy programs.

Although volunteers ere used widely in many_types of adult literacy
programs, "very little is known about_effective volunteer_prograMS and th0
resources they require"_(Fingeret,_1984, p. 44). Research ebout volunteer
programs could help to eliminate_some of the fears_expressed regarding the
use of volunteers as well as assist programs in tiding them effectively.

Impact_of_TechnoIogy

The impact of technology is another issue confronting adult literacy
programs. Technology is affecting the workplace as well as_the inStructional
arena. It id estimated that in addition to the 27 million functionally
illiterate adults, another 40 million are only marginally capable of being
productive workers (Elfenbein, 1983). While it WAS once posaible for
marginally illiterate adults to function in the workplace, advances in
technology are making it increasingly necessary for employees to demonstrate
higher levels of literacy for both entry-level jobs and job advancement. As
a result of technological developments, a new category of adult illiterates
is emerging: persons who do not have the skills necessary to function in
the information age (Chell, 1984).

Theee obeervations are supported by findings from a recent study that
inVestigated efforts by companies to upgrade the basic skills of_their
employ-dee (Hull, Fields, & SechIer, 1986). Study findings included the
folloWing: the need for basic literacy skills to support workera, higher-
order performance on the job is increasing; the nature of work is changing
from highly segmented routinized duties to coordinated production processes
with greater authority vested in individual production line workers; for
high tech companies, a high school diploma is rapidly becoming the new
standard for hiring employees; and in many cases, literacy dkills are viewed
by industry personnel as prerequisites to technical-skill training.
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Technology also_has the potential of changing the delivery of literacy
instruction. According to Fingeret (1984), "the initial research in CAI
Ecomputer-assisted_instruction] is exciting and promisingi although limited
at present" (p. 34). Fingeret also points out the lack of commercially
available instructional packages that can be used in adult literacy programs.
One of the benefits of using microcomputers in adult literacy instruction_is
that it is a vocational skill. Other forms of technology may also be useful
for delivering instruction In adult literacy programs. However,_not much
is.known about the extent of use of instruCtional technology or ite effecta.

Need_forL-Better-Communication

_The_ fourth_area involves the need for better linkages and communication
within the field of adult literacy education. The establishment of linkages
among 'the various delivery systems for adult literacy programs is a needed
step. According to Fingeret (1984), "State and National leadership must be
exerted to bring together all literacy educators regardless of_program
affiliation. Literacy educators must see their efforts as part of_a complex,
multifaceted approach to literacy education ih the United Statea" (p. 41).
She suggests that, for such linkages_to be established successfully' literacy
educators must be able tO tolerate diverse approaches as well as articiaate
their own political and ethidal frameworks. There is some evidence that
linkages are being estiblished among literacy providers. The Coalition for
Literacy brings together several national organizations. A number of states
have established_state literacy coalitions, and local coalitions are being
developed in some communities. These coalitions are seldom truly represen-
tative. The Coalition for Literacy, for example, lacks representation from
a community-oriented organization.

Another need is for better communication among practitioners and
researchers. Adcording to Imel (1965) "PeOple on the firing line are too_
far removed from those people who are_doing_ research or who are disseminating
information. There is a need to get into the forefront those people who are
close to practice bUt yet who are knowledgeable about research" (p. 21).

Adult educators who are involved in adult literacy programs also need
information from the fields of reading, writing, and cognitive nsychology.
In teaching reading, adult educators do not seem to do well with persons in
the middle area (i.e., grade levels four to nine). It is fairly easy to get
people from a zero reading level to about grade four, but after that it
becomes more difficult (Imel, 1985). Chall (1984), a leading researcher in
reading, suggests that research is needed on how more adults can be brought
to a 12th-grade reading level. Adult educators need to_communicate with
researchers in other fields so that they can work to SolVe common problemd.

Illture_Directions

_Increasing the literacy rate of adult Americans will require multiple
strategies. CUrrent activity in adult literacy education bodes well for the
future. _However* a significant reduction in adult illiteracy depends upon a
number of emerging emphases. These include increased research activity, the
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development of new coalitions, and an increased emphasis on the prevention
Of illiteracy.

Although the in^rease in research activity in adult literacy has been
encouraging, more research is needed in almost every area of the field. A
report issued by the National Adult Literacy Project (Johnson, 1985) spoke
to this point:

Continued research is required to help fill the gaps in knowledge
essential for improved practice. Of particular importance are
unanswered questions about the differences_in literacy development
during childhood and adulthood, and about the functional_require-
ments_in diverse real-life settings where literacy demande occur.
(p. 21)

Fingeret (1984) also discussed the need for additional research saying
that "the conduct and utilization of reeearch shouid become a research
priority" (r.. 43). She calls for research to provide information about the
following areas: the processes through which adults learn to read, effective
volunteer programs and the resources they require, the characteristics of
illiterate adults, and the technology of instruction.

: _The formation of coalitions will continue' to play an important_role
in the development_of adUlt literacy programs. The Coalition for Literacy
has_already established a model for using_this strategy to combat adult
illiteracy. Adult educators are recognizing that the problem of adult
illiteracy is of such magnitude that there is plenty of "business" for
all providers. In other words, there is no shortage of clientele for
existing programs. There is also increasing recognition that a range
of program opportunities needs to be available to serve diverse student
populations; Thus, it makes sense to form coalitions to provide services
for adults seeking literacy education.

Increasingly, business and industry are playing a role in adult literacy
education. Not only are many_companies_providing support for local efforts,
but_also some are sponsoring in-house adUlt literacy_training programs for
their_employees. As coalitions are formed, every effort should be Made to
include business and industry representatives as well as representatives
from more traditional providers of literacy education.

Although remedial measures are needed to combat adult illiteracy, more
attention is being focused on its prevention. Effective preventive measures
cannot completely eliminate adult illiteracy. They can, however, reduce the
flood of 2.3 million new adult illiterates entering the pool each year;

The National Advisory Council for Adult Education and the National
AdUlt Literacy Project (Johnson,_1985) have emphasized the prevention_of
illiteracy in recent reports. The reports on educational excellence have_
increased the pUblic's awareness of the need to increase achievement levels
during IC through 12th grade. Specific strategies mentioned by Johnson
(1985) that can be used to prevent illiteracy include more transgenerational
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programs that help_illiterate or semiilliteratt parentb_bedbthe role models
for_learning; publc library_programming for children and ybdth; and identi-
fication and dissemination of successfUl Strategida for teaching reading.

Existing literacy programs_are able to serve approximately_4 million
adults per year. Given the influx of adult illiterates into the population
yearly; current efforts Make little or no headway in reducing the total
number of_illiterates. The solution to the problem of adult illiteracy
will reqUire_the combined efforts of the public and private sectors; the
indiViddal efforts of both professionals and volunteers; and additional
resources to fund needed research and to support new programs.

Stummazy

This chapter has examined four representative issueS affeCting_the
fields of adulti_careeri and vocational educatiOn. Thete inolnde: (a) What
career-related_curriculum should_be incorporated into the new basics?
(b) What contributions can vocational and career education make to reducing
the dropout_ratt?_(C) HOW can articulated secondary-postsecondary programs
support high-quality occupational training? and (d) How can literacy programs
increase the literacy rate among adnit AMericans? These issues are repre-
SentatiVe of various eddcational:levels and grow out of three major trends,
inCluding the effects of a changing workplace on occupational and educational
requireMents, the growing concern for reaching disconnected youth and
Adults, and the current emphasis on educational excellence; The purpose of
thib review has been to clarify the context surrounding each of_the isSUeS,
to describe emerging and promising educational_approaches, and_to suggeat
future directions needed to strengthen research, development, ditadmination,
and implementation.
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CURRENT ISSUES AND TRENDS IN GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING

Garry R. Walz
Director, ERIC Clearinghouse on Counseling and Guidance Services,

Univereity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI

The 1980s have witnessed a resurgence of interest in and demand for
counseling services. In a wide variety of settings--schools, college,
agencies, and business and industry--invoIving a range from precocious
elementary children to reflective post-retirement adults, new programs and
practices are being developed to respond to the diverse calls for counseling
assistance. Growth in professional association size, one clear indicator
of the vigor of a professional specialty, has demonstrated the increased
involvement of its members in new areas of activity. In judt the patt year,
the membership of the American Association for Counseling and Development
increased by over 10%, bringing the_total to approximately 50,000 members.
Unlike earlier growth periods, the largest_gains in memberShip were in
those divisions related to mental health, family iesues, and adult agency
settings, rather than the traditional areas of schools and colleges. These
trends in association growth resemble mosaics of bold and sometimes minute
patterns that reveal the areas in which our society is seeking counselor
assistance. An analysis of these areas can provide rare glimpses into the
innerryost hopes, aspirations, needs, and problems of our total population.

As counsllors encounter needs for assistance; they face numerous
challenges and_issuesfwhether to respond and how, what priorities to give
to their services, and how to sort out the important from the urgent; _What
methods they use and the decisions,they_make win reflect their central
values and will initiate a response trajectory which vill_illtiminate the
paths that counselcrs_wiII fellow for the near future. _Chartifiq the neW and
emerging directions of counseling and the_actompatiyiog itteUet and_dilettad
is not unlike the_task of viewing a detailed road map cf_an unfamiliar
location _The options may be so great and inforMAtien about each one so
sparse that_a choice_is difficult. With so many populations and settings
to be served,_counselors may eaSily lose their way in a jumble of turns,
detours, and dead ends. The journey may be most_rewarding if counselors
Seek out the superhighways of counseling practices and services--those
Central issues and topics which will_most expeditiously lead to the principal
cities of challenge and concern for_all counselors today This summary
focuses on four of those critical issues: computers in counseling, students
at risk, pre-college guidance, and career guidance.

Computers in Counseling

Counselors in many schools today question whether computers, on balance,
are more likely to benefit or detract from counseling. Both the negatives
and the positives are persuasively argued at the present. One of the most
frequently mentioned "threats" is that computers will mechanize guidance and
counadling and take away the warm, interactive process that characterizes
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the work of a counselor with the student. A second area of concern is that
of confidentiality. As computers can collect and store large amountt of
data on students for long periods of time, there is considerable potential
for abuse by unauthorized users; The third frequently expressed concern is
that clients tend to interpret the objectivity of the computer as evidence
that the information obtained from it is completely valid and reliable--that
it need not be questioned or challenged. This can be a problem especially
in computer-assisted testing, assessment, and information retrieval. A
fourth, less openly expressed fear is that the computer will replace the
counselor or, at the least, demean the counseling role by leaving only
inconsequential tasks for the counselor to do.

While all of the threats have a basis in reality, they have shown
themselves to be readily removed by appropriate safeguards, training
for the Staff, and orientation for student users. When safeguards are
instituted, computers give clear evidence of the ability to enhance and
extend the counselor's activities and outcomes. This can be accomplished
through computer-assisted guidance and computer-supported guidance. Computer-
assisted guidance may be defined as an interactive guidance technique in
which a computer is used to present information, solicit and monitor responset,
and select and present additional information in accordance with individual
client needs. Computer-supported guidance may be defined as the_use of a
computer to maintain and ana/yze student data and to document and analyze
the guidance program activities. Computer-supported guidance may also
include administrative uses that are not directly related to the guidance
process, a.g., recordkeeping and word processing, which increase the amount
of time counselors have available for use with students.

Four frequently_mentioned advantages of computermanaged guidance are
unifOrmity,_availability, the capacity to store_and retrieve large amounts
Ofiinformation, and the possibility for direct student and computer inter-
actibn on topics of need and interest to the student; Most developers of
computer-assisted guidancesystems make no claims that cornuter-assisted_
guidance can replace the interaction between a student and a counselor, but
rather say that it can increase the counselor's capability to_work better
and with a larger number of students through improved preparation of both
the student and the counselor for their interaction;

Computer-assisted guidance research and evaluation studies have concen-
trated for the most part on examining clients' reactions to the experience
and the impact of the system on the Student's career decision-making process.
A review of research on the use of these systems would warrant the following
conclusions: (a) students_react very positively to the experience of using
them; (b) knowledge of self and the world of work is expanded; (c) students
develop more specific career-and educational plans; (d) students express
greater confidence in their ability to make career decisions; and (e) students
are more motivated to use additional career pIanni.j resources to assist
them in making further decisions.

Caution needs to be exercised in interpreting these conclusions,
however, as the research to date Is limited and the different systems now
available to counselors vary considerably in content and scope.
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CounselorS have expressed ambivalent feelings about the adoption and
use of computers in counseling. They have been attracted by the computer s
Storage and retrieval capability and the resulting benefits for student
deciSion making, but they have also been concerned about the consequences of
liking a costly tool about which there is limited knowledge and the potential
for serinds abuse. Overall, it would appear that a number of generalizations
are appropriate regarding the use of computers in counseling.

- 1. Any use of computers should be based on a study of the individual
school and its guidance program and a determination of the Specific &read
in which the computer could be helpful. General prescriptions about the
desirability of using computers in counseling frequently are inappropriate
and go awry in specific settings.

2; The_adoption of computers is only the_first step. More important
than the initial decision and the actual introduction of computers is the
selection of appropriate software. The usual procedure of selecting the
computer first and the sOftware second should be reversed--careful piloting
and ekperimentation with software is the essential part of ensuring that
tomputert will contribute to the guidance program.

3._ Preparation of the counselors and other personnel who will be
Using the computers Javan absolute essential; All too often the computers
are obtained first, followed_by a hurried, catch-up effort to provide the users
with enough understanding and skill to "make the computers_work;" _Counselor
training should coincide with the acquisition of the computers, and_counselors
should be involved at aII stages in the adoption and adaptation of their use
in a particular guidance program.

4. Orientation of students and parents to the_use of computers is
extremely important. With ongoing orientation, students can develop appro-
priate expectations about computers and also acquire skills which will
enable them to maximize the benefits from their use.

5._ Constant evaluation and review of the outcomes of using computer-
addidted and -supported guidance and counseling systems are absolutely
essential. If installed and then left without staff involvement and/or
monitoring, the systems will turn into window dressing with little real
impact upon the students, or they win be used inappropriately and lead
to misinformation or poor decisions by students;

_Most of an, it appears that guidance and counseling programs are or
should be in a stage of tryout_and_experimentation with the use of computer-
assisted and_computer-supported guidance; There are many optiOnS and
opportunities; and the decision to adopt a particular system_or software
needs to_be the result of studying priorities in a given guidance program
and_matchiAg those priorities with the syStems and SoftWard currently
available;
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more_homework, and fewer electives often are mi-chtatastic responses to a
complex situation and may themselves contribute student alienation. For
students already able to cope only minimally, tt stress on intellectual
rigor and competitive academic performance may serve chiefly to ensure their
failure.

Counseling services have thus become even more necessary for all
students, but particularly for those at risk. Among the programs and
interventions with demonstrated effectiveness are the following:

1. Because it is essential to get_it right the firSt time, preVentiVe
services are ofparamountiimportance. _This means more and better early
childhood programs; problem identification, monitoring of Stu-dente' progreSs,
and_working with parents to provide crucial_early support. With "latchkey"
children,_for example,_successful interventions have included group and__
individual_counseling in the_school_setting to deal with children's fears
of bting_alone, surVival skills training as part of the curriculum and in
parent education programs, and quality before- and after-school care programs;

High school students are turning to counselors for suppor previously
available from parents and other institutions, and at a time in their lives
when the issues in education, life, and career decision=making are particularly
salient. In addition to specific information and skills, counselors are_at
the front line in helping students_assess and_beiieve in their own potential,
the single most important_factor in maintaining motivation and persistence.;
Studies have concluded; for exampIe;_that it is_not teacher mastery of &intent
that makes the most difference for students, bUt the ability tO intpird theM.

3. For_students_in at-risk categories, targeted interventions become
even more critical. Teens of divorce in single-parent families, for example,
coMpriee a population where correlations exist with low gradeSi_truancy and
acting=out behavior, and where the dropout rate is double that of teens from
two-patent homes. As many as one!-third of children of diorce may also be
dealing with the consequences_of alcoholism in the 7amil.y. Group counseling_
with these students has produced a number of solid gains; perhaps most importantly
the sense that they have control over their own lives. The gains are_reflected
in better communication with parents and in incrnased self-esteem, which has
led to substantial improvement in classroom behavior and academic performance.

School counselors have played a significant role in helping at=riSk
students, as well as parents, and the demand is rising as the numbert and
needs increase. Put the numbers of counselors are not keeping pace, partly
because budget trimmers regard guidance and counseling as an unaffordable
luxury and because advocates of academic excellence see it ad tangential,
if not irrelevant, to the_learning process. The range of public opinion
presentt another_hurdle, from resisting a perceived invasion of family privacy
to expecting full psychosocial services.

If students at risk are to be helped to overcome their difficulties, it
Will require the interventions and special programs that guidance counselors
can takoVide. Unless support for this assistance is forthcoming, large
numbers of students will be denied the opportunity to achieve their potential
as individuals and to contribute to society.
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Pre-College Guidance

An issue of immense importance to current school guidance_programs and
to the_design of fdture programs is whether and how pre-rvilege guidance and
counseling impacts on students. In a time of stringent financial demands
and a desire for improved academic performance, the critical question is
whether school guidance programs as we know them should continue and what,
if any, changes or improvements should be made. The importance of this
issue has come into sharp focus with the release of the report; "Keeping the
Options Open" (1986) by the College Entrance Examination Board, A report
based on an extensive study of the condition of pre-college guidance;

Underlying the discussion is the fact that the school reform movement
has brought neither increased attention to nor support for guidance and
counseling,:with the result that counselors are expected to do too much for
too many._ Pre7college_guidance is one Of the areas that is-short-Changed,
despite the_evidence that counseling interventions_make a difference in who
has access to college, who attends, and who stays in and does well. Studies
have demonstrated the significance of counseling services in motivating
students to stay in school; assisting them to overcome negative expectations
imposed by peers; helping them to break out of_the straitjackets imposed
by school tradking systems; sharing perceptions and understandings about
students with administrators, teachers, and parents, which in tarn enable
them to be more effective in working with students; providing accurate and
reliable information about careers, colleges; and after-schooI work oppor-
tunities to students who otherwise lack access to information; and helping
studencs to manage transitions between different school levels;

What can be done_to_improve_guidance and_counseling services_in_schools
has also been the subject of much analysis and research. Adong the findingS
are_the needs_for improving program_resources, reducing student-counselor
ratios, clearly defining counselor job descriptions and responsibilities,
reducing addinistrative choresi_and setting clear priorities for guidance
and counseling at_different_grade levels as a means to moderate the
COnfliCting demands of teachers' parents, and students.

A particular problem area is access to counseling services, which has
been found to vary considerably from district to district and from school
to school. Unfortunately, the data would suggest that those students who
could most benefit from the counselor's specialized skills and information
(minority and low-income students) are the students Ieast served by counseling.
Another issue for many schools, although not always clearly stated, has been
whether the resources now devoted to school guidance programs could be
better used in direct improvements of instructional programs.

Clearly, there is a need for strengthening the school guidance programs
in the following areas: (a) Provide greater preparation for counselors,
both in inservice and preservice, in areas relating to career and educational
planning and placement. Some counselors are highly knowledgeable and
perform thiS function extremely well; others are inclined to see it as less
important than personal counseling for a relatively small number of students.
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(b) Make guidance an integral part of the curriculum_so it can contribute
to overall school goals, as well_as accomplish specific guidance objectives.
(c) Make sure that counselors, administrators, and teachers work together
to more clearly identify the important functions of counselors, including
a delineation of day-to-day responsibilities. (d) Increase the use of
technology to improve the quality and range of assistance that counselors
can provide to students from elementary through senior high school;
(e) Collaborate more extensively with community agencies, teachers, and
paraprofessionals to implement guidance functions, thus increasing the
availability of services. (f) Develop linkages with business, industry, and
government, both to establish goals and to provide resources for program
delivery. The counselor and the school should actively seek out business
and government leaders and work at extending the range and depth of thete
relationships.

In the view of one analyst, "If all students in our schools were served
as well (by guidance) as those_who are now the_best_served, there would be
no problem" (College Entrance Examination Board, 1986). The task is clearly
to identify how schools can effectively expand the use of those pre-college
guidance interventions which lead to_greater access to and equity in college
attendance and improved academic performance at college. To accomplish
this will require the redirection of both financial and human resources to
ensure that educational reform includes the strengthening and improvement
of guidance and counseling services.

Career Guidance

The first 45_years of career development theory and practice (referred
to earlier as "vocational guidance") posited that the central role Of_the_
vocational guidance counselor was to assist clients in making occupational
choices. The procedure used by vocational counselors was essentially
three"-fold: (a) determine the salient traits and abilities of a person
through testing; (b) identify occupational opportunities through review of
occupational literature and employment trends; and (c) assist the person to
choose the occupation which_best fits his/her characteristicsthat is, the
best match between what a given_person was like and what was required of an
individual in_different occupations. This "test and tell" method was the
method of choice for_career guidance well_into the 1950s. At this time a
more comprehensive_view of an individual's development became accepted; It
was seen as occurring over the life span and involving a far broader array
of_essential concerns than just occupational choice; Since that time career
guidance has split into the traditional choice-focused_group of practitioner:1i
and a developmentally-oriented group that sees occupational choice as a
developmental process. Through the use of the term "Career development,"
these latter practitioners express their preference to view the development
of an individual career-wise as "the total constellation of psychological,
sociological, educational, physical, economic, and chance factors that
combine to shape the career of any given individual" (National Vocational
Career Guidance Association, 1973,_p. 8). Idmitations in funds and a desire
for a practical and direct approach to providing assistance at critical
junctures in a perSon't life (i.e., choide of an educational major or
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applying for a job) sharpened the quiet debate over those who wanted to
eMphasize development over the life span and those who chose to see career
gUidance as helping people make the right choices. This.disparity in what
dateer_guidance is and how it should be delivered has contributed to a_major
reexamination of career guidance and career development_ with_a concomitant
explosion in the writing and research devoted to it. The following_ major
questions regarding the roots and future growth of career guidance have been
explicit in the recent writing and reexamination:

1. Should the increased societal_recognition_of the_iMportance of
career development lead to more comprehensive and longitudinally-oriented
career guidance programs?

2; What theoretiCal concepts regarding career development should drive
the new programa?

3; What_effect on_career guidance will the changes in the occupational,
social, educational, and econoMic climate have?

4. _To what new populations and in what settings should career guidance
be expanded?

S. What changes have occurred in the number, diversity, and quality of
career guidance programs, tools, and techniques?

O. Is there a need for greater collaborative efforts among bUtineSS,
industry, community, and education to promote career development?

Since the early 1950s as many as ten major theoretical approaches
have been discussed in the career development literatUre. In essence,
these theoretical_approaches have moved career guidance from an emphasis on
a one-time occupational choide that was presumed to last an_individual for
a_lifetime_to_a greater realization and incorporation of the totality of
the individual and the need for a lifelong process of career decision making
and planning. most basically, the different theoretical approaches can be
Categorized by their emphasis on process, or the stages through which an
individual moves during a lifetime of career development. The first approach
gives major emphasis to these different stages, the means individuals_use
to resolve the challenges and questions of each stage, and the individual'S
life roles that are associated withithe different stages. The second_major
approach emphasizes the content of career development, placing the ptibaty
emphasis on the characteristicz of the individual_and_suggesting that the
personal attributes of a given individual are predictive of what will bring
satisfaction to him or her in a cereer choice. A_ few theorists have suggested
that _appropriete career_development must combine both content and process
and deal with hOW indiViduals_grapple with both the developmental process
which_they will experience, the realities of their own personal world
(intelligence, ability, values, interests, and so on) and the world about
them, and_the realities that the external world imposes upon an individual
through hiA/her lifetime.
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More recently, there_has been growing cognizance of the need to
integrate and synthesize the major concepts and theoretical approaches
into a series of working generalizations_which can be the- basis for
personal intervcntions by career specialista in working with persons
desiring assistance in career planning and decision making. The following
generalizations represent a succinct statement of an integrated theoretical
perspective on career development. They suggest what should be the_appro-
priate focus of a career specialist in planning and carrying out their
-career guidance interventions in providing assistance to individuals and
groups.

1. Each individual can expect to experience a number of different
occupations in his or her lifetime. Change in occupational focus_and
performance is the rule rather than the exception. An important determinant
of any given person's satisfaction and success in his/her lifetime carder 1.6
the ability to manage change, particularly as it applies to maja life
transitions.

2.__ Individuals_ who have recognized the iMportance of assuMing personal
responsibility for their life-career development and undertake a purposeful
and systematic_approaCh to exploring bbth their own personal selves in terms
of abilities, interests, valUes, and needs, as well as the important deter-
Minants in the society abOut them, are more likely to experience satisfaction
and rewards in their occupational and career lifz than those who see an
occupation as primarily a function of chance and/vr availability.

3. IndividuaAs of the same socioeconomic eind with presumably
similar educational and personal developmental e:.)eriences may vary greatly
.in terms_of their vocational maturity and theIr ;IJA1!ty to undertake respon-
sible and effective career planning and decision mA.,ng._ :ability and
desirable educational experiences are no guerzqnte tlt tht individUal hae
either the specific abilities needed or the underiding c. i motiVatiOn
necessary to ensure effective career planning.

4; Essential to the career- and life-planning :.)cess ir the need_t
understand the importance_Of systematic attention tc 61716 .eview of one's
needs and opportunities_throutjhoUt a lifetime and to e Z:zexible and willing
to change as a result of the ongoing review.

5. Individuals view their careers differently and dtnonstrate career-
related behaviors at different times in their lives; A lavk of interest or
involvement in career-related behaviors is not a good predictor of what may
occur at_a later time. An individual's occupational choice and the_desires
for specific jobs are both influenced by and predictable from individual
characteristics. Among the more important of these characteristics are_
intelligence, academic achievement, the possession of special skills and
talents, the ability to respond, and the ability to relate to and interect
with other people. Other important_factors are individual needs, personal
and life values, preferred life goals, and personality characteristics.



6. Factors external to a given person can pia,' 011 thiPortant rOle la
affecting that person's choice of an occupation and a 1:1%titic job. _Amok/
the important factors are reinforcement received from
the SUOd000 of prior-related work experience, familY ;;:Zit:t7:19t a:(71!Z:Iuence,
the specific condition of society at a moment in time,___*s pportunSv4es for
learning, and the access to and retrievability of reie h

7. Many individuals experience a procera where 4.;t f::::::
in broad exploration, then move_to a crystallization i:7--eri4er focil Of
their interests. Personal satisfactic.. and occupatiotø' in a given

)' -aoccupattonaI field depend to a large extent on how we1 idUIs ateh ty a

able to express_their values and interests arid to PIaY l'°1-efil that tilaY sai
as appropriate for themselves.

8; Occupation is an Itportant part Of an individliali
career. Withih this career, occupation, 3-eer"
lifertyle,_leigure, and personal values all plaY an iMP-tts4r role ancl need

0 total 10%

to be Contidered in Career planning and decision making'

family 6-onside

9. Individuals need to be assisted not so much it) 4.ncling a jPbt._Or an
occupational area, but rather in_creating one which is_Nuastent 1./.!!' both
the ihdividual's a personal needs and desires and the f!!kkities of
workplace and society in which the individual will fundtIOn.

New Populations Served by_Career_Guidance

_ _Arlo
As career guidance comes of age, questions are +12 -NEkol.ngly be," -

raised regarding what populations should_receive majOr !Nority Or el/baais
in the delivery of_career guidance. Traditionally* wi4 males, Par!'keularly
those_of school and college age, have_ been_the priMatY :711eractors (2'
organized and systematic efforts i.i the deliVery of oaf-Ns guidance. Ibe
materialS WhiCh were_developed, such as ter.:7; and ocenPAkenal
all_illUStrate this_bias towards we by and for white 0a-kai,. tain new
e tpnasis in Out society on rqual c::rtunitis for ednealken and per"nal
d eVelopkeht fbk all, there bee7: increasing redoiriot of the tlaed
to expand the base of those 'W.lo recai---a the benefits a oarar guidance.

_Certainly one of the grJurs that 1A-ave led in the ef414, -/-2/7 0-With6iOn

.of the coverage of career guidar)ce svices as wir!ll as ,Aavv.,opne Of
non-biased career guidance mata:ciaIs has bean spo7-a-
persons for this group have ieentfied the need f--r ea%4_4' ,t170en:.a os Vou/14

girls to non-traditional careors eAnd 17 iiaportane of ,sihs t4s'0_21444te
of the fact that they vill_114
to a career, either in_additic,n to PY than ±me_1"10 family -=e,

Especially, there has_been a c4.1z:;:, '4_fad -0f4tvle) modelf_
WOmeti Who haVe entered and hoer

. non T.Oldi"Onaz ocoup "-anal
settinqo. In_working with both and --i 1160 141,0vad to he _

iMportant to (a) help them undertItsk-Id its ane the 00 tentia I'tiet
of those talents for a wide variety c: Aot 'the more traditional
ones; (10 realize the ne, for females* vtal me.:101) to develop a



career awareness_and sense of_responsibility for developing their careers
early and throughout their life; and (c) stress the importance of learning
specific career decisionrmaking and planning skills which will be used
throughout life, Particularly at critical career and life transition points.
In offering career services for women, it is particularly important_that
there be_adequate assessment to provide convincing evidence to the_femaIe
client of her unacknowledged talents and skills and to assist her_in the job
search process, especially dealing with the difficulties and fruetrations
associated with finding a job in a market that has nOt traditionally been
either open or hospitable to female applicants.

Much progress has beea_made in the deeign_and the offering of.programs
for women, including a special modular series developed by the Women's
Division of the DepartMent of Labor. Much more needs to be done, however,
if_the present efforts are to_be more than just windowdressing. Deeply
felt attitudes and feelings, frequently reinforced by_traditional family
views and values) will negate much of the effort to expand women's career
options unless the programs which are undertaken are comprehensive and
extend over a period of time and are not just a one-shot effort.

As there has come to be an awareness of the need for more adequatc_
career gsjdance services for women, so has there been an increasing need_to
recognize the importance of career .guidance services for minoritiac, both
those who are native-born Americana and those_who_are recent iMaigrants to;
this country. Of particular importance in tailoring career gnidence services
for these populations is the recooition_of_differences in values and

_

belief structures of the minorities involved and, in many_cases, the need to
present materials in the appropriate language (e.g., Spanish). In some
situations, the predominant Protestant work ethic may not exist to the_same
degree or ewoke_the_same response among minorities as it does among Americans
who have lived in this country for generations. What are relevant materials
and approaches for the traditional.American population may not, work nearly
as well for those newly introduced into American life.

_A/so of increasing importance is the need to provide career guidance
services for the_handicapped, services which are cognizant of the occupa7
tional implications of whatever handicap_a given individual may_have, both
in the training plans and in the preparations for_the job search. _The
handicap should be acknowledged and responded to in a.way that maxiMizes the
potential contributions and talents of each_individual, rather than focusing
on the negative aspects of a particular handicap. Counselor concern
for the attitudes and feelings of the handicapped person is_required in
preparing the_indiVidual to cope adequately with_those special adaptions
needed to miniMize interference, which may occur in their work patterns as a
result of their handicap.

Perhaps one of the most recent population groups to receive special
attention_in career guidance is that of older adults. Many individuals who
have either voluntarily or involuntarily retired from a previous career find
that retirement does not hold the Psychological rewards that they expected
it would or, out of financial necessity, find the need to return to the
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workplace. For_many of these older adults entering their second (or even
third_or_fourth) major occupation, it is important that they have the
opportunity for a fdll review of their past experiences and their_needs
and wants so that they may be represented in a new occupation; It is
particularly important that they be helped_to identify occupations and/or
community services which build on their past experiences and also provide
them with appropriate psychological and social rewards; For many older
adults, career guidance services are not so much geared towards locatiog_e
speCific job as they are toward helping each individual identify areas of
profitable involvement where they can meaningfully contribute their timt
and effort;

New Career Guidance_ProgramsT-Tools-,--and-TechniqUat

A number of new approaches to providing career guidance have emerged
or have_ received new_emphasis during the resurgence of career guidance.
Among_these are: (s) self-managed approaches to career guidance; (b) the
use of networking to reinforce career guidance activities; (c) the use of
group_counseling to expand the numbers of people reached by career guidance;
(d) the use of technology, particularly computers, to assist in career
adaessment as well as career planning and decision-making; (e) the use of
system designs in which a variety of different elements are fused into.one
comprehensive program and (f) th f. development of collaborative efforts_amohq
business, industry, education, t the community in offering career guidance
programs.

1. Seif-managed_approaches.A major focus_in i.edent Carder gdidence
efforts_has been the use of_cognitive restructdring with -career Clients.
Here the emphasis is on exploring how an individdal VieWS a giVen occupation
and_ his/her ability to carry out_or cope_ with different Career development
tasks and transitions.AA indiViddal'a_beliefs and presuppositions about
careers and his/her ability to perform in them have a great effect both on
holl_one responds to an occupation, and on what_one decides regarding training
or jOb_Seeking. 10 cognitive restructuring the individual is assisted in
exaMining his/her beliefs and values and helped tO overcome debilitating
and:erroneous beliefs and perceptions which interfere with their making of
deCisions and taking of actions for the best;

2. Networking. While an_individual may gain much from interactioa
with a career counselor or career guidance service, the_separetioh_been
when they are helped during_the career counseling and vheti they telt adtitin
on their decisions and plans can be great. Therefore, the eettibliehthent of
networks' of individuals with a common concern and intereSt in furthering
their career_development can provide useful emotions/ support and positive
reinfOrcement of decisions and plans made during counseling sessions;
Uadally led by A trained_career specialist, networking programs have proved
to_bt_bOth popularand effective in helping people to capitalize on the
intellectual_insights gained through counseling and to follow through to
concrete actions and behaviors.

3. Group counseling. Group counseling used both by itself and in
conjunction with computer-assisted career guidance programs ha& proved to
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be 4 tgeful_Way to reach large numbers of people who are seeking ways to
iMprove their career planning_and decision making. The process_of_sharing
one's career goals and actions with others can be helpful in zeduting the_
sense of isolation and despair frequently experienced by people frUetreted
in their career planning._ In addition it assists them in_acquiting a
variety of practical and useful career planning and decieien=baking skills.

4. J.Jse of computers=and_technolOgy. As discussed previously; a major
development in the counseling_field has been the use Of computer-assisted
career guidance_programs which bbth complement and supplement the work of an
individual or_group counselor. These computerassisted guidance programs,
which_are_predominantly_careeroriented, have been shown to be especially
helpful to individuals in_developing a greater career awareness, in_consider-
ing a variety of different_career options, and in making use of comprehensive
and relevant_occupational information in their planning and decision making.
Because_ef_the_tremendous strides being made in computers_and technology,
it_iS likely that Some of the greatest changes in how career services are
offered_Will occur as e result of the greater utilization of computer&
and technology. Technology may best be_thought_of as a two-edged sword that
can assist the counselor:to do thingsieasier and better (Stith aS provide
occupational information) or_do_things that counselors cannot now d6 (such
as provide immediate feedback on assessment devides);_er they Can Cut in a
negative way in that they may overwhelm the indiViduel'e rational decision-
making processes and encourage the client to give tbo much credence to the
information provided by the computer.

5; Use-cf-a-Systems detign. Many of the career guidance programs
currently_located in schools, colleges, and agencies have "grown like.
Topsy." When a new program component or resource is added to the existing
program, the program may grow disproportionately in some areas and wither
in others. The career guidance systems approach has given_emphasis to the
deVelopment of carefully thought-through goals and the systematic_analysit
of heW those goals may be achievi using a variety_of resources, both
human and machine. The systers_wproach_has the advantage bf Matching the
particular needs and interests of an individual_with_the aVailable resources,
giving particular attention to the learning style, situationi and need of
each individual. By treating everyone as someone special, the Counselor
is able to maximize the individual's learning.

6; Collaboration ameng-bUtiness,--education, and the community.
One of_the most challenging_new career guidence_emphases is the emerging
coalition_among businest,_education, and community to offer meaningful
career guidance programs for both youths and adults. The planning and
actual operation of_the career service involving the_efforts_of people
representing these different_sectors provides aniunusually rich set of_
dkpetienCes_both for the client seeking the,careeriguidance service and
fbr these who are offering it. These collaborative_career guidance effort&
are notewerthy for their ability to expand the vision of the individual
experiencing them and to assist_the individual in focusing Oh what Are
meaningful and realistic_objectives_for performance ih the_workplade.
Through shadowing (following a particular person through hiS/her Work for a
period of time), internships; and planned work experiences, collaborative
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efforts are offering rich experiences that result in better career_choices,
as well as increased motivation for the acquisition of competency in A
chosen career area.

Images of a Zesty Future

A_review of current trends and issues in guidance_and counseling
WOUld be incomplete without reference to what the_future will bring.
KnOWledge Of the_ present is of pa7.ticular use in determining what needs to
be done and can be done to shape the future to meet our highest preferences.
A Seriea of images are presented which describe the major focuses_that will
characterize guidance and counseling in the near future; Hopefully; such
discussion will focus action on what can be done to stimulate a flexible,
productive future.

1. Integration of life-and_career_development. There is an increasing
understanding of the development of each individual's lifespan and the
important transitions and challenges each individual will experience during
his/her lifetime. At each of the major life transitions, significant
teachable moments, and compelling decision points, people of all ages and
all circumstances will increasingly seek and benefit from the intervention
of counselors. At these times, developmentally-oriento,' counselors will
asdist them in developing life coping strategies that will better equip
them to deal with the challen9as and vagaries of Iife.

The major emphasis in_Iiie and career development integration will
be the increasing recognition of career development and the importance_of
vieving the interrelationship among workLeducation,,and leisure; and_the
need for all people to be constantly aware of and willing to prepare for
the different mIl,s that they will play _at_different stages of_theit_liVed.
These roles wily change with the age and circumstance of each indiVidtal,
but they will hia.? impact on the indiviOlal in varying degrees t:.roughout
each individual'b lifetime;

2; Focus _44r 4wIlness-r-rather-than-eliminatino ,roblems or overcoming
disabilities. There will he an increasing recogniti: a ot 1.he inportance
or oNaling with the mind-body relationship and the need t onsier the two
in :?IntionShip With one another. Stress, i.ersonal
eveo lonnevity, wi.11 increasingly be recognized as ma.r.te:.-7s :,.nvolving the
mini-b) interaction and will require counselors to respNld to the totality
of the ip';,*2idual, rather than the symptomaLology c)f a vroblem or condition.
Counselors Will be challenge- to expand their knowvdge and to look for
developmental orientations that help to build heal:h and higher level living
skills, rather than to respond !olely to immvdiate :.roblems or concerns.

3. Emphasis on self-directe4 developLIent- r;atter thamprofessionallt
delivered ser,rices. A number of the emerging trends and emphases (e.g.,_
integration of life and career development, wellness orientation, teChnology,
systems approaces) will contribute to and emohasite the iMportance Of
each individual's assuming responsibility fOr hie Jr her oWn develOpment.
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Counselors will focus on providing individuals_with the tools and the
strategies that wiII enable them to contineously monitor their state of
development and to be cognizant_of the different self-help strategies and
resources that they can use to help them deal with a particular challenge
or transition;

4. Expanding-mea-ct computers and technology. We are only beginning
to_comprehend the enormous inroads that computers and technology are and
eill be making into all phases of our life. With advances in artificial
intelligence and the prodigious achievements occurring in computer and
technological hardeare, the capabilities for offering a variety of services
to people are growing exponentially. It would seem clear that the expansion
in the capabilities of technology will facilitate some of the previously
identified trends such as development over the life span and self-directed
development, As great as the potential is for the impact of technology
upon the learning of the user, there also are major implications for how
counselors define and deliver their counseling in a time of rapid techno=
logical development. Technology clearly offers new avenues of assistance
to clients in their learning and development._ It also challenges the
effteacy of many existing forms of delivery of assistance to clients.

5; EMergence-cf±eWtiat-resource systems as the norm rather than the
exeeptiort. We have_witneased a slow bet increasing growth in efforts to
combine human and phytidal resources in the most_judicioes and expeditious
way to assist_individeals to achieve their significant goals. The use of
systems methodology will offer clients_a choice_of the means by which they
may acquire knowledge and skill to achieve an important goal or objective.
Thie will be facilitated by the expansion of technology and an increasing
emphasis on having specialists help clients direct their own Iearning_and
development effOrts. Functioning as learning designers, counselors will
assist individuals to define which admixture of physical resources cOMbined
witb_human intervention is most appropriate and effective for a person,
given his/her own particular learning style; People's choides of what
and_how they learn will be greatly expanded and their need for counseler
assistance will frequently teke the form of consultatien. Counselors_ will
become_developmentaI learning specialists who proVide information on how
clients; as persons with special_needs and characteristics, can best acquire
a particular skill_and/or respond tO a given need or interest of theirs.
Disparate or isolated programs that are not part of a larger learning
design are likely to receive scant attention and use.

6. Frtelltion-of-assistance to larger groupe of clients. Economic as
eell as psycholpgical forces will work to inerease the numbers of people
who receiVe assistance at any given time. Either through larger physical
groupings or through the use of electronic means to Iink people who are
separated geographically, counselor contact and intervention win be less
focused upon individuals and more upon clusters of individuals with_shared
interests and needs. In many cases, the individual interventions will take_
the form of validating self-assessments and planning and decision-making_and
looking for ways to improve upon or detect flaws in the etrategies_aed plans
developed by individual clients. Individual interaction beteen client and
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professional specialists will be a precious commodity and those_interactiona
will increasingly deal with client concerns which are least well met by
.other means;

7; Nore=specialized- strateigies-ahd-resources for responding to people
in need; With improved means of detection and an increasing desire to
alleviate problems in learning and adjusttent Wii-ch would become_magnified
over a lifetime, more specialized resources and strategies for dealing with
people in need or_at risk will be developed. Building_upon_the available
research and knOwledge regarding what has and has not worked with similar
people in the past, educational institutions and community agencies wiII
have availcle_a greater array of resources are, intervention strategies
that Will enable_them to respond end be helpl:hI to people in need. Likely
candidates for this increased de4r;lment;-.1 leffort are poor student performert,
those experiencing various forms of a7 ard alcohol abuse; and t1-4pfse
persons who are the victims and/or pc,tehtiaI victimizers of physical Ab.66.
There will be an increasing desire t..,:, bring together the P-Acyledge and
resources available to provide counsax:Lhg assistance to people 1;1 need
earlier in their time of travail and to follow_through to_onsure that the
assistance has been effective in bringing about change r,nd iMprovement in
behavior.

8; Machangey in the roles-and responsibilities of counselors.
Perhaps one of the greatest challenges_ef all will be the counselor's
ability to understand_and_respond to the new challenges as well as the
new opportunities that exist for them. In many cases they_will need to
make a major paradigm Shiftnot merely small changes_in_how they think
or act about a probleal, but radical changes in how they both thihk and act
in response to changed societal conditions and the availability of new
technologies. There will be a need for_greater risk-taking and experi-
mentation on the part of counselors; they will need to monitor their work
as to what is effective and what is ineffective; and they will need te
continually improve_the quality of the services they provide for their
clients. In the end counselors will either flourish or perish based not
so much on available resources; but on whether and how counselors choose
to adopt and use the new resources in how they think and reapond to their
user needs and-interests.
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TWO PROBLEMS IN THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH

Charles Suhor
Director, ERIC Clearinghouse an Reading and Communication Skills

Two uajor_issues within the scope of the,ERIC/RCS Clearinghouse are
teachinggr.smmar and defining_the-content-of-the-EhgliSh CUtridUlum. In
this analvtiis of these problems, the views are one educator's perspective,
but the .L''38 are rooted in theory and research.

Teaching Grammar

A favorite teachers' lounge story concerns an English teacher who
substituted for a fr 4. d at a bridge game. The pre-game conversation was
casual enough until noueone asked the newcomer, "Well, Bob, what do you do
for a living?" When 3t,t he w&S an English teacher at Central High
School, an icy lull sett2e n the :oom. "Well," someone finally volunteered,
"Whom deals?"

Few subjects have generated m...ze social_anxiety, academic debate, and
outright anger than grammar. The common rationale for teaching grammar is
that a 9erson_cannotspeak or write well without knowledge of formal grammar.
Moreover, study of the structure of language--from parts of speech to phrases
and Clauses to paragraph structure to essays and longer wo-%c--seems essential
to the educac.ion of a well-rounded person.

But, on_the whole; neither the traditional study of_nchool grammar nor
the introduction of new grammars into schools has_succeedcd_in making AMerica
a nation of Skilled speakers and writers.In fact; the pa:Oblem of teadhing
grammar as a means of improving communication skills'has ::screased With our
nation's commitment to universal education.The Education Comuission of the
States (n.d.) notes that in 1920 en elite 10% of the population was in _school
Sy 1980, some 80% of our children were graduating from high school.

As we strive for true inclusi%eness in American education, we reach
out to more diverse language communities--to students with varied cultural
and linguistic backgrounds. It will not do to point to brilliant exceptions
--individuals from poverty backgrounds and from nonstandard dialect environ-
ments who "made it" despite difficult odds. If we really intend to help
most students to become articulate speakers and writers, we must either find
better methods of teaching grammar or seek out other ways to improve students'
abilities to speak and write.

__The strategy in outlining this problem_and suggesting solutions will be
to_define_some basic terms--grammar _(including traditional grammari_new grammar,
and school_grammar), standard_English uslge, and communicative competence--and
use those terms to provide a brief historical perspective and explain why
grammar has been controversial among scholars, teachers, and educational
reformers. Then research on grammar instruction will be discussed. Finally,
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this section will suggest future directions for the teaching of grammar,
taking into account various elements in the controversy.

Definitions and Issues

The term "grammar" as used by language scholars refers to a body of
knowledge about the structure of language._ For most grammarians, grammar_
refers to sounds in language and the structure of words and sentences. The
grammarian's scholarly role is to describe language and_how it is_generated,
not to prescribe_ ways in which people should talk or write. In elementary
and secondary schools,_grammar instruction has always had a prescriptiVe
goalimproving students' speech and_writing. But of course, it makes sense
to expect that prescriptive inStrUction should be based on a sound scholarly
description of language.

Grammar scholars have long noted that "school grammars" are based
on oversimplified, inaccurate, or outmoded views of the English language;
Considerable pressure has_existed'over the years to change textbooks,
elementary and secondary curricula, and teacher training programs to reflect
deeper insights into the nature of English. The pressure peaked when
adaptations of the "new graimmars," such as structural and transformational
greccalir, ware introduced into many books and programs in the 1960's and
1970', with sentence slots and branching tree diagrams augmenting tt
replacing traditional grammar instrUction.

The new unx7oeches were neL well received by most teachers, The
concepts in the new grammars, besides being unfamiliar, were frequently much
more abstract (even in their inevitably simplified form) than the already
complicated school grammars derived from traditional grammar. Consequently,
the sophisticated new grammars seemed ill-suited to the teachtlr's goal of
using grammar study prescriptively to improve students' speech and writing.
Further, the scholarly debates among linguists moved fro,m traditional vs.
structural vs; transformational grammar into nevi realms of revised transforma-
tional approaches, generative semantics, and a host of other candidate
theories for more accurate description of 'language.

The term "fUnctional grammar" and phrases such as "eclectic
approaches" came to mean school grammars that selectively used concepts and
terms from old and new_ grammars, always with a dual oal: ,(a) givi
students information about the nature of language while (b) improving their
Speaking and writing. This_double intention, deeply embedded in Engl
programs in elementary and secondary schools, is crucial; As will be seen
later, many teachers are -olaiming today that the ft:7st goal--knowledge of
formal grammar--can actually hinder the goal of improng students' language
skills.

_The second goal_was challenged in fundamental ways two decades ago
and is being_viewed_in a new light today. To_understand why inyone would
attadk the idea of iMproving communication skills, we must return briefly
to some definitions and history. The fact is, improvement of students'
language Skills has historically meant extreme emphasis on one aspect of
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achOol grammarnamely, standard_English usage. The term "standard English
usage" refers to features of a particular dialect of Englishnamely, the
tp-oken dialect generally shared by middle class_speakers_in_America. The
term will also be used hare to refer to the conventions of writing repro=
sented in edited American English; In common parlance, standard English iS
what most people refer to as "good grammar"_or "correct_speaking and_writing."
See Wolfram and Christian (1979) for a lucid, more detailed eXplanation of
dialects.

Few issues in American education divide the scholar from the general
public more dramatically than that of standard English usage. Professional
grammarians,_working from a descriptive viewpoint, have discovered that
hOnstandard_dialects Of English have a coherence and order that is different
from the Coherence and order of standard English. For example, linguistic
analysis has shown the interior logic_and subtlety of use of the verb "be"
in black dialect. _The_sentence "he bes my brother" does not follow the
rules of subject/verb agreement and other uses of."be" in_descriptions of
standard English grammars; but it follows a systematic set_of rules within
the structure of black English; From a descriptive vievpOint, neither black
nor standard English is "right." The two are merely different.

The dialect issue became_most divisive during the neoprogressive
movement of_the late 1960s and early 1970s, when the descriptive viewpoint
Of the edhOlarly grammarian was used as part of a moral argument against_
the teaching of standard English nsage. Since each dialect of English has
ite own structural integrity and is a sufficient vehicle for communication,
the reformers argued, the imposition of standard English on all students
through the schools is an unwarranted linguistic imperialism (Sledd, 1969);

The debate was often complex_and usually bitter._ At a 1966 dtiritrehtibh
session of_the_National_Council_ of Teachers of English, a Speaker_ tedotmended
that the organization_disband, because its_work was essentially the oppression
of linguistic minorities. Btt the most radical pro-dialect reformers
eventually_lost_ground, fOr several reasons. First, it_became clear that
their moral position simply was not widely shared.. Parents in nonstandard
dialectdpeaking communities generally wanted their_children to have the
Opportunity to learn standard.English usage. Second, the profession.at
large moved towards a better understanding of the descriptive_viewpoint.
Teachers held to their_mission to teach prescriptiveiyi.but they moved
towards (or were forced towards, as in_the Ann Arbor, Michigan case) under
standing student diaiect_variations._ Instead of stigmatizing and trying_tO_
eradicate the language of the student's_nurture, teachers_presented Standard
usage ar alternative language Zorms to be used in paiticUlar. social SitUationS.

This moderate view is consistent with the_sociolinguistic concept of
"coMmunicative competence" (Rubin & KantOri 1964)--that is, students should
be given a large repertoire of language strategies_and should know what
kinds bf language conventions are appropriate in_various social situations.
And becaUSe Standard English is one important element in getting on in the
marketplace, standard oral language and edited American English are an
essential part of English instruction.

'7 5
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To summarize this section: scholarly grammars (traditional,_structural,
transformational, or others) have Iong been_debated among professional
grammarians. Simplified versions called school_grammars (many_of them
eclectic or functional)_have often_reflected scholarly_debate but have
maintained_the dual goals of teaching students_about the structure of
language (describing language)_and IMproving_their speaking and writing
(prescribing how language can be better used). The latter goal has mainly
emphasized or aspect of grammar' namely, teaching standard English usage;
A major challenge to standard English usage instruction during the late
1960s and early 1970s was based on the idea that dialects of American
English are equally valid. The_point of equal linguistic validity can
be (and among vdty teachers, has been) acknowledged, but the teaching of
standard Englir'l Las generally been reaffirmed on other grounds. Students
must have commumicative competence--ability to make use_of different
language styles in different social situations._ Acquiring key aspects
of standard English is a useful Skill in many Situationt in our Society.

Researoh in the-Teaching of Grammar

This section will deal first with long-range research reviews on_the
question of whether formal grammar study helps to imr-ove student writing.
Then it Will discres recent research that throws new light on both the
content and methods of teaching grammar and usage. The research review will
include some of the implications of research findings for grammar instruction,
and so it will set the stage for the final directions.

The Iong-range research reviews on grammar instruction in relation to
writing improvement are both surprising and compelling. Typically, histor-
ical reviews of research are inconclusive. They are like a Rorschach that
allows the researcher and the reader to take whatever meaning they like
from the data. But independent reviews of 20th century research on the
relationship between knowledge of formal grammar and writing skill were
conducted by John Mellon and Steve Sherwin in 1969. Remarkably, neither
foune a single study that supports the idea that knowledge of formal defini-
tions and rules of grammar will, in itself, improve student writing; The
same conclusion was reached in the Braddock review of 1963; Another approach
to analyzing research was taken by George Hillocks in 1986. Using the
technique called meta-analysis (a quantitative method that differs from
traditional research reviews), Hillocks found that formal grammar instruction
was least effective as a means of improving writing when'compared to inStruc-
tional methods such as inquiry, study of writing models, and sentence
combining.

Although Mellwi's and Sherwin's reviews shocked the profession,
they were consistent with other bodies of knowledge about how children
learn. The theory and research of paychologist Jean Piaget suggest that the
abstract terminology and complex relationships involved in school grammar
study are beyond the conceptual range of most students; If Piaget's stages
of development accurately reflect normal intellectual growth, we cannot
expect the majority of elementary and high school students to grasp and
assimilate into their writing dense concepts like participial_phrase,
gerund, and nonrestrictive adjective clause.
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Research in language development has also revealed that by the age of
five-which is to say, by kindergarten age--all normal children are already
main% participial phrases, gerunds, nonrestrictive adjective clauses,
and almost every other syntactic structure that adult Speakers lied. Children
do not, of course, use complex structures as frequently as adults, ne: do
they combine the structures in as many ways when they spin out ideas in oral
or written language. Nevertheless, the basics of English sentence structure
are within the repertoire of the child--learned through intuitive and
informal means in the home and other presechool environments.

Given the undeniable skill and appetite for natural language learning
demonstrated by small children; given the Piagetian bae-drop which charac-
terizes full abstract reasoning as beginning in the early teen years; and
given a massive body of experimental_research demonstrating that formal
grammar instruction_has not heaped most students to write Meite gkilifully,
it is no_yonder that longstanding commonsense_notions about the need for
forma7 grammar study have been challenged. _The aystematid praentatibh of
abstract information about language begins in school grammar programs around
cirade 3 and continues through grade 12. It appears that the net_effect for
Mott Students is_to make them feel powerless before the complexities of
hUnan language--before the very structures they learned without formal
instruction as preschoolers and use in conversation on an everyday basis.

Small wonder, too, that the challenge is_upsetting to many_teacherS.
To begin with, the_teaching of abstractions:about language vas_the_main
techniaue that most teachers inherited_fOr the teaching Of tital AMd t4titteri
language._ _Moreover, many English_teachers were_undOUbtedly the exceptiOna
the individuals who enjoyed studying grammar and perhaps profited ft-OM it in
our school years._ Personal_experience, however exceptional, seems power-
fully generalizable to the individual. So we brought to the teaching of
igraMktir more credence than was warranted.

Some comfort and some direction are provided by other_pertinent research.
For example, we now know that when students write they employ fewer non-
standard usages than when they,speak, apparently sensing the need for more
formal language. Students also sense the need for versatility in language
when they change social environments. _The range_and_niamber Of tiOnStandard
usages decreases,as they go from the playground to the CladgrOOM. _Finally,
student writing samples on %ate National Assessment of EducatiOnal Prbqte#s
tests show that the primary problems of student writing are far more basic
than_those of mastering standard usage and mechanics. Rather, students have
difficulty developing:their ideas logically and making connections between
ideas in ways that reflect clear thinking and communicate intended meanings.
Aaide from tle fact that expansive school grammar programs are intimidatingly
abstradt, then such programs fail to focus on specific student usage problems
and diatract us from the core problem of writing as coherent development of
ideas.

If formal grammar study has not significantly helped students to write,
why study grammar at all? Two quite different arguments for formal grammar_
instruction remain. The first is that students should learn grammar even if
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it does_not improve their speaking and writing. Every educated adult_thould
know the parts of speech and the basic array of struCtUred that cOnStitute
the sentences of the English language;

The argument is reasonable in terms of general education, but it does
no.; justify the teaching of grammatical_terms and structures_beginning in
eIementary_grades and continuing through college. Grammar as a liberal arts
study is similar to, say, the study of music appreciation through avalysis
Of basic_musical forms, structural elements, and theory. The difference is
that we do notembed analytical study of music into the K-12 curriculum, nor
do We expect that knowledge about musical forms, structure, and theory will
be the primary element in improving musical performance;

Arguably, liberal arts units of instruction in the nature of language
and the structure of English might be included in grades 11 or 12. Even
stronger reasons exist for language courses at the college level, where
strdents who have matured sufficiently to deal with abstractions might gain
a deeper understtnding of_language. And certainly the general education of
prospective_elementary and high school teachers should include the study of
language. Intensive study of one or more formal systems of grammar should
be a requirement for English and language arts specialists (Wolfe, 1986).

A second rationale for some study of grammatical terminology is the
"common, vocabulary" argument. It seems both counterintuitive and dogmatic
to insist that no terminologies be used in the discussion of student writing.
There are degrees of abstraction in formal grammar, and the use of simple
terminology seems helpful at the high_school level in straightforward
discussion of concepts like active and passive verbs, lack of pronoun
reference, and tense_shift. The unsolved problem of pedagogy and research
is this: how to find a-manageable array of terms for a common vocabulary
without moving-towarda-annual coverage of innumerable abstractions. The
problem with functional grammars and eclectic ap.-7oaches was that they
tended to stretch into full-fledged alternative vJrsions of school grammars,
1bracing expansive and intensive conceptual study. The determination of

what is truly functional was blurred by the teachers' aesthetic sense of
grammar as a system; so students have been plunged again and again into
"common vocabularies" of uncommon diff;Thulty. (The question of the role of
information in the English curriculum will be discussed under the heading
"Content of the English Curriculum.")

How_Should_Grammar_be-Taught-in-the-7uture?

_Up to_this_point, the fOcus has been on the primary importance of
teaching students to_speak and write more effectively. The weight of
theory, research, and the common experience of English teachers is heavily
againet school grammar programs that are conceived as extensive teaching of
inforMation about language. One could hedge a bit on this statement in
wondering about the need for a common vocabulary--something far less_than
another school version of a grammatical system, but use of some tezminology
to furnish an information base and conceptual glue for other kinds of
instruction. So far the other kinds of instruction have only been hinted
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4at, so this section will focus on possible future dire et ,ktolft the_
teaching of grammar. The views presented here_are j1.10 e -,,eztrctr'basati
outlook, of course. If interpretations of research aret4h thvit!atibo_tti
controversyl thnn extrapolations are risky businesS. ths Lelf4.4ive
leap from theory and research to practice must be made' *tat fcIloVe is tin
effOrt in that direction.

In general, grammar ia-:truction_in the future shoet1 Vile place ithih
classrooms that are active Ianguage_environments.. If ONacen tell:011s that
it is unproductive to ask students to sit at their desI4 jLietlY
sentence parts, common sense tells UB that language gr r!th wfll come_4;Y*
when students are actively giving shape to their_th012014 tkrough 0 a'a7
written language; An active language environment is a 54tting or Icaltext
for_significant learning of many aspects of graumari 09i174 standard Eliglieh
dialect to punctuating various kinds of structu-es witP 4 sentences.

Able-playing activities are an attractive way of leOlut usage_0?4dy
Within an active classroom environment. When students 7111AginativelY Plac
themselves in the roles of individuals from various asets vf societY*--
school principals, store clerks, parents, personnel dittora, peer5s-843all
Children, and othersthey make use of their own growill-%nlaunicatig:
competencei their sense of how different people use diOfkant kinds
language in various settings. Discussion of language elcee can fclic/g the
role-playing activities. For example, if atudents tale 15'"Ang'axpressi,(34s tly

tftqle.rcle-PL/1:gnonstandard verb forms during a_moCk job_interview and a
conversation with a younger brother or sister, the cla0 ,eiticve cap ..J.e
directed towards the,proper_settings for formal and inf°N1 language:
Discussion of dialeett-in=literary selections is asotheftly of makillw
students aware of the social implications of language 0Yktio;,

Attending to grammar concerns within writkaaossfigamilasA,51 16_4
major development in contemporary English programs. It-44 no accideil that
."proofreading"-making corrections in usage, capitaiisOttlhi mechanicP,s and
so on--is_a.later step in writing process models of inef.-Ntion. In the
model below (Suhori 1983)i note that .pulpose and au4an:: tait context° that
govern the entire processi and student interaction occ0 Vai-iCus P°inta
in pre-writiag and revision.

Grammatical and usage-related poin.:s are often arac° tnose raise° in
the revision stage as well. _The teacher (or other stUderN) tight saYs
"All of your sentences are short and choppy in that parIlks4ph, Would lt
read more smoothly if_you coMbined some of them?" "Iss1-3sour las t Oentente
in_a different tense from the ones before it?" "I can" where You'tv
using the Character's exact words. Where do you vent t0 Nt Cfuctatios
marks?"

This is not to say that incidental mention of qramfo,l-caz concer° will
effect solid learning of sentence variety, tense, or cluOtion marks.
AdditionoIlyi the teacher's observation of_studentiO_ actu4l ctal and vrittan
language forms the basis for diagnostic and prescriptive &tksttuction; ?or
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instance' it is clear that in any given 10th grade class, every student will
not need to go through sentence drills on 10 or 12 uses of the_comma. _By
observing students' writings, the teacher identifies probiems_that_merit_
general attention, those to be worked on by small groups of_Students;_and_
those requiring individual attention. Specific_drills can_be prescribed for
students who show particular needs, without making the study of grammatical
and compositional terms and rules the center of the English program.

An approach:to teaching sentence structures while bypassing the
abstractions_of formal grammar was developed in the early 1970s. In sentence

students_actually work with and operate on sentences to create
varied structures without learning terminologies. Although based largely on
out-of-context exercises and derived from complex transformational grammar
theory, sentence combining is a simple technique. It draws directly on the
student's innate sense of how language works. It demonstrates that students
need not know, definitionallyi what a participial phrase or nonrestrictive
adjective clause is in order to create such structures Most important,
students who do sentence-combining drills and exercises_incorporate varied
sentence elements more frequently and more_ richly_into their writing._
Sentence combining has been widely researched_in the laSt_decade at all
educational levels, with overwhelmingly potitive restate (Strong; in press).

The matter of teaching by drill warrants some frank attention_here.
Unhappin .,.th_grammar-centeredi drill-oriented language programs has
resulted i.ots1 opposition to drill and practice among some English

Besietance to drill is understandable in light of the histor-
ical overuse of drill sheets, workbooks, fill-in-the-blank exercises, and
compendious grammar handbooks. But the anti-driII position_is too often
held with the force of ideology. "mindless" becomes the automatic adjective
for drills, with no adknowIedgmont ct the utility of diagnostic/prescriptive
approaches or sentence-combining instruction. Powerful positive research on
error diagnosis in the tradition of Shaughnessy(1977) and_on sentence_
combining is dismissed either becausr: of a priori assumptions about the
effectiveness of whole language leark.ing or because of unresolved questions
such as longevity of effect._ Parallels to out7of-context drills in other
areas (such as music and athletics) are ignored in the ideological commitment
to learning in natural settings.

The present state of knowledge about ways of teaching of grammar; then,
points to directions that will please neither those who advocate extensive
grammar instruction nor those who are doctrinally opposed to drill; Far
less information is needed in the English program than was formerly supposed;
and varied language activities, linked with process instruction_and geared to
students' needs, constitute the best applications of scholarly kr:chi/ledge to
classroom grammar instruction. Of course, grammar is but one pert of the_
discipline of English. A larger question_is what constituteS the range of
the content area and how content relates to proceSs.
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Content of the-EngliSh Curriculum

Every_few years, Englith specialists ask themselves "What is English?"
The question is not a frivolous one but a sign of continuing selfcriticism
and an acknowledgment Of change._ Questions of identity are in fact common
in various subject areas, from physical education to ecology (or is it from
"movement Science" to "environmental studies"?). In discussions of English
instrtCtion, there Is a great temptation to bypass questions ok content and
talk only about methodology or learning processes. This exploration dealS
With cOnnections between content and processes, but it focuses mainly on the
"English" in "English instruction."

English as Content (Knowing)__and_as Prycess -0:104-ngT

Advocates of process7based instrUCtion might argue that the question
"What is the content of EngIish?"_is_lOaded tO begin with, and perhaps
unanswerable_as stated; They_hOld that English is not a content subject to
begin with, but a prOceSs subject. English is not_essentially somethirg
students learn-abOUt, but something they do. The old model of English as_a
tripOd=-Vith_mutdally Adpporting and converging "legs" consisting of litera-
ture, COMpotition, and grammar (Figure III-1)--fails to make this process-content
distinction.

Literature and grammar are indeed substantive content areas-r_relatively
definable bodies of scholarly knowledge--while_ceMcoSition is predominantly
a_process, or some might say_a developmental skil: So the truer theoretical
representation would be a "bipod" Of tWo substanti,,, legs with a composition
component somehow nailed on (Figure III==2).

Of course, that is a pretty shaky visual model. And in fact, English
curricula Which treat_compositiOn as an adjunct to grammar and literature
are not very aerViceable. As was noted earlier in this chapter, there is
slim jtatifidation for teaching grammar as a body of knowledge if a main
coal Of the English program is to improve oral and written language perform-
ance of elementary and high school students.

_ It helps a little, but not much, to_substitute_"language" for "grammar"
on the tripod..The result then_is that literatUre is the sole content
area, with language and_composition as processes to be tagged on somehow.
Literature-centered English_programs are Often itbalanced in precisely that
way; Students are liMited_te speakiLg and wriZing about vicarious experi-
ences. The per/ulna-I experiences of the students, and the potential of
language_for helpitig them organize and understand those experiences, are
neglected. The Iiisual analog for such a program, terrible to contemplate,
might be A literature "unipod," with splinters or some such to represent the
partidUlar skills aad information needed for improving oral and_written_
language. Obviously, the '2 tripod metaphor gets out of hand here; let us:
go on to something else.

A view of English rs process instruction is the idea of the
foui language arts--list, , speaking, reading, and writing. But this
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FIGUIM 2

English as a Bipod
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processed-based conception, in itself, pro._ s_few clues te content.
What are the_students_listening to?_ _What should they be speaking and
writing about? And What in the world_are they reading? _It is too_easy to
waffle on these questions by emphaSizing process and saying that the content
of English need not be specified as long as the processes are being nurtured.

Traditionalists do not find questions of contenti.e., of that..which-
is-to-be-processedhard to answer._ There is an acknowledged rore :4f great
literature, they say, from works for children to adult classics. There are
universal themes and important issues and values that can be idantjfied as
central to the human condition. Such matters are tertairay worthy subjects
for listening, speaking, reading, and writing. We need only look 'to the beat
in our cultural heritage and then find appropriate places for this content in
the_English curriculum, K-12. Advocates of a classical curriculum believe
that_every normal child can succeed_in a rigorous, more or_l:s1 standardized
curricUlum_if English teachers are_knowledgeable in their dis4.:iplines and
Sufficiently w.11ing to engage students in intellectual discourse.

Of course, there is more complexity in process views and tradLtional_
views of curriculum than there is space_to describe here. Since the approach
here_to delineating content.will be quite different, it is recimmended that
readers interested . in classicai.curricuia read works by Adler (1982),
rancher (1984), and : -sch (1985). For an essentially process-based program
fleshed out in terms nms of sample content and appropriate methodology,
see Moffett and Was (1983)

Content-of-the-Literature-Precrepm

Discussion_of_content of the English curriculum begins with literature,
partly because it is the one_area in which there is almost unanimous
agreement on two points: (a) it is a body of knowledge-i.e., a content
area; and (b) literatureu as content_has a place in the English curriculum.
Composition, language, and other matters will be discussed later. The modeI
in Figure 111-3 represents all literature that 1 believe should be eligible
for inclusion in the English language arts curriculum.

"Literature" is defined broadly here to include magazines as well as_
books; expository writing as well as poetry, the novel, drama, and the other
genres usually called "creative." Some commonsense exClusions_from literature
that is eligible_for school programs_are in order--e.g., expository writings
such as corporation reports to_stockholders (and most other adult tedhnical
documents); pornography outright, in whatever literary medium. There is not
sufficient_space in this essay_to explore interesting questions such as the
nature of literary genres or the boundaries of pornography. Suffice_it to
say that in outline, the universe of school literature should include a wide
range of literature for children, young adults, and adults in a variety of
print formats.

As the dotted lines suggest, distinctions between the literatures noted
in Figure III-3's model are by no means absolute. Robert Cormier's excellent
story, "Guess What? I Almost Kissed My Father Last Night," can be read with
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interest by_adults_eatd teenagers alike. Saint Exupery's "The LittIc Prince"
and She]. SilVerdtein's poetry cut across all age levels.

Few would quarrel with such an analysis. Questions of the uà1i of
works eligible for inclusion in English curricula aze more difficult. The
expanded model (Figure 111-4) deals with qualitative questions by placing
popular literature within the program (upper left quadrant) along with great
classical and contemporary literature (upper right quadrant) and the average-
quality literature (bottom half) that comprises most of the works from ^which
teachers and textbook writers might normally seloct materials for study.

The_diVidion into segments in Figure 111-4 is not intended to represent
reCOMMended proportions of popular, average, and great_literature in_the
English curriculum. The essential point_is that_materials representing
a Wide ranee of quality should_be eligible for inclusion in literLtUri2
programs and available to English teachers. Later it_Will be argUed
that different students will_requ-lre different_seleetiOn6 fit= the total
pool of eligible kinds of literature and from literatureS of Varying quality.

reither specialists nor laypersons have problems in distinguishing
between materials in tae upper quadrants of the model, i.e., between the
worst and the best. We instantly recognize differences between a pulp
magazine love story and Vuthering Heights; hence, the solid line between
popular literature and great classical and contemporary literature. Things
are less clear, though, at the other borderlines of vall.ty. Most .7othic
romance Series 0nd popular astrology books are surely in the popular category,
but a potboiler novelist or a playwright like Neil Simon will straddle the
line between fluff and good literature. Similarly, the Iine between good
and great literature is highly_debatabIe. It might be Raid that Hemingway's
A Farewell to Arms is a great novel, but For Whom-the Bell Tolls is merely
excellent. English teachers would argue about all of these borderline
categorizations, but that is the point. The lines of demarcation will be
fuzzy in many judgments about qnality.

Even after aCknoWledging such ambiguities, though, most teachers wculd
agree that some great works drawn from children's_literatre, young adult
literature, and &chat literature should.be part of every K-12 English
curriculUm._ Moat wthild also acknowledge the_necessity of_drawing from a
Vide pool of average-to-good literature The real controversies are_centered
On two ideas: (a) the belief that popular literature--from_pop/rOck lytict
to flimsy adolescent novels to gimmicky chose7your-own-plot adventUre
boOks--can play a useful role in_school_programs; and (b) the_ nOtion that
literature study should essentially_be the study_Of great works. These
questions will_be_deaIt with as_problems of cultiVatiOn and carryover. A
solution may Iie in ,connecting the world Of the Student with the world of
ideas.

Popular literatdre was in greatest vogue in our schools during the_
neoprogressiVe movement of the late 1960s and early 1970s; The buzzword
"relevanty" Vat Often invoked uncritically to sweep vast amounts of_bad
popular literature into English classes. The reading of trivial materials
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became_common, even normative, as educational programs catered to the
undeveloped tastes of students. The goal of cultivating students' responses
to literature was frequently ignored.

At the other end of the scale; literature programs that draw predom-
inantly on classics and other excellent works do indeed aasure that Students
will have a certain amount of exposure to important works. But these_
programs rare2:y succeed in making students into lifelong readers Of fine
literature. Even when_standard_works like Silas-Marner; Julius Caesar, and
Davidi_Copperfield are brilliantly tauoti most students are not inspired to
go out and read, on their own, The-Mill on .the Floss, King Lear, and Bleak
House. The_essential element of carr',over into personal reading simply has
not been effected in the classics-based program.

What kind of literature program reckons with the need for cul'--Ivation
and carryover? The term_"cultivation" is relative; implying a nurturing
process in which students' intellectual and emotional responses are advanced
methodicaIlyi in accordance with their present state of_growth. If_cultiva-
tion is to go beyond mere exposure to culture, the teacher_must find_ Vital
points of connection between the personal world of the student and the
larger world of vicarious experience. For tens of thousands of relw7tant
readers, teen romances_or adventUre paperbaCks are poteatially the first
point of personal engatjement with printed-word narratives. Happily; many
other students will enter the world of ideas through more richly organized
works such_ as the poetry of May Swenson or the novels of Paul Zindel. A few
come to school with the readiness to devour the great works that we wish
everyone could te, _th relish. The literature program_suggested_in Figta
111-4 perAitc t.c to seek out; for each student; a_door into the world
of ideas - ; the student will willingly enter. It includes exposure to
some great workspresumably; those most accessible to contemporary students--
but provides a usable framework for connections and carryover.

_Cultivation muat be consciously pursued if the teacher is to avoid simply
running in place with StudentS' present reading habits.To carry the litany
of "C's" one step fdrther; a "cut-above" strei;egy is necessary. That is;
Students who enjoy sports magazines can be led to read materials that are a
cut above their present tastes--simple short storien and -.soems about athletes.
Prom there; the connection can be made to biographies Id autobiographies like
those of Wilma Rudolph; and a knowledgeable teacher can then engineer the move
to excellent works_like_E"law's "The Hi7hty-Yard Run" or MaIaraud's TheAslatmral.
When the. level_of engagement is highithe chances of carryover_into_lifelong
reading are much greater. Moreover; the 'teacher need not neglect the
traditions of literary study during the nurturing process. Concepts such as
setting; characterization; and plot development can be learned through the
study of young adult 1:tterature as well as through classic works.

_Obviously; a K.!12 literature_program gear owards student growth_will
not_incIude_a forced march_through a set canon works which every student
must read at any given grade level. The teacher must in fiAct be familiar
With_a wide range of literature; from classics to currently popular materials.
Equally important, the teacher must have the freedom and the insight to apply
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that knowledge in connectit: itudent wich aFpropriate works; in further
cultivating the stUdent'S rvspi and in encouraging carryover into
li.felong reading habits by sL94:3;iting materials for leisure reading.

Earlier, literature was referred to as "vicarious experience"--that_.s
experience acquired_not by di::ect interaction with the_world but by imagi.=
native entry into worlds created by others. Unfortunately, students today
have their most frequent vicarious experiences not through print but through
nonprint media--especiall7, television, filM, and popular song lyrics.

There is nothiag inherently shabby in nonprint vicarious experiences.
Some of the greatest expressions of the human spirit, from ancient times to
the present, have been_achieved through the medium of_drama--and of course,
drama is a long7established part of the English program. But in America we
are_beSieged and benubbed by television, and vicarious experiences of a low
quality are transmitted into our homes on a daily basis.

Nevertheless, both print and nonprint vicarious experiences are included
in Figure III-5's diagram of the content of the English curriculum. This is
not to say the everything on televisior or every film is or should be an
object of stuci. Again, the question is what should be eligible for inclusion.
And nonprint media are included because the English teacher has an Important
stake in guiding students' understanding of the imaginative worlds presented
in nonprint media.

It_was suggested earlier that many nonprint materials have important
points in common with estabiished aspects of the literature program.
Television sitcoms and feature films have some structural qualities that are
found with drama, short storicc,', and novels. Popular songs have elements in
common with folk ballads and lyric poetry. To some extent,_similar tools of
analysis can be applied to a TV drama, a film, and a narrative in print.

Granted, a great deal of deserved contempt has been heaped upon commer-
cial :elevision. But in complaining about the ill effects of TV on children,
educators have largely_ignored the potential Dar making positive use of its
many flaws and feu virtues. To begin with, reluctant readers are seldom
reluctant viewers. A common experience exists for cultivation of taste
through critical_discussion and analysis. Lehr (1986)_has_summarized some
Of_the complexities not usually recognized in discussions of the effects of
television,_noting that numerous possibilities for creative critiques of
television have ben insufficiently explored. Teachers might conduct in-class
critical comparisons and analyses of popular shows; provide adve prepara-
tion for high quality TV dramas; link popular television shows with popular
literature that is a cut above the TV experience; apply appropriate terms
from literary analysis in disnissing television; and" teach abett stereotypes,
slanted observation and reporting, sound inference, and logical argumentation.
The student who comes to realize that characterization and exploration of
issues in say, eagney_and_Lacty, are more_sUbtle than those elements in
stock TV detective shows is better prepared to discuss character and theme
in short stories by Hemingway and 0. Henry. _Facile discussions about the
narcotic effects of television overlook the Aevelopment of a productive
'critique of television Within the Eaglish curriculumi
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Perebnal-EXperience as Content

Th content of the English curriculum was earlier described as n that
which is to be processed." The view of literary content presented above
differe from many traditional views in tho acknowledgment of a wide qualita-
tive range and in the inclusion of nonprint media as part of thc student's
vicarious experiences. A point was also made about connecting literature
with the student's personal experiences: if class discustion and writing
fbous wholly on literary experiences, the linke betWeen literature and the
life experiences of the student are neglected. Of equal importance is the
fact that the student's personal experiences can take on meaning through
oral and written language in the classroom, even when those experiences are
not linked with iterature. It seems to follow, then, that much of the
student's store of personal experience is part of "that which is to be
processed"--part of the content of the English prgram (Figure 111-6).

TO abMe_extent, Figure 111-6 depicts_processes as well as content;
The -dotted lihde; between personal and vicarious experiences suggest a
dOnstant interaction between reader and text (RosenbIatt, 1978); "Fantad?"
and "identification" are depicted as mental processes vitally lihkad With
vicarious experience. Fantasy is a kind of_internal vicatibt6 eVeht thrOugh
which we imagine ourselves_doing things we hard hOt. yet &Aid, Might do, or
indeed cannot do._ Identification is a process tin:thigh Which We enter into
print and nonprint vicarious experierwes._ We Cohneot oureelVes with the
imagined people and events and with the idtaS and feelings presented in
stories, essays, poems, f5,1MS, And the like.

Fiqurt III.76_suggesta, then, that vicarious_experiences can be processed
as objects Of etUdy and aleo-in relation to students' personal experiences.
StUdehte ehter imaginatiway_into the .ftuthors° worlds for_purposes ranging
frbM_Ahalysis to eheer entertainment t* thc testing of their sense of
reality. Ent Figure_III-6 advances the nroader point that student' personal
experiences are themselves an important_rart of the content Of English.
Through the processes of speaking and writing in the classrobs, StUdehtt
give clearer shape to the unexamined experiendet ih their OWti lives, and
they assign_significance to those experiences ih the vety Adt of processing
them; "Connecting" comes to play in_a new sense here. Not only are students
linked with the_minds and_emotions of authors; they are also put in touch
with their ot4n ideas_and feelings, because -le processing of personal
experiendee thrOugh language gives clearer form to their impressions of the
world.

This is not to 35 y that every private crnny of the studentlife and
.persnal values should be drawn out in_the classrom and_made eXpAcit
throu7rh discussAbn and writing; :-utinnglish is clearly the eUbject_area_ih
which LIC.fem resp-z.nAibiZtty is assignee,. for helpinz:; stUdente_tb bd -bffactiVe
U3Qr f Iunguage; Anthe English_claserboM, the prOdded explozth,j 7md

thougl.!ts and feelings through lahgna4 must be practie: c7le
modUed so that stL:Conts cae_ be-come articulate ooth In interprot
exptIrieni.A. ani n expressi:1;0 the:Si:* inner states.
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ZnfOrMatitin-as-Content

Information was overplayed in English curricula of the past. Students
were expected to know (i.e., memorize) information about authors' lives,
particular works, literary movements, figures of speech, metric patterns, and
so on. The questions in textbooks aftr literary selections rarely stressed
higher order thinking skills or dealt with students responses to characters
and events in a work. As noted before, information about grammar was
incorrectly thought to be essential to improvement of speaking and writing.
Definitions and terminologies--from diphthongs to absolute phrases to
nonrestrictive clauses--abounded in school grammar programs. Language
textbooks, far from encouraging stud'. .ta to actually use language, were
filled with definitions and follow-up drii:is that required identifying
sentence pazts and filling in blanks

Reactions againat such programa have justifiably resulted in emphasis
on engaging students in actual proses of language-making. Yet it is
clear that some information is essrr.tial, both in the study of literature as
content and in_the effective imp1e=12mtation of process-based instruction.
Figure 111-7 completes the graphic depiction of the content of English by
acknowledging the place of informa'Uon in English curricula.

The final model suggests that students need_inforiation In order to
discuss initially, and to gain_deeper_understanding_cf,_their personal and
vicious experiences. Also, information can be often taught through Socratic
quecvkoning rather than through assignment for memorization. Many_literary
o.capts--e.g.i narrative/lyric poetry, interior monologue, and_point of
viow--are especially teachable through teacher-led inductive and deductive
discussion. Certain concepts related to process instruction_in oral and _

written language can also be ta1!3ht Socratically--e.g., transitional phrases,
use of active/passive verbs, and methods of developing a paint of argument,

But surely some information is taught most economically through direct
methoda,_ For exL ?le, the inductive teaching of metric patterns in poetry or
a Soczatic_approach to studying the ruLes_for quotation_marks might be_need
lessly protracted, and ultimately unrewarding for both teacher and student.

In this model, information is primarily a tool rather than an end in
itdelf. As an aspect of content, information is important insofar as it
either (a) helps teachers and students talk more readily about other aspects
of content, or (b) makes discussion and implementation of processes easier
and more fluid. Graphically, information underlies the English program and
is not at the center of ±t. It is a relatively small yet essential support
system for the exploration of personal anel vicarious eperiences through
language.

Those who would banish information from the English curriculum, like
those who would outlaw drill, take their positions ideologically. There is
no research basis for doing 30. But they are in part reacting against a sad
history of factmong=ring in Eng4.ish c-277ricula in elementary and secondary
schools. Teachars and curriculum levelopers should indeed guard against the
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persisting instinct to consider English as a conglomerate of interesting
facts about literature, grammar, and composition;

Conclusion

_This chapter has presented a view of the content of_the English
curriculum_but it must conclude with a reaffirmation of_the_process-content
lelaticnship. Its view of content, especially the_dimension of personal
experience, does not make sense unless content is understood in relation to
process. Again, the content of English is "that which is to be processed."

English as a subject has identifiable content, bu4- the goals of
K-42 instruction require the selection of appropriate materials and the
2rocessing of thoseimaterials via oral and written'language. _Dixon (1967)
sees English _as the ordering of personal_and vicarious experience_through
language; Information is an essential but limited tool in the study of
English; Within a far narrower range than was previously thought--a range
that still laOks precise definitionthere is a body of information that can
illuminate content and lubricate process instruction in Eaglish. By contrast,
the range of usable 6:intent in the literature program is wider than was once
specified, embracing study of some great works but emphasizing literary
experiences that will engage student's interests, cultivate their responses,
and promote habits of lifelong readingi

The central job of the English teacher is to induce from students
language that_helps them to shape_and_ give meaning to their personal
experiences and the experiences of others--others whom they meet in the real
world and in the imagined worlds of literature. It follows that the test of
student growth_in English can never_he reduced td demonstrating knowledge
of content. _StUdents "know English" only when they "do" English well--stating
significant_ideas clearly in discussions, writing with verve and grace,
reading with insight and enjoyment. Finally, students "do" English well
when they_carry these processes beyond the classroom_and continue to
grapple with more complex materials_and_ideas. Ultimately, the English
curriculum is successful only when students read, speak, and write well in
the worlds they inhabit subsequent to their K-12 educational experiences.
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IMPROVING SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS THROUGH
REFORM OF TEACHER SELECTION PRACTICES AND

COLLEGIAL OBSERVATION OF CLASSROOM PERFORMANCE

_Thomas I. Ellis, mety_cihak Jensen, Philip K_._Piele, and Stuart C. Stith
ERIC ClearinghOUse Oh Educational Management, University of OregOn, Eugene, OR

QUality teething is the_goal_common to all_effdtts tO reform the
nation's Sch0Ol systems. _Two issues_that_bear direttly tin the proficiency
Of teadhers deserVe more_attention by policy-MakerS and edUcators alike.
If teacher selection practices_are as flawed_as soMe redent studies suggest,
school districts may not be able to benefit from current efforts to upgrade
teacher training. Other_studies have found that_the supervision teachers
receive from principalS falls_fat short of what is necessary to improve_
teachers' performance; Sthbol Systems can_make up for this deficiency in
part by having teacher& Observe one another's classrooms. A theme tOMMott
to both isSte8_id that the key to attracting and retaining capable peOpla to
teaching lies in a transformation of teachers' work envirOnMent==replacing
the bureaUCratic mOdel of schooling with the professional Mod.--

Teacher Competency Begins with Teacher Selection:
Attracting Achieve=s and Leaders to the Teaching Profession

Because the quality 0f edUtation is largely determined by teachers,
the issue of teacher cOMpetency is at center stage of all attempts to
improve education. _The_qtality of this nation's teacher corps is_shaped
by those who MajOr in education, those who are hired, and_those VhO Sta
in_the profeetiOn. At every stage in the preparation, SelettiOni and
retention jaf teadhers, the issue of competency surfaces;

Yet recommendations for reform are often simplittic, customarily
focuSing only on teacher preparation and higher admiSSion Standards
at teacher training institutions; Although the training and skills of
prospective teachers are of obvious importance, improving teacher training
is only a partial solution. After indiViduals are trained and their skills
verified, school districts must then aelect the best candidates to become
teachers. If districts, for whatever reason, bypass the best candidates
in favor of the mediocre, eVen the best efforts of teacher training insti=
tutions will be for naught.

This SettiOn_of the chapter summarizes pioneering studieS that haVe
examined the tea-cher selection process in school districts. ,It alSO explores
support systemt for beginning teachers and the role Of echo-01 organizational
StrubtUreb in encouraging capable young teachers to remain in the profession.

The Lower Academtc Performance_of_Education!Majbts

Statistics about who goes into teaching are familiar to educators and
laymen alike College studentS who Major in education are, as a group,
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less academically able than moat other college students; Between 1972_
and 1982, the Scholastic_Aptitude Test scores of students who indicated a
preference for teaching_declined more steeply than did the national overall
scores. Graduate Record Examination scores of education majors declined
significantly between 1970 And 1982 (Kerr, 1983). The average cumulative
grade point average (GPA) of education majors was lower than that of non-
education majort=-2.72 compared to 2.97 (Sykes, 1983).

The trend_is not a recent one; Historically, education majors_as a
group_have_ranked low compared to other students_on measures of academic
ability_and_adhievement. Sykes (1983)_reports_that as early as 1928_
standardized test scores for students_in education_were lower than for
those_in any other college major; Between 1951 and 1953; education majors
scored lowest_among the men who took the Selective Service Qualifying Test;
an examination of both verbal and_qtalitatiVe ability. Perhaps little has
changed except the amount of publid_ettention drawn to the qualifications
of potential teachers; which has Undeniably increased;

The quality of teacher training institutions has come under increatting
public scrutiny; CommettatOre_have questioned both the admission Standard&
of training programa and the rigor of the training itself. _They enCoUrage
the institutions tO recruit_ students with higher achievement retOrds and to
guarantee their gradUatt40. basic skills competency; subjeCt area Slattery;
and pedagogical pro4466-6.

One would think that those teacher education graduates who have the
"bedt"_academic qualifications would have_a_distinct_advantage in_securing
a_teaching position; But could it_be that in the midst of the rhetoric
abbut the qualifications of student teachers and the quality of training
institutionsi_school districts themselves do not seek the most academically
talented graduates? Could schoOl_diattiCts be contributing to the problem
of teacher competency by failing to hire the most qualified candidates?

Are the Best_Hired7

Recent stz:dies support a hypothesis proposed hy weaver in 1979:
methods used to select and place teachers do not result in more academically
competent teachers being hired. In Weaver's study, subjects who had
lower test scores on four out of five measures of competence in mathematics,
reading, and vocabulary were more likely to be teaching than those who had
higher test scores. Granted, the design of Weaver's study did not allow
him to distinguish between those who did and those who did not actively
seek teaching positions. In research designed to allow that discrimination,
Perry (1981) found that the "best" candidates (as measured by their GPA,
evaluation of their student teaching, And professional recommendations)
were not favored in hiring. Neither Vere the "worst" favored. Therefore,
Perry concluded that academic criteria apparently do not significantly
affect the job-hunting experience of graduates.
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One could predict that teacher selection would_be_most rigorous
during_periOds of teacher surplus. Yet if the_experience of the Dallas
(TeXaS) Sdhoda District is typical, a_surplus of candidates is no guarantee
that diettiote Will hire those most academically qualified. Perry (1981)
reports that_in 1977-a "surplus" year in Dallas--55% of the newly hired
teachers_in the district failed a basic dkiIls_test_whereas 36% of the_total
number of applicants failed._ Deficiencies in_the hiring,procede SeeMed_to
have actually favored those applicants who failed above thOde Whiz, darned
higher scores.

In another study_by Browne and Rankin (1986)# superior cognitive
skills did not predict employment as a teacher. NO significant relation
was found between scores on_the National_Teacher Examination and success in
finding a job. In fact, being rated as "bright" by a college supervising
teacher was negatively related to employment. Calling for further research
into_ hiring processes0 Browne and_Rankin conclude that personality factors
may_be more important than knowledge in determining whether or not an
applicant is selected.

Admittedlyi_these findings may not be generalizable; future_studies
should attempt replication in other settings. The seIectton of teachers
has received little attention from_either researchers or praCtitiOhdre.
Compared with other_areas of educational research,_8tUdied of hiking
practices are fewi vaIidation_of procedures is_miniMal, recOMMendations
for well-intentioned personnel directors are liaiited.

The task of improving selection is complicated by the fact that
research on the prediction of teaching performance has failed to produce
definite ansWers. Calculating the effects of grade point average and
tett ecoree upon teaching performance is a difficult task because of the
reetricted range of study: because the grades and scores of individuals
admitted to and graduated from teacher_preparation instituticns tend to
be homogeneous, correlations between academic performance and teaching
performance are masked (Kahl, 1980). Nonetheless, some studiee ehoW
significant links among grade point average,_Student teaching performance,
and success as a beginning teacher (Bueker, 1972; Jenkins, 1977; Fratianni,
1979)

The_question of a teacher's cognitive ability may not be raised in
hiring interviews, but it certainly is raised in many procedures for the
dismiedal of incompetent teachers. During actual investigations of teachers
dismissed for incompetency, supervisors noted the following teacher defi-
ciencide: lack of skill and ability to perform instructional duties, weak
intellectual ability, inadequate knowledge of subject matter, and poor
judgment skills. Lack of motivation and emotional staLiIity are less
frequently cited causes of incompetence (Bridges, 1986. 3

The trend toward testing teachers represents_one attempt to improve
the competency of educators and to_placate the pUblic. Some states _

require_passing scores on_baltiO skills teete before admission to_teachers'
training;_others mandate basic ekills or pedagogical examinations prior
to certificatiOn. In 12 etates teachers are tested both before entering
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training institutions and before certification. The tests may screen out
candidates with failing scores, but they are not intended as predictive
instruments that would assist dittrictit in identifying candidates with
superior skills._ Although the tests partially satisfy the demand for higher
standards, they by no means completely resolve the teacher competency itsue.

Methods of_Teacher--Selection

_The process by_which candidates are commonly selected fOr eMployment
as teachers may explain in part why the academically "beet" ard_hot more
likely to be hired. _While administrators,might agree that the hiring of
teachers is Ohs of their most important functions; they_do hot typically _

devote a significtnt amount of time; energy; and funds te reCtUit and select
the_most Capable candidates.. Most school distrittA tWribt have established
policiee fOr_selection. Most school administrators appear to lack training
in systems that womld increase_their odds in finding the best teacher (see,
feit tketple, Kahl; 1980 and Lewis, 1983).

Although the interview is widely considered the least reliable selection
tool, it is the most frequently used. The average interview is conducted
by untrained personnel and stands little chance of being a representative
slice of the applicant's life, an accurate measure of teacher competence.
Typically the interview is unstructured, lasts less than one hour, and it
highly influenced by first impressions, appearance, nonverbal behavior, and.
conversational skills. Such unstructured interviews allow the applicant to

.

offer a fictionalized version of himself or herself, responding in dobially
desirable ways to cues in the interviewers' questions or manner. Business
has a term for it: the "old school tie_syndrome," descriptive of the fact
that interviewers tend to prefer applicants similar to themselves.

Sdhool principals have been shown to be attradted to teacher candidates
whode_attitudes are_simiIar to their own. In feet, Merritt (1971) found
tkiatinterviewers of prospective_teachers were tore swayed by the congruence
Of their and the candidates' attitudes than by the candidates, qualifications.

Perhaps the good schools_get better and the poor schools continue to
deteriorate. Uniform views about eddcation and the school may produce en
efficient staffi but how much:weight should employers give to likemindsdness
relative to applicants' qualifications? To what extent should an_effective
school staff seek_diverSity among its raembers? Are teacher candidatet
seIectnd because they_in some way match the school's current quality? If
so, strong schoola get stronger; weak schools weaker;

Industrial employment recruiters who_visit college campuses typically
ask to eed_only those students who have GPA's aboVe_3.0, Who have held a
poSition of leadership in a campus organization, and Who have had successful
job experience. In short, they Iook for achievers and leaders. And that
atsumes that GPA is related not only to ability, but also to work habits,
determination, and accountability.

.t n3
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_ An increasingly accepted theory in industrial rasearch contends that
employees' general cognitiVeability predicts their knowledge of a job and
hence their_performance_in that job. The more complex the jobi_the more_
the generalization_applies: higher ability workers are faster in :loghitiVe
operatione On the job, better able to prioritize between conflicting_tUlde,
bettor able to adapt old procedures to new situationsi_and better able to
learn hitiO prOdedures quickly as the job changes over tiMe (HUnter, 1983).

In contrast, school district employers may seek teachers recommended
es enthusiastic, dependable, desirous of working hard, cooperative, and able
to benefit from advice (Mortalani, 1974). Without denying their importance,
one must ask how well those descriptors alone predict an applicant's ability
to master the complex tasks of teaching--organization of curriculum, assess-
ment of group and individual needs, interaction with parents and community.
One must also ask whether "able to benefit from advice" is consistent with
the perception of teachers as responsible professionals and as central
participants in schools' decision-making process.

Unlike industry, school distrActs may not be looking fdr_achieVers and
leadert. When superintendents in one midwestern statt_responded to_this
stateWent, "Candidates with GPA's from 2;5-3.5 aze_preferred to Candidates
With GPA's from 3.6-4.0," only 59% disagreed (JarChoW, 1981).

Let us not overstate the case._ Ae Siek_(1969) saysi_it is personal
and social characteristics that "make_a_teacher out of a_scholar." After
screening teacher candidates for cognitive ability_and achievement, employers
muct appropriately otek Signs of commitment, integrity, empathy, energy,
and, yes, magic._ LOoking for the teacherscholar means shedding 80Me
stereotypes, adMitting that the English teacher_can_be equally concerned
about Shakespeare and adolescents and_that_the first-grade teaCher Can
enhande a child's linguistic prowessas wen_as his or her Self=dondept.
EMployers need not_choose between academically qUalified educators and
COMpassionate, dedicated_teachers. In fact, better qUalifierl teachers
are often more self-confident_and more eble to Strengthen their school
col.munity than are other teachers.

Who Stays in_Teaching

Improved hiring procedures alone will not guarantee the academic
quality of the teacher Workforce. That quality is influenced not only by
who entere the teaching profesaion but by_who_stays. About 15% 2saVe after
their art:it year of teaching. An additional_10%_Ieave in both the Second
and tile third years, ane after six years, a total of nearly 50% here left
(S,:hlechty & Vance, 1981). _Low pay and morale are the most frequently cited
reasons fok the high_rate_of attrition. Of course, turnover among newcomers
is also high in other organizations: newcomers to iAdustrial and educational
settings often bring unrEuaistic expectations to the job, face isolation,
and encounter a sink-or-swim philosophy.

Beginning teachers report receiving little: coaching or support during
their first years of employment, known as the induction period. When

mn4
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infermal support is available, they perceive it as greater_in_valUe_than
fettel Support. Although the presence of support ia_not the determining
fatter in most beginning teachers' decisions to continue teething or
leave the profession, support is a contributing factor in these decitions
(Isaacson, 1982; Clewitt, 1984);

Programs such as the mentor teacher project in California match
new teachers with experienced, talented teachers. The structure of the
mentor program combines formal and informal aspects: the beginning teacher
has legitimate accede to a colleague who can reduce the complexities the
*new job presente. Prom discussing the math curriculum to untangling the
eocial expectations of the staff room, the mentor_can be a sounding board
for the neWcomer's questions and concerns. In a related trend, several
States propose to consider the first year of teaching as an internship, one
that includes increased supervision of the beginning teacher by peers and
administrators who provide helpful feedback.

Educators are at least as influenced as other workers to change jobs
because of wage differencee between their current and potential positions
(Baugh & Stone; 1982). _Teething latke "dereerism"--a chance t2;advance in
.the profession WithoUt leaving the profession; Unlike the likOood in_other
prof:et:laid:1d, in most states increased competency does not lead to positiene
Of inereatied rettponsibility and compensation.> Inoteed, mlnimal financial
rewarde are offered only for endurance.

Working_conditions are also cited_by teachers who leave eftcation.
Teadhers in the higher ability_ranges leave teaChing in greater proportion
than_do_those in the lower ability ranges. Thete seeds to be a correlation:
teachers of higher ability are more likely_to attribute their discontent
to_their lack of input into dteeitione, inadequate resources for classrooms,
restrictive controls, and inadequate leadership and support by school;
administrators (Daeling=EAMMend, 1984).

Re.ctUiting_dnd the most tav3able teachers are clearly only the
first_steps in improving eCzcationaI staffs; SchooI_systems_must also_
provide support* during the beginning teacher's induction peried, accord more
respect to teachers as accomplished professionals,_end faehien compensation
commensurate with new levels of career responsibility. Baiting requirements
for teacher candidates is not sufficient. Making the_teething profession
and the school environment attractive to achieVere and leaders ia the more
significant issue.

31L1Int -_Teacher

The lov_etattia Of the teaching profession is undeniably linktd to the
presence Of ittenmpetent teachers. Although they are estimated to comprise
only five percent Of the nation's teachers, the incompetent_teachere gather
a_disproportiOnate share of public attention. Incompetent teachere inhibit
atudente" learning, consume administrators' time, and tarnibh the reputation
of colleagues (ridges, 1984, 1986).
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Despite the damage done by incompetent members, teacherg_and admin-
istrators alike often ignore and protect the individual. Confronting the
incompetent teacher, documenting deficiencies, and attempting remediation
are time- and emotion-consuming actions. Progreme of collegial support may
well experience their severest testing when applied to the issue of the
incompetent professional.

Dealing with incompetent educators provides a glimpse into how teachers
may have to reconcile issues of collective bargaining and professional forms
of governance. The dilemma of the teachers' unions, for example, is twofold:
ad professional organizations, the unions. seek a reputation for promoting
excellence, yet as representatives of all members, they oVe each teacher
fair representation. Most administrators say that the unions reeolve the
dilemma justly; they are a constructive force in evaluating the situation
and advising the incompetent teacher to leaVe the profdasion (Bridges,
1986). Union leaders attempt to defend the teecher'e right to due process
without defending the teacher's deficiencied. In the local school, teachers
assisting in that teacher's remediation Walk the same tightrope.

Zmplica±'.ons-and-Recemmendations

Raising the professionalism of teachers clearly should not end with
upgrading standards of admission and programs in teacher_training ineti=
tutions. Between 1986 and_1990j,nearly one million teaChers_ Will be hired
in the United States (Pliskoi1983);_ In_CalifOrnia elend, WhiCh employs
170,000 teachersj_over_110,000_will_be hired in that eame periodAlionig,
in_Johnston, 1985). Writing aboUt the effort and investment it takes to
dismiss incompetent_teachers, Bridges (1986) Calla these statistics a
"window of opportunity" for_school distrietti but one fraught with perils
as well as possibilities. He recommenda Concentrating scarce district
resources on the recruitMent, selection, evaluation, and development of
probationary_teachers. Bridges warns that the history of inadequate
teachers will repeat itself unless better selection methods are deviaed.

Ihia Major influx of new teachers provides school districts_ With the
opportunity to upgrade dramatically the competency of their teachers. But
if districts are to take advantage of_this opportunity_, they Mdat reforM
their teacher selection practices. _As a_beginning, Scheel hearth; need to
adopt written policies that (a)_declare the diStriCts' COMMitment to hire
the most qualified teachers; (b) establish gniddlinda Of fairness to
candidates0c)_require_intensive_job analygde prior to hiring, and
(d) encourage validation of locally de7el-Op6d prOcedures.

Next; districts must provide key AdMinistrators with training to be
able to identify the "best" prospectiVe teachers and with time to be_abie
to recruit_them. ACtive recruitment--"getting there first"T-is particularly
important for inner-city and rural districts that have a shortage of_
tlandidates,_and for any employers_seeking teachers tn high7demand subject
artas. Training of employers_is essential because no one test or procedure
offers any magic answer to the selection of teachers; The role Of the
teacher is a complex one, requiting a wide variety of profeeSional and
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personal_skills._ Districts Can AdknoWledge that complexity by using
selection teams to increase the reliability of interviews and by seeking
a wide range of information about each candidate.

A COMbinatieh Of factors predicts teacher performance. Districts can
screen Candidates initially on ability and achievement measuresgrades,
student teaChing performance, Ocores on basic skills and verbal ability
teetsi and letters of_recommendation. Next; districts can measure personal
and practical skills through highly structured interviews, live_or_vided=
taped demonstrations of teaching, and lesson designs; Locally deeighed
criteria can and must be vaIidated_at_the leCal_leVel:_ three years later,
do teachers hired under these particular criteria in this particular
district_earn_demonstrably better eValUations than teachers hired under
less stringent proceduree?

It is relatively easy to develop selection procedures that look good
on_paper. SCheel districts can adopt policies that proclaim fairness and
enthrone excellence, but no matter how good the criteria appear on_paper,
MeMberti_of selection teams_must ask themselves in what way their choices
bay be influenced by_am attraction to applicants of_similar attituded Ot
Abilities. Those ludging applicants must consciousIy_examine the compe-
tencies_needed in the Vacant position as well as their OWAttitudes toward
education, their school, and prospective_staff MeMbere. Paihfullyi members
of selection teamirmust study their faculty's Weaknesses, looking for gaps
in their_talents or perepectivell._ Filling thobe gaps can mean hiring an
individual who will contrast, perhaps eVeh conflicti_with existing skills
and norms; The teak it ati_awdeothe one: it means appreciating the power_of
potential group ftetbers and yet knowing just how much diversity to embrace.
One qUestion thOuld appropriately guide the interview: "Who can get_this
job_done?" In other words, who can both promote student learning and
contribute tip this professional team?

Cycles can be broken at many_points. If a cycle of mediocrity or of
destructive competitivism is to be broken, recruiting and hiring the modt
competent graduates from teacher training institutione_can begin to break
that cycle. Selection teams can strengthen educational programs not by
asking which applicants "fit in" to their school in the present but by
asking: Which applicants are most likely to help forge the best possible
school in five or ten years? Which Will provide leadership in curricular
evaluation? Which will thoV Sound judgment in participative decision-
making? Which might someday be considered a "master" or "mentor"?

The cycle c.an be broken in yet another way. Capable candidates
beek_effeCtiVe eChOols. Schools that offer good working conditione for_
teachers--environments characterized by cohesion and support, collegiality
and professionalismattract outstanding educators; Perhaps Mord iMpertant,
they retain outstanding educators Organizational vitality and teachers,
competency interrelate as mutual cause and effect.
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Improving School Effectiveness
Through Collegial Observation and Feedback

The discovery of characteristics that distinguish effective schools
from less effective schools is one of the major achievements of recent
educational_research. One consistent research finding is thlt effective
schools have vigorous instructional_leaders who set high expectations for
student achievement, clearly communicate instructional goals to teachers,
carefully monitor student progress, and regularly observe teachers'
performance in class.to help them improve.

AS these and other_findings about effective schools have been
publicized, one effect hdubeen to raise everyone's_expectations about
how schools and their teachers and principals should perform. Now all
principals are expected to imitate their "effective" colleagues and pay
more attention to instruction. The education reform movement, seems to
helve been fueled in part by expectations such as these.

_The question of whether all principals can indeed become effective
instructional leaders needs to be_addressed. Researchers have in feint
found relatively few principals who match the portrait of effective leader-
ship. To view the performance of exemplary leaders_as_the norm may be
counterproductive,_serving only to frustrate the majority. Fortunately,
there'are_alternative ways of bringing quality instructional_leadership
to the_schoOls. Although the recommendations and proposed models vary.

they_all assume that instructional leadership_can be a collective activity,
drawing on the strengths and expertise of others than just the principal.

Here our attention focuses on one activity of xnstructionaI leadership
that can_be_ably performed by teachers. Researchers agree that_regular
classroom observation has great potential for_fostering_a schoolwide comMit-
ment to ongoing instructional improvement, a hallmark of_an effective
school. Little and Bird (1984) state,_"Observing and being observed' giving
and getting feedback about one's work in the classroom, may be among the
most powerful tools of improvement" (p. 12).

We Will consider some_of_the benefits of and proposed approaches to
collegial observation and feedback after first examining why the performance
of this activity is difficult even for those principals most adept at
instrUctional leadership.

Limitations on the Princi al's Role as Su rvisor

Teacher supervision is a complex, sensitive, and time-consuming task.
It requires a considerable range of knowledge and skills: _knowledge of
subject matter being-taught; understanding of the_instrUctional strategy_
being used; access to a range of data collection deVicesi along with training
in_how to use_and_interpret them; and recognition of suitable goals or
outcomes for teachers. Because teachers are_often defensive or threatened
by the supervision/evaluation process, principals must alsu possess inter-
personal Skills that facilitate mutual trust.



Furthermore, supervision is time-consuming. For supervision to_heIp
teachers analyze and improve their practice, observations must take place
more than once or twice a year. SiX times per year is a 7sasonable expec=_
tationi according to veteran teacher educator Acheson (1986)i For feedback
to_be most helpful, each obserVation must consist of a cycle of several
events: a preobservation denference, the systematic collection of data by
means of classroom Vitatit and Other meansi_and a postobservation center-tined
in which data art Shared and analyzed. The principal's minimUm tiad ihVest-
ment is 2 hours per_Oydle or 12_hours per teacher per year; In a Sehool
with 30 teachers, thiS translates into 360 hours per_year==;againb this is
a minimum==er roughly one-fourth of a principal's total tithe on the job.

Of detrde, principals have_many_other demands on their time, and these
demands seem to be proliferating: _crisisisituations that interrupt even
the beat tade plans, demands from the central_offide for myriad reports,
and Other eSsential duties of an instructional leader such_as curriculum
development and_monitoring of student_progress. Furthermore, the current
trend in schools is toward increased_inVolvement of principals in such
managerial areas as personnel_stleCtiOn and supervision (both certified
and_ciassified), community relations, and_building managementi AO
Acheson (1986) wryly noteb, "It is often easier to postpone the ObilierVatiOn
of a lesson than te_keep the dads' club waiting or the contraeter Who had
a steamroller parked at the door" (pi 4).

Finally, One of the most persistent_ problems_in teacher supervision
and evaluatien is that the purposes of_the_activitied differ. _In his role
as supervisor' the_principaI works with all teachersgood, average, and
marginalas a_mentor who helps teachers- develep Skills and expand'their
repertoire of teaching strategies; Thid requires a high level of trust
between teacher and supervisor; Yet prindipals are also responsible for
evaluating teachers in order te Make decisions about retention, promotiOh-
and_tenurei EvaIuation_is an intrinsically threatening activity, especially
to marginal_and inexperiended teachers who could benefit greatly frot
feedback; _A prihcipal Mdfit be highly adept at human reIationS if he or
she is to balance the denflicting roles of mentor and judge effedtively.

, Is it Any surprise, therefore, that researchers in John Goodlad's
A-Study-of Schooling found_little evidence that the principals were_
exercising instructional leadership (Tye & Tye, 1984)? Or that many
teachers do not like the ways they are currently being supervised and
evaluated (Natriello & Dornbusch, 1980=81)?_ If teachers_view evaluation
with suspicion,_they are often justified: for many, their career status
depends on one or two perfunctory observations by a supervisor who lacks
expertise in their subject matter and in instructional methods;

The poor quality of_ Mich et the supervision teachers receive seems hot
to have soured theM Oh the potential of supervision to help theM. AdheSon
(1986) has fOund that teachers express'a clear preference for an aetive
instructional leader Who_meets with them individually, diSCUSSOS their
concerns, and provides constructive_feedback on their teaching. Reporting
on case stUdies of teacher evaluation practices, Stiggins and Bridgeford
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(1985) state, "Repeatedly, teachers suggested more frequent formai and
informal observations, greater use of peer observation and self-evaluation,
and more effective preparation and training for evaluators" (p. 92).

Bird and Little (1985) conducted an in-deptkethnographic_study_of
instructional leadership in eight secondary schools,_two_of which had
principals who were particularly vigorous and effective inatrtctional
leaders. Although the teachers of_these tOo principalt_ were appreciatiVe of
the in-depth supervision they received, even these teachers were virtually
-unanimous in saying they wanted more supervision then they were getting.

/t is apparent that principals face a multitude of stubborn obstacles
in trying to be instructional leaders--particularly in giving helpful
supervision to teachers. Consequently, the supply of supervision falls
far short of the demand. If the potential of classroom observations for
improving instruction is to be realized, the bottleneck of supervision
at the principal's office must be solved.

Nevertheless, if others, such as teachers, are to assist with these
tasks, the principal must still be regarded as the key actor in_calling
these new forms of instructional leadership into being. As Bird and Little
(1985) state, "Other leadership_is likely to require at least the tolerance,
but more likely the active and direct support, of the principal" (pp. 2.r5).
According to these two researchers, principals have three options available
to them: they can import leadership by bringing in district supervisors
or others, supply leadership directly, or "organize the staff to provide
leadership for each other" (pp. 1-3). It is this third option--particularly
cultivating a pattern of collegial observation--that seems to hold the
greatest promise for improving the practice of teaching and renewing the
structure of schools.

AdvantagesofCollegiality

The collegial approach to classroom observations mobilizes the talents of
teachers in a concerted effort to improve instruction. The chief advantage
of collegiality, therefore, is that it marshalls the human resources necessary
to accomplish the task. Besides improving instruction, collegiality can also
bring other benefits.

First, collegiality is predicated on a view of teaching as a profession.
A peer support network is,. as Hopfengardner and Walker (1984) suggest, "the
cornerstone of a profession" (p. 36) since professions are characterized by
extensive peer review and standards of practice that evolve through the col-
lective experience of practitioners. /f_teaching were to_take on_more of the
characteristics of a profession, job satisfaction of teachers would increase
and more capable individuals would likely be attracted to teadhing as a career.

Another advantage of_collegial
separation of classroom observation
evaluation for personnel dedisions.
formal title of supervisor,and will

support systems is that they involve a
for professional development from_
The principal will still carry the
retain responsibility for making personnel
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decisions. There are obvious advantages to separating these_two functions.
First, teachers are more likely to trust their coIleagues--whether they be
department heads. "master_teachers,"_or peers. _Such a relationship of
mutuaI_trust helps to foster_cooperation and Makes teachers more receptive
to feedback and_ willing to_change. Consequently, collegial observation
programs have the potential for generating a mutual and sustained interest
among_teachers in iMprovement and innovation._ The school climate becomes
one where teachers constantly talk.to one another about teaching.

Alfonso and Goldsberry (1982) point to still another advantage of
collegiality: "The successful introduction of instructional innovation is
more likely in schools having active colleagueship."

FinalIyi_assigning the major responsibility for classroom_observation
to teachers themselves vill_lighten the burden on the principal's time.
The principal will be_free to devote greater attention to other essential
instructional_leadership tasks such as coordinating the supervision process;
planning curriculum development1 managing incompetent teachers communicating
regularly with staff, and planning inservice activities.

Flexibility of Implementation

Collegial observation can take many different forms;_depending on
the needs of different schools. In large high schools department_heads
often share certain aspects of Instructional leadership with principals;
particularly in curricular matters pertaining to_their subject area.
Because of their expertise in'the subjeCt_area, they would not be prone to
the skepticism_often directed at principals in the course of_an evaluation
by teachers (who cannot_see, for example1 how a former math teacher is in a
position to evaluate a foreign language class).

Entrusting department heads with this responsibility would, however;
call for a redefinition of that role and some training in supervisory
Skills. Department heads would need additional released time from classes
and a stipend for the added responsibilities. The payoff_vould be_a more
cohesive instructional program in each department;_since the department head
would be closeIy_in_touch with others' teaching. He or she would_be in a
better position to discuss common concerns and evaluate_the overall program
at staff meetings. Because the position of departMent head would gain
considerable prestige in the process, this form_of collegial support would
be fUlly compatible with the various_career ladder and differential staffing
proposal:is that many schools are considering.

A more.direct approach is to have teachers_observe their peers.
Teachers trained in systematic_observation_procedures would be ideally
suited not only to provide constructive feedback to one another, but_also to
learn teaching techniques_and_strategies from one another. One_modification
of such a strictlregalitarian system might include a mentor approachi_by
which experienced_teachers_are assigned to help new teachers refine their
skills and develop their repertoirei Such approaches would_likewise involve
adjustment in time schedules to give teachers the time to observe one another.
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One particularly impressive model is the Stanford Collegial Evaluation
Program, developed in the mid71970s by Sanford Dornbusch, Terrence DeaI,_
and other researchers at Stanford's Center for Research_and Development in
Teaching._ The terminology of_this program notwithstanding, teachers observe
and give feedback to one another only for their professional development;
they do not evaluate in the summative sense.

As Roper and Hoffman (1986) describe it, the Stanford program is a
reciprocal arrangement_in which teachers are paired off and each teacher
in the pair is responsible for evaluating the other; The program has seven
interrelated steps: (a) choosing a partner, (b) selecting criteria, (c) self-
assessment, (d) evaluation by students, (e) observations, (f) conferences,
and (g) planning a program of improvement. The entire sequence requires 10
to 12 hours spread over a month or two. Each of these activities is conducted
reciprocally:_ partners jointly develop an agreed-upon set of criteria,
assess_themselves and each other, observe one another, and mutually develop
plans for improvement.

In field tests of this program, the improvement plans resulting from
this process_covered the_whole range of teaching techniques and behavior.
In many cases, partners agreed to continue observing one another and to
assess progress in implementing their plans. Thus the program was, in
certain cases, spontaneously seIf-replicating: the Improvement plans served
as the criteria for the next round of observations. Although the teachers
in the program Ieariled a great deal from their colleagues' assessment of
their teaching, many said they learned as much from observing their colleague.

Whatever type of program is adopted, teachers' organizations could be
involved in its planning and implementation. Although these organizations
tend to be wary of teachers' supervising or evaluating each other, they are
normally enthusiastic about participating in staff development activities.
Providing teachers' organizations with an active role in collegial support
programs and in the setting of standards of competence within the profession
Could conceivably lead to a reduction in labor-management tension; Teachers'
organizations might even come to resemble professional organizations rather
than labor unions.

Obstacles to _Collegiality

The chief obstacIe_to implementing peer-assisted ihstrUctional leader-
ship appears to be_the ingrained habits-of teachers and adMinistrators
alike. In many schoolsas A-Study-of-Sthddltrig (Goddlad, Sirothik,
Overman, 1979)_convincingly demonstratedteachers practice their craft
in virtual isolation from one another. Two mutually reinforcing factors
fuel this norm of isolation. One is teachers' understandable reluctance to
invite scrutiny of their work by others. They fear that_the_data gathered
from classroom observations by their peers will be used against them in
personnel decisions. Most teachers do not, for obvious reasons, relish
the idea of their colleagues informing on them to the principal.
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Also_isoIating teachers_from Cite another is the_school's structure;
Bird and Little (1985) note that_mthe tdual school schedule, day, and
budget" provide "tittle oppOrtunity or support for_trying to_make teaching_e
collective practice" (p. s=17) They found_that those_teachers who actively
cooperated_did so at their OW) personal cost: "considerable overtime wad
routine" (p. S-17). ThUS, the school's structure, instead of providing
teachers with opportuftitiet tit) overcome their guardedness, actually impede-4
those teachers *lib ViSh to step outside it.

Other teaCher and administrator attitudes likewide have been foUnd
to be injurious to collegiality. McFauI and Cooper (1984) found that
"peer clinical_supervision" did not vork_in a School context characterized
by "isolation and fragmentation,_stratification, standardization, and
reactionismM (p. 7.). On the positive side, collegiality_requires a school
context marked by norms_of eXperidentation, mutual encouragement, and
collective effort toward itchool improvement.

AIl_thedie obstadled to collegiality need to be addressed dtring the
impIementatiOn precete. Teachers need to be_assured_that_obSerVatitin_data
will_be kept_StriCtly confidential_and that_personnel evalUationl ConduCted
by the prindipalp will be a separate and independent process. The school's
StrUCtdre needs to,be alItered to_reserve adequate title and resources for
teachers to work with one another._ And administrators and teachers must
join together to build a school climate condUcive to peer support.

Role of the Princi2sl

The_key_actor in making:all these changes_is the principal. The
authority and initiative Of the principal are needed to displace nordie Of
isolation and Independende with norms of cooperation and_continual imptove
ment in practice. Prinapals also must provide the structural support==
time, resources, programs.

_A SChtiol_that_operates according to collegial norms_muStiindeed have
a different kind Of principal than the traditional school that Operates
according_tO bureaucratic_norms. As Alfonso and GOldsberry_(1982) point
out, coordinating professionals in the fluid context Of collegial support
is a complex task that "cannot be dorm through generating formal rules or
even standardized procedures." _Consequently, a collegial school requires
a higher caliber of leadership than does a bUreaucratic school.

Some principals may jUStifiably be concerned that, in delegating sowe
of their,supervisory respOndibilitide to teachers they are_yielding authority
over_a process fOr Which_they Will still be held accountable by the central
office and the publid. HOWeVeri peer-assisted classroom observatiOn tidied
not requiro_prinCipalS to abdicate leadership of the instructi6nal_prOcesS
and indeed it Will hOt succeed if_they do so. Sharing cf_leaderahip With
others is not abdidation. Most observers would agree with Bird and Little
(1985) thet eildh "school is rich in potential leaders" and "that the ionieStiOn
i0 hoi4 that leadership comes to be organized"_(pp. 2-5)._Peeteestieted
leadership is not intended to operate independently Of the principal but
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under_his or_her_direction. The principals efforts are required, for
example, to initiate collegiality among teachers, to train teachers tn
observation and conferral techniques, and to monitor and encourage the
peer observation process in order to sustein its momentum.

Bird_and Little found that schools in which teachers most_highly
approved of peer observation and_pzacticed it most frequently had principals
who demonstrated effective observation practices. _Apparently,_the teachers
in_e school became attracted to the idea_of observing_cne anOther When they
benefited from their principal's observations. In this way, the principal's
modeling of helpful.practices of supervision can help to catalyze peer
observation.

In addition to the new roles as instigator, facilltatori and manager
Of the collegial support process, the principal will retain her or his role
of personnel evaluator. It_is commonly agreed that use of peer observations
for personnel_decisions would sabotage the process by engendering mutual
mistrust_and ill-will between teachers; This process Could_be conducted
in_the traditional way. That is, the principal_could_make two or_three
evaluations of each teacher per year to ensure that minimum competency
standards are met.

But is it_essential that every_teacher be_evaluated? It may not be
necessary for the majority of_experienced teachers, who would set and
monitor goals few profestional development through their participation in
collegial observation. The principal could then focus attention on new
teachers and those identified as needing improvemeni; This begs the
question, however, as to how the principal is going to identify veteran
teachers who begin to perform unsatisfactorily, if teachers are not permitted
to_share with the school's administrator troubling discoveries from_their
peer observations. Either the principal is going to have to evaluate every
teacher--perhaps some less_frequently than others--or will have_to work_oUt
a satable alternative arrangement with teachers that_modifies_the require-
ment_of confidentiality; For example, one way to avoid jeopardizing the_
integrity of the peer review process may be to have principals consult with
department_heads as intermediaries. The staff Of each school will haVe tO
arrive at their own solution to this dilemma.

If principals can be largely freed from the burden of evaluating every
teacher, they will be able to direct their attention and expertise where
it is needed the most: providing vision for and coordinating the process
of collegial support, evaluation, professional development, and curriculum
development in their schools;

Compatibilitv_w_itth_iather__Strzatural_ Reforms

peer-assisted instructional leadership_can_be seen as part of the
growing trend toward_decentralization of authority in schools and prefes-
sionalism among teachers. As sucho_it 1.6 fnlly compatible with such
concepts as_career ladders_for teachers, team management, participative
decision-Making, and school-besed management. These concepts involve
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fdndamental changes in the_roIe of the principal, but aIso_complementary
ohanges in the roles of_both teaching staff and district offiCe._ For_
eXamplei the added authority conferred on_a_principal through schbol-based
management_wouId carry many_new responsibilities, including budget allo-
cation, curriculum designi_and personnel selection._ Team management and
participative decision-making_models have likewise been found to require
more of the principal's time than traditional bureaucratic approaches to
management.

OUpport has the potential of freeing principals from a
task Which, if_they_vere to_do_justice to iti would require a fourth of
their tinie;__Thid tiMe codld then be used to accommodate the_additionaI
responsibilities that_go with greater school autonomy and_coIlaborative
modes Of deOisitin-making. At the_same time, both_school_autonomy and_
teacher_participation would be greatly enhanced .137,_an_enthusiastio and
professional teaching staff committed to instructional improvement.

As a consequence, collegial support may be seen as both the pre-
condition and the essence of a movement away from bureaucratic control
and toward democratic school management--a movement that holds the overall
promise of reorganizing aChools to make them more responsive to the needs
of the public.

Conclusion and Recommendations

Rising expectations about the performance of_principals_and their_
6-chdols, coMbined_with a realization'that_principaIs_face_mejor Obatetled
in meeting those expectations, have,fueled_a search for alternative means
of bringing instructional leadership to schools. One promising alternative
is to have teachers observe and give feedback_to one another for their__
professional improvement; Collegial_support has been tested in a number
of schocIs_over the years, with_mostly encouraging results. _Now, in the
midst of the reform movement and the growing interest in making teaching
truly a profteeion, ddllegial support seems to be an especially appropriate
response to conditions in today's schools.

The current appeal of peer observation is twofold. First, it Makes a
potent, research-validated method of instructional_improvement-7classroom
obeervation of teaching--a more common occurrence_in schools. And at the
same time it_transforms teachers'-work environment and thereby elevates
the status of_teaching and enhances_its attractiveness_as a_career.
Collegiality entails replacing the timeworn bureaucratic model Of schools
with the professional model in which_teachere are accorded respect and
given increased responsibility for_their professional development. In this
sense, the same_barrierO that_ Stand_in the way of collegiality also stand
in the way of attracting Capable and energetic people into the teaching
profession.

Bedbuse of the pervasive changes that collegial_observation bringe,
itUccessful iMplementation win require cooperation_among all the key-actors
in A isdhool system. In ono implementation being planned in echdole in
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CURRENT ISSUES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION

aute B. Jordan and Donald K. Erickson
Director and AsSOciate Director, ERIC CIearingboxse on Handicapped
and Gifted Children, Council for Exceptional Clt drett, Heaton, VA

Redent trends and societal attitudes have brOixqht Many haneicapped
Children and adults from segregated settings Into the regular educational
system and normal community environment. lh 1975, the passage of P.L.
94-142,_The Education of Ali Handicapped Children Act, required states by
September 1, 1978, zo provide appropriate education for ail handicapped
children between the ages of 3 and 18. The implementation of the ACt
brought changes in delivery Systems of both_regular and special:education.
Although gifted children are excluded from federal legislation fOr
exceptional Children, their unmet_needs_in_regular_school progra0i the
demandig_On_ddhoOlS to provide special_learningenvironMentti Curriculum,
and trained personnel, parallel the needs of other ekCeptiOnal children.

Who .^_re the children we cail_exceptional? Some ut:e the term fore very
intelligent or talented child; Others_use it when describing any atypical
Child. In this chapter we havo_USed the term to include both the child who
is gifted and the child who iS handidapped, which is a generally accepted
definition. Therefore, the exCeptional child is one who differs from the
average child in mental charactericticsi sensory or communication abilities,
social behavior, or phySidal characteristics. These differenCeS exiat i6
the degree that the Child requires a modification of school practitea or
special education se/laded te develop to his or her potential.

_There are many unresolved issues tn the education of exceptional
children and youth. This chapter will address four topics of current
interett And concern: (a) gifted education, (b) restructuring the relation-
Ship between regular and special education, (c) Secondary special education
and the transition from school to work, and (d) early childhood, birth to
three.

Gifted Edddetion in Perspective

The gifted and talented currently represent an underserved and_Under-
achieving populatiOn of stUdents. This situation will not change Without a
concentrated effort tb Affect policy in the schools (Callahan, 1984).
Education of gifted Children and youth continues to be of den-Cern both to
their_perents_and to educators of the gifted._ It ie ecticlated that only 40%
of gifted etUdents who_require_special education serVided are receiving
them. _HOW-ever, there is a growing national intereCt in support of gifted
education. This sociopolitical cIimate,_created_by A-Nation at Risk (National
Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983)$ and numerous other critical
examinations of American education has_led to hearings, investigations, and
demande for excellence in education (Whitmore, 1984).
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Programs and services for the gifted have not kept pace with thote for
the handicapped. A major difference has been in federal funding. Federal
legislation has supported the handicapped in research, personnel preparation,
and program damonstration. Such federal support is not/available to the
gifted, and states and local commniuties have not provitled it.

Who Are Our Gifted Students2

Gifted chiIdren,_as reported by_state_ditedtera of gifted programs; make
up between four_and_six percent_of the stUdent population (Kirk_& Gallagher,
1986); Identification of the_gifted has always been and_ continues to be an
issue; Because of varying selection criteria; a child in a gifted program
in one_school_System may not be eligible for such a program when the family
moves to another area.

_Traditionallyi_the gifted have been identified for special programa_
by /Q tests,_academic records; and teacher or_peer nominations._ Generally
one thinks of the gifted as having outstanding abilities in such areat at
intellect; academic achievement; creative thinking, leadership, and the
Vitual and performing arts.

Within the gifted poPulation there are four subgroup° requiring special
attention: (a) highly gifted children; (b) gifted girle; (c) gifted
underachievers; and (d) gifted students who also have a handicap.

Kirk and Gallagher (1986) describe thete special groups of gifted
children and young* people. The highly.gifted children are those with
extraordinary abilities and are rare_in our society. They are considered
child prodigies. They can_speak in foreign languages before others enroll
in kindergarten; they enroll in college courses at age 12, and win national
honors for accomplishments in their twenties. The number of these children
is small, but -Should or can the education system respond?

There is a growing belief that gifted girls represent one of the largett
groups_of_untapped potential. Probably_reflecting society's attitUdeS about
Vhat the female can accomplish; gifted girls show less aptitude (interett?)
in mathematics and science.

Handicapped children who may be gifted are often overlooked. Because
a child cannot see or walk does not mean that the child does not have
intellectual gifts or talents. What it does mean is that such children
stand a good chance of having such talents overlooked.

Programsfor the Gifted==A NatiOnal Picture

A recent national survey conducted by the Richardson Foundation (Cox;
Daniel & Boston, 1985)1 has created much interest in gifted education;
The "overriding reason" the Foundation decided to undertake this survey
"vat the ladk of hard data about what is going on in the programming for
able learners, particularly noticeable on the national scale" (p. 29).
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A quettionnaire was sent to every public and parochial school district
ih the countryThen a more detailed questionnaire was sent to the more
than 4,000 who responded to the first._ The 1,572 responses to_this second
effort (400 schools and 1,172 schOol dietricte) were what_was analyzed; The
sample_is certainly not random atd tan only reflect the picture of gifted
education ia the_ programs that reepOnded. Nevertheless we have some basic
information on existing prOgraM_Options, identification proceduresi_extent
of substantial programs, and Other interesting program data. The most freqUent

pu_ ouTI "program options were the part=tiMe special class or " t model in the
72% of the distriCte repOrtihg. This option was followed by enrichment (63%),
independent study (52%) and reseurce room (44%). The least prevalent_gifted
programs were the_nengraded schools (310' the special school (4%), And Lett
paced courses (7%).

Ih addition to the survey' the researchers viSited a_hUMber of the
Schools to lather on-site program data_for analySis. perhaps one of the
most interesting concepts and potential promising practices is that of
flexible pacing. "The conviction thatictudents Should move ahead on the
basis_of mastery may be the single mOSt iMportant concept for educators
designing programs for able learnere" (p. 135). The researchers visited
a number of elementary 6Chotilti_and one high school wh3re instruction based
on age, grade, and unite= pacing was eliminated.

UnresolvPd Issues-and-Needt

_Many people_haVd difficulty with the_concept that special edUCation
should inClUdd the needs of the gifted with_the_needeof_the hahdicapped.
But the iette Of unfulfilled_potentiai is the_same; It 1.8 de Critical for
the gifted at_the handicapped. The unmet_needs "in regular school programs
and the_detands on schools to provide Iearning_environmente, curriculums,
and trained personnel for children with special gifts_parallel the needs
of other exceptional children" (Kirk & Gallagher, 1988, p. 31).

Unresolved issues in gifted education_have been identified by Kirk
and Gallagher (1996) as: (a) Iove-hate relationships with gifted--many who
support special education for handicapped define exceptionality in terms
of deficits and are reluctant to extend Special programming to the gifted;
(b) special teachers and classroom_teachers--personal and administrative
adjustments are needed; and (c) undiscovered and underutilized talent. In a
special issue of GitteilChild guarterly, Jenkins-Friedman (1986) summarizes
the research and development activities needed to stimulate research and
encourage innovationS: (A) use meta-analysie to study effects of gifted
programs an achieVement; (b) study the impact of labeling studente gifted;
(c) include creativity as an aspect of giftedness; (d) examine thinking
processes rather than focusing on the product; (e) develop, use, and evaluate
new modele for creative thinking and problem solving; and (f) promote the
role of the federal government as a catalyst for higher and more consistent
levels of gifted program services to students, teacher preparation, and
basic research and development.
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Euture_Directionsand ^hallenges

o To provide impetus and development support, the federal govarnment
should act as a catalytic agent in the support_of such activities ad
research, program development, Ieadership_training, and dissemination.
EXamples of research include: (a) study of higher intellectual
processes, (b) development of coping skins, (c) nature and treatment
of underachievement, and (d) talent development in minority groups.
An additional essential support would be to make visible demonstration
gifted programs that are exemplary. Another productive invcdtment
would be to strengthen the leadership cadres in the state dcpartments
of education (Gallagher, 1986a).

o Undiscovered gifted students should be_found and their talents used.
This includes the underachievers, children with different cultures,
and handicapped children.

o Education should addreed the educational needs of the very highly
gifted students.

RestrUCturing the Relationship Between Regular
and Special Education

A most important issue facing special education in the next feW years
ia reetructuring and redefining the relationship and boundaries between
special and general education. Here we ari talking primarily about the
mildly handicapped who have been "mainstreamed" into the regular school
program--either with or without necessary special education support services.

Special populations must also be a consideration as all students are
appropriately served in the mainstream. "It is clear that children...wiII
be poorer, more ethnically and linguistically diverse and will have more
learning differences. A major challenge...during the next decade win be to
redefine the tolerance of individual differences within the regular classroom
and to alter the current categorical mindset we have that tends to refer
away from the regular classsroom a large number of children who are having
learning problems" (Schrag, 1986, p. 84).

Ah area deManding critical attention in the deveIopment_of educational
prOgrams for handicapped students is the proactive participation betWeen
epediel education and general education_practitioners; While there it a
Wide range of opportunities for interface; the most proMising_and prOductiVe
examples occur among direct service providers at_the local building level
where staff support teams provide a forum for addressing_student and staff
support, personnel development, and_instructional technology._ At the broader
local and state levels, leaders in_both general_and special education must
cooperate in promoting and supporting opportunties for cooperation in service
delivery and in the funding of all edudation programs (Greenburg, 1986).
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Madeleine C. Will, Assistant Secretary for the Office of Special
Education and Rehabilitative Services (1986) further identifies the issue in
terms of individualization of instruction and the separation of educational
systems:

After 10 years since the passage of Public Law 94-142 education
systems have redefined the concept and practice of individualized
instruction and also the role of parents in the educaiton of their
children.

The language and terminology we use in_describing but edtdation
system is full of the_Ianguage_of sepstation, of_fragMentation,
of removal; To_the extent that our language reflectS the reality
of our system as many diverse parts never or rarely_connected as
a whole, it reflects I flawed verSion of education for our children.
_(p; 412)

Current-Issues-and-Practices

The least rebtrictive environment provision of P.L. 94-142 directs
that, to the maximum extent appropriate, handicapped children win be
educated with nonhandicapped peers. This stipulation of the Act has been
controversial and difficult to implement in local schools. Problems and
issues include: (a) the shared responsibilities by general and special
educators, (b) the relationship lath the regular classroom teacher, (c) the
question of a merger into a single system, and (d) the financial dilemma

Shared_responsibilities- The development of public educational systems
demonstrates the extent to which special education and general education
structures were initiated as conceptually and administratively separated
entities. Over time, however, the essentially parallel systems have become
successively convergent and even interdependent.

There ib_little doubt of the increasing need for shared responsibilities
by_gentral_and Special educators--whether service providers or decision
takera,_and particularly at the building level; Promising practices are in
pxade through prereferral strategies on behalf of students and the emergence
of building teams for both student and teacher support;

General educators who were once expected to direct instruction to the
level of the largest portion of students in the classroom are now expected
to address the ever-expanding range of student abilitieS and limitations
and charged to provide instruction appropriate for each child. Decision
makers in both general and special education are increasingly aware of the
interdependence of resources and services; and public program scrut1r4 and
product demands may have never before been greater (Greenburg, 1986. )

The-teacher-and the resource room and consultant models. Many mildly
handicapped students once in special education classes are now in regular
classrooms. Both the resource room model and the teacher consultant model
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provide services to handicapped children placed in regular classrooms.
To some extent, these modelt have bridged special education and general
education instructional Cervices.

The reSource room model is probably the most widely implemented alter-
native to the Segregated, self-contained special education clasO. The
handicapped ch:Ild is placed in a classroom provided for general education
when not in the resource room for instruction support. These resource room
programs usually have recommended time parameters for an individual student's
attendance, but the time can vary from a minimum of three hours per week
to half of a school day.

Considerable need existsi_then; for coordinating efforts between the
resource room teacher and the_general education teacher. Two particular
complications frequently exist in thiS artatithe constraints of both
teachers, who have full instilidtiOnal responsibilities, and need for__
development of some Spedial edUCAtion expertise by the general education
classroom teacher. In additibn to coordination demands, there are prOblett
created_in the general_edUcation classroom by the removal of a child,._eVen_
on a regular; predictable dohedule. While most teachers in general_edUcation
classrooms haVe_adepted_to the frequent interruptions and have_deVelOped
some_underStahding_Of the resource room concept and program, there teinain
signifiOant_eSdeptions. .In many instances,_ the responSibility fallk
td the handidapped child to become informed of missed aSSignitentA and to
complete classroom work missed white special education serVides for the
learning difficulty were provided in the resource room (Greenburg, 1986).

The special education teacher consultant services delivery option,
developed for addressing the learning difficulties of handicapped children,
provides support and consultation to general classroom teachers. This
option is less widely used than the reSource room. Problems in implementing
this model are related to the neceSSary skills in communication, human
relations, and problem solving. Alto, special educators charged with direct
responsibility for assistance to general classroom personnel may be limited
in repertoire of techniques regardless of the value of the special education
information and assittance they have to offer.

The situation_tan bedoMe particularly critical if a general educatiOn
classroom teacher it an unwilling participant in the whole proce08._ SUCh;
too,_is fuel ft:or the geheral_education concern about_the adeqUaCy Of the
special education system's ability to provide sufficient support &long
With the return of students once thought unable to perfOrM in the general
edUCatiOn Class setting (Greenburg, 1986);

A sin0Ie educationsystem? Special education was developed over a
century ago to meet the instructional needii_of studewts considered to be
exceptional. Since then a dual systet Of education--special_and regular--
has developed; 7qthough special_edudation is technically a "section" of
regular_education, there dOet eXitt an_Operating dual systemi_each with its
own pupils, teachers, superVitory staff, and funding (Stainback & Stainback,
1984).
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U.S. Department of Education Assistant Secretary Madeleine Will (1984)
suggesits that confusion exists concerning the goals and the interrelationship
of general and special education. She notes the evolution of general and
special education into separate and compartmentalized service delivery
systems. Ms. Will (1986) later cites the parallel systems as obstructive
to accomplishing the overall goal of P.L. 94-142 and calls for collective
contributions of general and special education skills and resources in
addressing student services.

The Stainbacks' (1984) position is that "there are not tWo diStinct
types of students--special and regular....regardless of any detignated
cutoffs, all students still differ to varying degrees from one another along
the same continuums of differences" (p. 102). The authors suggeist, then,
what could exist is a single, unified system of education 'in which general
education and special education expertise and resources are merged to
provide for individual differences among all StudentS ahd would conserve
the human and fiscal resources required by the nature of dual (and often
duplicative) systems.

Particularly germane to this discussion is the Stainback and Stainback
Argument that the existence of a dual education system has "fostered compe-
tition...rather than cooperation among professionals..(and] has interfered
with...cooperative efforts" (p. 104). The division has extended into the
application of research findings, preservice preparation of personnel, and
direct service programs_by creating otherwise nonexistent barriers and
dividing "resburces, personnel,_and advocacy potential" (p. 105). Among the_
education systems merger_implications would be (a) a refocus by instructional
categories of the preparation and assignment of personnel, (b) general hetero-
geneous grouping of students with homogeneous grouping by instructional needs
only for specific courses, (c) support personnel's attention to appropriate
student program planning rather than to classification eligibility, (d) school
funding by program element rather than the categories of exceptionality,
and (e) viewing a specific individual difference as one of the student's
characteristics to be considered rather than an educational disability
around which planning occurs.

There is debate about a single system and support for special education
as a system (Mesinger, 1985; Lieberman, 1985). Mesinger bases his opposition
in a perception that the only positions which seem to assert it is time
to evolve to a single system are those which emerge from the special education
community. He notes a reluctance "to abandon special education as a system
until I see evidence of a drastic improvement in regular educational teacher
training and professional practice in the public schools" (p. 512).

Lieberman (1985), on the other hand, commendt Stainback and Stainback
for presenting the concept; but he sees the nationwide initiatives of School
effectiveness and excellence in education as "upholding the nature of the
system, standards, and grades above the nature of the individual" (p. 516).
He further suggests the purposes of special education can best be met
through continuation of the dual system "with each party maintaining a
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strong sense of individual identity, While creating an ideal interface
between the two" (p. 516).

_With_evidehde of such divergence in thinking among leaders in the
special edUcation community, there appears a clear need for the ideal
interfaCe betWeen general and special education;

The financial dilemma. Both general education d011ars end special
eft-cation dollars_are in_short_suppIy. _There may be a greater need now than
there has previously been for_general educatioh_ahd Spedial education to
engage in cooperative_planning limiting dtipliCatiOn of effort and efficiently
providing for appropriate programs and servides fOr_all students. Given the
variety of systems_for_funding general edUtatiOn and special education
programs, it is_more difficult to_orchestrate collaborative education finance_
lobbying efforts in some states than in Others. Cooperative efforts seem most
successful In those states where the funding formula for special education
programs_is based on the same foundation as general_education funding. Both
constituents, then,_can_press.for increases in the foundation amounts, which
increase program allOcations accordingly. In those situations, greater
attention can be fCcused on local allocation practices (Greenburg, 1986).

BUtUrd DirectIons and Challenges

o The resource room and consultant teacher modela need döndiderab_a
research and review as the best ways to deliVer inttruCtional
services.

o Special education and general_edrcation must develop a mechanism for
a shared responsibility for all students.

o Educators need to maintain awareness of the fiscal condition of the
total education agency and seek out and promote opportunities through
which_special education and general education efforts can be combined
to reduce duplication and to conserve the fiscal resources of both.

Secondary Special Education and the Transition
from School. to Work

In recent years, public schools have become increasingly sensitive to
the special educational problems of handicapped Secondary youth. Today
secondary programming is a primary concern of special education. Key issues
include: curriculum, with particular attention to basic skills (reading,
writing, arithmetic, communication, and social skills); career and vocational
education; and transition from school to work.

Transition from school to work_is a
vocational and career education, and the
Secretary Will (1983) has announced that
Rehabilitation SerVices established as a
of the tranSition from school.to working

current issue for special education,
federal government. Assistant
the Office of Special Education and
national priority the improvement
life.
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Needs in secondary education include (a) development of appropriate
secondary school curriculum, (b) continued focus on effective transition
models, (c) adequate preparation of secondary school special education
personnel, and (d) research to track special education students who exit
from the school system. More specifically, Judy Schrag (1986), Washington
State Education Agency, reported the following problem areas identified by
states:

o lack of information on available post school services;

o inadequate procedures for transfer of records.

o inadequate procedures for application to post school services.

o identification of post school services prior to graduation.

o little relationship between the high school curriculum and the
demands in post school training sites.

o need for earlier beginning in vocational planning and training.

o need for more involvement of parents in knowledge of Available_
services, access to services, and_overall planning of increased
transition employment and community services.

Curren_tIssues_in_ourrioulist,-aad-TransitiOn Programs

In_a recent statewide survey, Halpern and Benz (in press) examined
the_atatUs_of high sChool special_education in Oregon for students with
Mild diSabilities. Subject groups included school district adMinistrators
With_responsibility for sepcial education services_at the secondary level,
special education teachers who were assigned to high schools, and parents Of
high school students with mild disabilities. Questionnaires were_developed
for each group and focused on the following questions: (a) what iS_the
current status of special education programs, (b) what gaps presently exibt,
and (c) what areas are in- greatest need for improvement?

In the curriculum area, the study uncovered some unresolved basic
issues; Questions were raised concerning_both the nature of appropriate
content within the four curriculUm domaini (basic, academic, occupational,
and independent living) as well as the relative emphasis that should occur
ablong the domains.

Another issue discussed by Halpern and Benz__(im press) concerned the
balance betwean the basic and other components of the cdtriddlUM:

On the one hand, it is clearly desirable to fOcus_on the basic
Skills, whenever there is a_reasonable hope for effective main-
streaming; _Such_a_policy, however, can be self-defeating in two
ways: _(1) the student may still not succeed, in spite of our
beat efforta; and (2) the time and effort spent on basic Skills
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acquisition may_come_at the expense of not learning the Community
adjustment skills being taught in other_parts Of the curriculum.
When this happens, the student is a double loser.

The resolution of these issues will not be easy, In the meantime,
unfortunately,_aS we struggle to find the right answers; parents;
students, and teachers are_often likely to become frustrated as
decisions are made concerning the educational programs of students.

Siiide_the passage of the 1983 Amendments to the Education of the
Handicapped Actt transition of handicapped students from school to_vork,
community living, or higher education has become_a national priority. Model
transition projects and programa are being implemented in statos using bOth
state funds and federal discretionary funds Projects include_deVelOpment
of_a functional high school curriculum, planning for vocational trahrtition
and employment pl ementi and the development of increased employment
options;

Here are examples of three state legislatures' response. Massachusetts
passed legislation informally known as "Turning 22 Legislation" which set up
a Bureau of Transitional Planning to help disabled students move from school
to_adult social service agencies after they reach age 22. Other states'
legislation includes: Californiaformally coordinate transit±sa planning
for handicapped leaving schools; Washington--requirement of the special
education and vocational education units in the state education agency and
the Department of Community Development to develop formal state planning for
transitional services and-also implement a mechanism to follow handicapped
high school graduates' transition to adult services and employment options
(Schrag, 1986).

Although transition models are teing developed, there it Still Much work
to be done; Halpern (1985) reported_that the_findings of a survey which
asked questions about links between the Schoois and community agencies were
not particularly encouraging:

Leas than 50% of the adbinistrators indicated the presence of even
informal agreements with adult service agencies concerning thu
transition needs of students with disabilities; Only_10% identi-
fled_ the eXistende of formal agreements. _A/though 60% of the
;4adherS stated that other agencies had been contacted concerning
transition services, only 20%_of the parents acknowledged ever
redeiVing such services. Further contributing to_the lack of
linkages, only oner!third of the districts provided other agencies
with census data on the number of graduating_students each year,
and just slightly more than one-third collected follow-up
information on their graduates;

The question of coordination arose also in this context, and
once again, teachers and administrators did not often agree on who
was responsible for coordinating transition services. Furthermore,
only two-thirds of the administrators even believed that transition
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services were an important concern of school districts. By
inference, it would appear that responsibility for this area was
being placed on other agencies. (p. 484)

Future Directions and_ChaIIenges

o Studies_are_needed that investigate what happens to exceptional
children_ and adults over such key transition points in their
lives--the entrance into school* the movement from elementary
to secondary sche.:ol, and the transition from school to work or
vocatiOnal activity, and the transition into adulthood and adult
respOnSibilities (Gallagher* 1986b).

o Research should be conducted to study the changes in cognitive,-
social, and emotional development_of exceptional indiVidUalS and the
social dynamics of their interaction with others dtring a transition
period.

o The database on transition experiences must be expanded. currently,
state_education agencies_can only estiMate the number of_handicapped
individuals who_make_their way into the work force and the number who
remain jobless despite service efforts.

o High schOtil cUrriculum should be improved for a better relationthip
with the demands of post school services.

o WOrk_is needed on the development and implementation Of pOlidied to
provide earlier vocational_pIanning and_training as Well AS policies
and procedures to move students more effectiVely fit= one service to
another.

o Enhanced and expanded interagency planning of existing and needed
transition programS and servies is needed.

o Increased post school services should be developed.

o A databadd Should be implemented to systematically folloW handicapped
StUdents into postsecondary programs, day programs, and competitive
employment. .

Getting an Early Start: Birth to Three

Since the passage_of P.L. 94=142, there has been a rapid_growth in
programs_for young handicapped Children with a continuing emerging focus on
the at-rick infant,_birth to three years. Laws such as P.L. 94i-142 and P.L.
98=199, reSearch and demonstration results, and the increasing eVidende_Of
readineSs_for learning demonstrated by infants shortly following birth have
interacted to bring about this growth.
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EVen with the growth in attention and_programs, problems do exist.
The_federal government has gradually extended national policy to cover all
handicapped children, birth to 21 years; however, not all state policy has
kept pace. Unsatisfactory progred8 had eddiirred for young children because
rulings and mandates have not always extended to include the infant and
preschool population (Bricker, 1986).

As early childhedid ape-dial edudetors,address the futures of at risk
infants, they fade_nUMetrOds and unique problem areas and issues; Key
issues to be considered hoW and into the immediate future include:
interagency dbordihation (local, state, and federal levels as well ad
public and_priVate agencies); state mandates and how_they are being
iMpleMented (statee are using many different approacheS to serve the
birth to three_population); parent invoIvement;_work with pediatricians
and other medical and health personnel; identifidation and assessment of
at-risk infants; personnel preparation; curriculum models; and prevention
(nutrition and prenatal care).

Unresolved_Issues_and_Needa

Although they are Still considered an underserved population, more
and more handicapped and at-risk infants and toddlers are benefiting
from early interventiori programs. For the purpose of this chapter, let us
look at just a selected few of the issues: school involvement, work with
families,'personnel, and reseftrch directions;

Who are the Infants? Infants and toddlers who benefit from early
intervention services den be classified into three groups: (a) develop-
mentally delaypd or disabled-children who have congenital disorders, sensory
impairment, neurological dysfunction, or significant delays In one or more
of the major areas of_functioning (e.g., cognitive, language, social-
emotional, and motor development); (b) medically or biologically-at-risk
_children with health factors that are known to be a potential threat to
development Such ad prematurity and small size for gestational age; and
(c) enVironmentally at-risk children whose physical or social circumstances,
Such as severe povorty, neglect, or abuse, may undermine their developmental
progress (Zeitlin, 1986).

Although children with apparently normal capabilities can compensate
for early deprivation, it is lest clear how adverse environments
affect handicapped children. Ad A group, the handicapped Infant
and young child by definition have fewer resources with which to
compensate for poor environmental input. It may be appropriate to
assume that neglecting and abusive parents may have a greater and
more enduring impact on handicapped children. Children Who begin
With a diaadvantagl, whether physical, sensory, or intellectual,
are less well squipped to compeneate for yet further deficits
produced uncaring or ill-informed adults. (Bricker, 1986, p. 30)
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Where are these infants served? Location is decided by the geographical
setting, resources available, and goals of the services available. Programs
for the handicapped infants and toddlers may be home based, center based, or
with some combination of agencies such as affiliates of United Cerebral Paley
and the Association for Retarded Citizens, mental health clinics, special
day care programs, and schools.

The tchcold and infants--why? Wh,)- should the public schools move into
an early intervention program? Certainly it is not an approach shared by
everyone. However, Dr. Diane Bricker (1986) who has worked with infants and
their parents for a number of years, has "sound reasons" for expanding the
public school system to the education for at-risk and handicapped children:

1. The public schools are the only sociaI-political inStitutions
suitably equipped to assimilate educational programs for young
children.

waste is inevitable if parallel educational intervention systems
are to be maintained for infants and preschool children.

3. One system should enhance the continuity of delivering services
in a more normalized setting. (p. 375)

Family involvement is a must. The educational system to work with the
handicapped infant must include the total famiiy of the baby.

A fakily=Oriented approach is important because the family is the
priMary environment_fOr_children under three years of age;_ Optimal develop=
Ment of the child is most likely to occur when_the family_is able tio prOvide
supportive and_nurturing care; Therefore, early intervention_programs
assess the needs of the family as well as the child and in Collaboration
with the parents develop services to meet those needs (Zeitlini 1986).

A trend now is for professionals_to work_with a family system instead
of with the individual_child.A handicapped infant or child iMpacts on aII
the faimIy_members_including the siblings. Since a generation of research
has demonstrated the_influence of the family and the social ecology upon the
adaptation_of the indiVidUal, a_faMily education plan, not an individual
plan, is what iS needed (Gallagher, 1986b).

Research can help. A prevention stxategy would be to eliminate or
reduce risk factors which appear to be linked to production of handicapping
conditions. An increasing number of high-risk children are those with low
birth weights. These children are now surviving where previously they would
have died At birth. Infants born weighing 700=800 grams are approximately
at a SO% risk for becoming handicapped.

Gallagher (1986b) identified some critical areas and potential Approaches
to solutions.

o A methodological problem hindering_more_sophisticated research into
family and social interactiong it the limited Set of instruments
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available; Supporting_agencies, in a deliberate:and planned effort,
should contract_for the development Of the needed instruMénts.
Organized research units, centers, and inatitUtes have the diversity
of staff, stability, and support systems to Conduct the long process
of instrument development.

o Reetarch to be_most useful should be both intensive and committed to
a long term. "In many instances, it should have a muIti-_disciplinary
aPprOach to tt to reflect the wide diversity of needs and service
deliVery patterns used with exCeptional children and their familiet"
(p. 139).

Future Directions and Challenges

o Expand services to include children from birth through three. This
effort requires significant interagency collaboration. No one agency
can provide the range of educational, medical, and social service
needs of this population.

o CtindUCt more rigorous research, particularly longitudinal studies
on the etficacy of preschool programs.

o Expand preparation programs for early childhood education peraohnel.

o Promote legislation in every state to_Mandate_indentification and
programming for handicapped Children doWn to birth.

o Provide high7quality undergraduate and grAduate training in this
specialized field.

o PrOMOte high-quality day care programs that admit handicapped
Children.

o Develop reliable instruments for screening young handicapped infantt,
assessing critical aspects of their development.

o Work more effectively with families.

o Develop more sophisticated ways of evaluating programs;

o Provide funde to conduct research.
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Developments in Language Education
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Three recent developments in foreign and second language education
present iMportant challenges and opportunities for the language teaching
field. The first is what is increasingly coming to be known as the
"proficiency movement"--an initiative in which teachers and curriculum
planners are finding effective ways to measure functional language
proficiency and to tailor their programs to bring their students to
pragmatically useful levels of speakingi_Iistening, reading; and writing
ability. This trend is as exciting as it_is far-reaching because it offers_
the potential for establishing common goals of language ihstrUctionas well
as agreed-upon procedures for measuring success--at the same_time as it
allows a natural_and healthy diversity in the specific teaching techniques
used to attain these goals. .

The second development, welcome but potentially problematic if not
cautiously and thoughtfully implemented, is the introduction of the micro-
computer to the language classroom. Foreign and second language educators
need to be aware of the variety of options available in_computer7assisted
language "-arning; Once they understand the-options, they should be able to
find the optimum middle road between:Skepticism, distrUst, and avoidance of
computer applicatlons_on the one_hand and, on the other, uncritical and
unthinking adoption Of any_and all computerbased approacheseven those
with_serious pedagogical shortcotingssiMply.because of their technological
glitter.

Finallyo_content-based language instruction-the simultaneous teaching
of English and subject matter areas such as history.or social studies to
nonnative speakers of English--is increasingly of interest to curriculum
planners and school authorities as a viable and cost-effective means of
Eapparting subjectmatter knowledge in an academically rigorous way while at
the same time developing students' proftciency in English._ Effective means
of cooperation between language teachers and content area teachers_mutt be
found, and suitable textbooks and other materials must be developed in order
to attain this dual goal.

The Proficiency Movement

PrOficiency in foreign languages is crucial to the United States'
pblitical_as well as economic ties with the rest of the world. As an
example of U.S. deficiencies in this area, a study by the International
Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement and by UNESCO
of 30,000 10-, and 14-year-old students in eight countries ranked American
students next to laat in foreign language competence (Carroll, 1975). As
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the World becomes increasingly interdependent, the importance to the United
States of encouraging genuine foreign language competence is regaining
recognition both by the_government and_vithin educatien. No longer can
foreign language study be viewed as primarily an acadeMid dicercise:culminat-
ing, for,a_select few, in:the appreciation of literary classics; it is now a
vital practical endeavor_for_every AMerican student, an endeavor whose goal
is the effective use of foreign languagqsa in real-life situations.

Stops-T-0 Ward-the-Proficiency Orientation

In the 1950s, the Foreign Service Institute (FSI) of the U.S. Department
Of State developed a verbally defined scale of language proficiency and an
interVieW=based testing procedure_that were_intended to refleCt the_lingUidtic
requirements of the jobs that foreign service personnel_are espected to fill
overseas. Jobs were observed_directly and analyzed te deterMind the nature
and level of spoken language ability required for success. The regulting
scale specified_five separate levels_of increasing proficiency, ranging_
from Level 17-the_se-Calle&"SUrVival level"--through Level 5, representing
proficiency indiStingUidhable from that of an educated native speaker
(Sollenberger, 1978).

_OVer the_next several years, te FSI proficiency scale was_further
deVeloped, and more detailed descriptions were prepared for each proficiency
level. These were formally endorsed_in 1968 by the Interagency Language
Roundtable (ILR), a consortium of about 30_government agencies concerned
with foreign language_training and evaluation. In the early and tid-1970si
the procedure was expanded to_ other_government areas_such as the testing of
Peace Corps voluwteers, and the_proficiency_scale and interviewing technique
also began to receive greater attention_within the academic communityi
Recently,_five states (CalifOrnia0 Florida, Ilinois, New Jersey, and Texas)
have adopted_speaking_ability requirements based on the proticiency scale
as part of the Certifidation requirements for bilingual teachers.

.Getbet4eA-liementum in the Schools

_In the lete 1970s and early 1980s, Educational Testing Service (ETS),
the Atetici.e Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL), and other
langUage-relaed organizations worked cooperatively in_the further ditteMi=
nation of information about the preficiency scale and interview at 1:kith the
secondary nelool and college levels._ This effort also_included the
refinement and expansion of the lower level of the_scale to better accommodate
measurement needs at the early_stages of_language intettnction. The ACTFL
Proficiency Guidelines describing these levels were drafted in 1982 and
revised in 1986 (ACTFL, 1976).

The capability 00V existit for_proficiency-based testing and curriculum
deveIopment_to_be implemented within a large segment of the foreign language
education field, and Several relevant initiatives have already been started.
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Wing_and Mayewski (1984) have developed a handbook on oral proficiency
teeting for college foreign language_programs. Northern Arizona UniverSity
has received a_grant from the U.S. Education Department to prepare gUideline6
for articulation between_high sdhool and college_Ianguage prograMS, bailed en
proficiencr,based carricula_and_assessment procedUreS. ACTFL and Other
organizations have developed and offered a variety Of WOrkShOpS in thiS area
for teachers_and supervisors, ranging from half=day fatiliarization sessions
to considerably longer and more intensive tester training programs.

Proficiency-based assessment--which Higgs (1984) has referred to as the
"organizing principle" for the language teaching processholds major implica-
tions for Material'S development, teacher training, and program design within
the language teaching field. Fortunately, the "proficiency movement" is_not
reVolUtion that will require wholesale rejection of current methodologies

and materials, most of which already include or can be adapted to include
effective proficiencrrdeveIoping elements. A potentially greater probleh is
that many teachers themselves have only a modest level of_proficiency in the
languages they teach--a situation uncovered by a 1981 ACTFL_Aurvey (Panli_
1981)i Although the overall level_ of language competenCe_Of teadhert_neWly
entering the field can be raised through_prOfiCiendy=bated Certification
requirements, a_similar upgrading of &kali; On the part of the existing
teticher pool will reqUire a_variety of inbervice training activities--
including, especially, carefully planned experience abroad--that have yet
to be iMplemented on a widespread basis.

_Through workshops, published materials, and other means, language
teadhers throughout the country are becoming increasingly familiar with the
ACTPL proficiency guidelines and with measurement techniques that can be
used to assess their students' proficiency levels. In additionand eltan
more crucially-educators who become_knowledgeable about the
fundamental concepts_underlying_proficiency-based assessment
are beginning to perceive the important ramifiCation8 thead_cOnCepts have
for classroom teaching practices and for the deVelopment and adaptation of
teaching materials.

It is not overstating the case to say that proficiency concepts, as
they are being elaborated and disseminated within the field today, have
major implications and potential benefits for virtually aIl areas of foreign
language education. Teacher training, the development of textbooks and
other instructional materials, classroom practices, course sequencing, and
means of assessing student progress will aIl be viewed increasingly from the
standpoint of the ability to use the language effectively in real=life
communication settings.

Computer-Assisted Language Learning

Microcomputers and their associated instruCtional software are more and
more in evidence_in the nation's foreign and second language classrooms.
Indeed, the rapidly groWing number of computer-assisted language learning
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(CALL) programs on the market present the language teacher, department
chairperSon, or other decision maker with the difficult task of making wise
and pedagogically valid choices from among the many options available;
Educators' responses to the instructional possibilities presented by CALL
have included two opposite--and both undesirabIe--extremes: some reject
CALL materials altogether, while others embrace them uncritically. These
two stumbling blocks aside, the Ianguge teaching profession has a presSing
need to develop guidelines for selecting and using CALL programs that will
most effectively advance the language learning process.

At least four major questions_need to be addressed._ First, how can
computers be made more_accessible to language learners, both physically
and in_terms of_ouser-friendliness? Second, what criteria should be used
to_evaluate available softWare and_to guide the development of new CALL_
materiale? Third, in what ways and to what_extent_can CALL be integrated
Within a total learning system that includes a Iive teather, interacting
students, and other noncomputerized instructional media? _Fourth, how does
CALL compare with other modes of language instruction In terms of its
success in developing students' second language skills?

Accessibility

As is often the case with technological applications in the U.S. school
system, math and science classrooms were_among the first to benefit from the
introduction of_microcomputers and associated software programs, with_the
result_that subject areas such as music and foreign languages have had to
Wait their turn. However; the initial Unbalance with respect to equipment
and Software availability has begun to be corrected, with encouraging signs
that the necessary facilities are increasingly_avaiIable to_alI areas of
the curriculum; A recent survey_(Becker, 1985) found_that the number of
computers in schools had quadrupIed_in the preceding two years_and the
number of students using_them had tripled; Becker estimates_that. köre than
one million microcomputers are now in place, mostly_in secondary schools,
and are being used regularly by approximately 15 Million Students.

Availability of microcompUter equipment within a given school setting
does not guarantee accessibility to either the teacher or_the student; For
too many instrUctors, the technological aura of the computer is an impediment
to_even attempting to_make use of its capabilities. For those are_
Willihg_to at least give the computer a try, unfortunate experiences with
pborly designed or error-ridden programs may_be a source of frustration and
eventual rejection of this technology; Although students may typically be_
less in awe of the computer than instructorsi_their learning attempts may be
frustrated by software that does not meet basic standards Of accuracy,
freedom from programming errors, and so forth;

Before CALL can reach_its potential in_the typical sphool setting, the
basic problems of_equipment availability and "user-frien4ness" must be
satisfactorily addressed. Thanks to the constantly decreasing costs and
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greatly increased availability of microcomputer equipment, the hardware
problem seems well on the way to being resolved; Increasing sophistichtion
on the part of language teachers and other professionals in the field
concerning the attributes of a quality software program, and the healthy
market competition that their feedback produces, may contribute appreciably
to the technical and pedagogical upgrading of available CALL materials.
Language teachers can share their experiences with Specific Software programs
through newsletters, user_groups, and conferences. Readarch comparing
achievement results with and without CALL and among different CALL applica-
tions will provide essential feedback to the computer industry. In turn,
software publishers should more actively seek to understand teachers' needs
and provide inservice training to address them. Improved communication in
both directions will foster the development and use of the microcomputer as
a viable component of foreign language instruction.

Guidelines-Int-CALL Software Development and Review

The language teaching profession has not yet arrived at even a rough
consensus on the particular areas of the curriculum in which CALL efforts
might best be focused. Many of those closely involved with CALL develop-
ments emphasize the computer's strengths in tirelessly (and nonjudgmentally)
presenting a variety of information and exercises to the student, With which
the student can work at his or her own pace and level. For this reason,
much currently available software provides drill and practice with formal
aspects of language: vocabulary, grammar, spelling, and specific usage
problems.

More innovative uses of CALL for English as a Second Language (ESL) and
foreign language learning are described by Wyatt (1984) and Hope, Taylor,
and Pusack (1984) respectively. The technical capacities of the computer
make it wen suited for_presenting reading material in the foreign language,
and, with suitable auxiliary equipment, listening comprehension passages
and exercises. Controlled writing activities are also possible:to a certain
extent. A/though available computer equipment and programming cannot
readily offer computer-assisted practice in speaking on the student's part,
there_have been several attempts to develop such capabilities. These
include a syStem described by Wyatt (1984) in which student utterances are
captured in digitized form and compared with a reference standard. If the
utterance deviates too far from the model, the student is inStructed to try
again. A less expensive, but less realistic, means of_providing speaking
practice is the ELIZA program, which offers a simulated conversation
conducted in writing on the computer screen using a selection of "scripts"
as the basis for interaction with the computer. The near future should
bring the schools more affordable interactive videodisc equipment, which can
provide audiovisual stimuli and interactive instruction with push-button
speed and accuracy (Johnson, 1985).
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Regardless of_the particular gkills a CALL program is designed to
Address, commonsense guidelines can_be follOWed in assessing the instructional
suitability and general quality of the program. _Programs should first of
all be free of technical errors that tay_cause the entire program to "freeze"
or that put the student into an endlesa loop of repeated actions.

_A second major desideratum is for the program to interact_flexibly with
the student so that, depending on the student's particular responses, the
program can "branch" to the next item that is immediately relevant to that
student's learning neddli. Flexible programs, especially those that offer
problem-solving taske, invite interaction among pairs or small groupS of
students, which hag long been recognized as an effective catalyst for
learning (Johngon, 1985). Completely "linear" programs that have all
students follo0 exactly the same path are much less suitable.

Third, higher-quality programs_allow the instructor to modify or augment
the cOntent according to immediate needs. For eXample, a vocabulary training
program that allows the instructor to_add or_sabstitute particular lexical
items of his or her own choosing may be cOndidered more flexible and of
greater potential teaching value than a proOtem that does not permit such
modification.

A fourth desirable charatteriatid is for the CALL program to accept,
and to interpret as_correet, Mord_then one possible answer to a given
question. Just_as the "reel VOrld" (as well as the classroom teacher)
admits of more than brie tmy to phrase a response in a given language-Ube
situation, the eboptter program should be able to accommodate a reaSonable
degree of variability in students' responses.

Finally, CALL programs, regardless of their specifiC ihStrildtiOnal
goalst shOdld relate beneficially to the_student_from the_paydhOlogical
or effeCtiVe standpoint. For example,_programs_that provide endouragement
in the form of frequent reinforcement of:correct answers, as well as non-
threatening indication and remediation of incorrect responses, are preferable
tb programs with less sensitive approaches tO error correction and other
aspects of computer-student interaction.

Toward a Systems Apprmsdh_to_Computer=Agaitted Language Learning

Given the differing--and largely complementary--capabilities of the
computer and of the live instructor, the best approach to finding an optimum
role for CALL within the foreign And Second language teaching field is
probably to adopt a "systema analyais" view of the entire instructional
process. Under such a Vie0, CALL Would be seen as one of several possible
components of inStruction, along with regular textbooks, other typeS of
print and nonprint media, the classroom teacher, native speaker resources,
treivel abroad and other opportunities to use the language, and several other
types of experienceS that would be expected to provide an adequate and
appropriate learning environment for the student. Within this environment,
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some or aII of these resources Would be uSed in different but integrated
ways, based on the particular instructional strengths of each type of
resource and the overall learning objectives of the program. For example,
given the fact that present computer equipment and programming capabilities
do not readily permit computer-assisted practicc._in Speaking, it may be more
appropriate, from a "systems" point of view, to defer attempts to implement
CALL in the student speaking area, at least_for the time being, and to
assign this important role quite frankly and legitimately to the classroom
teacher. On the other hand, the obviout strengths of the computer in
providing practice in and reinforcement of Various aspects of grammar,
vocabulary development, reading comprthention, and so forth, would suggest
that these particular aspects might be largely delegated to the computer,
with a resulting overall increase in the efficiency and learning yield of
the total instructional process.

_Although a thoroughgOing_dyStemsanalytic approach to foreign/second
language learningwhich Would include CALL as well as many other techniques
and resources as_potential components--has yet to be_fully developedi the
general concept is a useful one and may help to identify the Mott effective
place tor computer-assisted techniques within the frameWork of language
inStrtetion as a whole.

Evaluating the ResuIts_of_CALL

It is fair to say that, although the potential effectivenss of CALL in
enhancing student language achievement is generally accepted, little exper-
imental evidence addresses this astumption. In an important recent study,
Robinson (1985) found that Studenta Who underwent each of a variety of
language learning exercises on a microcomputer performed in virtually every
instance at a higher level than a control group. DunkeI's (in press) view
of research on CALL concludes that the evidence so far on CALL as a supplement
to regular instruction is positive, although some studies document poor
retention levels.

The overal impact of ChLL on the total language learning experience
has yet to be 1....estigated in a scientifically rigorous manner. This
investigation will probably have to await the development of CALL software
that is integral to the instructional program rather than simply providing
occasional or supplementary assistance to the classroom teacher. In addition,
such research represents a major evaluatiVe teat that will require substantial
technical and financial resources. In the meantime, the best approach to
iMplementing and evaluating CALL_technology in the foreign/second language
teaching field will probably_be for teachers, Supervisors, and others
involved in the instructional process to simply exercise good will and
good sense in considering the potential applications of CALL in their own
particular teaching situations.
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Englikh through Content

Procedures for the integration of subject matter content and language
instruction are of potential interest to all language teacherg, but
especially to those teachers of English as a second language (ESL) who are
responsible for helping language-minority students acquire the linguigtic
skills needed to profit fully from academic instruction in Engligh. This
concern has increased with the influx of limited-English-proficient (LEP)
students from all over the world into the United States school system. In
Philadelphia'S public school enrollment, for example, 74 language backgrounds
are represented (Benevento, 1985).

The heightened interest in content=based language instruction_comes
at a time when language acquisition readarch is seriously questioning the
efficacy_of_instruction that focuses on linguistic rules taught in isolation
from subject matter (Mohan, 1986). At with proficiency-based foreign
language instruction, the primary characteristic of content-based English
Ianguage_instruction is its emphasis on the use of the language in meaningful
and relevant contexts, which in the latter case is the language of the
subject matter classroom and textbook.

The-AkShelteted==Engliah" Approach

The "Sheltered-English" approach--ESL that specifically addresses the
content street of math, science, or social studies--can aid the transition
of LEP Students into the mainstream of U.S. education, especially in compari-
son with the more typical ESL instruction that focuses only on general or
social language. A major advantage of the sheltered-English approach is
that the students receive specific practice_in understanding and using
academically oriented discourse, a type of language that many of them have
not encountered before even in their native languages.

Cummins (1981) drays an important distinction between general socio-
linguistic abilities, which he_termS basic interpersonal communication
skills (BICS), and the kinda of language called for in school settingg,
which he designates ag cognitive academic language proficiency (CALP).
Particularly characterittic of CALP is the ability to understand and uge
written language and even oral language in environments where little Support
of the meaning it provided by nonverbal or visual cues or through Shared
background knoWledge. Although BICS can be developed through conventional
ESL instruction, augmented by the student's own exposure to and practice
in using_social language outside of the classroom, the acquisition of CALP
is viewed as a longer-term effort that requires a schoolwide, team-based
approach for the greatest effectiveness and level of sur=ass.

The Team Approach to ContentAMsed-InstrUttiOn

Since virtually every school_in_the Unitdd_States has some number of
LEP students, it is vitally important to ettablith close cooperation and
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jointicurricuIum planning and teaching between ESL teachers and content area
teachers._ Although content are& teaChers may be uncertain regarding their
role in the language development of LEP students and may initially resist
beCoMing_itiVOlved in such a venture, this may be overcome in large part_by
eMphasizing the need to_focus on students'_academic skill; deficiencies in
all aspects of the school curriculum,_regardIess_of the subject_being_tAUght
in a particular classroom. The cultural diversity.and linguistiC richness
the LEP students bring to the school should also be etreated as a positive
factor.

A variety of ineervice and preservice activities can be Implemented
in a team approach to contentrbased language instruction. For example,
by observing trained ESL teachers, content area teachers can learn to modify
their own ClassroOm language to avoid complicated constructions and obscure
expreetiOnd, as_well as to give visual support for the meaning of the
language by conducting demonstrations, increasing the number of visuals
they use, and so fortlu ESL teachers, for their part, can plan their
classroom work in consultation with the content area teachers in Order
to coordinate their instruction with the particular topics beinq taught
in the sdbject matter classes._ Vocabulary development, in particular, can
be pursued in a pre-planned, consistent manner in_both ESL and content area
classes. This is an especially important undertaking sitide a student needs
repeated exposure to_new vocabularr items in A 14ide Variety of contexts
in order to thoroughly maater the worda' visual, auditory, and seiantic
attributes. Both ESL and content area teachers must also become sensitive
to students' varying linguistic and
for example, inadvertently using an
vhen_Calling on a student in class.
signifidant tatters can be fostered
and inservice training.

cultural backgrounds so as to avoid,
inappropriate form or style mf address
Close attention to these small but
through properly designed preserviCe

Chamot (1985) offers the_foIlowing guidelines for program plat:herb
interested in developing an effective program of COntent.=baded language
instruction:

1. Clearly define_the_instrUctional objeCtives of the program, with_a_
major focus on having the LEP student,_by the end of the program, fully able
to participate in regular "nonsheltered" environments.

2. Plan CUrriculum and course content based on the instructional
objectives.

3. Plan and conduct joint inservice training with. ESL and content
area teachers.

4. Develop or adapt teaching materials as necessary to Support the
instructional program.

5 . Plan and implement appropriate assessment procedures.
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Promoting InteractiVe Opportunities

Chabot and Arambul (1985) illustrate the ways in Whidh the science
clam:WOE:OM can lend itself especially wen_to_LEP_EttUdent language develop-
Ment. For example, when students are physically involved in scientific
eXperimentsi_they have natural_opportunitidit to discuss what takes place
in these experiments_ When LEP students make oral or written reports,
their teachers can focus on the conceptual content and not be overly
critical of language errors. By the same token, nonverbal responses OUCh
as student-produced sketch:1S and charta allow beginning-level LEP students
to display their_cognitive capabilities while control of the language la
still being developed. When science is taught in a hands=on, intetadtive
way, LEP students can share knowledge, hypotheses, and experiendeS With
their Engliith=Speaking peers in creativei_functional ways at the same time
aS they di:VE:1pp higher-level thinking skills.

Materials Development Needs

A recent major seminar sponsored by the U.S. Education Department-
supported Center for Language Education and Research (Crandall, Winetts,
Mohan, & Curtain, 1986) concluded that in addition to the need for
establishing effective inservice and preservice training programs for
content-based language teaching, there is a critical need for instructional
materials specially designed for the content-based programs. Although the
writing or adapting of existing materials at the local level may provide an
interim solution4 this procedure is not an effective use of staff time and
resources from the global, long-term point of view, since it in volves
reinventing the wheel in each particular setting. What appears to be needed
is the involvement of major publishers in producing textbooks that parallel
or supplement current texts and can be used in a sheltered-English context
while LEP students are developing their Engligh language skills. However,
since these students will eventually exit to a regular academic environment,
the subject matter content of these texts must not be diluted--such an
approach would deprive the students ot the academic boost that the sheltered=
English approach is intended to provide. In this regard, it shouid also be
emphasized that a properly planned "sheltered-English textbook" series Would
need to incorporate increasingly sophisticated language so that, on completion
of the program, LEP students would be in a position to handle nat4ve speaker
materials as easi1y as their native-English-speaking classmates.

Future Directions

Although the future of foreign and second language teaching effotts
in the United States cannot be predicted in detail, the general outlines can
be conjectured, assuming that each of the three major initiatives described
here continue to develop and expand appropriately. If_so, the 1990 edition
of this Yearbook might contain the following observations:



. The_"proficiency movement" has led to widespread adoption of verbally_
defined_leveIs of language competence as a "common metric" of achievement in
second language learning. Students, teachers, parents, school board_members,
college_adMiSSio06 OffiCers, state and federal eget:cies, multinational
corporatiOns,_ane sther individtals_and organizations have_all developed_a_
good working_faMiliarity with the real-life performance_abiIity represented_
by each level of the proficiency scale. This_information is used extensiVely
in connection with student course placementi_curriculum design,_teacher
certification, language program evaluation, employment applidationd_fer jobt
requiring foreign or second language competence,, and ifl a variety Of Other
settings. Periodic surveys of the proficiency levels attained by high
school and college graduates give clear and readily interpreted statistics
showing the "national yield" of language-competent Americans.

Developments in the area_of computer-assisted language learning,
together_with the conatantly increasing availability of microcomputer
equipment,_have made the computer virtually_as commonplace as the textbook
in the natiOn'a_language classes._ Despite some earlier_fears, the computer,
far from replacing the live teacher, has freed the_teacher_to concentrate on
facets of the overall language learning process for which_human interaction
id of the greatest importance, including especially face-to-face conversation.
The computer, for its part, has taken over_the_task of providing the student
with a wide variety of oportunities for_individualized practice, especially
in reading and listening comrehension, in the Methodidel, tireless manner
that is the hallmark and true strength of CALL.

A valuable byprodUct_of_ths advent and increasing use of CALL is the
fact_thet teachers_and school systems have begun to think of language
teaching and_learning as an integrated process involving not only the__
teacher and the Computer btt also many other types of learning media_and_
apportunities;_ Bath computer-based and noncomputerized self-study materials
are increasingly deVeloped and used_in both formal_and_informal settings;
Thanks to satellite technology, television programs_from other countries ate
widely received and used for_language_practice in both schools_and_homes..
Opportunities to traVel and study abroad.are used to greater advantage as a
result of predeparture instruction ln how to maximize the language learning
yield of these experiences; =In sum, bringing the computer into the
inatructional picture_has_encouraged_teachers, curriculum planners, and
others to broaden their_view of the language learning process to include
many other highly effective practiced that might not otherwise have been
considered.

In the nation,#_classrooms, a large majority of the teachers of math,
science, social etudieso and other subject matter have received explicit
training to be_able to conduct their classes so that they_facilitate
CoMprehension by limited!rEnglish-proficient students at the same tilde ad
they maintain full pedagogical rigor; ESL teachers, for_their part,_are_
fully knowledgeable about the content and sequencing of_inStrudtion in the
other areas of the curriculum, and plan their Own teaching So AS to emphasize
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the_particular_vombuIary_and Other Aspects of the language that are most
relevant to the other aubjeot Matter areas at any given point in the school
year; As a result of this_ planned; Synergistic approach; students whose
native language is other than English have the opportunity-to learn English
rapidly and effectiVely While simultaneously acquiring the subject Matter'
skills being taught in the regular school curriculum;

Taken together, Advances in the three areas of proficiency-oriented
language instruction and assessment, computer-assisted language learning,
and cooperative, contentbased ESL and subject matter instruction have added
up to a large and continually growing number of language7competent U.S.
citizens. These individuals have attained a pragmatically useful level of
functional competence both in English and in at least one other language
that is of economic, social, or cultural value to themselves and--by the
same token--to the nation as a whole.
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EMERGING TRENDS IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Judy Diane Grace and Jonathan D. Fife

Most critics see the current interest in the condition of higher
education as a result of two movements at work in the larger arena of
society. Ond is a general reform movement aimed at elementary and secondary
education. Some say this movement has populist origins; others say it is an
attempt to recast our educational philosophy and practices, so that the United
StateS can regain its leadership role in economic development; Regardless
of the motivation, much scrutiny has been given to K-12 education in the past
decade. This scrutiny has now logically moved on to higher education.

The second movement that has precipitated the attention given tip higher
education is really the convergence of several trends (demographica, increased
accountability, fiscal shortfalls) and events (national reports, federal
budget reduction legislation) at a time when the resources of higher education
are not sufficient to maintain the quality and productivity Americans and the
world have_come to expect from our educational system. These trends involve
changing student characteristics, assessment and accountability issues,
changing faculty characteristics, issues involving management and planning
strategies, and program and curricula structure. characteristics. It appears
that the conditions brought about by these trends strain the system so that
problems cannot be contained and the promise cannot be nurtured.

Much hat already been written about the condition of higher education
and the trends affecting it. There have been four national level studies on
this convergence of the two movements-(Invoivement_in_Learnin, To-Reclaim
a Legacy, Integrity in the College Curriculum, and Higher_Education-and-the
American Resurgence) and any number of scholarly and popular commentaries'
on it. This chapter, then, summarizes the current literature on the trendS
that dramatically affect collegiate institutions and state and federal level
agencies concerned with higher education. The chapter can only describe the
conditions beneath the swell of the tidal current. It will be up to the
readers of this chapter to develop specific strategida to ensure a more
predictable climate for higher education in the future.

'Student Characteristics

There are several trends in student characteristics that will have
significant impact on what and how we teach in higher education. These
can generally be grouped into two areas: demographic characteristics and
academic characteristics. The first iet describes the changing nature of
the Student pool and the student body, and the second deals with students'
preparation for college and career aspirations as they affect certain
academic choices.
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Demographic Characteristics

The changing nature of students in terms of age, race, and sox is wen
discussed in both popular and scholarly journals. Although certain kinds
of institutions feel the changes more quickly than others--for instance,
community colleges, or more intensely, graduate level training centers for
the professions--nearly every institution has experienced some shift in the
characteristics of their students. These trends as generally described in
the literature are summarized in the following paragraphs;

In terms of sheer numbers, one study estimates that 5;2 million students
were enrolled in public four-year institutions of higher education in the
fall of 1985 (National Association of State Universities and Land Grant
Colleges (NASULGC11 1986), a number slightly Iess than that of the previous
year. Of this, a surprising increase of 3% iias shown in first-time, full=
time freshmen. The class of 1989 has several distinguishing characteristics
:reflecting changes in demographics, changes which may suggest a re-examination
df programs, scheduling, and admissions, among other considerations.

The most striking demographic change is that now over half the students
enrolled are women; While females have increased their rate of enrollment by
37% over the past decade, males have increased by only 3.5% (El-Khawas, 1986).
Women enroll at higher rates at every kind of institution, and in the vast
majority of prosrams. Their attendance at certain types of schools is dramatic.
Community colleges first felt the effect of this trend, which now is making
a significant impact on programs in graduate and professional education.

The status of students is also of note. According to the current American
Council on Education's (ACE's) Campus Trends report (EI-Khawas,_1986),_higher
education is experiencing its sixth continuous year of decline in the 18ryear-
old group, from_which the majority of first-time,_full-tiMe enrollments have
traditionally been derived; This trend has affected enrollments in a variety
of ways. For example, while one-third of institutions_reported_an overall
increase in enrollments for fall 19857-including at_colleges and universities,
increases in graduate students and, at community colleges, continued increases
in'part-time enrollmentsthere is an_overall sense that enrollments are, at
best, stable. Figure 1 illustrates changes in full-time equivalent enrollment.

Universities

Baccalaureate Colleges

Two-year Colleges
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Figure 1. Changes in fun-time equivalent enrollment. Note. From
Campus Trends1986 by E. EI=Khawas, p. 8. 1986, August, Washington, DC:
American Council on Education. Reprinted with permission.
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Another characteristic difference in the enrollment profile_in thit
decade is the age and ethnicbackground of the students. The median age
continues to increase at almost all_types of institutions, especially at
baccalaureate and two-year institutions Traditionally, the older etudent
attends on a part-time basis; Many institutions are reporting decreases in
full-time equivalency students,_and this decrease may have a direct effect
on formula funding for many state supported institutions. A very recent
report finds a 3% increase in the number of part-time enrollees for Fall,
1985 (NASULGO, 1986).

Additionally, the ethnic background of students is changing. Nationally,
black students enroll and_continue at notably lower rates than in immediately
previous years, although full.rtime enrollment is up significantly (8%) at
public institutions historically black. Asian Americans continue to enroll
and complete at dramatically higher rates (Butterfield, 1986). Enrollments
of students with citizenships outside North America continue to increase.

These fluctuations in enrollment differ also by region; The trend toward
inCreated_tinority enrollment is mJre dramatic in the western and southvettern
Statet* where Hispanic enrollment continues to increase at over one=third of
the institutions surveyed by ACE. Hispanics have increased their rate bf
enrollment nationally by 48% over the past decade; Asian Americans enr011
and complete at iligher rates in both eastern and_western institUtiond. In
midwestIrn universities, enrollment is declining (El=KhaWati 1986).

Students' socioeconomic status (SES)_seems to affect_ the kind of
institution they attend; The_basic_cbrrelation is that_the lower the students
SES, the lower in the hierarchy of inStitutions the student attends; the least
academically advantaged students and those from the least educated families are
not wen represented at the "best" institutions (Astin, 1985). This profile
suggestn that_eduCational equity has not been successfully attained through
our student financial Aid policies or by our admissions practices;

As State and federal support for higher education decreases and tuition
and Other edUdatiOnal costs increase, an increasing number of_students will
haVe tedUced options on selection of institutions or will graduate with a
large debt from student loans. Still others wial_not be able_to afferd_
college at all or wial_find the need to put priorities on c011ege in relation
to other life activities, such as child rearing; Some_researchers feel that
attendance in higher education is linked to the_general_econoMic_health of the
country, and when the economic outlook is_perceived_te be_gebd, families are
more inclined to think they can afford college_(Watkinsi 1984). Others feel
that with high unemployment, there is nothing to do but go badk to school.

Minorities who are less inclined to secure loans for educational
purposes will have yet_another barrier placed before them. Even middle-
class students may feel more inclined to attend more inexpensive state
schools rather then private colleges. An even greater strain is projected
to occur for the graduate and professional student who has already put
teVeral yeart into training for a profession, years that will be relatively
useless unlets the training is completed (Fiske, 1986).
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This indebtedness also has impact on society in general. For example,
the size of the loan program in 1986 is estimated to be in excess of $50
billion (Cronin, 1986); This amount constitutes a significant part of_higher
education's $102.2 billion dollar budget ft= 1985-86, 2.5% of the GNP (Higher,
tducetion-and NatIOnal-Atfaire, 1986c JUly 28)._ There are those who argae
that the need to repay loans will influence student career choices, diverting
students from lower paying careers in human services and decreasing altruism
among college graduates who must repay educational debts rather than invest
in the general society (Kramer & Van Dusen, 1986)i

On_another level, the fear of indebtedness affects student access. The
more affluent and better educated classes are disproportionately represented
in the top institutions. Students from upper SES IeveIs_have greater access
to the institutions more likely to confer greater_educational and economic_
opportunities (Astin, 198S). In particular, the four largest disadvantaged
minority_groups--blacks, Chicanos, Puerto_Ricans, and American Indians--
are underrepresented relative_to whites at_each level of degree attainment,
especially at the graduate and professional levels. While minorities may
have_better legal access_to educational opportunities than they used to,
the increased costs weighed against.returns and perceived likelihood of
completion discourage these students from investment in student loans.

Academic Preparation

_The preparednessi or more appropriately the underpreparedness, of
students today presents institutions with numerous challenges; The issues
associated with the challenges touch many aspects of our society, most
especially the K-12 system; For_institutions and their funding sources,
the task_of_providing comprehensive educational experiences at all levels
is complicated by the_underpreparedness of students. _For society, the_
concern may focus on_the issue of Whether we have training and standards
adequate to assure the development of the manpower in our nation.

That_students are coming to college underprepared in some_way is not
debated; it is accepted as fact (Cross, 1971)i The well putlicized decline
in standardized test scores until the past few years provoked public sentiment
toward educational reform. It is only recently that the College Board has
been able to report more than a one-point increase In the verbal score on the
SAT (Phi Delta Kappan, 19851 November). The all but universal concern for
student attainment of the basIc communication skills hasi among other things,
threatened to change the job of the classroom instructor in all disciplines_
and at all types of institutions. For example, Astin (1985) reports that at
UCLA, half the freshmen are required to take a non-credit remedial English
composition course.

_
Many scholars argue that the raising of admissions standards as a

solution will further stratify our society, especially in terms of minority
attainment at the higher level (Astin, 1985). SuL a strategy, they
suggest, is not consistent with public policy (Green, 1982) and creates
more immediate problems than it provides long-term solutions.
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There is also a growing acknowledgment that even students who qualify
acadeMically are not fully prepared to use the collegiate experience in as
positive a way as possible. For example, students who must work excessive
hours to pay for_their education or who select majors based on potential
income in order to repay student loans do not have equality of choice in the
educational experience. Students who are distracted by inadequate daycare_
for children and class schedules that do not fit their lifestyles are bound
to receive less than a quality education.

Program__Choice

Compounding the concern about financing higher study isb as was mentioned
earlier, the apparent trend among students to considor salary upon graduation
when choosing college majors. In addition, students choose academic majors
in response to shifts in manpower needs. Trends in choices of majors reflect
these responses. Table 1 illustrates trends in student degree majors:

Table 1

Bachelor's Degrees Conferred by Institutions of Higher Education

PROGRAM ARLA 1993-74. 1981-84 % Chan4e*

Business/Mgt 131,766 230,031 75%
Communications 16,250 38,86 137
Computer/Info Sci 4,756 32,172 576
Education 185,225 92,382 -50
Engineering 42,840 75,732 77
For. Languages 18,840 9,479 -50
Health Sciences 41,394 64,338 55
English 55,469 33,739 -39
Library/Archival Sci. 1,164 255 -78
Life Sciences 48,340 38,640 -20
Mathematics 21,635 13;211 -39
Phil/Religion 9,444 6,435 =32
Physical Sciences 21,178 23,671 12

Psychology 510821 39,872 =23
SoCial Sciences 150,298 93,212 -38

*Minus sign indicates declines

Note. Source: Center for Statistics, U.S. Department of Education.

The salary offers to candidates for degrees in these_fields give
some insight into probable reasons for selection of certain college majors.
In 1984; beginning salaries for accounting majors were_$1,627 per_month.
Computer major students were offered $2,046,_while_engineering_majors
received $2,220. On the other hand, humanities majors received offers of
$1,380 per month (College Placement_Council, 1985 in U.S. Bureau of the
Cenitutt, Statidtical-AbStract: 1986).
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These shifts present both a picture of changing needs and a blueprint
for planning. For example, with the anticipated teacher shortage facing the
public schools, incentive funding in the form of financial aid packages might
be used to induce students to major in education.

The number and kinds of problems facing institutions as a result of
changing student characteristics are an but boundless. The shifts in student
learners' needs and demand for programs come at a time of diminishing support
for higher education both fiscally and perhaps philosophically. Institutional
stress is understandably high.

Assessment

The current mood of consumer-as-king in cur society has no doubt
influenced the way we regard assessment of the learning process and evaluate
the entire institution of higher education. Assessment is not a new concept
in higher education, but it hes taken on new implications in these times of
reduced resources and increased accountability. In the literature, issues
of assessment focus on student performance and institutional performance.

For most of its history, higher education has been its own assessor.
In the classroom, the instructor has been the primary evaluator of student
performance. It has been the institutions that determined the admission_
standards for themselves and in this_way_influenced what was taught in the
1C12 system.- Now concepts and methods of student essesement have begun_tb
change and others are asking for_a say_in how standards are aet and followed
in higher education; In turn, the institutione are being held to Standardt
established by outside agencies, a situatitm Of tome threat tO many Who
view the academy as self-monitoring.

On the classroom level, new students have created the need for different
teaching and_evaluating techniques. The adult as learner has needs and uses
for_information not necessarily addressed by traditional learning and teaching
Methode. Within the past two decades, educators have come to a consensus
that_indeed the theory of adult learning, andragogy, in different from that
of Children, pedagogy (Knowles, 1973; Weathersby,1980). The implications for
classroom inntruction and its alternatives are too extensive for discussion
here, but by way of example, the restructuring of the class "hour" to better
accommodate adult -..aarning spans and_the use of_group instruction are examples
of strategies utilized to make the learning environment more prOdUCtiVe for
the adult (Cross & McCarten, 1984); These new_demandt upon faculty And
institutions will require a commitment and an investment Of reStourdea.

Of course, the adaptation does not end with inetiniCtiOn, but also
focuses_on assessment. Mast institutions now have procedures in place to
deal with nontraditional learning, e.g., the College Level Examination
Program (CLEF)._ Ko longer ie the college prep high school course the only
route to attaining admission to higher education. The growth of community
Colleges in our recent history and the expansion of extension center
edUcation from major research institutions also evidence a new definition
of college attendance. The awarding of the degree is no longer seen as
the sole measure of the accomplishment of the aims of a college educatiA.
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Naturally, these shifts in teaching and evau&ting bring about some
inconsistency and adjustment probIema In additic11, the so-caned revolution
of the 19608 opened up the college curriculum in way that has not lent
itself to easy closure Much of the experimentation of that time now manifests
itself in slight modifications of admission and program requirements

This seemingly confused state within the institutions has led, in
conjunction with a societal desire for more information for accountability,
to evaluation methods being placed upon institutions by outsiders. For
example, several states are now experimenting with "rising junior" examina-
tions, designed to measure student attainment of basic information as a result
of the experience of attending colleges for two years ("State Initiatives,"
1985). Other states have placed strong testing requirements on persons
wishing to enter occupations for which previously the only requirement was the
attainment of a college degree in the field; state-level teacher examinations
now being required in many states are examples of this kind of assessment. The
literature reflects the great amount of debate surrounding this trend (Astin,
198S) and signals a continued period of adjustment to externally imposed
criteria. Even among administrators and faculty, there is disagreement about
appropriate methods of assessing student learning. Table 2 from E. El-Khawas,
Campus_ Trends, 1986 illustrates this discussion.

Table 2

Appropriate Methods of Assessing Student Learning

2-Year
Colleges

Mode=
laureate
Colleges

Univer-
sities Total Public

Inde-
pendent

College-level Skills tests 61 70 55 62 62 62
Tests in general education 48 71 51 55 52 59
Comprehensive exams in major 46 82 6- 61 51 73
Attainment of "higher order"
skins in:
Critical thinking 69 89 79 77 73 82
Quantitive skills 74 88 83 80 75 84
Oral communication 83 88 82 84 81 88
Writing 85 91 87 87 84 90

"Value-added" measures 62 80 64 67 65 70
Placement tests, Mathematics 95 95 89 93 98 88
Placement teste, English 95 88 89 92 99 83
Placement tests, Reading 93 78 71 84 93 73

Placement testa, other skills 75 59 64 68 70 65
Pre- & post-tests, rememdial 85 78 67 79 90 66

Note. Weighted survey data (80% response) received from 365 institutions
(129 two-year colleges, 71 baccalaureate colleges, and 165 universities).
Percentage agrees for each type. From Campus T:7ends, 1986, by E. El-Khawas,
p. 15. 1986, August. Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education.
Reprintec by permission.
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These examinations of student performance are also aimed at assessing
how Well institutions are doing their jobs. Especially among state supported
institutions, interest in improved effectiveness and efficiency has grown
dramatically, both as a result of grass roots interest and as a result of
the national level reports on the status of education. The limited resources
on which a state must draw in providing services to its citizens and the
competition for those resources have made the issue of accountability mord
than academic.

Institutions have been undergoing assessment of their effectiveness for
most of their history; Nationally, the process of voluntary accreditation
has for a long time satisfied the state about the_institution's effectiveness.
Now colleges and universities are being asked to demonstrate that they are
doing their jobs, that they are using funds and resources effectively and
efficiently to develop the talent Within a state, on several additional
criteria. Again there is great discussion about which measures are appro-
priate. Table 3 illustratc.s this debate.

Table 3

Appropriate Measures of College Effectiveness

.

2-Year
Colleges

Bacca-
laureate
College8

Univer-
Sitiet Total Public

Inde-
pendent

Retention/graduation rates 89 87 87 88 87 89
Degrees/certificates awarded 78 71 79 76 79 73
Pass rates/prof. licen. exams 82 75 84 80 87 72
Students served 76 69 67 72 77 65
Courses comp./credits earned 81 77 70 77 78 76
Test scores of grads (prof.) 58 65 80 66 67 65
Test scores, other graduates 56 52 67 58 55 61
Other measures of student

learning 75 89 77 80 75 85
Percent going for further ed. 79 71 79 77 76 78
Achievements, recent graduates 75 86 83 SO 75 86
Job placement rates of grads. 92 92 82 90 90 90
Grads' performance on the job 89 78 74 83 86 78
Ratings by graduates 82 82 84 88 91 84
Long-term outcomes of grads 82 95 83 86 81 91
Achievements of faculty 73 83 94 81 80 81
instit; accomplishments in:

.

Grants/contracts 63 53 83 64 67 61
Community services 81 68 85 78 87 67
Research 34 44 87 49 48 49

Note. Weighted survey data (80% response) received from 365 institutions
(129 two-year colleges, 71 baccalaureate colleges, and 165 universities).
Percentage agrees for each measure. From Campus Trends 1986, by B. EI-Khawas,
p. 16. 1986, August. Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education.
Reprinted by permission.
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Faculty Issues

Assessment of institutions and students focuses attention on faculty
and in particular on their roles as instructors. While some trends point to
faculty development issues--tenure, retraining, workloadmany are related to
issues in the assessment area. Among these are part-time faculty, evaluation
and faculty freedoms, and faculty role in governance. The first paragraphs
of this section review these latter issues, while the last paragraphs return
to faculty development issues.

Part=time-Faculty,-GoVernance

The argument for employment of part=time faculty has two main sides.
On one side, there is a strong argument for the effective use of talent,
particularly reaI-worId talent, faculty who are practitioners, and the use
of these faculty on a part-time basis. Practitioners in many fields are
unwilling to take the dramatic cuts in salary required to leave business and
Industry and come to academe. Others lack the necessary academic credentials
but have far more vast knowledge than any amount of graduate training can
provide. These situations enable universities to utilize experts for smaller
investments than would be needed to bring them into the system on a full-time
basis. S!..Ice over 80% of an institutional budget is used for faculty and
other personnel salaries, the salaries needed to attract experts would not
be available under conventional funding systems (Gappa, 1984);

It is estimated that universities now employ one out of every three faculty
on a part=time baSi8 (NCES, 1984 in U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical
Abetract: 1986). Although some of these faculty have selected part-time
status as a retirement or preferred situation, there is mounting evidence that
universities are able to use part-time faculty to their own ends without much
concern for long term development or commitment; Some part-time faculty see
their status as a waiting line function, feeling that they will receive a
fuII-time slot when one becomes available. Regardless of the reason for their
utilization; the number of part-timers has a significant impact on inetitutions.
The following table illustrates the proportion of part-time faculty utilized.

Table 4

Number and Proportion of Part-Time and Full-Time Faculty; Real and Estimated

TO1J4I-

Faculty--
Instructor or AbOve

FacultyIncluding.
-ilmnior Inetructord

# % Increase Full-time % Part=time % Full=time % Part-time %
(000) from 1970 (000) (000) (000) (000)

1960 276 -- 154 65 82 35 162 59 114 41
1970 573 -- 369 78 104 22 383 67 191 33
1976_ 793 38 434 69 199 31 462 58 331 42
1980a 846 48 466 69 212 31 496 59 350 41
1985
Projection 824 44 453 68 210 32 481 58 343 42
1990
Projection" 799 39 441' 68 204 32 468 59 331 41

_Estimated data
bIntermediate aIternutive

Source: Part-time Faculty: Higher Education at a Crossroads by J. M. d appa,
1984, p. 14. Washington, DC: Association for the Study of Higher Education.
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A related problem is the institutional emphasis on the role of
part-time faculty in the quality of the instrUction._ The amount and_
kind Of input from part-tiMe faculty in the inatrUctional program and
the stibsequent_evaluation of their results has come under much attention,
without a consistent conclusion.

The second reason for utilizing part-time faculty is more often the
case and the cause of the concern: part-timers cost the university a great
deaI less than fun-time faculty, and their employment causes relatively
few problems in Iong-term planning. Since institutional budgets will in all
probability continue to be stringent, and enrollments will fluctuate (Leslie,
Kellams, & Gunn 1982), the use of part-time faculty is highly likely to become
an even more prominent feature of higher education.

_The exact dimensions of the problems associated_with part-tine faculty
are framed_by many caveats. DeterMining the workload of part-timers is
difficult because there is no consistent delineation between part- and full-
time status. One estimate puts the number of part-timers at 206,000; the
same study numbers full...timers at 441,000 (NCES, 1982 in U.S. Bureau of_the
Census, Statistical Abstract: 1986). This study and others also show.that
the number.of part-timers is increasing while full-timers are decreasing.

By no Calculation do part-timers perform half the teaching, as their
numbers might indicate. Again, the actual load carried by part-timers is
difficuIt_to determina, but one estimate puts_the load at_about 15% (Gappa,_
1984). _It_is not presumptive to assume that they do not haVe a proportionate
say in instrUctional'and programs matters.

Both full- and_pert7time faculty are concerned over how much say
part-timers should have in the content of their courses and In the overall
curriculum. This tension adds to the feelings of isolation felt by part-
time faculty members (Townsend, 1986). If indeed part-timers are expert_
practitioners, then the argument holds that they have much to offer and should
have a large say. On the other hand, they are often not experienced with
incorporation of pragmatic issues into theoretical frameworks nor at putting
contemporary action into historical perspective. This limits their ability
to design and evaluate curricula;

In addition to concern over academic_and instrUctional matters, there
is concern over the extent of influence of the part-timer in governance Of
the iniatitutions,_their nUMbers on committees, and E0 forth._ EVen if some
indtitutional ratio for raprecsntation can be established, there still dkitt
the legal questions on-the part-time faculty role in terms of collective
bargaining and their rights to contract procedures granted to full.timers
under the property laws (Gappa, 1984). Additionally, there is_some evidence
that evaluation of part-!timers is conducted in dramatically different ways
from that of full-time faculty members4 perhaps because often the student
evaluation is the only factor used.

The procedural issues do not stop at the contract level but have
.influence at levels that affect institutional viability. For_example,_the
number of faculty slots allotted to an institution, and to a:department, i8
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usually calculated on student.demand. These demands fluctuate. Even when
enrollments are increased sufficiently and consistently so that new faculty
slots can be_requested, the time-Iapse between request and the filling of
the slot is too great to meet demand (Leslie et al., 1982). On the system
level, the number of part-time faculty is restricted in some states, and in
states such as California the salaries of part-timers_and full-timers are
set legislatively at differing levels. Finally, funding, in many etates,
has a link to the ratio of full- to part-tite facUltiet. Thie ratio id of
interest to the accreditation review process (Gappa, 1984).

In summary, part-tiMe_faculty are employed by institutions for a number
of reasons. For some faculty it is a matter of choice; for others it is a
necessary holding pattern for future employment. The number of part-timers
will assuredly_increase unless some dramatic restructuring of position
allocation is developed. Regardless., there will always be part-time faculty
who will bring to institutions certain legal and ethical problems, problems
that win continue to influence institutional policies and precedures.

Evaluation an&Academic_Freedom

The 'leveiopment of the tenure system and the tradition of academic
freedom, -.xtginally seen_as faculty's sole protection against_puniehMent for
the_exercise of the inquiring Mind, have largely been replaced by developments
in due process and common_law (Olswang & Lee, 1984). However, increased
fiscal stress and the call for greater accountability are seen by many as -

possible_conStraints resulting in post-tenure evaluation (Licata, 1986) and,
in some interpretationsi_constraints on academic freedom (Olswang & Lee,
1984).

Part of the problem tailgates on tha trends ::ationalIy, and in higher
education in particular, for increased accountubility. Facnity are not at_
such liberty as they once were to develop projocts rAle .7:olnd*:t_research. Many
funding agencies, state and_federai, want more effintt and 7ffective use of
their dollars than certain types of_research_can_p; some_political
considerations are seen as interfering with faculty in xtsearch.

The conflict in goals of institutions and those th. freedom of the
independent schOlar will only become more complicated durin the late 1980s
and early 1990s. Many researchers and observers of thik. utuation ,7tre
concerned that without planning, the conflicts nmy be hanc".a e'. in v-Iy; that
will lower morale and heighten hostility among the "estates" making Insti-
tutions less functional as they respond to internal ane:i nxtarnaI stresses
(Olswang & Lee, 1984).

As faculty have_traditionally expected freedom in research, they have
also_ regarded themselves_as gatekeepers of the profession. They have operated
on the extended guild model even to this day' training, certifying, and hiring
their members (Grace, 1984). It is the faculty who have set the criteria for
promotion and tenure and who utilize peer review in judgment of a member's
achievement as a teacher and researcher. Now the increased interest from the
State and other outsiders in faculty welfare and productivity has increased
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the dimensions of the issue of faculty evaluation and accountability.
Among the more complicated of the areas are faculty workload (Yuker, 1984)
and post-tenure review (Licata, 1986);

The existing fiscal stress suffered by most institutions has caused
re-examination of faculty workloads. With enrollments and funding power
turning downward, faculty employment is shifting to the buyer's market.
"Given decreased mobility and rewards, it is likely that those faculty
[already tenured] will remain in educat4^A at their institutions for another
20 to 30 years" (Brookes & German, 1983, p. 34). Student demand for certain
programs has diminished, and faculty are frequently asked, or required, to
cover wider areas, some of these requiring retraining. 1Thile the courts
have generally affirmed an institution's authority to require faculty to
perform assigned tasks internally, lack of say in determining workload is
thought by many to compromise faculty freedom. Regardless, with the shift
to institutional prerogatives over faculty choice, morale is likely to be
extremely low (Olswang & Lee, 1984).

/t has_long been argued that tenure works against excellence in teaching
and research. _While probationary faculty undergo mandated periodic review;
there are few institutions where,evaluation of tenured faculty's adherence
to the standards required to receive tenure is conducted (Chait & Ford,_
1983). While the issue of who is to do this post-tenure review is in itself
controversiali its current link with retrenchment presents a situation with
little procedural or legal precedent; Other professionals are finding that
our litigation-hungry society is intruding upon traditional professiOnal
disciplinary practices; Periodic review of all faculty by their_peers would
probably be an acceptable compromise between the increasing decline in the
awarding of tenure and the_intrusion of the external reviewer (Bennett &
Chater,_1984); It_is yet to be seen if faculty will be able to continue
to be their own and Sole Sentinels.

iigemer. and Planning

Adoinistxators and facult in :"4tutions of higher education are
experiencing increasingArtrep Orom bcth internal and extern& kources; _The
nature of the student bodyi so %Astly -1-fferent from that with Inioh most
have had experiencei has providvi the opprtu.nity and_indeed tht necessity
for these leaders to reassess mizsion r.Ntt as as instrucl.7:ional
and learning environments; Faclul ise: are mort lifficult to te3olve
within traditional procedures; 6:4tmnd fe-accountability from
the state and federal governnt f.... resources hevo also
brought forth examination of trdlt; t7.:A=es of efficlency
and effectiveness. When the_fa4zilt:: tatr:Atz:x6 are not precrapied
with enhancing_student leer:din s. and. ep-,11.51. '.1-4y must turn thei:7.!._
attention to the vertical strUgglo=, tho 4nd federal agencies that
have become_a part of everyday manacilevy4nt:, .avi nnd decision-making at
college8 and uniVertitiev Olortimeri 197



EvaIuation_of-MIssion-

It is of Use te remind ourselveu that the conflicts over mission and role
exist not only among institutions within states but among the levels of the
hierarchy of higher education: the research university, the comprehensive
institution, and_the two-year college all do some of each other's work. In
most cased, gentlemen's agreements and state board actions can .0:2commodate
the parameters of-the debates. As competition for students increases, there
is little indication that institutions will not continue to step into each
other's territories.

Accountability

In recent studies_of_blueribbon commissions, which are state-level
devices for examining higher education, the researchers bound that issues of
mission occupied a notable portion_of commission recommendations across V-=
states_(DiBiaSiO, 1986; Grace, 1986; Johnson & Marcus, 1986). It is the
stateS,_perdeptions then that institutions_have failed to define and carz,
out their legiSlative missions. The states' interest comes at a time of
increased external scrutiny, when the states are demanding of institut
Mei-6 efficient use of resources given them.

Additionally, states have increased their demand for measurea thiU
efficiency; Not only is_there increasing_intereSt ih hoW_ftridd art uSed, bUt
there is also increased_inquiry into_how institutions define the eicce.11ence
of,the_product they produce.In addition to the concern for how faculty spend
their_time, as discussed earlier* MUch Attention is being focused on student
competency and Student development (Garland, 1985; Whitman, SpendIovei &
Clark, 1984).

SeVeral states are now requiring or at least experimenting with comPe -
tende testing, be it "rising junior" exams or demonstrated writing proficiency
before graduation can occur. These intrusions are the state's_extension_of
its role in commerce and certain_public weIfare_roIes vhere entering profes-
sionals are required to_pass Iicensing_examinations befOre undertaking the
practice of that profession in the state. There is_indreaSihg eMphaSiS On
competency at graduation, competency_that refleCtt intellectual development
that can be measured by some standard.

For a long time, administrators have measured institutional effectiveness
by student outcomes measures: job placement rates, retention mnd graduation
rates, alumni ratings, and long-term outcomes of students (El-Khawas, 1986).
The numerous quality rankings of institutions, ail but a few focusing only
on prestigious research universities, use faculty research productivity at an
almost sole criteria for measuring excellence (Conrad & WilSon, 1985; Webster,
1981). Other measures are used by various other agencies and associations,
but most variables describe outcomes measures. There is a movement to address
process as a measure, but it has yet to gain popularity or understanding with
either outsiders or the academic community (Astin, 1985). It is logical,
then, to see that although states are searching for effective measures of
institutional productivity, there is some difficulty in identifying_measures.
This problem has gained much attention of late. It is yet to be resolved
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whether institutions will be able to devise sufficient evaluation programs
that will demonstrate to state and other funding agencies that productivity
is high and quality is being obtained through effective use of resources.

These increased demands for'accountability and_excellence have emphasized
the need for institutions_to engage more seriously in planning._ The need
for creative fiscal planning and_management has always been a high i*iotitk
but_now appears to have changed its focus:_ many institutions find they are
no_longer concerned with_increasing their bUdgett, but are simply trying to
retain the previous fdnding level. In a recent ACE survey, 12% of_the public
institutions surveyed reported a decrease in their overall budget (El-Khawas,
1986). Thie tten4 when considered with decreased federal support; especially
student financial aidi and increased costs of instruction and research has
set the agendas of administrative calendars for some time to come.

New Students, New_Faculty

The changing nature of the student body_has also brought pressure on
the planning of institutions. Nontraditional ntudents taking new programs
using nontraditional schedules have caused iluititutions_to restructure whole
programs to_meet the demand. _While the demand is iMMediate, the ability
of_institutions to respond quickly is hampered by traditional processes
and policies. Many changes in curriculum and instructional materials, for
example, cannot be made witho!' higher level approval, a process requiring
far too much time for a servi;, organization.

New faculty should be hired to teach the new students in the new
programs. In fact, there_are few new faculty slots available_in_most_insti-
tutions. The faculty continue to gray at a rate that alarms both retirement
planners and faculty_chairs_(3roOkes & Germanl 1983). Institutions seek
creative ways_to staff popular programs that_have not been officially blessed
with increased resources. The use of pert-timers may solve immediate needs,
and utilizing contractual faculty may delay decisions to restructure faculty
tenure systems, but_personnel problems may develop. A faculty may be split
phile,sophically by differing legal and traditional workload evaluation
criteria. Yeti the use of part..time and contractual faculty seems inevitable
as a response to fluctuating fiscal support and changing demographics. Of all
institutions, 80% report using contractual arrangements for faculty_currentlY
(ElKhawas, 1986). Thede faculty usually have_very_different_expectations
of continuation of employment than do tenured faculty; Adminiatratort haVe
become personnel experts in staffing the faculty.

Intrestructtres

One of the most neglected areas of responsibility for administrators is
the physical plant that houses the learning academy. Deferred maintenance
and capital construction continue to rank very low in budget monies allocated
by states. It is the safety and instructional standards that concern adminis-
trators for the most part, but it is the esthetics that bother the development
director who must answer to disappointed graduates and prospective students.



In_Crumbling Academe (1984), Harvey Kaiser estimates that capital
fddilities would require a $78.6 billion dollar investment by colleges and
universities just to bring them up to current construction.standards the
average_cost for a research university would be $70.4 million; _This valuable
investment of dollars ;ill higher education is generally ignored by govetning
boards and state legislatures. _Procedures for dealing with tapital matters
are often complicated and archaic; _moat suttee Still require university_
requests for construction to be reviewed in the same matter as the requests
for_prisons and parkt, a system which.does not support response to changing
technolOgy and_atudent_demand. Meanwhile, accreditation and high-technology
programs are_threatened by institutions' inability to guarantee appropriate
physidal fadilities.

Support

Outside challenges also concern administrators.. The gloving toonomy
means less employment for graduates and less money for research and from
donors. Relationships with federal and state agendies are not viewed as
positively at they were at one time (El7Khawas, 1986). EffOrts to reduce
the federaI_budget_are seen as threatening to student financial aid and to
developing inStittitiOhs._ Increased accountability and diminished resources
have made the dtate=institution relationship less mutual;

AdMinistrators have had to develop creative approaches to financing
the effOrts of their institutions, activities costly in time and reaources.
In the meantime, traditional demands remain. Accreditation visits fill
administrators' calendars. _The need to be active in the politioai arena
occupies much of the time that is left. Faculty; staff_vand ttudentd.deddhd
more attention and time in_the_decision-making arena. The struggles among
the horizontal estates distract_from the vertidal contetts. Administrators
find it difficult to haVe enough time to decide on the priorities for their
institutions;

Zetderthip

Administrators face critical management and planning tasks in the future.
The traditional route to administration through the faculty ditcipline will
be less likely than the formal training in management, especially businett.
Entrepreneurial skills will be among those most_soughti_and sucdettful
administrators will be able to wear many hats (cope, 1981).

Much has been written on leadership and its use_in organizations and in
higher education. Certainly, the role has_taken on_dimentions never imagined
at the_University at Bologna; Tbe_trend of skepticitm toward institutions
of_higher education_and the intrUsion into the ivory tower have challenged
the skills of even the greatest of academic leaders. Presidents have_shorter
and shorter tenuret ih_officeATrow, 1985). Academic administrative positions
go not necettatily to disciplined faculty but to persons trained in business
organiZatiOn theory and higher education administration (Fife, 1986).

Demonstration to benefactors and believers that_institutions of higher
education continue to be both servant to and leader in society will no longe:::
be a luxury but a survival skill.
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Program Characteristics

The national-level calls for quality have focused particular attention
on what programs and courses stvdents are taking in ccIlege; Mcny of the
recommendations from the national-level study groups have suggested reform
of the curriculum, returning to_an emphasis on a_core_curriculum_whicak
has_as_its basis the liberal arts. Changes in student demand and in the
technology of instruction have made a return diffiCult at beet.

-StUdent-DeMaild

Students are attending college with an eye to attaining occupational
skills. They take those programs which tend to guarantee higher paying jobs:
business, computer science, the techs, and pre-professionaI curricula like law
and medicine. In 1977, Astin reported that careers in business, homemaking,
and college teaching showed the most gains in student undergraduate choices.
Loss was substantial for careers in engineering, school teaching, and medical
and scientific research. In 1983, computer science and business showed
increases while education and the social sciences showed decreases in number
of degrees granted (NCES, 1986, in U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical
Abstract: 1_986). The curricula with the less proportion.of liberal arts
are more popular with students.

Although the nature_of the general education reqr.I:ement of curricula
it Still joiddiy discussed, there is lens interest in Increasing program
requirements (El-KhAwas, 1986). However, almost 60% of institutions surveyed
by ACE report that they are calsidering Changes in their academic programs.

The disprrity between student demand and the direction of curricula
reform will no doubt strengthen a Iong-term trend of student demand for
relevance.

Technology_aflstruction

Educationa:, delivery systems will be affected in numerous ways over the
next decade. Somla changes are trend-related; some are parc of the evolving
technology of .,rsnction.

The changing nature of the student body will csuse 5%ifts :11 delivery
c: advcational material. The trend towarc pert-time attenearcl:! will cause
intltutions to expand the instructional day either by ecnuIing_more-
ptegr4zL in the evening and on weekends or by providing leIf-paced instruction
for par if programs (Johnson, 1984). Th.,:re are impli,.:ations for management,
staffing, and quality contr. when the tradition& instructional block is
altered.

The-new and expanding toT3hno7ogy will provide eltornative methoda of
instruction._ 17,_ radio, and nau,peper cotzzses he.ve been utilized for some
time._ Now lAnLs by home telephone with lectures and computers can enable
a stndent to participate in the inflormation exchange on entirely different
level& than before. Additionally, more otud<r.Ints are entering college with
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sophisticated computer skills, causing curricula to be updated and advanced
and instructional methods radicalized. The implications for fiscal support
of Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) and for faculty retraining are great
(Weathersby & Tarrele, 1980).

While institutions are not generally structured legally_or pragmatically
to respond quickly to these_changes, private_and_corporate_education programs
are (Johnson, 1984). They have no long and involved procedures for ordering
computers on bid_nor any_faculty committees to approve updated_course content.
Their response tLme can bring programs closer_to the_cutting edge and td
student demand._ In addition, business and_induStry have-opted for home=groWn
education for their employees (Morse, 1984).

One study estimates the amount of effort toward employee training and
education to have been in excess of $30 billion in 1980 (Morse, 1984).= This
figure is half of what is spent in traditional higher education in the same
year. While certain training must remain on-the-job, there is an obvious
market for much of the training and education of American workers._ That
business_and_industry_have chosen to seek this_training in_other than tradi-
tional situations or_have_created their own colleges is not an endorsement
of American higher education.

Much of this seemingly specialized educational experience is pragmatic
and therefore restrained by traditional theory and general education pre-
requisites. Biit a significant nutber of older learners, and high_school -

youth who are without job skills, see_corporate education and that provided
by proprietary schools as meeting some very real needs. This meeting of
student expectations and-needs will no doubt continue to help expand the
share of the higher education market taken by these nontraditional systems.
Administrators of colleges and universities are reconsidering_whether they
wish to market their institutions toward this mission. If not, the_trend
toward corporate college and proprietary school education will continue;

Conclusion

Many trends must be considered when planning for the future for higher
education in the next decade. There is general agreement that the college,
the student, and the curriculum as we have known them are changing. It is
hoped that the change is evolutionary, that no revolution will be necessary.
Evolutionary change means that we will be able to use the new technologies
to enhance instruction, to provide students with occupational and liberal
arts skills, and to staff our_institutions with the best faculty. Also we
must develop better methods of assessment of what we do in institutions of
higher education, in order to manage and piaa for the future of institutions
and society as well as we have in the past. Riding on the crest of the
tidal wave may be stressful, but only from up there can we get the proper
perspective on what needs to be done in higher education in the 1980s and
1990s.
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EDUCATION AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY: WHAT ARE THE QUESTIONS?

Donald P. Ely
Director, ERIC Clearinghouse on Information_Rasourcet

School of Education, Syracuse University

One of the most interesting buttons_being worn at a recent education
convention read:_ "TECHNOLOGY IS THE ANSWER! But What Was the Question?"
There is more than momentary humor in that catchy phrase; it could well be
the slogan for the various movements which have brought their technologies
to education. These "solutions" were seeking linkages with problems that
would make the technology of the moment the beachhead of a new movement.

Thomas Edison Said in 1922i "I believe that the motion picture is
destined to revOlutionize our educational system and that in a feu years it
will supplant largely, if not entirely, the use of textbooks" He follOWed
in the_traditiOn Of the mid-fifteenth_century professors who beMeaned the
invention of printing because it would do away with the need for leCtUret.
POSt=Werld Wet II pronouncements of panaceas were hastened by_rapidly
develOpihg inventions such as television, programmed_ihttrUCtieh, end
CoMputers. The prophets do not cease nor_do they reduce their endless
quest for the machine or technique that will bring aboUt the next revolution
in education. They are among us today.

The latest prophets are the microcomputer advocates who demonstrate
some of the same characteristics as their earlier colleagues who believed
that one medium_or &nether Was About to_revolutiohize education. They feel
that they have discovered a device or medium that will engage learherit_as no
teacher had ever done before; they see potential_for_optimum learning by_
creating refilicable inStructionaI packages_that can be used thrOughoilt the
nation; and they feel that the use of microcomputers id Cohdidteht with the
AMeriden payche, which embraces new technologies ag_heW religions. There is
nothing 'wrong" about these perceptions; they are aiMply naive in light.of
the history of innovations in schools;

Some of the same patterns_were evident when educational radio, silent
and sound motion pictures, Slides and filmstrips, overhead projectors,
language laboratories, and programmed instruction were introduced to_the
education establidhMent. These technologies were diffused and installed.
Teachers than adapted_them to fit their individuaI_styIes. Ih Mbar-oil-Sea
they have becedne an additive or enrichment resource. Seldom haVe they
achieved the status of an integral_component_in a curri.culUM Or learning
system in the schools. Now microcomputers_have come alohig_ and teachers are
once_ again faced with decisions_about how to_incorpOrdte this new technology
ih their instruction. If they are confronted With the same limitations that
they faced in previous_similar_situations,_they Will find that they have
insufficient skills, little time,_and limited resoUrces. _They also will be
responsible for classes of 25 to_35 learners) probably the single most
significant deterrent to innovation in the American classroom.
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Holloway (1984) advances_some propositions regarding factors which
affect the use of technology in education.

o TedhniCal_artifacts do not .=iginate in education nor are they
intended for teaching or learning.

O Initial uses of technical devices are designed for the general
consuser market industry, government, or the military.

o The use of technical devices in education te_determined by SAlee in
other sectors--and sales are slower in educatiOn than in Other
sectors;

o Technical_devides must be adapted for edit-cation; they cannot simply
be adopted. (p. 40)

Technology in education has evolved from audiovisual media to "new
information technology [which] is founded upon recent development in three
fieldS: computers, microelectronics, and telecommunications" (Hawkridge,
1983, p. 330). The primary significance of technology, however, lies not in
the equipment, but in how it is used.

A Matter of Definition

The word "technology,"_then, is confuSing sinde_it May ideAh Social
technique, a procedure for_task analysis,_ any applied acience, a rigid
procedure, or equipment_and related artifactt. Each view has a set of _

perceptions and expectations. Each has important_messages. If we use the
word "techholov" as a shorthand reference, we must be clear which definition
and dondorns are referenced or discourse will simply turn to disagreement"
(Holloway, 1984, p. 3).

The potential for misunderstanding technology in edudatiOn ttema from
the obvious manifestations of its presende--the equipment.

The confusion over definition is an iseue_of lchig Atehdih4. It is
basically a conflict_between product (hardvare) Ahd lorcideSS (softWare).
In its best usage, the definition is a blend Of the two which has been
cogently stated by the Presidential Commission on Instructional Technology
(Tickton, 1970):_ "[Instrtdtional technology] is a systematic way of
desighihg, carrying out, and evaluating_the total process of learning and
teadhing in terms of specific objectives, based on research in_human learning
and_ communication evA employing a combination of human and nonhuman resourceS
to bring about more effective instruction" (p. 21). It Is in thit vein that
the term is used in this chapter.

"What Was the Question?"

The "qtestion" should have addressed the vay ih Witch lie/kiting_ deJuld be
improved by helping each individual_to_become increaSingly reSpondible for
his/her own learning.. Instead, most of the research focuded on domperidond
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between "traditional" teaching and teaching performed by medium x, medium y
or medium z. Te results were uniform: no significant difference. Schramm'
summary of research (1977) is often quoted: "A teacher can feel a great
deal of confidence that motivated students will learn from any medium if it
is competently used and adapted to their needs" (p. 267). This analysis
leads o the conclusion that it is the systematic design_andase of hardware
and software which determines the effectiveness, efficiency and quality of
instruction and learning. Clark (1983) states the conclusion:

Five decades of research suggest that_there are no learning
benefits to be gained from employing different media in instruction,
regardless of their obviously attractive features or advertised
superiority....The best current evidence is that mia are mere
vehicles that deliver instruction but do not influence student
achievement any more than the truck that delivers our groceries
causes changes in our nutrition. (pp. 445, 450)

The Issues-, -Then

Although there are myriad questions which need to be explored regarding
the role and use of technology in education; it is the issues that will be
analyzed in this chapter. The previous discussion provide8 a cOnteXt for
the analyses which follow.

o There is an acceptance of technology by our society but a reluctance
to use it as an integral part Of the teaching and learning process.

o In education, as in society, technology has a potential for helping
to create excellence as well as mediocrity.

o Education/information technology is a likely vehicle for teaching
problem-solving.

o Sbftware abounds but quality is scarce.

These issues, all interrelated, wiII be discussed one by one.

Societal Accoptance; Eduzational-Reluctanea

This era has been called the information age_ No wonder. In the
western world we have access to more information than at any time in history.
The daily newspaper (and sometimes two or three) is augmented by journals
and magazines of every description. Radio is ubiquitous--in the car, in the
shower, and as we walk. Television comes to the home by satellite, multiple
channels of and_by ordinary tzansmitters. And if that is insufficient
there is alway8 the videotape recorder with its endless library of video-
cassette8. Once the information seeker leaves home, there are the library,
the muSeum, and the night school. Once in the library, there is access to
2,590 databases (Williams, 185), each with its own specialization. This
Wealth of information has been referred to as an "explosion," a "flood," and
an "overload." Yet it continued to grow.
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The computer has become the Instrument and symbol of the information
age; _It ttia id becoming ubiquitous and is directly responSible for producing
more information in more places than any instrUMeni:_tinde the printing
press. The computer has been widely adopted by business, indtetry, medicine,
the military, government,_ and other_sectors of society' without much
reslstance; Its capacity for handling, storing, and retrieving information
in a timely and useful manner_hAve made a place for this amazing tool.
When combined with telecommunication systems, the computer is extended to
other locations and_has developed expanded utility. The computer hat,
entered the home and even the sdhools.

In what deems_to be a relatively short time period, the MidrOCOMputer
has found ite_Way into over 90% of the public schools in the United_States
(Hoed, 1985; Quality Education Data, 1985). With an average_of_eight
miCrOCOMpilters per school building,,there_is_a "micre=intenSity" (school
ehttaltOnt divided by microcomputers available for inStruction) of one_
tiCrodemputer for every 63i5_students_(Hood,_1985, p. 30). The_nUmbers tell
us that there are more than half_a_million titrocomputers in the elementary
and secondary classrooms of the United Stated. We do not know how they are
used; by whom they are u2pd; fer how long; and with what results. But they
are there and are presumably being used in some fashion.

It is natural to turn to research sources to see if usage information
can_be found._ A_review of two decades of ressarch_on computer beeed
instructiOn (CBI) by Hasselbring (1984) condIuded that

There is evidence that computers can be used te effedt_positive
Student gains in all curricular areas, but especially in math. It
also seems that CBI ts especially powerfUl fbt digadvantaged and
students with learning difficultieS....The_greatest gains from the
use of the computer seem to occur when it is integrated thoughtfully
into the on-going curritUlUm and not ueed as xw replacement for
existing courses; (p. 15)

Naron and EsteS (1985) confirm Hasselbring's conclusion_in an in=depth
study of 25 educational institutions in which_trends and policies regarding
technology in the schools were identified._ Rogers and his associates at the
Institute for CoMmunication Research at stanford University (1985) used a
case_study approach_to investigate the_process_of_adopting MitrodoMputers
and incorporating their use in the curricula of nine high SChoOla in the
San Francisco Bay area. Some_of_the Ifindings were surpriting in that schoolF
in thia area are normally considered to be in the Vanguard of new technology:

1. About half the schools studied acquired edudational mini-
computers and microcomputers largely due to external pressure
from gifting corporations, parent84_or students, not because
educators decided that the neW Madhines represented a better
way to present instrUCtion.

2. The usual level of school planning is insufficient to adapt
microcomputere to the curriculum.
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4. The educational microcomputer is still a "fragile" innovation,
but it is probably not a fad that will pass from thc, :z,chool
scene in a decade or tWo.

7. Given_the rapid evolution of microcomputers zind courseware,
and the explosion of teaching applications--I:ZteraiIy_from
arithketic to zoology--instructional use of the computer has
yet to become in the_high_schools studied. Nor are
applications to stabilize for several more yeare.
(pp. v-vii)

_It is likely that Rogers' findings would be_generalizable to other_
school settings. We are left with the paradox_ of a society in which the
information level outside the classroom ia :Mich higher than inside; where
technology has_ become a way of_life_in commerce, government, health care;
and the military, but not in the schools. W'tv11 it does find its way into
education settingo, technology is additive and not integrative, an artifact
of our times trying tb fihd a place for itself in an established institution
that haa been nOted for its resistance to innovation.

These realities have been acknowledged by a National TasX Force on
Educational Technology established by_the United States_Department of
Education (Ridley, 1986). The Task Force report calls for a_trantformation
of American education through deliberate and appropriate applications of
technology to the teaching and learning process. It sees five major uses
for technology in education:

o To develop basic knowledge and skills more efficiently than is
possible with conventional instruction.

o To teach higher order concepts and reasoning skills that are more
difficult to develop.without the technology.

o To develop an understanding of information technology and its uses
in Society and the workplace.

o To develop proficiency in applying computers and related technolo4ies.

o To enable teachers_to manage a mastery leathing environment in which
learning is tailored to fit each ottdent'S neadd. (p. 61)

The Task Force's recommendations would help to bring about these goals
through planning for_mastery learning that would allow students to progress
independently according to their own abilities; financing of computerbased
education as_a_ central and continuing aspect of the school budget; _teacher
education_vhich_vould prepare teachers to use technology in_an optimum_fashion
for teaching and_management; curriculum and instructionalpractices which
are based on_active and interactive learning at_a_rate which ia appropriate
for each student; and research- develo :sent :_evaluation---and-disteMihatieh_
Which include studies in_ cognitive science, artificial intelligence, learning
theory, and classroom apPlications of improved software baited on the
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research (RidleV, 1986). Thege recommendations, ifplemented, VOUld go a
Iong way toward correcting some of the mistakes of the past and Opening up
new opportunities for schools to join the information societV.

as-Mediedrity

The benefits of technology can be readily_observed in medicine,
transportation, communication, and commerce; likewise questionable conse-
quences can be seen in pollution,_delaVed traffic on land and in the air,
and computer errors. Technology_is essentially neutral; It can be a
tool to help people become more hdbant_Since it will perform mundane and
repetitious tasks. _Some tasks are_performed better by people and some by
machines; A technological apprOadh is the interaction of individuals,
materials, and machines in a SVIttematic fashion to achieve predetermined
ends.

Education id Still largely labor intensive Most conceptS Of education,
in the institUtional_Sen6e, focus on the teacher and a group:of StUdents.
The_conventional wisdom is that the smaller the group Of students, the
better the teaadhing will_be. One on_one is considere(' to be the epitome--
a personal tutor. There is very little data tO support these premises;
A good teacher can be good with one or one hOndred students; a poor teacher
does not improve with reduced numbers of StUdents.

The-ideal of a personal-tutor fOr every student is economicaly_not
fecsible. But_an,indlvidUaliZed learning program is possible if technOlOgy
is a part_of_the system design. The new_concept calle_for teachers to be
managers of learning rather than dispensers of information. Thid dontot
calls for use of_a Variety of resources geared to each StUdent'S_heedt. It
must be systematically organized to let the teacher do what teadhers do
best--motivate, encourage, respond to difficult questiOns==and the machines
to do what they_de best--present information,_drill and practice, assist
in problem-sOlVing. Teachers are_thus freed from ballad presentation of
instruction and supervision and devote_their time to sMall group activities
and individual interaction with students.

Many of the technological trendS in_edUcation point toward improved
efficierciesi effectiveness and, eventually, excellence in learning (Ingle,
1984).

se=ofAnass-media-hat-deoreased in favor of sonal_midia-ift-the
instructional-prOteta. _Even though television is available to abdUt 71% Of
teachers nationwide, :wily about 30% are regular users, mostly in eletentary
schools (RiccObbne, 1984). The use of instructional_televidion *Meng
elementary_teachtrs declined significantly from 42% in 1977 to 33% in
1982783, while microcomputer use in elementary_schools increased from 11%
in 1981 tb 82% in 1984 (Hood, 1985)._ It is_likely that as size and cost
are reduced, individual students will have their oWn devices for personal
ute in school and at home.
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_Use=of-technology---Vations adtinistrative and management functions
has_-_Increased_in-eduCatiOn. Most sdhools used technology in the office
before the_dlasSrOOM. Prot the old central sound systems and telephone
intercOm, the_Sch0Ol office graduated to data processing_Lequipment for
student records and_, most recently, to modern computers for_grade_reports,
test analysis,_and budget management. The mission of technology in the
school office its clear because its purpose is known; it is leas clear in
the classroom.

There has been 1_212412
new technolo
products and services. An example of the_blendinq it the use of telephones
with microcomputers to form electronid netwOrks. _Sixteen-millimeter
educational films are now_available in_SeVeral Videocassette formats and
are sometimes shown on cable SySteMS_Viithin the school or school district
if proper copyright clearandet haVe been arranged. Videocassette recorders
make possible_more versatile_ Ude Of the Medium than earlier versions which
were broaddaSt 011_8 fiXed schedule. These flexibilities permit new
perceptions of media Ube ieithin a technological framework.

ionts betWeen media as
ies are amal amated_with old_stedia-to- d-neW information

-Greaer Simplidity and lower costs of technoIogicalproducts_Lare
-.1.1.11abili_-useartheldaffordability_for educational
ptattitioner. Availability is an important key to use and affordability
Makes oroducts_available. Most of the research on innovations in education
revel, hat cost is not a primary deterrent tO edOpticin and implementation
of -.,-:;o7ation; leadership and commitMent are more iMportant. But cost
certinly has to be a factor; EVen_thOUgh need is demonstrated or advocacy
is strong, the money has it, be_fonnd to pUrchase the equipment and materials.
One of the greatest fallacieS in repOrting educational innovations is that
acquisition_of the Madhind8 is tantamount to comprehensive adoption. It is
assumed_that all atipedts.of the tnnovation will follow. This is simply not_
true; _The_adqUiSition of the product is an outward symbol of innovation and
bearS little reSemblance to how they are being used or what results are
being Obtained.

There is customized development_of_localIy_produced-Materiald designed
for specialized instructional_requirements for-specialearners. The
passage of Public Law 94-142, the EducatiOn for All Handicapped Children
Act, requires teachers of handicapped learherd to develop Individual
Education Programs (IEP8) fOr dadh Student. This concept of individualized
learning_has been the ideal Of_edUcatorgi for many decades. Now, by public
law,_it is required and_toMe edudatdra and parents are asking, why not for
all learners, not jdathandidapped individuals? Special education teachers
and others who are *A:irking With handicapped children have accepted mediated
instruCtion_as_a neceasary and desirable part of the IEPs. _When the IEP i8
considered in_itJ totality, it is an expression of applied_technology_ where
people, Materialt, machines, and methods interact in a systematic fashion
to_bring about desired outcomes. With computers, microelectronics) and__
teledOmmunicationsi the technology will become more 80phistidated_and, if
properly integrated, lower in cost. There are three basic technological
configurations which determine the cost, effectiveness and, eventually,
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the quality of teaching and learning: additive, integrated, and independent
(Wilkinson, 1984).

_ In the additive_approach; materials are added to regular_intitruction as
supplementary or_enrithMent activities and are not necessary for the achievement
of basic instructiOnal outcomes. The use of media is dependent on the
classroom teather, apes not have a significant impact On Student achievement,
and represents An added expense for the educational Oyetem.

_In the,integrated approach; carefully_seledted or produced materials
are_integrated into regular instruction and proVide an essential element
leading to the achievement of basit_educational oUtcOMes. This approach
represents an additional cost for the OChddl System and requires extensive
planning and preparation on the part of the teacher, but has the potential
of creating a significant increase in student achievement.

_ In_the independent approach, instruction is_redesigned so_that badic
instrucfional_outcOmed are achieved through the active_interaCtion of
students_and inStrUttional materials without the direct interVention ot the
classroom_teacher. AlthOUgh this approach represents a majOr initial cost
to the school SysteML it has the greatest potential for intreasing the
cost-effectiVeness Of education.

There is a reater ush fortechnol--1441-Aliteracy" among students;
teathett-, and administrators. Fourteen stated_noW require some work in
tOmputer science and 28 more are considering simir requirements. Educators
foresee the need for technoIogital literacy to be ra to live and work in
an information society but there is no agreement o what constitutes compUter
or_technoIogical literaty. Eadh State and many school systems are creatitig
their own definitiOnS and syllabi. The ERIC system has many dOCtUdelitS
and journal_referentee on this topic. Computer literacy'fOr Students also
gives rise t0 the question about computer literacy fOr teachers. Geisert
and Futrell (1984) call for knowledge of computer& Safficient for the_use
teachers Will_Make of them. The teacher of compUter ecience or_programming
obvioUtly heeds more technical knowledge than her/hid peer whose students_
will Ude tOmputers only for drill and practice br other classroom exercises.

There is greater use of educatiOnal tedhnology in cIassrooms_and
homes by individual teachereehd-learners. Over 90% of the elementary and
secondary schools in the_United Stated have microcomputers (Hood; 1985;
Quality Education Data, 1905). Three-fourths of all schools have One Or
more videotape recorders_ (RiccOboho, 1984). _Television_mOnitoris are also
being used to receiVe cable signals and, to a lesser eXtent satellite
signals. The_SaMe MOnitors can be used as display screess for microcomputers.
Home use of MiCrocomputers is increasing and the prOdUCtS of technology have
become integral parts of almost every household in America, whether rich or
poor; urban or rural.
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I4iticatricmVInformation Techno3ogy is a Likely Vehicle_for_Teaching
Problem Solving

When technology is considered as_a_process, it -id prOblet=ablVing.
John Kenneth GaIbraith(1967, p. 12) defined teChnelegy as "the systematic
application of scientific or other_organized ktOWledge te practical tasks."
In education, the "practical tasks" are focused on learning and it is the
systematic use of technology that can facilitate the attainment of those
tasks The process of stating a problem, analyzing_its components; creating
aIternative_soIutions, and tetting them for the most cost-effective solution
is the way technology works in any sector of society. Technology is the
tool of problem-solving.

In_education; after basic dkilIs are attained; one of the Meat
frequently sought-after goals is the ability to solve_problems._ PrObleM=
SelVing is a form of inquiry in which the learner_MuSt adk the "tight"
questions. Formulating these questions is often_in ittelf a difficult task
but there is no end to the number of_questions that Can be aSked -once the
problem is_clear. The resources used to answer the questions may give_rise
to more questions andihelp to sharpen the_fOCUE. Resources include the
teacher and other school support personnel such as the school library media
specialist; Additional assistance can come from specially designed learning
materials and from_information databases. It is at this point that the
products of technology enter_the_ picture. The National Task Force on
Educational TechnolOgy.sees it this way:

AlternatiVe learning methods and procedures have begun to emerge
that premide many learning options. It is becoming clear that
IndiVidual learners (and teachers) need no_Ionger to conferk
to one standard teaching/learning_pattern for all._ Progretd den
be custom-designed for each individual learner. _When technology,
the tool, helps make_such learning not only pOSSible but univer-
sally achievable, the educational_system of the future will be
within reach. (Ridley; 1986, p. 60)

Computer technology is especially adaptable to helping learners
gain higher order thinking skills. Through the use of artificial intelli-
gence, simulations, and games, the learner developsreasoning abilities;
For example,_the computer can simulate laboratory experiments in biology and
chemistry._ Higher Order thinking skills are those that learners use tO
analyze and synthesize information.

_The goal is to develop thinking ability; the ability tO C6OlitrUct
Ophisticated associations_between ideas._ For example,_it_id fine for
Students to "learn"_individual pieces_of_information like Ilttorical dates;
Mathematical formulasi_or_scientific facts. _But MOrd impottant is the
ability to associate_facts and_creatt a thetiir==Whether that be an historical
argument, a mathematical principle, or a Scientific hypothesis (Pogrow,
1985);



There_are many programs avai1able and being leveloped to help learners
acquire and preetide problem solving skills (Pogrow, 1985, p. 29). The
microcoMputer is One of the best vehicles for delivering instruction in this
area.

The information database, usually accessed-by a computer terminal, is a
major resource for locating information WhiCh_WIll help to answGz_questions
and thus solve problems; Just as_a library shelf offers extensive_informa-
tion between the covers of_related volumeS, to the_database provides facts
and figures, usually in a defined subject area. Medicine, law, and education
have professional databatet, While the general public usually seeks infor=
mation of a more_general nature from specialized databases which_include
information abott_traVeli consumer goods, and current_events._ It it In the
ute_of tiwte databates that students acquire some of the_ probleM SOlVing
skill8 that _they Will.use in future settings;, Again, asking the_"right"
questiOnd, choosing key words, and combining logical concepts helps to gain
information that might lead e thesolution of probleMs. _These resources
perMeate the college and IL ersity library and ate_benoming more popular in
public libraries. The next front/er_is_thetChoOl library media centere
Some_homes are already equipped to dOdatabadd Searching with microcomputers
having communications capabilitieS._ The treAde are cit:iar, according to
Raymond Neff, Assistant Viad ChaltcollOr of Information Systems and Technology
at the University 0f Califbenia at Berkeley.

Libraries are taking on_compters_to provide a higher:level of
inforMation service; one that adds4nformation manipulatiOn te
other tervices....Libraries are providing access to computeriZed
databases and are offering new_services_to users to_assist them jn
customizing the output of database_retrieWil;_regardless of
whether data are textual, numerical, or graphical. (Neff, 1986,
pp. 8, 9)

_With these powerfuI:resoUrCet at the doorstep of education, the issue
becomes one of how to help tea-cher-6 and students use them in an optimum
fashion;

The Quality of Inttructional Software

One Of the Most common cries for quality is in regard to SOftWard for
microcomputert. /n an interview for a recent_publicatiOn Of the Atdrican
AsseniatiOn of School 't.dristrators (NeilI, 1984),_David_Moursund1 President
Of the International_Cotal for Computers in EducatiOn, indicated that
there has been an_increase of_Ngood" microcomputer software from 5% to
about 25% over the past few years. Earlier,_Pighton (1984) reported that
"only 10% of the available mtteriaIs_are_satitfaCtory for effective CAI"
ip._449). Despite slight improvement, the problem persistse _Attempts to
improve software quality are_beimq Made in the research and development
efforts of instructional designers Who are testing models of Instruction for
learning concepts. SUCh researtherk as Merrill; Reiveluthi_and Tennyson
have translated knowledge of how learners acquire concepts into rules for
designing effectiVe inttructional materials. These rules form a -set of
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instructions_that have been tested and rev! -d to create a validated model
(Gerlach, 1984); Some of the researoh beiz onducted at the Educational
Technology Center at the Harvard Graduate School of Education is seeking
similar goals in the teaching of Mathematics and science (Schwartz, Davidson,
& Dickenson, 1985);

What is quality Software? Quality varies depending on the objectives,
the characteriatica oZ learners, and the relationship of the material to the
context of learning. Therefore, definitions of qual;ty have tc be set
locally. Some software reviews are consistently high; some are Some
developer:4 of software have consistently high scores in publishet2 .o-aluations.
Those organizations and programs which receive th*-le high ratings should be
reviewed carefully to determine the reasons for their success.

School districts should determine_Where products are m7,ded.and the
form they should take. Efforts tO eValuate the effectiven software
should continue and be expanded in COOperation with the software developers.

Research on what "iltitke" Should be encouraged with special attentioh to
younger children WhoSe learning:patterns are established euring tt". first
few years_ of achbOling. Dissemination of research findings through Chant:618
that roach teachers should be pursueth

SOthe of the bes 'nformation is obtained when software is actually tried
out with the learner: AC whom it is intended. SUCh validation data goes a
long way tb_improve ;tructional_producta and to provide useful data for
teachers_who are co specifiC prOdUcts. Agencies which are currently
evaluating software usually ate- for aCtdal nee data. Published evaluations_
com organizations like_the Editional Product Information Exchange (EPIE)
nd MicroSIFT htlp in the OftWard selection process, but the number of
software packageS eValnated_iS only a small fraction of those available on
the market; Extendion of these services would serve education well;

Flnal- Words

TOffler'S "third wave" is lapping on the shores of education._ SOMe of
the_sandS are Shifting and the stones are bearing the marks_of_tethholOgy'S
lapidary wheel. There has been no major_reorientation of the beach, but the
Wind and water of time have left their_marks; Evolution will continue
unless_some cataclysmic event shifts directionS and new forms emerge. It
is likely that computers, microeleCtronicS, and telecommunications will be
that force in education.

The prognosis is for clear Skies and a gentle breeze. The products of
technology have established beachheadd. Supporters abound. Money does not
seem to be a major obstacle. The sands are shifting and there are only a
few footprints along the new windswept beach. Is permanence ever possible?

We haVe reited the specter of Santayana's admonition that those who
have_not learned from history are condemned to repeat it._ _TeChndlOgy Should
not determine educational goals; but it can be used to achieve them. Past
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forays_into_media-land ham yielded less than spectacular retUltk. Until
technology is seen as a tool and_a vehicle to_achieve edUtatiOnal gt:alsi it
will be merely another artifact in_the_arsenal of_indtrUCtion-ail resources.
ItO Ued mUtit be orchestrated with_aII the other eleMents which constitute
teadhing for the parpose of helping students to reach learning objectives.

_

From this perspectivei_technology_relatee to all fields and disciplines
represented in this_pubIication; The issues discussed here are central to_
many of the issues presented elJewhere. When technoIogy_becomes an i._;sue in
itselfi we should recycle_our Conderns back to the beginning by_ asking,
"What is it_we_urant to do? Who are the learners? How will we know when We
are successful?"
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CC eEMPORARY ISSUES IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES: A SYNOPSIS

Arthur M. Cohen
Director, ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges,
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The community colleges are recent arrivals in American education.
iathoeqh some of them were formed as early as the beginning of the 20th
century, in most states they did not become prominent until after World War

Accordingly, the public view of community colleges is still indistinct.
In states such as Florida where the colleges were designed primarily as
feeders to the universities, they are seen as viable options for students
Who wish to take their first two years of college in their home community.
In states such as North Carolina, the community colleges are more likely
to be viewed as occupational training centers because they were designed
originally as technical institutes. And in California anc +.lsewhere, where
the community colleges evolved as comprehensive institutions, they have
a varied mission combining the first two year,7 of college, occupational
preparation, remedial studies for students le%/ing high school with
inadequate academic preparation, community service, and continuing
education.

In common with other educational Structures, /:.Nea community c011eges
(henceforth_in this chapter moStly called "coll- face numerous issues
affectivIg their programs, funding, and service Ions. Four sets of
issues-are of_particular concern: maintaining ..t,y;(:4A.... for all students;

efftcting student flow through the colleges; preservtng_a comprehensive
curriculum; and maintaining an appropriate teaching staff. Within each of
these perennial concerns is a set of contemporary problems that will be
discussed in this chapter. However, it is important to say at the outset
that community colleges diZfer so much between states that the issues and
resolutions will not appear of equal weight to people concerned with the
institutions in any one state; The first section of_ the chapter presents a
background of community college development, with sUbsequent sections
dealing with each of the four issues. The chapter concludes_ with a summary
statemrnt indicating the way that the issues are likely to be resolved over
the coming years.

Background

Community colleges began early in the century as junior colleges.
Those newly formed institutions were small, supported in the main_by_private
agenciesi offering a curriculum restricted to high schooI_postgraduate
courses, courses paralleling the liberal arts offered in the freshman and_
sophomore years at universities, and preparation for middle-level occupations.
There were 20 juni,7w in operation. in 1909 and 170 in 1919. By 1922
there were_207 colleges znd uley had spread to 37 to cff the 48 States.
HOweVer, their total enrollMent was only around 206000 students. By 1930
there were 450 junior collegegi With a total enrollment of around 70,000,
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foiind in all but five states. In 1940 there_were 610 Colleges, averaging
About 400 students each. That_year was the midpoiht fbr jUnior college
development_since by 1980_the total nutber Of delleges had almost exactly
doubled. However the enrollments had in-dreaded at A much higher_rate; the
1,231 colleges enrolled an average of 4,000 students each. These nearly 5
million students_represented over_ one-third of all higher education enroll-
ments. Around 40% of the people beginning college in America were doing so
in community colleges.

The governance system had changed as well. Although there were Still
nearly 200 privately controlled junior colleges in the early 1980s, they had
become a distinct minority. The median private college had fewer than 500
students enrolled. The publicly supported junior colleges had evolved into
community colleges, a name suggesting not only their ties to their local
diStricts but also their broader curricular involvementd. In additiem to the
collegiate and occupational studies, they had taken on adult educa.ion and a
variety of activities bringing them into direct sex-vide to other community
agencies and groups. And they had grown large; 44 of them had more than
15,000 students each. They were governed by locally elected boards of
trustees, state boards of regents, state university systems, state state
departments of education, and various combinations thereof. In Kentucky and
Hawaii, tne community colleges were under the state university; Penndylvania
and South Carolina had both branch campuses of the state university and
independently controlled community_colleges; California and Illinois had
separate community college districts, each managed by a locally elected
board of trustees but all coordinated through a State community college boar-i.

The lncree': aroIIments resulted from several forces. Prime among
these war '9- tteady growth in the percentage of the college-age population
that part: ,pe.:ed in post-secondary study; from under 2% in 1900 to 42% Ili
1980. The community colleges received their share of this increase, and in
fact made the increase possible by putting a college within commuting
distance of nearly everyone. In addition, the colleges made special
efforts to attract students who otherwise would not be in college; oldf.r
students, part-timers, those who would ordinarily be barred because of low
academic ability or finances. The colleges adapted themselves karticularly
to part-time students who, by 1972, had become a majozity of the population
enrolled. These students tended also to be older thkn ypal colle(_e-aae,
the median student enrolled in freshman c sophomore level classes was
nearly 22 years of age.

Access

The community col-loge grew large by opening its doors to all who wanted
to attend. In its pattern of student enrollment it became the nearest thing
to an extension of_ the lower school. The only .Dr difference was that
attendance was not OOMptilsory. Students who he _Dmpleted high school arid
who were Seeking_a ready point of eesy entry to nigher edtcition thete Who
had_dohe poorly in high school but who wanted a second chithc0., Studehtig
seeking Skills that would enable them to enter a new occupation, thode
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who wanted to learn new skilla and upgrade themselves in an occupation
they already had, adults wanting cultural enrichment or avocational ot
recreational activities, these and more swelled the roll books. Few were
turned away. A course in which they might enroll could always be found, and
the colleges made certain that the courses were offered at times and places
best suited to the enrollees.

Relatively few Of the matriculants sought degrees. During the 1970s
the colleges awarded associate degrees and occupational certificates to only
around_nine percent ol their total student enrollment; Those who deplore
these fiaures often point with alarm eo the apparently high dropout rate
withoue eealizing that at least half the students dropped in with no
intention of completing a program. They wanted but one or a few_courses for
their_own benefit. The fact that the courses_they took were liSted_ed
credit courses leading to a degree was of little concern to the students who
were usins the institution as_a ready resource. Institeeional policies were
permissive and iorgiving, typically allowing the students to take classes
with little regard for their progress toward completing a degree program.

But state-level policy-makers teat note. Using criteria similar to
those_employed in asseseing the lower schools and the universities, they
questioned the ratio Of degree attainment to credit course enrollment.
More direetly, they suggested that there shoulri e'.mits on the number of
courses that a_persen might take and for whit e wvald be expected
tO feet the bill. The universities had deal problem of serving
Students who were not degree bound by erect: 7emaion divisione and
putting them on a self-supporting basis. Bat uotmunity colleges had not
so separated theie student groups.

Responding tO issues of student progress toward completing degrees, the
community_colleges in several states adopted relicies requiring students to
matrieulete in a degree or certificate progrem Typical of these_pelidide
were the ones_brought forth in_several community colleges in Florida where
an entering student,would be_ alloWed to take not more than four courses and
then would be required to take a placement test and enter a degree track.
Restrictions were_also placed on the length re time that a student might
stay enrolled without making steady_progrees toward completing a degree.
Within the first three yeers of acting unde, such polle7J,es1 Miami-Dade
Community College purged its roll books of 13,000 etudents' names (McCabe,
1983).

During the 1980s the issues of the limitations of service remain open.
Firet among these issues is the question of when the public's obligation to
an individual stops. Can a student continue taking courses indefinitely
without making progress toward completing a program and while the state
continues ts pay for that person's studies? Superficially the question
seems to heve a ready answer, but what of the people who need job eetraining
successively throughout their lifetime? Much depends on the priorities as
determined by institutional poliey. Does the community college 'malint a
greater obligation to the young pereen just out of high school, the
unemployed adult, or the taxpaying citizens who want classes for their
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personal interest? Any iartitv bre, liuit. tO Its resources. The
policy of having states pa;._:e:1.1 fOr Eir.:tdehts enrolled in
transfer,credit and occupati61 ztlilcation classes is well established
but it does not answer all 6Stthe -iens because student intent does not
necessarily match the chtrictith lesignations.

The COMMunity Colleges have_een prime among institutions in matri=
culating students of lesser_ability. Historically all colleges have had
to be Cencerned wi11 students not as well prepared as the professors woUld
heWe hOped. But the early-century expansion of a_secondary schoel system
focused on preparing people for college entrance had Mitigated the problem.
Beginning in the mid 1960s_the level of student preparation declined.
Because the community colleges maintained_pOlicide Of Open aCcess they took
larger proportions of poorly prepared StUdenta than did other higher education
.institutions. As example, 40% of the stUdente entering all institutions as
freshmen in 1984 were in the top ont=fifth Of their high school class and 20%
of them aad_an A average; COMparable figures for two-year colleges were 25%
in:the top one-fifth of their Class_and 10% with on A average. Composite
scores on the American College Testing Program measures showed two-year
college freshMen deolining from 18.0 in 1964 to 15.8 in 1979.

When_fadek with students of weaker academic abilities, collegos have
several choices; allow all to enter any program and fail them_Or_give them
no grade when they_cannot perform; set up strict_admissions Standards and
turn away those who cannot meet them; allow all_to enter bUt Maintain
selectivity in certain courses and programs Within the_infictithtiOn; or allaJ
all_to enter and prOvide as much supplemental inettudtional help as the
students need to complete thair courses datisfadtorily. The first of these
options- allowing alI to enter and then_failing those who could not progress,_ _

was popular during the 19608 &tie, early 1970s when students challenged the
institution's authority to preecribe programs. Barring the students at
entry has never been poi:Agar &Mon-0 dommunity colleges since it runs counter
to their philosophy; hardly any of the_collegee were requiring students to
present mini:Mum high schoel grade point averages or entrance test scores_
duti7iq the 1970s. Allowing all students to enter but restrictLng admission
te doktein programs has long been popular; the allied health and high
level technologies, for example, have been_selective and in Most cellegesi
especially prior to the 1960s, internal selection_mea8Ured were applied to
those who would enter the freshman ind sophoMore leVel Classes. The fourth
option, supplemental instruction, has been_tried With a fair amount of
success but, because it is the moot:expensive of college resources, it has
never enjoyed more than limited application..

Overriding all the options is the question of limits. Should :.:he
community colleges_alloW UtUdent8 VAIO Are reading at a third-grade level
to matriculate? The tegt Of iftdating the functionally illiterate,is
exceedingly_high_and Chandes of bringing members of that group to the
ability to do tellege=level work are minimal. Howeveri_an_institution_with
the:charge tO serve its entire community finds it difficult_ to rationalize
denying ACCOISS to anyoneo MOst institutions have recently begun more___
vigorou8 screening measures so that the marginally literate are prohibited
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from taking classes for college credit and placed in remedial reading,
writing, and arithmetic sections.The_issue in r.nny states is whether the
community colleges should be_subsidiZed for providing that service to people
who havd already been through the lower schools without learning to read and
orite, an issue complicated by the illiterate adults who have attended_the
lower schools years_earlier, perhaps In another state. Various compromises
have been made, most of theta centering on different funding for remedial
classes.

Plading Students in courses_and programs consonant with their abilities
and_aspirations it; a continuing_source of concern for educatord in_all typed
of institutions but especially for those in community colleges:taking pride
in their policies of open access. There seems little problem_in reetticting
adMission to programa that use expensive laboratories and equipment bedause
people can be readily convinced that there are only_so many study stations.
Setting prerequisites for certain advanced level collegiate courses similarly
is readily rationalized. The_pwoblem arises when students seeking college-
level studies find that they have_been ehunted to remedial classes on the
assumption that they cannot_eatiefactorily complete college introductory
courses. Because the inetitUtions for many years_aliowed nearly ell students
to enter the introdudtory_classes, the instructors developed a tendency_of
requiring letta reading and writing and students passed pro forma. But by
the early 19800_they seemed to have reached an irreducible minimum in
expectations and the clamor for piecing students in remedial_ classes coming
from Vithin_the colleges matched that which had been set up by the etate
official-a who ,..fere questioning the costs of repeated failure (Farland,
1985).

Students and their families ted to complain little if restrictions on
admission are based on clearly defined, uniformly applied criteria and are
not discriminatory on politidnlly sensitive bases. Intellective ability an
a criterion has certainiy 1).sitit prvulat Nxcept when it appears to discriminate
against_dertain_grOte. _Age as a barrier hau never been popular. Family
income hae nOt been applied as a screen tocause the community colleges are
relatively low-cost institutions. The abiiity to read the texts,_underdtand
the language, and write the papers remains the mo..t widely applied ecreening
meaeure.

lesttra
7,1 issue in the screening and placement of_students involves the tests

that shall be employed; Any measure_must be_relative because it ia designed
to select some students for entry_While keeping others out. 'let all tests
that are used must tread a careful line so that they do not discriminate
on he basis of mrtain_dharacteristic3 that might be irrelevant to the
stUdeu.:.'d ability tO athievd in the courses. And rrince the courses have
shifting clAteric: for success, the desth for the proper test is VA endlesu
queSt.
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In order to placate those who argue that published tests are culturally
biased, SOme_dolleges have opted for teacher-made measures. Thid tends to
aetiefy the instructors_and it tends also_to increase> test validity
the same people_ who have prepared ahd_administered 41lection devices
prepare and administer the classroom tests. HOW016;.x._*lthough published
tests have lower correlations with grades awarded _Isastructorsi they tend
also to be popular because they have the_advahte of having been validated
for the concepts they are measuring and because they are more reliable.

Shall testing at . = )d made mandatory with the results of the test
used for placement in classes? Shall testing be voluntary_and the
results used only to Etc= ...cudents regarding matriculation? Shall testing
be applied only to Engl.,. Ad mathematics skins? _Although the trend ie in
the direction of mandatory testing and mandatory placement, the_variability
among states is notable: In 1982, only 20% of California's colleges were
requiring their students to take entrance tests (RoLlds-& Andersen, 1984)
Whereas Jr New Jersey, all college entrants took proficiency examinations
(Morante, 1982).

Student FlOW

Education is tiMeAbOUnd. Courses and curriculums are built on the
assumption that a atUddrit_enters at one_level of learning and_progresses to
another Within SoMe period of time. Ideally, students would find their OVA1
.path, but One of the schools' maje= functions is to_structure the StUdente,
environment in a manner such that learning is effected. Time is a faintit.

The community.colleges_are_built on the prihciple_tif Open access but
open access can beAmintained only as long as SOMS nUtber Of the students _

completes the programs within some .reasonable tiled. When that number falls
below a certain level, questiona Of institutional utility are raised. What
is_that lever? Program_completioh in the universities ranges from around
25% completing a balcalaureate deqtee within five years of_entry to around
80% with the difference depending on institutional selectivityi_cost, and
residential Character._ Around 10 to 30% of community college_students
cbmplett_ah asSociate degree or receive an occupational_certificate within
three and One-half years of entry. Clearly the community colleges are lege
lineir, less time-bound.

Community college leaders justify the_relatively_len4 dimpletion rates
by arguing that they welcome students who take only what they want when they
want, students who already have degrees Or_for Whom a degre7= has little
value. These institutions are Inns Bele:nitre and less costly than the
univcrTAties. Few community collegeb_haVe teSidence halla. Five of eight
student,. attend pa. -7-tIme, herld wOuld take_longer completing_degrees even
if all other characteristics Vert effna... The nature of_the community
college and_its StUdent_bOdy have t. '-acted a lateral curriculum pattern
with studente dropiAhq int_taking classes of their choice, and dropping out

The_More tedent efforts to select and place students at entry and_
monitor their progress toward completing degrees have yet to have a marked



effect although certainly by the end of the decade the program completion
rates will have gone up;

The public has tended tO use community colleges aa_a l'47ource much as
they_ use the parks and libraries. They stop in when they u'ant a class just
as they stop in the library zlhen they want a book. No one monitors the
parks,_asking hew many times the person !taw picnicked or played ball that
year; the_library puts few restrictions on_materials circulation. The
problem_ with_this conception of the colleges i3 that the institution look8
like a hybrid of adult school, university extension division, business
college or technical anstitute, and university lower division._ This makes
it difficult for legislators and the public to understand the instibition
since it does not fit their image of the way_a collle should be organized
and operated. State-level funding patterne do not fit an institution that
has so many disparate elements.

PunlinQ

The issue centers on institutional_funding formulas, To the legislators
who must appropriate funds for the colleges, no funding pattern fits all
functions equally well. Program classifications such as colIege-credit,
occupational, remedial, adult, and community services do not adequately
describe the educative activities within those .curricula. Nor do they
describe the course-taking patterns of_students_attending. _The matUre woman
with.a bachelor's degree, taking an art class at a time of day that is
convenient for her is obviously in school_ for her personal interest. Yet
she is counted as a transfer stUdent_if the course is cffered and funded as
a college credit class._ Under_a policy of charging people full_fare for
classes that they_take fOr their personal or_avocational interest, the
institttion should not receive state reimbursement for that person's
attendance. However, it is difficult to segregate such people for funding
purposes.

The line between college credit for transfer to a baccalaureate program
and community service is blurred. Students may take college credit phOto=
graphy classes so that they can gain access_to the darkroom; auto mechanics
courses so that they can learn to repair their own vehicles; secretarial
classes to operate new equipment so that they may_upgrade themselves
within jobs they already hold; foreign language classes for their personal
interest in traveling abroad. _Which_classes_deserve reimbursement at the
level reserved for baccalaureate credit? Which at the level of occupational
credit? Which are diatinctly community service courses, deserving to be
fully funded by their partidipant.:3?

FUnds are allocated according to four general patterns: In Ohio and
Texas, the colleges are reimbursed for courses depending on the cost of
instruction. In Illinois distinctions a_e made among courses depending on
their presumed utility as remedial, baccalaureate, technical, and_r) forth,
with health technology courses receiving three times the finds_allocatod_
to generrl studies (IlliwAs Community College Board, 1985). Arizona and
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California reimburse:the colleges for students_enrolled in Credit Classes
based on an average daily attendance or_ftll=tiMe btUdent eqUiVelent formula.
Several_other states_negotiate college budgets annually (Wattenbarger &
Bibbyt 1981). _No pattern hAst proved sUfficiently persuasive to warrant
Universal adoption. Each raises issues of equity and institutional
prioritieb regarding categories of students being served.

Related to issues of fundingt the colleges face questions of student
attainment. We know_how many students receive degrees and that figure is
low when compared with other types of colleges; But how many gain what they
were_seeking regardless of whether they complete programs?_ Studies in_which
students who have left the institution_are polled asking whether they had
received anything_of value typically 7ield results favorable to the_C011egeb'
policies_of open access._ Students a exceptionally well_pleabed with the
instruction they received; complants are uLaally_reserved for such ancillary
services an tha_cafeteria or the job ?lacement office. Students who are
prepared to work in particular occups-Aons usually are employed in those
OCCUpations. Those_ who transfer tc -miversities tend_to_ do as well as
Students of comparable ability wh .-istered the universities as freshmen;.
beet for_examplet studies done in .L;.Iinois (Illinois Community College
Boardt 1564)i Florida (Florida Sta.,: Department of Educationt 1984)i and
California (California State Postsecondary Education Commission; 1984).

However many legislators remain unconvinced. They point tia the_
minuscule percentage of_transfers as compared to_total community C011ege_
enrr-lments._ The educators argue that most matriCUlantb had_neat intended to'
tran:t:fer. The state_officials_contend thatt even sot state funds supported
tbr=:, students'_enrollment_in transfer7cre3it Cladbed. In all states there

severe disjunction_betWeen the reiMbsement formulas and the studints'
intentions and tha indtitution0 outcomes.

Sourced- Of Students

Issues of institutional outcome_have led_to_calls for sophomore,level
1;e3tst better cou _se. articulation between secondary schoolsand community
colleges and between_community colleges and universitiest and related measures
that_would heighten student flow. All higher education structures depend on
a steady mupply of high school graduates to_fill their_ classes bUt the_number
of graduates has declined every year since_1977. In that year, more than 3.1
million students graduated from_high_school but_expectatiOnb are that Only
2.3 million will graduate in 1992. Many community cOlY.Oe_leaderS realiXe that
the_universities_have_first claim on the 18-yearroldb Seeking baddalaureate
degrees, especially_if financial aids are availablt tO pay the higher tuition
and_living costs. Henca thf_Jy feel they must depend oh Marginal students:
WOrking_adults;_pepple seeking occupational preparatioa for which dsgrees_are
nOt heeded; socially or_academically immature recent high school_graduates; and
otherb whom the universities typically do_not serve._ Using student flow through
the inotitution as a measure of institutional success seems to inhibit service
to those types of studentst hence to penalize the community colleges; They want
their hybrid educational structures to be recognized and supported for what they
are and do.
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However, some community college plannere are increasing their efforts
to recruit students directly from high schoole. Numerous stratetjems have
been employed to link the institutioas: advanced placemenc; credit by
examination for college courses; offer& of courses on the high school
campus; use of community college inetructors as visiting faculty in high
school classes; colloquiums for high echool students; math, science, or
humanities fairs; and_special orientation for students from single high
schools. College students who are alumni of a high school have been sent tc
the_schoo:L along_with college counselors to recruit new students. A college
in Iowa daVeloped a set of occupational programs to be offered jointly Viith
the local secondary schools (Po.m:-* & Williamson, 1984). A Florida college
produced a computer-im3isted widance program for use in itd &reed high
schools (Lockett, 1'' A r:o.l.lage Jn_New York has taken responsibility folc
the education of st. 6 from grddes 11 to 14 in its didtrict (Lieberman,
1985).

. _

The issue centers on allocation of effort. The colleges have not
sufficient resources to,develop intertse_ptoqratha for recent high school
graduates, local industries;_adults, and all the Other clients they purport
to serve. They cannot do_all With equal vigor. How sLalI they establish
priorities regarding particular student groups?

Maintaining the Comprehensive Curzultm

From their beginningsi community colleges have_offeted freehtan- and
sophomore-level courses, general education, occupational 7t.eide, adult
education, and remedial studies. There is overlap 40-ong ti,ase curricula ,

but distinctive portions of each may be dean in neatly all community college
crtalogues. All the cur:.lictla grew originellY with a minimum of state-level
coordination; they were organized to fit the peculiarities of eac4 local
district and the finding available tO it. The freshman and sophoore
studies_grew largeSt in_c011eges where high proportions of the students
wera_intending to transfer to universities. General education in the_form
of high ddhOOl postgraduate studies was prominent in diatricts vhere ftV
Students wou/d be transferring. Occupational v,:ograms gained strehigth
ad ftnding becamp available and as loca' Sought trained workers.
Adult education becam- part of the comm.; je Cdtriculum to the
extent that local adult school w2forts -shed by the lower
schools. ,Reizedial education, cutting ograms, grew large as the
students seekingenrollment i.roved_Zed able to participate in the regular
college-level curric%aa and ad_adult basic education became prominent in
areas with a high proportion Of iMmigrante or otherwise marginay literate
people.

The five carricular functions have always shifted in emphasis among
institutions and from tic::: to time. Around one-fifth of the community
colleges in America are predominantly technical institutes. Hence occupa-
tional studies occupy the major portion of_their curricula. Where the
colleges are organized as two-year branch campuses of a university or where
they act as major feeders to a local university, college parallel studies
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dominate. These two Primary functiona have Shifted position; 50_years ago;
freshman and sophomore studies centering On the liberal arts accounted for
nearly three-fourths of the curriculUM. The situtation is now, reversed and
studies leading to direct employMent br to employment-related bachelor's
degrees account for around that MUCh of the offerings. The proportion_ of
remedial studies varies With the qUality of high school: preparation, the
proportion_of students Attending college in_a local areaiithe immigration
into the district, and the Spade available for qualified students tO
enter universitied._ _All haVe an effect; overall, remedial study accountd
for more than One=third the enrollment in English and mathematics courses.
Figures_on AdUlt education are elusive because many_community service
attiVitied taking tha form_of spectator events or short_courses find their
way into the count, but students taking courses for credit probably outnumber
the noncredit students by more than two to one.

As long as the colleges enjoyed high growth ratesi_while state budgets
for postsecondary education_verd in-creasing, and while local funding waS
available, the_various curricular fUnCtions waxed and waned_iwithin the
broadest of guidelines. BUt aS increasing proportions of funding,came frOM
the state level and When_grOWth leveled off in the late 1970s, calls for
curricular standards, Criteria, and accountability became more prominent.

Issues in currfculum emphasis are not new, however. Bogue's 1950 book
on community colleges determined that one of the primary concerns for the
institutions was in effecting a merger of general education with occupational
studied. Mocker's 1965 book considered a major issue tabe the maintenance
of comprehensive curricular programs. Community college traditions hold
that courses useful to anyone who applied should be offered. Accordingly,
most college managers strive for curricular balance and comprehensiveness.
Questions_of imbalance and limitations arise only when funding is reduced or
when challenges are brought by external auditors.

The question of Which curricula are most valuable, hence deserving of
the most support, iS merely an extension of the question of which knoWledge
is of most worth. But political and fiscal considerations are more dominant
than philosophical concerns in curriculum formation. A strong faculty group
With an interest in the liberal arts, a large local employer with need for
especially prepared workers, a state legislator With a mission to improve
students' success when they transfer to the universities, or a politically
active local senior citizens group can exdrt a marked influence on curriculum.

Certain philosophically related criteria are often applied whether or
not the curriculum managert_are Aware of them. One of the most forceful
criteria is that courses and programs should be more useful to the broader
society than valuable to the individual. Hence occupational studies
that promise to contribute to the economy win out over avocational or
recreational courad offerings. This has led to a reduction in much of adult
education and an increase in vocational offerings; The issue then becomeS,
how far in the directiOn of occupational education can the community college
go before it loses its comprehensiveness? Avocational activities are an
authorized function of community colleges but they have become increaSingly
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difficult to fund. In most areas they have become self-supporting although
not many community colleges have adopted the university model of a completely
separate extension division as the agency through which the individually
beneficial courses are offereC

A second criterion that is being applied increadingly id that the program
should be verifiably eduCative. Few colleges have taken the initietieve in
providing evidence of student learning obtained, relying indtead on the
criterion of resources expended as a measure of institutional worth. The
assumption has been that as long as a qualified faculty was available to teach,
the education was being accommodated. More recently the state agencies have
taken an interest; in the past 10 years demands for statewide testing and other
measures of program outcomes have spread. Several states now either already
have or are considering mandating tests at the sophomore level before a student
may receive a degree and/or transfer to a senior institution Florida has
taken the lead with its College Level Academic Skills Test (Losak, 1944).

The idea of testing is not new; numerous programs have been desioned to
lead students to the ability to pass State licensure examinations. What ia
nevi in the 19800 is the notion of testing for the outcomea of ell programs.
These types of tests move quickly to the lowest common denominator, the
three R's. Other statewide outcomes measures include information on the
number of students gaining employment in the field for which they had been
prepared; Ohio, for example, collects such data annually (Ohio State Board
of Regents, 1985). And Maryland typically conducts studies of transfers to
the state's universities (Maryland State Board for Community Colleges, 1985).

The verification of education attained typically has several results.
One is_that courses that have no place in a designated curriculum suffer,
thus reducing exploration on the part of the studentd. This Shrinkage in
volitional courses affects the liberal arts negatively and it giVes a
further boost to remedial_studles. Since college-outcome examinations
primarily measure the students' abilities to read, write, and compute at
the roe-it elementary levels, the courses in composition and arithmetic gain
enrollments regardless of whether students are planning on_transfer or on
direct occupational entry. How can the specialized courses, those that have
no place in a designated curriculum, those that appeal to students merely
for their own interest, be maintained?

The third criterion applied to curriculum formation is the test of
whether the courses are readily available elsewhere to the clients that the
institutionservesi Here the community colleges have a strong case for the
comprehensive curriculum_since many of_the students they serve have no
option in college attendance. These students have low prior grades or low
entrance test scores and are barred from the selective colleges. They
must work and attend college part-time. They must stay in their.home
community because of family responsibilitied. They cannot afford the
higher tuition at other institutions. For any or all of these reasons, the
community_colleges serve a clientele that finds alternative colleges closed.
Since college-level offerings are not available to them elsewhere, they find
them at their local community cOilege or not at all.
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Maintaining_each of the Separate curricula has its own persistent_
problems. _Are the freshMan and sophomore classes comparable_in content and
rigor to_those_presented in universities? Do university restrictions on the
types and level Of courses they will accept for transfer credit limit the
colleges' offering of a comprehensive curriculum?

Occupational education_has its own set of curricular imperatives; One
pernnial_issue_is matching the curriculum to local employment opportunities.
Few community colleges are able to adjust program offerings sufficiently
rapidly to accommodate the local job market. Sttff muet be employed,
facilities built, students recruited; The opportunitit8 fOr empimymemt
perforce change more rapidly than the currimula.

A second issue in occupational education is in preparation for
baccalaureate-level occupations. many of the courses that community college
students take_are_occupationally oriented but the student must transfer to
a senior institution and complete a program there before job entry is
available. Several of the healthrelated programs and socalled high-level
technologies fall into that category. This tends to distort the figures on
occupational and college parallel curricula because the same set of courses
serves both.

A further issue ie occupational education is its articulation With high
school:programs. Occupational studies are not COnfined_tb_the_Community
colleges alone' many of the secondary Schtiblii frOM_Whidh they draw their_ _

students_mre heavily involved. COOperatiOn and jOint program coordination
are continuing issues (Parnell, 1985).

Remedial studies present their own set of issues. _A curriculum cannot
reasonably outdistance its client's abilities; the_Wmdents either drop out
or fail. Or the_ institution passes through the students who have not
learned nearly what the_program_purported to teach them. The institution
thus shunts the problmm to_the next level of education. _One of the_most
important benefits of education is access to another year of schooling
but if the lower schools maintain a practice of social promotion, their
credibility suffers. Furthermore, certificates and degrees given pro fmrma
for student attendance rapidly lose value; witness the high schobl diplisma
over the past generation. Since remedial studieS are 4 tOmMunity &Al-60e
imperative, should they_be organi2ed a# a Separate diViSion bf the insti-
tution? _Would.the poorly prepared Sttdenta fate better if they were allowed
to take the regular college credit CoUrses with a mandate that they engage
in supplemental remedial work?

The liMits of adult education and community_service are of increasing
concern and these two functions_are scrutinized by funding agents_who feel
they should be on a_selfsupporting_basis. The community colleges strive to
serve all possible clients and build programs for children as well as for
senior citizens. Are there any limits to what they can offer? Most
college leaders would answer that there are none but at the settle time they
recognize the_futility of attempting to get publiO_fUnds fOr all purpmees._
And yet the counter argument that Senior citikone haVe paid their taxes and
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deserve to_have courses directed at their interests has been raised. There
is an uneasy balance betmeen charging them for the couises they vent and
using college funds to pay some of the costs.

The major substantive issue in curriculum_it whether the colleges can
maintain educational programs that serve social_cohesion. Most students
want courses that_lead to direct employmentk_ and the liberal arts survive
because of tradition and the expectations_of the universities to which many
of the students transfer._ MoOt students feel the pressure for early
specialization or the desire for courses that serve their personal interest
eVen when_they are not seeking a diploma. Who speaks for an education that
leddS stUdentS to a sense of their nation's heritage, shared understandings,
community values, a common language?

Funding

The major procedural issue concerns the_relationship between fundinq
and student and course classifications. State reimbursements currently_are
based on instructional costs; credit hours awarded, average_daily attendance,
full-time student_equivalent enrollmentst_or coMbinations of thede, With
further differentiation often made according to whether a course is cate-
gorized as occupational,_ttansfero remedial) business, health professions
related, technical,_continuing education, or noncredit. An amalgam of
couree Content* student attendance patterns, institutional costs, and
StUdent intentions pervades the funding formulas.

The varied_funding_formulas can be traced to the history of community
colleges in a state; Where the colleges grew out_of the lower schools)
reimbursement on the basis of student,attendance_is often included._ Where
the colleges were organized as_technicai institutes, different reiMbUtteMenta
based on curriculum classifications prevail. And where they are_considered
integral with,the state's public universities, credit and noncredit coUrse
distinctions_Ioom large.BUt in nearly all states these categories overlap.
Studies of the relationships among these variables are clearly suggested
because_the_fOrmulas that are applied in any state affect the types of
curricula offered or emphasized and the types of students attracted to the
colleges.

The Question of Access

Overriding aIi_is the question of baIance,between_institutiOnal
credibility and student access; If the colleges are being held accountable
for their students! performance on the statewide_examlnations, there ia
always the fear that the_colleges will begin_to deny_access to_the leak
qsalified,students. _Testing_and placement at entry had the effect of denying
access unless sufficiently rigorous programs are available to lead_studants
tO the ability to pass the college's courses and, eventually, the externally
administered outcomes tests. If the colleges are_to be_judged primarily on
the percentage of their students who pass the exit examinations, they will
suffer the temptation of denying access to the poorly prepared.
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Faculty Concerns

An institution dedicated to a variety of services must constantly seek
instructors who understand its mission and are qualified to participate. In
1950 Bogue noted a major problem in finding the right kind of teachers to
work in the community colleges. His concerns have been echoed throughout
the years.

For the_first_50 years of community t011ege existence most of its
teachers_moved in from_secondary sthotil pbtitibtiS, More recently_the
university graduate schools have been supplying Sizable numbers_of
instructors and in the occupational ardat people with experience in the_
field are amain source of_supply. _There are 250i000_people teaching in
community colieges_nationwide. _Their highest degree typically is the
master's but around 25% Of the ihttructors in_academic subjects hold the
doctorate; Their workload id from 12 to 15 hours per week or from 300 to
450 weekly student contact hours in four or five classes. Since 1974 mord
than half_the_instructors have been part-timers; Their median age is
betviden 45 and 55 (Cohen & Braweri 1982);

Issues surrounding_ the fatuity include instructor effectiVenessi__
assistancei_benefitsi professionalism, and age. Meattureis of instructional
effectiveness are quite_rare; Productivity it typidally measured by_the
number of_students one meets._ Competende is defined as_number of graduate
hours or years of experience in the field taught. Salaries are based
on these latter qualifitations. Ccmparative measures of instructionaI___
effectiveness are_rarely undertaken. Can_measures relating student learning
to_instructor_activities be developed?_ Educators in the Iower_schools_
and universities alike have had difficulty in isolating the criteria of
instructor effect. The community colleges are no closer;

The assistance available to instructors represents an additional
concern. Teachers_in the lower schools frequently haVe aides available to
theM;_in the_university the teaching addittant is well known; But few
teaching_assistants ever appear in domMunitY Colleges_because there is no
pool of graduate students working on degrees who can be employed_to_teach_at
low rates. Some_colleges hatie managed to_create situations,in_which teaching
aides or paraprofessionals are employed but these are usually in learning
laboratory or tutorial sections; The classroom instructor typically
operates in_isolation. Less than one in ten of them have readers or para-
professional aides available andi when askedi not many more.than that &it
that the availability of such assistance would help their teaching (Cohen &
Braweri 1982).

Unionization has made greater_inroadt aMong community college faculty
than_in_any other type of higher education 6teUdidtd. Around one-third of
the community_conege instructOrs are Wiz:irking under contracts derived through
collective bargaining; The Intangible benefits and drawbacks of community
college instruction are abbut like those seen in other levels of higher
education with the exception that the community college teachers chafe_at
the large Classes and poor academic preparation exhibited by their atudentt.
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The instructors are reIativeiy_highly_professionalized in comparison
with secondary_school teachermbut_their level of professionalization
suffers_in_comparison with university_profeSsors. The community college__
instructors are Iess_Iikely to_apply fOt tit redeive research grantsi_pubIish
books or articles, associate with their dounterparts in_other institutions,
or belong to academic associatiOnt. They are teachers first, members of an
academic_profession second. The longer they stay in communitr,colleges, the
less_their affiliatiOn With their academic disciplines. They nse their
collective bargaining p-ott for self-interest in obtaining higher palaried
and fringe benefitS and to a lesser_extent toexpand their power over the
ourrioUlUm. But the individual Instructors must leave the claSdrbom and
become program heads or coordinators before they gain true carridular control.

Aging Faculty

In recent years few new instructors have been employed_full-time, hence
the average age has_increased. For_example, whereas one-third of the
instructors teaching the humanities in 1975 Vete aged 35 or youngeri±that
cohort had dropped to 15% by 1983. _At 'the Other end of the scaIei 24% of
the_instructors in 1975 were aged 51 Or older but 32%_were_in that category
in 1983. In the older, large=dity dotmunity college districts such as Los
Angeles, 204 of the indtrudtors were aged 61 or older.

The aging Of faculty has_two major implications: cost and respontibi=
Bedause the_salary schedules_are typically arrayed so that

instrudtOrs receive pay_increments based on graduate_degrees earned and years
Of SerVide, the_costs_of instruction Increase markedly as the Instructors_
age. The_same instructor doing the same Job receives salary increases each
year (although some pay schedules have deilingS at 15 or 20 years' service)
and that person's fringe benefits coat laore. Many community_coilege
instructors work on_additional_aCtideMld degrees_while they are teaching
full-time; _Bence the longer they are employed the more likely they are to
have graduate credits that MOVe them higher on the salary_scheduIe. When neW
instructors_art not employed at lower rates to offset these increases, coste
go up rapidly.

Part=Time Instructors

In most community colleges the costs_of an aging_faculty have been offset
by employing part-time instructors at an hOUrly tate for considerably less
money_Moggs, 1984). _This account8 in_larg0 Measure for the_figures showing
57% of the instructors as part-timers (Aterican Association of Community and
Junior_Colleges, 1985)._ But an inatitution needs_ some minimum number of
full-timers to manage the inStrUdtional program and, in order to maintain itS
status as part of higher edUdatiOn, it needa instructors who are available tO
advise stUdent8 and perform ancillary chores. Typically the part-timere_Medt
their alai:ides and leave the campuses. There are no_rules or precedentS for
the_ratiO of fUll=tiOers that must be maintained_for the college to keep its
credibility and the students not to suffer_from_instructor unavailability,
but Certainly some colleges have approached a MinimUm point.
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Finding New Teachers

If the colleges are to maintain a minimum_cadre of full-time instructors,
some intensive hiring will have to take place during the next decade. The
laws of demography mandate that nearly half the full-timers will be retiring
by the end of the century. This will reduce the pressure on the teaching
budgets because the_new people who are employed to replace them will come in
at lower rates. But university-based preservice programs designed especially
to prepare community college instructors are few and inservice preparation
at the colleges themselVed is not well structured. The community colleges
are similar to the universities in their insouciant approach to faculty
preparation, typically taking the position that anyone with an academic
degree or some experience in an occupation can teach that subject or trade.

The tajor problems in finding_new teachers conter On the dearth of
particularized preservice and inservice instruttor preparation programsi_and
on the inconsistent or archaic criteria on which inetruotors are employed
and_retained. People_to staff_the classrooms can always be_found as long
as the_salaries remain competitive. In_ recent_ years instructor salaries tn
most teaching areas have become comparable with those offered to people with
similar training in other fields. But in some fields, industry offers much
more; Furthermore,_the college as an academic enterprise demands more than
staff who will gb_through thc routines of meeting classes.It needs a
cohort of profeddional practitioners working together to_advance the enter=
prise; Outside nonacademic institutional managers cannot do it.

Criteria for Hiring

_On what criteria shall the faculty_be_replaced? Most institutions now
use the historical criteria of a_master's degree in the academic subject to
be taught or a_number of_years of experience in the occupational field.
Teaching credentiaIs_certifying that type of preparation are required in
many states (Burks, 1984). Bdt those criteria do not evidence teaching
ability, a qdality assumedi not measured.

Tabulty-DevelbOtent

The faculty evaluation and salary_scheduIes reflect adVandetent for
additional course work. Instructors with earned_dtctoretes receive higher
pay._ _Should the colleges maintain_such_a_criteribn even though the teaching
ability of people with doctorates is not demonstrably different from those
without? The colleges do nOt expect_or reward research in an academic field;
their giving higher pay to dOctOral degree holders may_be misguided (Cohen &
Braver, 1977).

Within the inSthdtionsi faculty development programe_are_pcorly forted
and the con-Cpt_Of instructional aides or assistants is not yell known. The
faculty take a dit view of workshops_on teaching procedures driletd they are
COndUcted by other instructors from within the discipline. The fedulty
WelcoMe travel money and sabbatical leaves along With reduced teaching loads
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and released.time to work on_course preparation; _However, aIl_of theae
benefits do more_to build_morale than_they_do to_enhance teaching effeCtiVe-=,
ness. The faculty who retire can be replaced with others_ who, becauad they
are youngeri can be paid a lower rate. But that does nothing tO enhance the
quality of the institution unless_changes are made in faculty preparation
and inservice evaluation and developMent.

Curriculum Flannins

HiStorically the management of curriculum and instruction in the
community college has been the province of administrators. Because the
Community college in mway states evolved out of the secondary school systems,
the tradition of management by an_administrator, tne school principal,
prevailed. Community colleges typically have a dean or vice president of
instruction whose function has been to coordinate:curriculum, course
planning, and instructionaI_activities. The advent of collective bargaining
in community colIeges_has done little_to move that type of planning over
to the faculty. _However, in many of_the larger institutions the dean of
instruction has_become more a_dean of personnel management than a person
with responsibility for managing instruction. Furthermore, as in the lower
schools, there is much state-level review orprograms and course offerings.

These characteristics pointing to the community colleges' similarity to
the lower schools are mirrored in faculty responsibilitieb. There IS a_
continuinvstruggle between faculty who would take more command of curriculum
and instruction and the requirements of state agencies and the_traditioht
of administrative management which put most of the essential elements of
instruction beyond faculty control.

Future_ Roles_of-- Faculty-

FOW_indications of change in faculty role are apparent; As Al group,
the facUlty has not taken steps to professionalize itself by seeking funds
tO epploy instructional aides. Preservice preparation and credentialing
continues as course work or experience in the subject exea_to be_taught._
Inservice training is accorded lower priority than fringe benefits for the
staff. Faculty replacement will occur, but the issue of the effect of the
sizable turnover remains open.

Summary

The four sets of issues may be summarized as follows.

1. Access:

A. How long does the public!s obligation to provide educational
opportunity to every applicant continue? Can any student take
courses indefinitely at public expense?
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To whom does the community college have primary Obligation?
Students just out_of high school? Adults seeking career
Change? Senior citizens?

C. Must college applicants_display some minimum level of
intelligence or prior educational attainment?

D. Should the college mandate entrance tests and, based
on the results, place students in certain classes or
programs?

Trends are toward tightening criteria for attendance. The colleges in
some states will be forced to make clearer distinctions among the student
groups they would serve and for whom they expect to receive public funds.
Minimal criteria will be established. Placement will be mandated.

2. Student FloW

A. On what criteria of student achievement should the colleges
be appraised? Degrees attained? Exit test scores?

B. Should colleges be funded on the basis of costs, number of_
students ettending, number of students completing programs?

C. Should different types of programs oAcourses be funded
under different formulas?

cat the colleges_be supported as community education centers
not accountable for the students' obtaining jobs or further
schooling?

FUnding formulas that take into account the variation in student intent
seem to e emerging. Differential funding or programmatic funding bodes to
become more prominent than the prior pattern of reimbursemeut based on Student
attendance. As a quid pro quo the colleges will probably become more vigorous
in separating students, courses, and programs into more defensible categories.

3i Maintaining the Comprehensive CurricUlum

A; On what basis should curricular priorities be assigned?

B. What balance among_liberal arts, occupational skills,
recreational activities, and basic skills courses should
be the colleges strive to maintain?

C. Should remedial studies, occupational programs, liberal
arts, and recreational studies be organized separately?

D. How can the colleges attend more directly to curriculum that
is concerned with fostering a sense of soCial reaponsibility?
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Except in_states where the colleges are directed especially toward
occupational studies, they_Will_maintain a comprehensive curriculum._
College internal organization will move away from the_indistinct categories
Of "trAnSfer," "occupational," etc. and toward alignment on the basis of
cdrridUlar Content as modified by student intent. The students' own
individualistic goals will remain paramount.

4. Faculty Concerns

A. Can measures relating student learning to instructor activities
be developed?

B. On what criteria should instructors be evaluated? For what
purposes?

C. What bed-toes of:new instructors should be primary for replacing
the faculty metbers who leave?

D. Should the faculty strive toward a higher level of profession=
alization? If so, on what criteria?

Faculty employment and evaluation criteria will remain essentially
unchanged. The university graduate divisions and the occupational and
business_communities will continue_as the primary source of new instrUct=s.
Pay scales will continue to reflect college credits earned and years of
experience. Teaching will moVe but slowly toward becoming a cooperative
endeavor.
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CURRENT ISSUES IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Lilian G. Katz
Director, ERIC Clearinghouse on Elementary and Early Childhood

Education, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL

If present trends in family life and education continue into the next
decade, most children under five will =spend substantial proportions of
their early years in various types of early childhood programs, most five-_
to six-year-olds will attend all-day kindergarten, and during their elementary
School years they will spend much of their time before and after school in
Some kind of out-of-home setting.

Legislative initiatives addressed to the needs of young children have
increased_across the country alongside the school_reform mOvement. By the
end of 1985, at least_28 states had enacted legislation for a variety Of
early childhood provisions. In fact, the_Natidnal COhferande of State
Legislatures cited early childhood educatiOh and Child dare as one of the
most_significant new_areas_of legislative activity ih education in 1985
(Morado,_1985) and the National Associaticin of Elementary School Principals
adopted the recommendation that StateS should create full-day programs
for all four-year-olds:

Fifteen states and the District of_CoIumbia already fund some pre-
kindergarten programs for four-year.rolds in public schools (Moradoj 1985).
Nine States now have univerial_preschool education available for the handi-
dapped, and a variety of similar initiatives_is_being considered in many__
other_states. In February, 1986, the National Governors, AssociatiOn held
a_major conference on_early_childhood sub-titled "Ftidde On the Fitat Sixty
Months" in which_state officials and early Childheidd apedialiats met to
consider the many_problems confronting schdol dittricts as they respond
to this widening trend. Some of the main issues are defined and discussed
briefly below;

Four-Year-Olds in the Schools

The accelerating trend_toward participation of four-year-olds_in public
schools is the_consequence of several converging forces; The single_ most
powerfulone is certainly the growing:proportion of mothers Of preachoolers
whose entrance into the work force gives rise to an acute need ftir prOViSions
for their_children._ Another_sLbstantial force is the "Well=pnblidiked
research documenting the positive long-term eifecta and Cost-effectiveness
of preschool programs (Morado, 1986, p. 61; Berredta=CleMent et al., 1984),
particularly for those popUlations judged at risk for school_failure. Both
of these_forCes, augmented by the school reform_movementi resulted in
preschool programs becoming "part of the package of academic reform (Morado,
1986, p. 61). Andther less obvious factor contributing to the trend is_the__
Wideepread excess of classroom space and teaching personnel due to shrinking
ehrtillMents in the upper primary grades in many school districts;
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It nhoold be noted, howeveri_that some opposition to the trend tiward_
pl° achool programs for four-year-olds has appeared in_the press_as Well
as 3.111ecalla professional publications., _Three major objections have been
expreskad. The one most frequently cited is that such_programs, bedause
t her ate to be conducted in schools normally serving_elementary7age_Children,
wila_lesritably adopt formal academic teaching methods that early childhood
apaCIISints generally consider developmentally inappropriate for under-six-
yentc40 (Kagan, 1985). These critics_also point out that the research
raPtIl140-Positive_long7tsim benefits of early education programs_is based
on tPejn of_high quality of staff and program implementation unlikely to
bn,d0PliGated in_ Most school districts (Zigleri 1986)._ Others who oppose
t he trIlrld tite the spe-cial risks of public school prog,:ams for_young black
cli14"44 euggesting_that such children need comprehensive programs that
inCIOdl health, nutrition, social_services, and_parent involvement, as rie:l
an itlfOrMal curriculum methods (Bowman, 1985; Hymes, 1986). Such opponents
snOest that the_record of the public schools is one of unrelenting insensi-
tiftPY to the needs of minority groups, insensitivity to which their dhildren
sbou0 4ot be exposed any earlier than necessary_(Moore,_1986). Sote
oppgion to this_trend_toward greater preschool participation for normal
ch1.1.6rf4 has also been_expressed by the_Hewlitt Foundation ("Oo we really
wont Ptaschool?", 1984) who interpret the available evidence to_suggest that
YVON ch4Adrah Should not be_"condemned_to institutional Iife before [they]
are eekly" (p. 2). The HeWlitt Foundation supports the view that young
Ohildrea ars more likely to thrive at home with their mothers.

HYhes (1986) captures the spirit of the disputes in pointing out that
f r f°11t-Year-oIds:

00.1I-of their_school is to help them live their four-year-old
1J're with richness and vigor--not to housebreak them_fOr becoming
riVe or_Six. Fours will be in trouble unless there is apprecia-
t c41 and enjoyment of their energy, their_iMagination, their
cutioalty, their sociabilityv their creativity. It must be
tirltleVstood that_the goal of their school is to nourish these
nttongthe, not to dampen them. (p;

Pull-Day Kindergarten

"ittaaXly aIl of the same factors mentioned in connection with the moVe
to WIlale four-year-olds in the schools have also contributed to the
widetaPrlad adoption of full-day kindergarten programs: _the steady increase

plAtetnel employment, parental expectations that children should begin
th,15-t "aidarctic training early, and the increasing belief among school
ofOclolle that atandards of achievement in the elementary school can be
enbAnee4 bY Starting children on academic careers early and using the longer
day ill the kindergarten_as valuable academic work time. In addition, many
educaote and parents also hope that the provision of full-day kindergarten
prO4r02? Vila help reduce widespread fragmentation in the lives of many
youn9 cgildren who typically go from baby-sitter to school to day care
centee 40st days of the weak.
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Research on the effects,of_full-day versus half=day kindergarten
programs is, at besti_inconcIusive (Glazer, 1985)._ AS Hatcher and Schmidt
(1980) suggest, research that takes into_account the fUll range of variables
associated with the_longer_kindergarten day is still very much needed. _The
measures of effectiveness taken by_various school districts make comparisons
difficult, and_many_factors related to the community, characteristics of the
staff, and_availability of educational resources may all contribute to the
outcomes of evalUatiOna comparing full- with half-day programs.

School Entry Age

. Another issue related to those outlined above_i8 the optimum age of
school_entry. As Fitzgerald, Ronk, and_HoWe (1986) report, there is much
confusion amongparents and teachers, administratorto_and policy makers
about the_appropriate age and:developmental level needed for success in the
early grades_in_eIementary school. _Traditionally the_schools_accepted all
children_in_kindergarten if they had reached the age of five by a given _

date, and the inStrUctional program was_modified to accommodate the range of
developmental levels present in the group. Currently avaiIable_data indicate
theta-6 feW as three or four months' difference in entry age affect aucceaa
in the priMary grades. However, such findings are_difficuIt_to explain and
to_interpret since three or four months,,worth of development in the_bourth
And fifth year of life are not associated with dramatic differehdde in .

behavior. Yet younger children_seem to be retained in grade More often than
their_oIder peers. The apparent differences in success of children entering
school later may be more related to teacher expectations than to real
advantages of a few monthd, Seniority in age.

Readiness

Another issue raised in connection with the inclusion of younger Childten
in pUblic schools and with the introduction of academic work into the kihder
garten year is the assessment of children's "readiness" tio profit_ froM it.
Although the term "readiness" is used widely and frequentxy by fichool personnel
and_parents, it is a difficuIt_one to_ define. In the Child development
literature it has_been associated With_processes of maturation, in particular
with physical_development._ However, the_extent to which the concept of
"readiness" can_be_generalized from physical to other aspects of development
is a point of strident debate among specialists.

The_idea that Children develop at different rates, and that, within_a
given Child, SOMe Aepects of development may lag behind_othersi seems yell
edtablished. The correct_use_of the concept of_deveiopmental "readineaa"
it; antithetical to requiring that the Children_rfit the curriculum." Oh the
Contrary, adherence_to the conceptimplies_a_wiIIingness tO adapt the cutri=
culum to the...."readiness" the_children bring_to the sChOtil_Vith theM. Ais the
concept of "readiness" is used_by the schools, however, the itede Odethis to be
whether or not a child is_judged ready to benefit frOM_ an existing prespecified
set of instructional_activities. In_order_to establiah A child's "readiness"
to enter.schooI, varietiea of screening and testing procedures are employed.
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_Screening

Most school districts institute screening procedures_for kindergarten
placement._By means of_screening they hope to minimize the chances that_
children will confront_instructional tasks they are unready for (Fitzgerald,
et al., 1986). _Aside from questions about what aspects of a child's func-
tioning should be screened before admission to kindergarten, and how extensive
a sample of behavior is necessary for a reliable assessment, it is very_likely
to be risky as well as inappropriate to use a single measure of_any_kind as a
basis for deciding whether a young chiId_is ready_for school. AS BlaCk pOinta
out, "While inappropriate use of standardized testing can occur at all levels
of the educational ladder, it would appear that the greatest potential for
harm exists during the early childhood years" (cited in Fitzgerald et al.,
1986, p; 3);

In diStricts in which screening or testing for kindergarten "readiness"
is a large-scale undertaking, problems arise over obtaining enough trained
and experienced testers. The use of inexperienced and untrained volunteers
for screening means that the instruments selected must be easy to use and
therefore likely to be among the least valid and reliable ones available
(Shepard & Smith, 1985). Often volunteers are given brief but intensive
training in test administration. However, many of them drop by the wayside
before the testing program can be completed, and, more often than not,
untrained testers are used. The quality of the assessments obtained is
questionable in such cases. The seriousness of this kind of predicament
stems from knowledge that once a child has been identified as failing into a
special (versus normal) category, the label is very likely to stick. The
combination of poorly or non-trained testers and very young children unfamiliar
with the screening or testing situation and therefore apt to be anxious,
makes it very probable that important and non-negligibIe errors are made
that could have important long-term consequences for individual children.

Alternative Programs

Once a screening or testing procedure is in place, most school districts
make_provisions for those children whO fall below a particular "readiness"
standard._ _Many school districts_that have chosen to provide formal academically.
oriented kindergarten programs adopt an alternative curriculum for these
Children._ These alternative programsi_sometimes caned "junior" or "develop-
mental" kindergarten, generally emphasize_play and socialization and correspond
very closely to a traditional_kindergarten curriculum; While such programs
delay the un-ready child's confrontation with academic work for one year,
the question_of_whether they should enter_kindergarten at the end of it or
go directly to_the first grade is problematic; School policita prohibiting
such "developmentally delayed" children from joining_their_age-mates in the
first grade result in wide age span in the later grades. In many communitiet,
parents object to the age range, sometimes because younger children seem to
be at an academic disadvantage, and sometimes because the younger ones are
fearful of being bullied by the larger older ones.
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Retention in Grade in the Elementary Years

The practice of requiting SlOw pupils to repeat_a_grade has a long
history and is frequentW the SUbject of strong sentiments among school_
personnel and patenta. The practice of "social promotion" adopted in the
1930'0_hae been Strongly criticized in much of the recent school reform
literatUre, and the proportion of children "retained in grade" seems to be
increasing.

Research on_the effects of retention in grade on bOth_academic and
social development has been inconclusive, mainly bedadite_findings are
contradictoryi but also because methodological problema inherent in most o
the relevant studies may invalidate their reaulta. Fitittgrade children
tend to be retained more often than ahy_othera. With children's increasing
age, retention rates decline until Sikth grade. They begin to climb again in_
seventh grade and thrOUghodt high lichool.

The dedision tO retain a child is based on diverse criteria such as
classrOOM behaviOri achievement test scores, and teacher ratings of_maturity.
variatitins in schOol and teachers' philosophy also contribute_to retentibn
dediaidna. Without_conclusive empirical evidence; policies with respect to
retention and promotion are likely to be based on_social_norma and values
and general philosophy_about education and the role Of the schdol. Among
the important considerations often neglected in the heiit of debate over the
value of retention is the quality Of the learning experiences offered to the
child during his second turn in the repeated grade.

An extenaive reView of the available research on grade retention_
(Plummer, Lineberger, & Graziano, 1986) indicates that the practice of_grade
retention;, thOugh still very widespread, does not guarantee that the child
will_teadh the required standards for promotion_to the next grade at the t.iid
Of_the one-year repetition. The bulk of the evidence currently_available
indicates that, on balance, retention in grade is_not an effectiVe_strategy
fOr ICtskoving academic competence and may be a deleterioUS One With respect
to social development.

Curriculum Issues in Early Childhood Education

The majority of children today enter kindergarten with at least a year,
often two or three years, of prior grOdp experience.Thus the traditional
purpose_of kindergarten_to_eaae Children into the transition from home to
the_larger outside world, hail ldat much of its relevance. Disputes concerning
what goals make sense for the contemporary kindergarten, sandwiched as it is
between preaChOol and first grade, have arisen in many communities.

The-"Push-Down" Phenomenon

_Among parents and between parents, school boards, administrators, and
teachers, there are serious disagreements over the extent tO Which the main
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goal of kindergarten is preparation for first grade and for the academic work
hitherto postponed until_the first-grade year. This issue is debated_with
.such new phrases as "hothousing" (Collins, 1985)i or "curriculum shove_down"
(Hatch & Freeman, 1986). Groups of parents, administrators, and teachers
struggle with this so-called "push down" phenomenon in which play_and_creative
activities traditionally associated with prekindergarten and kindergarten
programs are_replaced by formal whole-group instruction. School_districts
taking this approach usually put heavy emphasis_on beginning reading instruc7
tion, traditionally set aside for the first grade. Several professional_early
childhood groups, including the 55,000-member National Association for the
Education of Young Children, have issued "Position StatementS" (SUb=Committee
on_Public Policy on Kindergarten, Chicago AEYC_Commission on Child Development
and Eiemental'f Schooling, n.d.; Texas Association for the Education of Young
Children, n.d.; SACUS speaks out, 1986,_April; National Association for the
Education_of Young Children, 1986# June) that contain strong objections to the
introduction Of academic work.in prekindergarten and kindergarteni

Interpretation_of the available evidence concerning the long-term
consequences of introducing prekindergartners to_formal instruction is fraught
with_a range of methodological difficulties. Among them are concerns with
appropriate criteria of effectiveness, reliability of assessment instrutents,
and substantial attrition_in'the sample as children move up the grades and
from one community to another;

521.native Effects-of-Different Kindn of Curriculum Approaches

Powell (1986) points out that there has been a shift in the public debate
over early education. The concern of two decades ago over whether early child-
hood programs have lasting benefits has now been replaced with questions about
what kind of early education has the greatest long-term effectivenessi The
assortment of kinds of early childhood programs can be broadly classified into
two major types: formal teacher-directed approaches, sometimes referred to as
didactic, versus informal child-centered models, sometimes called non-didactic.
In reviewing a group of longitudinal follow-up studies comparing the effects of
the two main types of early childhood programs, Powell (1986)_points out that
the_Iongitudinal date. suggest that the kind of early childhood program attended
by low-income children may affect them through their middle-school and early
teenage years. It is interesting to note that in two longitudinal studies in
which the Montessori approach was included as one of the non-didactic types of
early childhood programs, Montessori programs had very favorable long-term
effects on the children enrolled in them (Douglas, 1986, ppi 62-63) and the
effect was strongest for boys.

Results of Iong-term follow=.up studies comparing the effects_of_three
curriculum models conducted by the High/Scope Foundation (Schweinhart,__
Weikart, & Lerner, 1986) indicated that 15-year-olds who had been enr011ed
in non-didactic informal prekindergarten programs showed Significantly lower
juvenile delinquency rates than age-mates Who had been_in formal ones.
However, the sponsors of the didactic formal program dispute the interpreta-
tion of the results (Gersten,.1986). Longitudinal studies typically show
that Children enrolled in didactic programs In the early years show impressive
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gains_in IQ and_achievement scores_ during and very soon after their
experiences In the programs, but that their superiority is not sustained
throughout the elementary years.

Studies comparing various early childhood mode over shorter peril:ids
also raise questions about the differentiated effects of the models;
Stallings (1975), for example, compared first- and thiv:-grade children in
Follow-Through classrooms varying in teacher diredtiveness and application
of positive reinforcement. Her data indicate that children scored higher
on reading and mathematics achievement teuts in clauses in Which teachers
exercised greatest control, but_that in the more flexible classes children
scored higher on nonverbal problem-solving and willingness to work indepen-
dently and had lower absence raz.es (cited in Powell, 1986), suggesting more
positive attitudes toward school in general. There is some suggestion in
these data that a strong showing in the achievement domain may be obtained
at the expense of progress in the social-emotional and attitudinal area.

DidpUtes between those favoring informal_childcentered approaches and
those dOMMitted to formal academicallyoriented approaches have been observed
fOr at leakit two generations of educators, and are_unlikely_to be_resolved
by empirical studies, since each side finds flaws in the data prodUced_by
the other._ All in all, the comparative data now_available_suggest_that
communities planning ib enroll four-year-olds and to expand their kindergarten
programs to full day, face the challenge of enhancing children's academic
development _and their social-emotional growth at the same time. There is no
a priori reason to ftssume that academic and social goals are mutually
exclusive ones;

Parent Involvement in the Schools

The involvement of parents in their children's schooIs_has_received a
great deal of attention in the school reform literature produced Since_1983.
In First Lessons (1986)i Secretary W. J. Bennett makes a very strong pitei
for various kinds of parental involvement in their dhildren's education.

Two distinct aspects of parent-school relations have been featured in_
the literature: (a) parental influence on various aspects of schooling_and
(b)_the education of parents to enhance their contribution to their child's
academic progress; much_of this literature urges parents_to exert their
influence_tn the curriculum and the conduct of schooling while it also
enjoins the schOdls_to educate parents so_that_their children will be more_
reteptive tO schboling. There is a certain amount of irony in the suggestion
that if the nation is not to be at risk the schools_should be monitored and
influenced by the very same people it should educate to be more dotipetent
parental

In the meantime, teachers report that relations With parents constitute
one of the greatest sources of stress they_experience on the jOb. MUdh more
work is required before_all the potential benefit:4 of parent involvement in
the schools can be realized;
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Par-ent2-Inflilende on the Schools

While_parents have always influenced_schools in the U. S. A.4 the
inflUential parents have traditionally_been limited to those in_the Community
WhO Werd.both vocal and powerful. Since the mid-1960e effOrte haVd been
made to widen the_representation_of parent0 Who eXercise influende on school
practices. Success in this effort_creates a hodt Of new problems: the
wider and more coiete the representatiOn Of parents in a school-community,
the Iess likely there will be consensus on what the parents_want the school
district to offer or withhold. _Refort prOposals directed toward the Improve-
ment of teaching frequently include suggestions for parental participation_
in teacher evaluatiOn, in this matter as well, the more fully the community
Is involved in ehdh eValUation procedures, the more likely differences of
views will ellierge._ Thus greater involvement seemeinevitably linked to
increasing Contentiousness between educators and their cliente;

Ih a comprehensive_review of research on_parental involvement in the
schools, Becher (1986) reports generaiiy_positive effects for those programs
shs_evaluates. Specifically; she indicated that_parents who become_involved
in their children's_earay childhood programs exhibit more positive attitudes
toward school and school personnel than those who do not. Such parents also
tend to.gather greater cCmmunity support for_the schools' programs and
become more involved in Community life. In addition, some research indicates
that parent inVOlVekent also_leads to improved reiationships_between parentt
atd children and greater contact between parents_and their children'S
SchOols. Becher also notes that research shows that

teachers, when associated with parent-involvement efforts, have
beCome more proficient in their_instructional and professional
activities, allocated more_of_their own tiMe_to the instructional
function., become more involved With the dUrriculum, and tended_to
experiement more. In addition, they have more_student-oriented_
rather than text=oriented Cdtricular activities...(and] there is
substantial evident-6 indidating that children have significantly
increased their ataddMid aohiei7ement and cognitive development.
(Becher, 1986, 0. 95)

In summarizing the research on different approaches to parent involvement
Becher (1986) lists several attibutes common to successful approaches:

1. The inclusion of parent meetings, and workethops;

2i Using parent-teacher conferences to inform parents about ways they
could become involved in their child'S education;

3; Increasing the amount and specificity of Information transmitted
to parents about their Child'a education and performance in the program;

4. Encouraging frequent visits to the program/school and inVolVing
parent0 directly in teaching activities;
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5. EacOt-iiging parents to become involved in the dediAiOn-making
processes of tqe programs as well aa evaluation adtivities.

Together these characterisUcs of parent involvement programs tended to
increase parents' influence on the_pregraw and have positive effects on
their chtldren's experiences as Well.

Although relatively_little research has been reported on the relatiOnships
between parents and teathdrao_available information indicate& that tee-cher-
parent contactft have inOrdasted recentlyo and that increasing cOntaCta have
been initiated by both Sides (Magero 1980). Epstein (1983)_repOrtd that
survey_responsea Of parents of over 1,200 first7o third= and fifth grade
students indiCated that parents' attitudes toward their Children'a achools and
tea-Cheri; Were generally positive. However, many parents received few or no
communications from the school and few were inVolved with the school at all.

Parent Education

Another_aspect 0f parent involvement is the schools' attempta tO help
parents in their_child tearing practices in such a way as to_improve their
children'a aChOOl performances. Once againo those parenta WhOte Children

.

most need support, Stimulationi and.encouragement_frOM hOtd are least_likely
to be responsive to these efforts.Such parents typically are reported to
feel ashamed and_embarrassed in front_of school_ officials.On the other
hando parents_who are moderately confident in their child rearing roles are
more highly responsive to assistance bffered to_them. There is also some_
reason to believe that parents are Most likely to be responsive to the_help
available in parent education programs when their children are under aix or
seven years old (Durio & Hughes:so 1982).
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ISSUES IN AMERICAN INDIAN_EDUCATIONi MEXICAN AMERICAN EDUCATION,
MIGRANT EDUCATION, OUTDOOR EDUCATION, RURAL EDUCATIONi

AND SMALL SCHOOLS

Elaine Roanhorse Banally, Jack T. Cole, and Manue vk_Quezada-Aragon
ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Sma .1 Schools

This chapter contributed by the ERIC Clearinghouse on Rura1 Education
and Small Schools wilI discuss issues related to its six scope areas in the
following order: American Indian education, Mexican American education,
migrant education, outdoor education, rural education, and small schools.

American Indian Education

According to the 1980 census, 1,418,195 individuals reported their race
as American Indian, Eskimo, or Aleut. This represents a 72% increase over
the 1971 total of 827,268 (Paisano, 1984). American Indians are one of the
fastest-growing and youngest ethnic groups in the coun-ry with the median
age of 18 (American Indians--U.S., 1984). In 1980, 394,708 Indian children
were enrolled in elementary and secondary schools and 83,903 Were attending
institutions of higher education (Plisko, 1984). American Indians are
.educated in public, parochial, private, and Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA)
schools, as well as off-the-reservation, in rural areas, and in urban
areas.

The Indian peoples' greatest asset is their young. They are becoming
increasingly more willing tO involve themselves in their own destiny and to
help shape the type of education that they receive. They are becoming
better educated and more aware of the choices open to them. They are
qualifying themselvea for employment in a broader range of fields. To meet
the challenge of education for their children, Indian people have begun to
take responsibility for the quality of education that their children receive
(Goodeagle, 1984).

AChieVeMent of American Indian Students_in_Math_and-Scienda

There is a growing interest_in_motivating American Indian and Alaska
Native students to higher achievement in math and_science. Thia in itself
is a great challenge for Indian youth and their educators. A primary reason
is that American Indian youth have a much higher high school noncompletion
rate than whites and leave school earlier. The high school dropout rate of
American Indians is similar to that of Hispanics; 40% aged 18 and 19 are
dropouts with higher_percentages in some states such as New Mexico. In
the Bigh-School_and_Boydnd longitudinal study of sophomores in 1980, about
14% of one-half million Students of all racial/ethnic groups dropped out of
school during a ts4o=year span from spring, 1980 to spring, 1982. Of this_
14%, American Indiana and Alaska Natives had the highest dropout rate, 29%
graater than any other racial/ethnic group (Peng, 1983). Research data
reveal that the difference between academic performance of American Indians
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_
and that of_white students Widens with each succeeding year, especiallybetween grades 10 and 12. The pattern is most pronounced in mathematicswhere American Indiana ard 2.4 years behind white students in the sixthgrade and 1.7 years behind the national norm as a whole, and this trend
increases through the grades. For example, at grade 12 Indian students are4 years behind White students and 3 years behind the national norm (SouthwodtIndian_Report, 1973).

_Ofall minority grcaps in the Uhited StaA.es, American Indiana andAlaska Natives are the most poorly represented in the natural Sciences, thehealth sciences, and mathematicS,_yet_these areas are critical to the growthand prosperity of the Indian peOple (Green, 1978).

Often American Indian students do not recognize the connection between
learning mathematics and science concepts today and helping their people inthe future. Yet, tribal groupt are sorely in need of their own doctors,Scientists computer specialiats, and other highly skilled technicians.Many Indian students drop math and sJience courses that they need to qualifyfor certain jobs_and carders, courses they need for basic skills, and
coarses that would lead to a greater level of academic aohievement.According to Green (1978), many American Indians rarely consider careersin scientific and technical fields because of a perception of themselVes ashopelessly incompetent in the mathematical and scientific skills 11.1eded fora particular occupation.

This may be a result of scheel_counselors failing to mei:Air-Age AmericanIndiani_as well asl_black and BiSpanic, students to enroll in higher levelmath_and science courses and a failure to encOurage thead Students tot ensider careers_in math- and acience-related fields (Stateof-the-artebort on mathematics-Attila-Vet-tint, 1980).

Another contribUting factor for Iow achieve:bent in math suggested byLeap (1982) and Moore_(1981) is the incompatibility between mathematicalconcepts_and the Aterican Indian languages. _They_hypothesize that Indian_languages, such as Navajo and Zunii have_styles of thought and communicatiOnwhich are not compatible with the understanding of mathematical conceptdand problem-sOlving.

Bradley (1982) suggests a culture-based approach to teaching mathematicsto Indian students. She suggests that three domains must be contidered:
the ::ognitive domain, the affective domain, and the social domain. In thecognitive domain Indian students must be encouraged to reconstruct mathe-
matical ideas, create problems, test ideas, complete classwork, and seek tolearn more mathematics on their own. Indian students need to develop
Spatial relationships, which can be accomplished through creative uses ofhands-on materials, as Wall as calculators and computera. In the affectivedomain Indian students need eupport and counseling from Indian communitymembers and mathematicd=related professionals. In the social domain_Indian
students may need briefing on mathematical language, test-taking strategies,and/or appropriate problem-solving techniques prior to taking highermath courses. Bradley (1982) also strongly suggests that culture-based
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mathematics should not push_aside the main focus of learning mathematics, but
would be most effective_if Indian community members took primary responsibility
for developing caltUre-based mathematics teachers in the schools.

Several universities have_implemented_special_summer_prograMa fOr_AMerican
Indian youths interested in mathematics and science, who_have talente in those
subject areas and need encouragement to continue their studiea. EkaMplek of
sUch dialimer programs are Health Careers_Orientation Prograta for Minorities
SpOntored by Fort Lewis College; Durangoi_CoIorade; Pre=Cbllege Career
Sdminar sponsored by Indian Resource Development, Nett Mexico State University,
Las Cruces; New Mexico;_and a Summer Institdte for high school graduatesi
sponsored by the Council of Energy Resources Tribes (CERT) and the Colorado
College TRIBES Program; Colorado Springs* Colorado.

American_Indtan Child Welfare and Education

In the past three yearsi the number of family and child welfare Maeda
being handled by Indian courts has increased greatly; Judges have been
forced to separate children and_famiIies because no dispositional
alternatiVed exist. The separation rate of American Indian_familide had
been, and continues to bei disproportionately high in relatiOn tO the rest
of_the pOpulation._ In 1969 and 1974 surveys showed that_23 tO 25% of all
Indian children were separated from their familiee and pladed in foster
Manes' adoptive homesi or institutions_(Procead-Ibt DeVolopingi 1983). More
recent figures tend to_indicate_that thia dieproportionately high separation
rate_continues. For example, the number of fatally breakups on_one_western
reservation in 1981 was eatimated at 50 and 75% (Process for DevelgEina;
1983). Similarly, an October, 1980, artiole by the Director of the National
Indian Youth Council states that if the boarding school population is added
in, the result is that approXimately 50% of all Indian children are not with
their natural parents (Wilkinson) 1980).

The question Of why American Indian families suffer such a
of separatiOn is repeatedly_asked. Tribal judges tend to agree
contributing cause for great numbers of Indian ohildren-;negltot
ia that many American Indian parents_do not_underatand the role
reaponaibilities of parenting (Procees_for_Developing, 1983).

high rate
that A
-cedes

and

Child,.rearing practices among Indian people have been closely related
to the extended family concept, and ift that tedpact have depended on more
than_just the parents of_the children. AA the Indian extended family
becomes more and more a thing_of_the pasti Indian parents find it more
difficult to be "good parents" (Indian Culturei 1980).

The factor of boarding schools in the lives of most Indians has also
been disruptive_in_the sense_that so many_of the Indian parents of_today
were raised_in_hig4.4 autheritarian boarding schoolsi_apart from their Own
parents; and thUs had_few good parenting models (Process_for-DeveloPing$
1983). The national increase in teenage pregnancy, the growing nuobere of
single parental and the rising divorce rates have also affetted Indianal
joat ea they have other segments of society. Increased drUg &Wee And
alcoholism have also become additional faCtorain poor parenting practices.
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The following is list of specific factors involved in Indian Child
abuse and neglect aiong young Indian parents in the urban setting, culled
from a report by the Oakland Urban Indian Center (Indian-CUlttre, 1980):

o a special form of immaturity and associated dependency that has been
precipitated from the boarding school era and is mitigated by rising
numbers of teenage pregnancies

o a tragiCally low_self-esteem and sense of incompetence resulting from
a_ feeling Of racial inferiority imposed by the dominant society over
the past centuries

o difficulty in seeking pleasure and finding satisfaction in the adult
world

o difficulty in adjusting to the demands of the dominant society which
is seen as being both exclusive and requiring assimilation

o feeling of loss of control and power (the frustration that comes from
a feeling of_helplessness up against a greater force that appears to
be the enemy)

o social_isolation, from the extended family or any other support
community to assist in child-rearing

o lack of parenting skills (misperception of the infant's abilities,
lack of empathy for the infant's needs, fear of spoiling the child,-
strong belief in the values of corporal punfshment; lack of access to
resources, programs and services)

o difficulty in coming to accept responsibility Zor their own liVeS

o overcoming external and internal limitations to their ability tO
provide an adequate living

In an attempt to promote Indian Child welfare, the National American
Indian Court Judges Association was awarded a grant of $101,970 in 1982 to
develop_a model process which social service providers could use to develop
culturally relevant parent education/skills development programs and
materials. Four reservations served as pilot programsZuni Pueblo in New
MeXiCO, Fort_Belknap Reservation in Montana, Cherokee Reservation in North
Carolina, and Ponca Reservation in Oklahoma (Process for DevAloping; 1983);

Since the initiation of these four programsi_other tribes_have begun__
parent education programs in their communities; Another example of promoting
parenting programs is the Ford Foundation's program, Teen Father C011abora-
tion, which is an attempt to extend to teenage fathers the counseling and
other social services often only available to teenage mothers (Rose, 1985).

As the children of Indian parents enter school, parental involvement
becomes an issue. The quality of the relationship betWeen Indian parents
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and their child's teacher is impOrtant since this will be reflected in the
child's attitude toward school and behavior in school.

The Iadk of involvement of these parents is often misinterpreted to
mean disinterest in the education of their children. A more accurate_
assessment_of their behavior is that they lack experience in itittaittitiO
with school persbnnel; feel they do_not have_the expertise varranted_to
speak about the_CUrriculum or counseIing_needs_of_their children; and are
doubtful aboUt how their input, once giveni_will_be_reCeiVed_Or_implemented.
Not wishing tO feel intimidated or appear foolish, they retain inactive but
not di-Sinter-dated (Indian Culture, 1980).

Like other parents, American Indians_arA Aladka Natives need to know
that their involvement in the education Of their child is desired, needed,
and valued.

Mexican Aterican Education

Hispanic Americans are Aterica's most emergent minority. Acoordiog
to the 1980 census, there are approximately 14.6 minion Hispatica ih
the United statea. Although united by a Spanish language mackgrouod, the
Hispanic population is diverse and is composed of three major StbgrOUpsi
.with Mexican Atericans being the largest group; The 1980 dentiiid ihdidated
that there ars about 9 million Mexican Americans residioq in the United
StateS, representing a 93% increase over the 1970 CehillUd_date. The majority
Of MeXidan Americans reside in the six states of CalifOrnia, Texas, Colorado,
NeW Mekidoi_Arizona, and Illinois, with by_far the largest concentrations
in California and Texas. The Mexican_Ameridan popolatioo is young, having
tedian age of about 22 years. _About_one person in hine is a child under

fiVe years of age. Mexican_Americans have_the Country's highest birth rate.
In an era of declining_pubIic school_enrollmentS, the Mexican American
proportion of the public school population is growing; As a rapidly growing
and young population; Mexican Americana are faced with numerous educational
challenges.

Academic Achievement

The edUcational condition of Mexican Americans has been thAtattetized
by below-gradt=level enrollment, high dropout ratesLhigh rates Of illiteracy,
and a low nuMber of school years completed; The median number 6f adhool
years completed by Mexican Americans aged 25_years and Older is 10.3 as
dOtpared to 12.5 for nem-Hispanics; Although Condition& Vary, Hispanics
-Often attenJ overcrowded and poorly equipped SdhOola Which have lower
per-pupil budgets than other_schools in their areas. As a result of housing
patterns and the growth of_the_Hispanic youth population, over two-thirds of
all Hispanics attend schools where over_50% of the student population is
minority; According_to Brown, Rosen, Hill, and Olives (1980), Hispanics are
often over-age for their grade levels due to language problems experienced
in earlier years. _As a result, almost 52% of an Hispanics enter high
school over-age and many have pooi grades. Even though Mexican American
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students enter high schoOl with as high aspirations as any_other_groupt the
courses they_take are_not consistent with the high aspirations they report
when they enter_school. Many Hispanic students are not_in_strong_academic
programs while in high school. Only 26.9% of these_students are in strong
academic programs' as compared to 39.8% of the nonHippanic students. The
majority o:7_these students are clustered in general (41.6%) or vocational
education (31.5%) programs. Contributing to the high dropout rate of
HiSparlic_students is the fact that some of thead atUdents are attracted to
the_Vorld of work. In 1980' Hispanic malt StUdentS Were more likely to hold
full-time jobs than were Anglo_or black mald_students. They averaged more .

hours of work per week while attending Seib-di. According_ to the National
Commission on Secondary Education for Hiepanics,_of the Hispanic males in
the 1980 high school sophomore claS8 whO left Sohool before graduation,
More than 25% Ieft to_accept an offer Of_V-Ork (Make Something Happen, 1984).
Many of these students left school in Order to contribute to the_support
of their families; Such factOrs as Self=doncept, attitudes toward school,
motivation to achieve,_language deficiency, bilingualism, cognitive_develop-
ment, and teacher attitUdes hair-6 also been identified as determinante Of
low academic achievement Of Mekidan American students.

Efforte have_been made to provide educational programt_which would
be_compatible with the special needs f these student8. Bilingual, multi-
cultural,_and compensatory education programs have been prOVided throughout
the_athool_process of soMi of these students. ItitetVentions have been
iMpleMented at the level where attrition is pretUted to occur--in high
Set-dbl. For example, work7study and exte;nded day programs at the high__
school level have been_geared toward helping_poor youth to stay in school.
Alternative high school programs_fdr "potential" dropouts have been imple-
mented to address_these "at risk_Studentd, atademic underachievement and
their mismatch with the regular high School environment.

Access to Higher Education

Although Mexican Atericans comprise the largest subgroup_of_Hispanics0
their enrollment in institutions of higher education has remained minimal.
In 1980;_out of approximately 9.3 million undergraduate_students enrolled
in institutiOnS of_higher education in the 50 states and the DiStrict of
Columbia, aboUt 4.2% were Hispanic, 10% were black, 2.3% Vere_Asians, and
0.7% were Native Americans. Data from the Center for_StatietiCe (1986)
indicate that airing the 1984-85 school year higher_ed#Cation enrollment
indlUded 80.8% white, 8.5% black; 4;2% HispaniC, 3.1% Mien/Pacific Islander,
0.7% Aterican Indian/Alaska Native, and 2.8%_nbrireSident alien students.
While_the percentage of Mexican Americans takinig Sdholastic Aptitude Tests
(SATs) has_increased in recent years,Only 7% -Of all Mexican American
18-year-olds took the SATs in_1983._ In_1985, Mexican Americans showed
improvements on the SAT in both Math and verbal scores;

The majority of Hispanica attend community colleges where the chance of
transferring_to a four7year college is poor and the completion rate i$ IOW.
Castillo (1984) noteS that Attrition is the major problem that Contributes
to the underrepresentation of Hispanics. Castillo further citet that
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numerous studies conducted on the transfer function have isolated some
specific problemt that contribute to the diminishing_transfer rate: (a) the
poor communication of tranafer requirements to students; (b) the lack of
information Systems for counselors who advise transfer student0; (c) the
complex admissions and registration procedures to which students are
subjected; and (d) the lack of financial assistance-=the moat frequently
cited reason for dropping cut. A prevailing trend occurring in community
colleges is that their original role of preparing Students for transfer to
four-year institutions has shifted from transfer to occupational education
and technology (Castillo, 1984). Of the Mexican Americans who go on to
graduate or professional schools, over half drop out before completing their
degrees. Utilizing data from a National Center for Education Statistics
enrollment survey, Arce (1982) shoVed Hispanic underrepresentation is
especially severe in the universitieS, both public and private, in the
technical and scientific fields, and in courses leading to the professions
of dentistry, medicine, business; and law.

Underrepresentation of Mexican American students in institutions of
higher education can be attributed to several factors: low college entrance
examination scores, poor writing and speaking skills, content deficiencies,
weak study habitd, poor Self-images, diffused goals, and unsuccessful
learning experiences. Although academic preparation lays the foundation
for students pursuing a higher education, the process for admission to an
ingititution of higher education includes a series of activities and steps
that requires skill end understanding to negotiate. Understanding the
process and learning how to manage it are necestary for any college-bound
student, but are especially critical for Mexican American students.

However, some intervention strategies aiMed at alleviating the under-
representation of trained Mexican AMeridahe have been established at the
secondary and postsecondary DIV-lilt. _Por example, precolIegiate counseling
for Hispanics; cooperative prOjetta between high schools and colleges; such
as the_Pre-Freshman Engineering Program held at the University of Texas at
San Antonio each stiober and the High Technology High School in_San Antorab,
Texas; workshops stiCh as the Math Anxiety Weekend Workshop Training_held at
the Southviettern College in Chula Vista, California; the developMent of
career_adudation curriculum; and various remedial progtams at Some colleges
and uniVertitieS.

Migrant EducatiOn

According to federal legislation, a "migrant" child is "a child who has
moved within the past 12 months from ond school di-trict to another--or, in
a state that is comprised of a single School dIstrict, has moved from one
school administrative area to anotherto enable the child, the child's
guardian, or a member of the child's immediate family to obtain temporary
or seasonal employment in an agricultural or fishing activity" (Federal.
Register, 1978). "Agricultural activity" refers to any activity directly
related to: (a) the production or processing of crops, dairy products,
poultry, or livestock for initial commercial sale or as a principal means
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of personal subsistence; (b)_the Cultivation or harvesting of trees;_or
(c) fish farms; "Fishing aCtiVity" means any activity directly related to
the catching or proceSSing of fish or shellfish for initial comMerCial Sale
or as a principal Mend of pettional subsistence.

A migrant child can be classified as: (a) currently interatate agri-
cultural; (b) intraState migratory agricultural; (c) former migratory agri-
cultural; (d) currently interstate migratory fisher;_(6) intrastate migratory
fisher; or (f) former migratory fisher; Migrant students identified as "cur-
rently interstate agricultural or migratory fisher" are those students who
have_moved with a parent or guardian within the past 12 months across state
boundaries to enable the parent, guardian, or another member of the child's
immediate family to obtain temporary or seasonal employment in an agricultural
or fishing activity. Migrant students classified as "intrastate migratory
agricultural or Zisher" are those students who have moved with a parent or
guardian within the past 12 months acrotS school district boundaries within
the state to enable the parent, guardian, or another member of the child's
immediate family to obtain temporary or seasonal employment in an agricultural
or fishing activity. Those migrant students labeled "former migratory agri-
cultural or fisher" are thoge students who have been interstate or intrastate
migrants as defined above, but who have ceased to migrate_within the past
five years:and noW reside in an area in which a migrant education project
is available and haVe parental approval for enrollment in such a project.

The_identified Migrant student population_has grown throtighout the
_

United_StateS in the last 20 years. _When the_Migrant Edtdation_Program was
firtt begun in 1967,_there were 80,000_migrant studenta identified. Today
there arerapproximately 750,000 identified Migrant students in 49_states in
the_United States, the District_of ColuMbia, and Puerto Rico. These migrant
students are not typical students sinCt_they are not permanent_or semi-
permanent residents of any sChotil diStrict. As a result_of their high
transient rate, these studentS often have serious educational deficienCidt,
lack continuity in their eduCational experience, and frequently fail to
complete high school.

RetainingMigrant Setiondary School Students

Migrant families are unique for, by definition, they live their lives
on the move. Because of this, the need for migrant children and youth to
get a consistent education often takes second place to the need to make a
living. Additionally, these students are faced with the problems of adapting
to new schools, classmates, and teachers several times a year. Enrollment
procedures are often complex, involving the transfer of partial credits due
to incomplete course wotk.

Measuring dropout rates for migrant students is_difficult since a
"migrant student" enrolled in the Migrant Student Record Transfer System
(MSRTS) may not continously have migrant status. Students cease to be
"migrant" if_their migrant Status expires, thus making longitudinal Surveys
difficult; In addition, their mobility makes totally accurate counts of
migrant students almost impossible.
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According to 1980=81 MSRTS enrollment statistics, five times as many
migrant students are enrolled in the second grade than in the 12th grade
nationwide. Migrant youth have the lowest graduation rate of any student
population group identified in the public school system. The graduazion
rate for migrant students is estimated to be between 10% to 20%; The
average dropout rate for the three states with the highest migrant
populations (California, Florida, and Texas) exceeds 32.5%. Gilchrist
(1983, p. 2) concludes that:

Although almost three times more inigrant students as four years
ago are not staying in school until graduation, the current 12th
grade class is still only one-quarter the size of the 8th grade
class. More than 20% of the students drop out of school each
year. Most leave in the 9th and 10th grades.

There is no doubt that migrant studentb are dropping out, and that even
those who do graduate are not continuing their education; Often the
tOnditions in the secondary school system, while adequate for resident
students; become detrimental to the success of migrant students. Among the
stumbling blocks are: appropriate age/grade placement, credit accrual,
required course work; and state minimum competency tests.

_Gilchrist (1983) notes that some of the characteristics_of_Migrant
students who drop out include: a history of transiency; limited fluency
in English; homes where survival is often the priMary concern;_leCk of self-
assurance; 'support, and clarity about goals; older age level than their
peers; Heiken and Gallo (1978) isolated financial pressures, poor attendance,
lack of family support (as perceived by the students), and low numbers of
siblings _who had completed high_school as factors distinguishing dropouts
from graduates. Repeated experiences Of frustration, failure, and a lack
of acceptance_dte_to mobility have prodtced low self-concept, feelings of
iSolation, and reduced motivation.

Many migrant programs throughout the country have developed_various
solutions to meet the needs of_secondary school migrant youth. Recently
several states have increased funding for migrant programs at the secondary
level. This increased state support has assisted in the promotion and
acceptance of migrant education programs .by_individual_school dittridtt.
Many regional and statewide programs have also_improved_their_services to
high school students by initiating and supporting_secondary Migrant education
study committees; increasing counseling staff at the secondary level; and
providing tutorial assistance, summer programs, and adult education evening
programs; Among_the programs which have been developed to increase_the
number of migrant stddents who will eventdally graduate from high school
are_the Portable Assieted_Study Sequence (PASS) program, the High School
Equivalency Programk the General Education Diploma classes, the Secondary
Credit Exchange (SCE) Program; and the Summer Project Assignments; PASS
offers prepared curriculum materials for_independent correspondence study.
SCE provides credit accrual opportunities for migrant students; In the
Sutter Project Assignments program, Texas educators travel to receiving
States to help organize programs, enroll students, monitor course work,
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and provide -continuity in the_areas of personal_and fatily support._ Advccacy
uctivitie4 at the national level by the Natiohal Association of State
Directors of Migrant Education have also served to increase pUblic awareneSS.
Of Migrant programs for secondary School migrant students.

Health Needs of_Migrant_Familitt

One of the major continuing concerns of migrant educators is the health
of migrant workers and their families. The lifestyle of migrantS is charac-
terized by frequent moveit, substandard housing, inadequate plumbing., and
limited access to quality medical and dental services; Migrant Workers
toil in all kindit of weather and environmental conditiond and are exposed to
pesticides and other chemicals used to treat agricultural crops. Chronic
medical problems associated with_agriculturaI chemicald and unsatisfactory
environmental conditions are common among some migrant families. Freauent
changed of residence deprive migrant children of_health care and follow-up.
As a result, he health problems may lead to difficulties in school.

In addition to the typical diseases_and health problems of chiIdhood,__
migrant_children confront numerous health problems and risks associated With
their migratory lifestyle and_the environmental hazards associated With
agricultural work; These Children also confront numerous social, CUltural,
and language barriera Whidh often preclude their ability to alCteitill regular,
comprehensive health Cate. _Maximum educational achievement ay 166 hindered
byi_undiagnosed and Untreated health problems. For instance, the_young
migrant child with Undiagnosed hearing or vision problem8 Will obViously
experience learning_ difficulties, regardless of the Oelity of the educa-
tional proqraM. Other less obvious but_equaIly Signifidant undetected
health cenditienii such as anemia, respiratory infeatione, and dental disease
also contribute to listlessness and distraction due tO pain, and may inhibit
the_edUdatien process. The most common problems Migrants experience fall
Within reispiratory and digestivs_system ail:tenth, accidents, skin diseases,
infectious diseases, parasitic diseases, nutritional and metabolic problems,
nervous system and sense organ problems, and circulatory system problems.

The importance of good health in helping migrant students to achieve
their maximum educational potential has been recognized and addressed
at both the federal and state levels. Federal legislation def:.nes the
eligibility of the migrant child and allows for the provision of Supplemental
health and support serVices to eligible migrant children. The Federal
Register of April 31 1980, Section 116d.51, states that the state educational
agency may provide health, nutritional, social, or other Supporting services
with migrant education funds if these services are necessary to enable
eligible migrant children to participate effectively in instructional
serviced.

HOW-ever, the provision of such servites is often hindered by various
problems, such as finding_access_to low-cost quality medical care, getting
health education information in_ the appropriate language, and keeping
accurate_medical records after health care is given. Migrant students have
also been prevented from obtaining necessary health services by such faCtore
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as excessive mobility of their families; lack of bilingual health care
personnel; limited knowledge of available health ServiceS; residency require-
ments for eligibility to receive health derviceS; lack of health insurance
for farmworker families; high cost_of medical/dental care; residence in
medically under-served areas; and_lack of awareness of preventative health
measures. SIesinger (1979) ranked the most common barriers migrants
experience in seeking health care AS: the time it takes to get an appoint-
ment, distance to the facility, language barriers, the times the facilities
are open, the cost of Servicet, loss of income, feelings of being uncom-
fortable with the doctor, lack of knowledge of whom to go to, and fear of
what the doctor might find.

_In an_atteMpt to respond to this problem, the Migrant_Education_Program
provides physical ahd dental screenings for migrant_students.enrolled in a
miurant prograa. In addition to the child's educational hittory,_the Migrant
Student Record Transfer_System (MSRTS) provides health prOfiles of these
stiadents. Upon enrollment in a new school, the Child'S health data; e.g.,
physical exam results, inoculations, dental SerVided, Arid any other.health
information unique_to the child; are provided. Thia_bollabOration between
the health and education entities removes the pOSSibility of providing
unneeded health services to the migrant Child While it brings to the
attention of school personnel any critidal_prOblems the child has that may
affect his/her learning capabilitiea. PrOjeot HAPPIER (Health Awareness:
Patterns Preventing IllnesSee And Ehdburaging Responsibility); funded
through the U. S. DepartMent Of Eft-cation discretionary funds; attempts to-
coordinate intra/interState And ihtra/interagency efforts to disseminate
curriculum units on health promotion/disease prevention for migrant Children.
Special community health centers have also been established for_Migrant
families in_soMe parts of the country; An interagency agretMent betWeeh_the
Office of Migrant Education and the Environmental ProteCtion Agency has been
made to Offer information and assistance to migrant health centers regarding
suspected or confirmed pesticide poisonings. _The NatiOhal Migrant Referral
Project has developed referral systems to_asoiat_ migrant health centers and
other health providers in delivering contihuoUS health services to this
mooile population. These systems enable the 6k-change of medical information
between home-base and receiving-bast thiqtant health centers.

Outdoor Education

Outdoor education is education in, about, and for the out-of-doors.
This definiti'm tellS Where the learning takes place, the topic to be
taught, and the 1211e of the activity.

"In" implies that outdoor education can occur in any outdoor setting,
from a school yard in an industrial neighborhood to a remote Wilderness
setting. It can occur in swamps, meadows, forests, shores, lakes, prairies,
deserts, estuaries, and all other biomes.
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"About" indicates that the topid is the outdoors itself and tha_ cultural
aspects related to the natural enVironment. One may learn about_mathematics,
biology, geology, communiCatiOnS, history, political science, art; physical
skills, or endurance throtigh the context of the outdoors.

The subject matter Of outdoor education is a hoIistic_CoMbination of
the interrelatiOnShipt of all nature and human beings, attitudea fbt caring
for the universe,_and Skills for utilizing natural resourCeS for huMan
survival and fcr leiSUre pursuits.

"For" would imply that the purpose of outdoor odUcation is related to
implementing Cognitive, psycho-motor, and affective domains et learning for
the Sake Of the ecosystem itself; It means understanding, using, and
appreciating the natural revonrces for their perpetuation.

Outdoor Education for Epecial PopulatiCht

A more specialized focus of_OUtdobr education is as a means of utilizing
the uniqueness of the environmenttb_address the specific educational needd
of certain special populationathe handicapped, giftedi_juvenile offenderS,
and ethnic minority grcupt. This section will examine outdoor educatiOn
and the handicapped Student.

Outdoor edUCatitin programming for special popuIationa had ite teal
start_in the 1950A and has since grown. Outdoor_education can provide
benefits for handicapped students regardless oif the type or severity of the
handicap if the instruction is appropriately designed to meet the learner's
unique needs.

Brannan (1981) cites the_folloving benefits of outdoor education for
handicapped students. These_benefitS, in fact, apply to all students,
handicapped or nonhandicapped.

1. The outdoors enableo youngsters to participate in a "total" learning
experience. Day7trips and redidential outdoor education programs afford a
fuller range of "true=life" learning opportunities not attainable in the
typical school setting.

, _2; The_natUral environment provides opportunities to pin:Mid learning
related_to_all areas of the school's curriculum (i.e., math, reading,
physical education) and to directly_apply_skilIs_and conceptt in order to
solVe daily life problems that appear in the oUtdoors.

3. Generalization and transfer Of learning_are facilitated, because
students apply learning to different set.tihlt Under different conditions and
have the added incentive of using their knOWledge and skills to solve "real
life" problems encountered in the OUtdoor setting.

4._ The outdoorS Can help deVelop skills of lifetime usefulness (i.e.,
seIf-directt' behaVior, problem-solving behavior, observation skills,
inquisitive..e88).
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5. Social development is increased through interdependence and inter=
action With peers and adults. Trust relationships with others are furthered;
poSitive interpersonal relationships are formed (child-child, child=teacher,
teacher-child).

6. Opportunities for interaction with the natural environment are
limitless and flexible according to the indiViddal'S int-ere-St and ability
level.

7. The variety and highly Stimulating effect of outdoor activities are
incentives that motivate persons to employ independent and self-initiated
behaviors in order to interact with their environment.

8; Outdoor edtdation_offers innumerable opportunities for employing a
complete sensory apprbach (i.e.i tactile, olfactory) when Investigating and
learning about one's environment.

9. The outdoors is inherently motivating and therapedti,..: beCaude Of
the ftin and adventure associated with experiencing the natural environment.

10. Exposure_to the outdoors captures children's inherent Interest in
nature and provides the logical setting for detteloping aWarenessi sensitivity,
and appreciation of their natural environment.

11. Youngsters are able tO_"Open-up" and express their individual
selves through the more inforMal and relaked atmosphere unique to the
outdoors;

12. _OutdbOr education enables handicapped youngsters to participate
in a variety of activities and settings that have important potential ft&
recreation and_leisure (i.e., camping. games, swimming, hiking, hiStorical
sitesi fiShing).

Several innovative outdoor education programS and centerS include
handicapped students in their program curriculum. Some ekamples given by
Cassidy (1982) are the following:

Bradford Woods Outdoor Eddcation, Recreationi and Camping Center
(Indiana)
Camp Confidence (Minnesota)
Colorad0 OUtdObr EduCation Center for the Handicapped (Colorado)
Santa Fe Mountain Center (New Mexico)
Natsau BOCES Outdoor and Environmental Education Center (New York)

Rural Education and Small Schools

_ Because of the diverse nature of_rUtal AM-erica. it does not lend itself
to an easily defined taxonomy of rural edd-catiOn._ However, it is important:
to note that nearly two-thirds of the 15$600 public school districts are
located in rural areas, and that Approximately one-third of the nation's
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student body attend rural and small schools (REA News, 1982)._ These
impressive figures support the position that the issues and challenges
facing rural_education,_while in many cases different, are no leaa important
than those edUCational issues facing urban America;

Increaaed-AVarendes and Interest in RuraI_Education

_DUring the past few years_there has_been a definite increase in the
ItiVel Of interest in rural_education. This it reflected at the federal
leVel by the formation of_the Department Of EdUcation's Intra-DepartmentaI
COmmittee on RuralEducation. _At the_etate and local levels, there has been
an explosion of centers, agencies, and organizations that focus wholly or in
part on the issues_of rural education and small schools. The Rural Education
Association, for example, has_experienced a 50% increase in membership_in
the last five years._ A half dozen new university rural education/small
school centers have been established in the last year.

Based on a recent survey carried out by the_ERIC Clearinghouse On
Rural Education and Small Schools (CRESS),_the_number of organizations and
programs_vith a tajOk emphasis on: rural education and Small echoOls has more
than doubled eilide the last ERIC/CRESS survey in 1983;

Of the_82 organizations and programs in the surVey, 60t (49) have been
initiated since 1980. Of_the_10_state programs, Only_2 existed prior to
1983. Only 10 of the 17 university-baSed programa eXiSted before 1980. The
oldest organization_is theRural EducatioA ASedciation, which was established
in 1907. Three national organizatiOns,_thred State organizations, four
state programs, and two university-based programs were initiated in 1985;

The three new national_organizations include the Consortium of Higher
Education Rural Program_AdMinistrators, the Rural District Forum of the
National School_Boards Association, and the National Rural TeaCher Edudation
Association._ The Arizona Small and Rural School_Association, COlorado
Association for Rural Education, and the Minnesota Rural EdUtation Asso-
ciatiOn constitute the new_state_professional organiZatiOns. New state
prOgraMs_include the Nevada Department of EducatiOn'S liaison agreement with
the_NeVada Rural School District_AIliance and the Nett, Jersey State Department
Of_Education's Rural Initiative_Committee. Neitth Dakota's Department of
PUblic Instruction has a new17 appointed Ciaordinator of Small and Rural
SChools, while the Oklahoma State_DepartMent of Education has recently
crec.ted an Office of RuraI_EducatiOn. _Finally, in 1985 Central Missouri_
State University and Francis filrion College stablished centers for rural
and small schools.

While only 15 programs, or la% of the entries, represent national
organizations or_prOgraMS, grassroots strength 13_shown in_the State and
university aCtiVitieS Which account for 70% (57) of the entrida.
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Research in RuraI_Educatien

The new interest and attitudes among rural educators regarding research
are most encouraging trehdt. Leaders in the field of_rural edlidation are
now saying that any efforts towards improving_the quality_of_education in
rural and small Schools must be based on documented, sound eduCational
practice and applied research findings.

While, as Stephens (1985) points out, the existing research on rural
education is rather meager and tends to lack sophistication the two major
national rural education professional organizations have recently come forth
With research agendas. The National Rural Development Institute surveyed
461 rural educators while the Rural Education Association surveyed 20
members of its executive and redearch committees to determine research
priorities in rural education (Helge, 1985; Barker & Stephens, 1985).
Both studies agreed upon a numbei of research themes including:

o Rural school effectiVeness
o RuraI_school finande
o Use of advanced_technologies for_instruction and adminiStration
o Personnel reCtUitmsnt and retention__
o Rural Ocheel 4ad community interaction

Other-IMportant Rural and SmaII-Scluml_Issues

There exists an ever-increasing demand from rural educators for
information on educational technology and how it can be adapted to meet the
needs of rural and smaIl schools; The type of technology and the way it is
utilizyd in large urban school_districts cannot automatically be assumed to
be appropriate for rural school:4. While cural educators all over the
country are discovering the potential for utilizing_educational technology
in the areas of educational management and direct instruction, they are also
demanding to know which technologies are most appropriate for rural schools.

Finally, conSolidation is a much debated issue. Barker and Stephens
(1985) point out the need for serious investigations into the effects of
consolidation on rural schools and communities, as well aS the need to be
able to identify accurately when consolidation is an appropriate option, and
when to explore alternatives to_consolidation such as multiple district
superintendencies and collaborative arrangements between school districts.
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We_are currently living_in_a world andia nation that have changed
substantially during the past 30_yeard._ Major changes have taken place
in our society and culture; and the SOcieties and cultures of many other
nations of the world.

The events of the paSt 30 years have created what has been called
an emerging post=industrial society, an information age, and a period of
historic economic transtition. The conditions creating these changed are
based, in part, on the amount of information available, new technologies
for processing and using knowledge, and a marked decrease in time between
scientific discoveries and their widespread application.

There have also been substantial changes ln the Scientific enterprise.
The boundaries between science and technology have become less distinct;
in many cases, science and technology have become integrated systems for
research and development. Scientific research has become increasingly
problem-oriented, rather than discipline-oriented. Much of the research
at the cutting edge of science involves people from several disciplines
and has led to the development of new sciences. Societies are increasing:7
looking for benefits from Science in addition to basic knowledge; people
are concerned with the improvement of the quality of life and the reduction
of human problems and Suffering.

science its alSo having an increased impact on society. AS SOCieties
place increased eMphasis on the use of science and technology bpi' improving
the_quality_ of life, important values and ethics_emerge that_relate to
decision=making regarding how science and technology Should be used in
attempte tO improve_the quality_of life. As scientifid knowledge is
transformed into technological appIications_at an_increasinglyrapid rate,
impacts on the agricultural, industrial, and servide sectors of the world's
economy are extensive; The social and economic changes now set off from
these impacts are profound and far=reaching.

Needs have also been chahqing related to mathematics. With major
changes in business, induStryj_and technology, different mathematical
knowledge and skint:kart needed. Much of the mathematics frequently taught
in the elementary achhiril den be done with calculators and computera._ NeW
technologies and probleskto be solved now require mathematical laic:At/ledge
and mathematical skills that are not included or not emphasized in the
precollege curriculUm.
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Problems related to the environment and the natural retiource base
continue to confront society. Air, water, and land_pollution problems are
featured daily in our newspapers,_magazines, and teleVition programming.Use and management of resources_continue to be major national and
international issues. Many personal_and societal decisions are being_
made and need to be made related to these topics; Substantial information
is required by citizens if these decisions are to be made wisely.

Our current understanding of how children learn, how curricuIum_and
inetructionaI materials can be organitedi and how teachers can provide tore
effective instruction makes us_capable of producing important refOrMs of
educational programs and practices. Implementation of this information
should modify our choice of content for the curriculum, the deeign and
structure of instructional materials, the use of instructiOnal materials,
instructional strategies used by teachers, learning strategiet tided bychildren, and evaluation purposes and procedures; We haVe the opportunity
to make progress in developing solutions_to several pertietent, continuing
problems in science, ma'thematics, and environmental et:hi-cation.

Thig Chapter considers issues, trends, and redent activities in
science,_mathematics, and environmental edtidatiOn related to (a) achievement,
(b) curridnlum, enrollments, and instruCtiOnal Materials, (c) instruction,.and (d)_teadher quality% supply, and demand. In addition, recommendations
fOr needed action are identified.

Achievement

Data obtained_from_a variety of studies by individuals, atatea,
national groups,_ and international groups indicate that studente are not
learning knowledge, concepts, ekills, and processes as well as desired.
In. addition, _international comparisons indicate that a large Majority of
AmeriCan students do not score well on achievement tests_in Science and
mathematics compared,to students:in other countries._ While there have
been some increases in test scores in recent years,_the gains have notbeen large; Scores for able students (especially thead planning_to go into
science and mathematics careers) have remained Ciotti Stable. Some indicators
have ahoWn these students to be making gains. Achievement scores for_blacks
and Minorities have shown_improvement, datiedial4i in lower grades, but
still lag behind those for white students. Scores for females are lower
than for males by the time they graduate frOb high school.

Data have indicated an upward trend in mathematics achievement during
the 1980s, but results are mixed, both on topics tested and achievement
by students from different geographical areas. Test data indicate that
students generally score Well on computation, especially whole numbers,
and low on problem-solving, applications, and problems involving more
complex mathematical skills. Many students also do not :neater the use
of fractions and decimals and do not understand concepts related to
measurement, especially metrics and geometry.
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Tests administered by varioug states and professional groups do not
show student achimvement patternt or achievement gains that are similar
across_geographic;a areas. Achievement varies substantially from state to
state and within many_statet. Progress being made to improve achievement
also shows substantial Variation.

These student achievement patterns on mathematical topics and across
geographical areas are not new. Data analyzed for the past 30 years indicate
similar patterns. Reasons for these trends, some effectiVe intervention .

approaches, and recommendations for future action are presented in following
sections.

Science achievement scores show mixed restiltS0 depending on the
instruments analyzed. In general, olementary leVel students have shown
Alight gains in recent testsi_vhile MOSt dedondary school students have
shown declines, though_students planning_td Major in science or mathematics
havu generalIy_shown stable sOoreS_or blight increases. Student scores ift
science have consistently indidated lOwest achievement on items related tO
physical_ociences, problem=StilVingi and applications; Some tests have 8hoWn
recent declines on earth ifiCiende and integrated science topics.

Comparisons of Student science achievement patterns across geographical
.

areas show differences, as in mathematics; While fewer data are available
for making comparisons in acience, achievement materiale analyzed indicate
substantial differences from state to state and within moSt states. Progress
being made to improve achievement also shows substantial variation.

As in mathmatics, these achievement pattern-6 &re not new. Science
achievement patterns have indicated similar rdeults for many years. Reasons
for these trends, some effective intervention approaches, and recommendations
for future action are presented in folloWing Sections.

_Students_frequently develop Mitoondeptions related to science and_
mathematics that are not cOrredted by current instruction and instructional
materials._ The same errors tend to be made at several different_grade
leveIs_and,_in some Catet, persist through high school; These misconceptions
frequently interfere With later learning and with effective problem-solving.
Research is being dondUCted to identify some key misconceptions_and to
design interventiOn Strategies; some useful suggestions for modification of
curriculum, instructioaal materials, and instruction are nOw available.

Many_students become less positive in their_attitUdeeand interests
toward science and mathematics as they progress through tohOol; by grade eight
students frequently rate science and methematiOS_SMOng their least favorite
school subjects; Elementary and high 80hOOl_etudents also frequently rate
the two subject areas among the moat diffiCUlt_SUbjects they study; Academic
success generally_correIates significantly with positive attitudes and
interests; Instruction that_leadd tO stwent success, handson activity_or
"doing" activities, and working With otner students and is conducted by_an
energetic, interested teaCher 1.0 frequeatly associated with students who
have more positive attitude/3 and interests toward mathematics and science.
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While the data are limited, it has been found that student knOWledge
and understanding of_many Concepts related to the environment are not
strongi Items included oft National Assessment_of Education PrOgreas (NAEP)
tests_and_other t6Stil indicate that students do not underStand_dOndepts
such as those related tO pollution, biological cycles, pciptlatibh_issues,
and naturai_resources (including energy sources). _The lOv, knOWledge level
that_many studenta potSess makei it difficuIt_for theM ad Students (and
later as adultS) tO make rational personal and societal deciSions regarding
the environment.

A huMber of variables that relate to loV, and high achievement in all
three artat have been identified through_restatoh And will be considered.
Stibie SohOols are using interventions_inClUding these variables; in other
cases more research, development, and implementation activities are needed
to move the research into practice.

Some caution needs to be used in analyzing test data. Comparisons
of tests and textbooks/curricula indicate a substantial discrepancy between
many of the textbooks/curricula and the content and the emphased of many of
the tests. Comparisond of tests with classroom instruction aldo indicate
substantial differenced between what occurs in the classroom and the content
and emphases of many of the tests. The tests are not meaSuring all that
has been learned; hence, the contents of tests used for evaluation and
research ehould be examined to be certain that what is being measured is
the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values that are believed to be
important.

Curriculum, Instructional Materials, and Enrollments

Among the strongest variables related to student achievement are:
(a) amount of focused time and use of time for desired learning; and
(b) the extent to which the desired learning is emphasized in different
years. Therefore, the curriculum, instructional materials, and student
enrollment in courses should be a major focus of efforts to improve science,
mathematics, and environmental learning.

Curriculum and Inttrtctional Materials

Reports-3 from inside and outside the education community agree that
substantial changes should be made in both the curriculum and instructional
materials to reflect current_and future personal and societal needs, new
technologles, and recent research on learning.

There is general consensUa_that_the curricula in all-three areas, bUt
especially in the fields of_Mathematics and_science, do not reflect our
current society and societal heeds, do not provide the content needed for_
current and future acadeMiC and personal needs, do not reflect our knoWledge
of learning and instruction, and are not considered relevant by many
students.
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Since a textbook is the primary tool_in instruction for_most mathematics,
science; and_environmental education teachers, there is substantial concern
that materials be available to implement needed curriculum changes Recom-
mendations are unlikely to be implemented without appropriate instructional
materials for the teachers to use.

Data indicate that materials with different content, content organization,
skill emphadis, psychological order, and format have different impacts on
student achievement.

Mathematics - -Curriculum

Many people continue to be concerned about_the mismatch betWeen the
way arithmetic is taught in school and the way it_is used_in teal life,
the overr-emphasis of time on skills that are now learned best (for example,
computation and_recognition), lack of application and problem-solving
experiences, -lack of time for_topics and experiences that people believe
should be in the curriculum, lack_of use of cognitive research for
determining_order and prbcedures for teaching concepts and skills, and
a fragmented seCOndary SchOol curriculum. The National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics and Other groups have taken the initiative to change these
conditions.*

The need to redevelop curricula to reflect the changing needs of Society
and to incorporate the now techniques and processes made possible by computers
and calculators has Ied to a number of wide-scaIe funded projects,.as well
as to state and local efforts; The development of numeracy--an understanding
of mathematics and mathematical procedures--seems imperative, and the need
for restructuring of traditional secondary school courses is evident. Such
courses should include but not be limited to algebra, geometry, and general
mathematics, so that teJhnology is used as a vehicle of instruction rather
than an end in itself._ Modifying the content of elementary school mathematics
programs is also a goal of curriculum development efforts. Decreasing the
emphasis on computation while increasing the emphasis on estimation,
probability and statistics, geometry, and other vital but neglected topics
is being stressed. Developing understanding as well as skill with fractions,
decimals, 1 A other number ideas is similarly needed. Increased emphasis is
being given to the need for more stress on problem-solving and applications
in specific_Situations to improve problem-solving and knowledge use and
transfer. Research information on cognitive learning can provide suggestions
for Ways to organize and to structure the curriculum.

Mathematics--Instructional Materials

"Instructional" materials in mathematics conjures up the image of A
vast array of material devices and_other articles to aid in teaching mathe-
matics: blocks, the abacus, Cuisenaire_rods, chip trading games, spinners,
as well as calculators and computers. Reality, however, is something else;
textbooks and tests predominate. The use of nontextbook materials is the
highest in first grade and the percentage of use generally decreases as
the grade level increases.
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The evidence on the value of the use of manipulative materials is very
clear: they have a high probability of increasing achieVement and appear to
be essential in providing_a firm foundation for deVeloping mathematical ideas.
Many studies provide at least partial support for the use of materials in
stages progressing from concrete to pictorial to abstract or to symbolic.
The use of either or both physical and pictorial aids results in significantly
higher achievement than when only symbols are used. Correct use of objects
and materials is also important.

There is little doubt that textbooks and tests shape the curriculum.
However, analyses of textbooks and tests indicate substantial diversity among
textbooks, among tests, and between textbooks and tests. Emphasis on concepts
and skilld recommended by various associations and groups differs substantially
among texts and tests.

thie Of Calculators and computers is increasing, but the nUdbar Of
cladarooms in which either or both are being used an adeqUate adOtint bf time
it low. Data from_more than 100_studies_involving the tate Of C.:adulators
strongly supports their use_for saving_class tiMe and Student time, increasing
achievement, and improving_student_attitudes toward mathematics and the
student's self-,concept with_respect_tb Mathematics. Computers can also
provide instructional benefits;_mathematics teachers need to incorporate
computer applications more meaningfully into mathematics instruction.

Mathematics--atme

Among the_Strongest variables related to mathematics achievement are_
(a) amount of tittle devoted to the objectives of instruction, (b) number of
courses in MatheMatics a student has completed, (c) use of the_conCept Or
skill in applicatiOna and problem-solving, and (d) recency of the inttrUCtion
related to the objective.

Providing more time in the elementary school cUrridUlOM can probably be
aCCOMplished best by a_reduction:in paper and pencil compbtation and the
in-creased use of handheld calculators. This voUld alad_haVe an iMpact on the
Sequence of instruction, approaches used in teaching, and content selected for
inclusion in the curriculum.

Time devoted to application_and problem-sOlving experiences is substan-
tially less than_what_is required to_develop effective skills and understandings.
Time can most likely be obtained at lower grade levels by using tools such as
the calculator,and by_modifiCation Of what is taught._ Time can be gained at the
secondary level by_using Calculators and computers and modifying the curriculum;
Modifying tho_curriddlUt fdr secondary school students should include developing
courses fOr all Students_and developing special courses for conegeo=bound StUdentS
planning tO Major in engineering, mathematics, and the natural ;sciences; Data
indicate that the average graduate from high school has completed between ts40
and three years of high school mathematics (out of four years); While abOUt 70%
of Students pursuing academic programs have completed_three yeara of Mathematide,
leaa than 30% of the general and vocational_students Mite cOMpleted three_yeard.
Thatte data suggest that requiring more courses_withOut modifying the cUrriculum
Will not provide appropriate mathematics experiencet for either group of students.
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Science*CurricuIum

_While there ie SUbStantial debate regarding the desired curriculum
for science, cOnSensus_ia_developing that the science curriculum needs
to_be modified tO (a) include more emphasis on problem-solving, decision=
making, applications, technology, societal issues, and_the physical
scienCes; (b) reflect current understanding of the nature of the learner
and of learning; (c) increase the amount of time_avaiiable for inStrUction;
(d) provide appropriate experiences and courses_for_all students; (e).
increase the use of technology; and (f) reduce the breadth of Content to
Allow for more depth.

The current curriculum in most schools does_nOt reflect these directions;
however, activities at_nationai, state,_and local leVelt are evident. The
American Association for the_Advancement Of Science, the National Science
Teachers Association, eeveral state departMents of education, and the
National Science Foundation are among groups leading in efforts to modify
the curriculum.

Major effOrts_tO date have focused on increaSing the emphasis on
technology and societal issues in the curriculum, increasing the amount
of_science required in the curriculum for college-bound students and acme
othet attdentst increasing_the emphasis on problem-solving and applications,
anclinCreasing the use of technology. Severai_state and local curricula
refleCt these emphases, and others are following.

There have been conferences to consider more fundaiental changes in
the curriculum. Recommendations have been made by various groups, and work
is underway to study and to implement some of the proposed changes.

ScienceAInstructionaI_Materials

Science instrUction can_involve many materials, as in mathematics;
however, reality in science is the same as in mathematics--textbooks and
tests predominate._ The use of nontextbook materials appears to be the
highest in lover elementary grades and upper secondary grades.

The_eVidence for tho value of the use of manipulative materials in
SCience_is similar to_the findings reported for mathematics._ Activity=
Oriented programs that use manipulative material are genera4y more
successful in promoting student achievement in the use of Soft:nod prOodeS
Skills, creativity, and higher cognitive skille.Proper/effeCtiVe eae
of materials is also important in_science._ cognitive learning reeilardh
has provided a number of suggestions for the_order Of using materials
and the ways of ueLng materiaIeL Most practice clearly does not reflect
available research.

Textbooks and tests become the curriculum for most schools. As in
mathematics, there ii substantial diversity among textbooks, among tests,
and between textbooLs and teats. Emphases on concepts, skills, attitudes,
and values recommended by varloas professional associations and groups
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differ among texts and tests. The impact of cognitive learning rebel:arch
on science textbooks has been minimal. Articulation betWeen textbooks,
even within some series, is not strong; articulation betweisn secondary
science courses frequently does_not exist. While there have been recent
conferences involving various stakeholderS on Ways to correct these and
other concerns related to textbooks and coursed, major efforts are in
the discussion, planning, and pilot stages. Recent and current research
regarding use of materials has the potential for guiding substantial change
in the development and use of materials.

ScienceTime

Among the Streing variables related to science achievement are__
(a)_amount of emphasis devoted to the objectives of instruction, (b) the
number of Courses in science a student has completed, and (c) rece%Cy of
the indtrUction related to the objective.

_Providing more time for science in the lower elementary SChOol
curriculum can probably be accomplished best_by integrating ediende
experiences with_other activities such as writing, reading, art, physical
education, and_health. In the upper elementary gradet and_ many middle
schools, more time would cIearly_help to achieve dedired objectives;
modification of the cuiricuIumi_however,_COUld_take the curriculum more
efficient and effective. Data indicate that_abont 50% of graduating high
school students take_no science after grade_10 and no physical science after
grade 9. Increased time is being obtained by requiring students to take
more science cournew these_requirements raise the question of what science
students should take. MOdifidation of the secondary school curriculum is
clearly needed if these courses are to be appropriate.

Some time can be gained by use of technology and simulations in
Science laboratory acitivities to allow more time for problem=bolving and
decision-making experiences; research consistently shows that moSt Science
inttruction is not successful in.achieving these goals at desired levels.

Environment--Curriculum

Environmental education has found no_diedrete plade in the curricula
of most schools,_but_elements of it_(ranging ftoM Classical "ne..mre study"
through outdoor_education and traditiOnal_COnterVation education)_continue
to exist in many_IocaIities. Current emphases Ln environmental education
focus on_interactions_between and among science, society, technology, and
environment, caning for input from the natural sciences, the social sciences,
and_the_humanities, but these are not yet generally implemented. The major
difficulty continues to_be finding a place for interdisciplinary instruction
within achool organizational patterns which are in large part aIong_disci-i.
pIinary linee, at least in departmentalized secondary schools. In the case
of aelf=cOntained elementary classrooms, a lack of teacher education in
the interrelationships among science, society, technology, and environment,
and_in the pertinent basic content areas themselves, remains a practical
problem.
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EnvironmentInstruction41-Material5

There are few if any teXtbooks; at any grade level; which deal with
science-teChnOlOgy=eociety-environment interrelationships; as well as a
corresponding deftdiendy in numbers_of texts in the more traditional aSpecte
of environMental education--nature study; outdoor education; conservation
educatiOn. Tho_environmental education community has, however,_develOped
and Made eVailable a number of teacher-oriented_guides and modular7type
inktenotional materials, with the expectation that they_can and will be
interted into existing curricula in many areas; partiCularly the sciences
and social studies; as appropriate. These_materials range from traditional
areas to the more modern ones iThese modular Materials are being used for
instruction primarily by science and social Sot-Wide teachers. The materials
also are being used for curriculum_develOpment, by_ 'Science educators who want
to increase the amount and focus of material in the curriculum on science-
teChnology-society.

Environment-Time

As implied above, the general pattern for time spent tn instruction_
in environmentrelated areas is minimal._ As a generalizationi_ few schools
teach_"enVirOnMent" at 4 discrete area; such a situation_i4 Iikely_to arise
only_in_the date Of the elementary teacher who has a_particuIar interett,_
or of the tedondary teacher (usually of science;_Iess frequently.Of SOcial
8tUdiet; And rarely of other disciplines) who has a particular interest
end a local opportunity.

However; the inclusion of environmental topics, such as in courses
related to science-society-technology,_is_an_eXpanding area. Many of the
societal concerns inherent in_scienceteChnOlOgyeOciety considerations are
in Zact environment-based and/or contingent titi environmental considerations.
Thus, the growing thrust to emphatiZe "environment" in such courses is
increasingly evident.

Ihttruction and Classroom Climate

During the peat 20 years there has been an increased amount of research
related to clabtroom instruction and learning; In addition, many_of thete
Studied have been reviewed and synthesized to provide strategies for the
application of research to practice From this research, variabled related
to increased learning and achievement have been identified.

Among the strategies and variables that have been related to increased
achievement are: (a) homework assignments; (b) loW absenteeism; (c) corrective
measures for errors in learning; (d) high teacher expectations; (e) teachers'
confidence that they can help studentS; (f) academic time; (g) engaged time;
(h) classroom organization; (i) feedback on learning; Cu) questioning
techniques; (k) mastery learning; (1) congruence of instructional materials,
instruction, and evaluation; (m) wait time; (n) cooperative learning
techniques; and (o) procedures to help students construct knowledge and to
eliminate misconceptions.
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_There_is a developing consensus that recent research efforts provide
knowledge_about teaching and_learning that can make a substantial impact on
instruction. _F;ome_of the information is curredtly being_applied; further_
work is_needed_to translate more of the information so that it can be used
in practice and to determine effective combinations of variables to use.

While Most of the recent and current instructional improvenent effortS
haVe been at the elementary school level, secondary school studentS and
prograMt are being included.

The Effective Schools research_provides directiOn8 for echool building
and classroom practices that can help_to_improve a:MI-Went achievement. Data
from over 100 studies and reports indicate that Staff who indorporate the
recommended practices into their_schoOl programs_can usually expect to
obtain higher_student_achievement. The extent of the gains appears to be
related to (a) the extent to which the recommended practices are implemented;
(b) the_congruence_among_the goals, instruction, instructional materials,
and evaluation; and (C) the amount and quality of time devoted to the
assessed_objeCtiVeS.References to these_studies are included in two
publicationS in the "References" on effective/successful schools_(Howe &
ButtS, 1986 and Kyle, 1985) and the publication Research__within =aeon:-
soissesedUdation (Holdzkom & Lutz, 1985);

Meta-analysis studies and other secondary_analysis effort8 haVe yielded
ektremely useful data regarding instructional strategies, the_aMetfit of
gain obtained by use of a specific strategy_or combinationd Of Strategies,
and the percentage of studies in which positive galoa Were Obtained by
experimental groups; Observations of a large nUMber of Mathematics and
science classrooms_and_reviews of_research studies indicate that many of
these practices are_not being treed Or, if they_are being used, they are not
being used in_effective ways. _Effective_use of appropriate combinations
of these strategies should ptodUce significant achievement gains for most
teachers.

_Recent rebel:arch has_developed a better understanding of how students
constrUCt knoWledge and develop or change misconceptions. While this is_
Still an tiMerging research area, knowledge has been gained that is_useful
fOr Modifying many current_instructional practices. Learners develop
conceptual frameworks or models that depend on understanding spedifid_
subject matter; if the subject matter is not understood, then the ettdent
will likely develop some misconceptions. Research data indicate the
importance of teaching to reduce misconceptions at the elementary school
level so that students_learn reasonably_correct condepts and models. Very
few schools are doing much to teach studentS how to learn and to help them
avoid misconceptions and correCt those that they have.

A change in emphasis_and modification of many preservice and inservice
programs is_clearly needed if schools are to implement the data'identified
in this section; Mitt teachers are not aware of current information and
procedures to uSe to implement the instructional approaches.
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Teacher Quality, Supply, and Demand

De,peIoping and maintaining_a sufficient nUMbet of qualified teachers
his been another persistent problem;

The amount of science and_mathematics course work taken by elementary
school teachers has not changed appreciably during ihe past 25 years;
most_have hid three or fewer courses in science and two courses or fewer
in mathematics as undergraduates. Pew elementary teachers have taken
additional coursework in science or mathematics after graduation. Very few
elementary teachers have taken college courses that emphasize environmental
problema.

The preService preparation of most primary grade elementary school
tdachera is not likely to change substantially in terms of credit coursea
in science or instructional procedures for teaching science. While pre
service programs for these teachers should focus on our current knowledge
of instruction and knowledge of science, inservice education programa need
to carry the burden of helping primary grade teachers.

Many schools are again looking for science specialidta for upper
elementary grades and middle schools. Programa have been developed by
some institutions to provide for the needs of these teachers and other
institutions are in the process of developing such programs. The National
Science Foundation plans to support several model programs for the preparation
of teachers at the middle school level.

Vety feW states have had a sufficient number of well prepared
Chetistry and physics teachers, middle school or junior high science and
Mathematics teachers, or earth science teachera during the past 20 yeatd.
The teacher shortage has usually_been in areas of rapid population growth,
inner cities, and rural areas, and continues to be primarily in thead
areas at this time.

Developing and maintaining a supply of qualified teachers has become
more severe as other vocations have attracted women, an increasing salary
differential has developed between teaching and other careers requiring
similar preparation, the work place has btien viewed as less than desirable,
and teacher status has decreased. Attracting people (both men and women)
to the teaching profession and getting teachers who have left the classroom
to return has become more difficult.

Among the Solutions being proposed and tried in order to retain and
to recruit teacher:4i are: (a) increasing all teacher salaries; (b) providing
differential pay for teachers in shortage areas (geographic) or content_areas
(subject); (c) developing merit pay programs; (d) developing career ladder
programs; (e) providing modified work_scheduIes.for teachera; (f) providing
increased recognition for competence in teaching; (g) aaaigning teachers
outside their regular teaching fields to teach mathematics or science;
(h) waiving certification requirements for teaching; (i) developing special
programs for preparing teachers in shortage areas: (j) developing forgivable



loan programs for_people Who_ prepare to be teachers and teach in a4specific
state; (k) improving-the Warking conditions in schools; and (1) improVing
the image of the teacher in the community.

Articled haVe been Written by proponents of and by detraCtors frOM
various programs on philosophical as well as perceived or real Operational
problems. Some relevant research has been reported, but the rdeUlts of
specific efforts are difficult to assess_at thiS_time since very few
programs_have been in operation for a substantial tiMe_and, in many cases,
coMbinations of solutions are being used; _Data available indicate that
few siMple solutions win attract a:sufficient number of wellprepared
teaphers. Those states and communities that_are having success in reducing
teacher shortages and maintaining or increasing the quality_of the teaching
staff are using several approadhes. It is also evident that some solutions
such as loans, improved school clitatei and teacher recogntion require
time before they have an iMpadt On'Ataffing.

These actions_ta recruit, retain, and reassign people are taking place
at the same time that Many educators believe our capability Of &Wel-aping
more effective teadhers has increased. The_growing knowledge babe regarding
useful content_knOWledge, pedagogical knowledge, and effectiVe_instructional
skills_has again raised questions regarding the kind of educatiOn and training
a'teacher should receive. Efforts are_currently underway in several states,
calleges and universities, and_communitite to deSign preservice and inservice
programs that build on existing knowledge.

Preservice and inservioa prograts tided to consider what_subject matter,
content knowlege, and competence teaChers need to have, and mot what science
courses a teacher should heft tit the requisite number of hours in science._
These programs alga need tb focus on instruction that is useful for achieving
specific objectives and the probable impact of the use of alternatiVe
procedures and strategies on pupil achievement and attitudes.

Programs also heed to be developed to heIp_prospective_teachers and
inservice_teachert Understand how knowledge is constructed hy the learner
ao_that thdy Can become better self-learners and can be more effectiVe and
effidient in Selecting content, designing instruction, and evaluating
Student learning.

Priorities for ActiOn

If the precollege programa in Mathematics, science, and environmental
education are_to develop_atudtata tEith knowledge, skills,and attitudes__
that are needed, subatantial_rdfOrm is needed in curriculum, in instructiOnal
materials, in_teacher edUCatiOn, and in instructional programs; Some_
needed activitied WW1, been identified in previous sections of thiS Chapter.

Most of_the Majet problems identified have been persistent_problethe in
education. Approaches to alleviate these persistent probleme Will require
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commitment to_long term efRorts and Willingness to modify past practices
.in very different ways. There are Dome activities that deserve priority
attention;

_Curriculum

_There it; substantial consensus among a broad public that the curricUla
in all three areas (sdiencei mathematics, environmental education) MS neet
been well delineated for students' current and future needs; _MOSt_dikerent
curricula do not reflect the present state of science and MatheWatids, the
"information_age," cognitive_research on learning and_inattilotitihi and the
effective use of technology as_it relates to the curriCtilUm. Problem-solving,
deoisionmaking, and applications _are not_stressed. Interdiediplinary
groups should be established immediately to develop suggested frameworke for
consideration by a broader public.These frameworks can provide direction
for the other needed activitiet. Without a good curricular framework, many
of the stato and local activities will be patches on a worn out tire.

Instructional -Materialt

Since over 90% of the instruction in the United States in science and
mathematics is based on textbooks, modification_of instructional materials
deaerves hIgh priority. Priority should be given to materials for upper
elementary grades, middle schools, and courses for senior high school
nontcience majors. Reasons for these recommendations are extensive, but
a few will be highlighted;

Students begin deveIoping_their conceptUal understandings, interests,
attitudesi values, and skills in_the elementary years; many studies have
shown students at these age leveld are not developing cognitively and
cichieving as_desired. Success for these students is important and materials
that will_help prninnte Success'can be developed. Many students make their
decision t0 take_adience or mathematics_in secondr.ry schools based on their
eXpe3.ience6 in the upper elementary and'middle school years; a large number
of etUdents are currently opting not to take these secondary school courses.

Soience materiale foz the nonscience Majors are also needed. one Of
the few widespread reform actions_that has_been taken in_ many_statea has_
been to increase the number of courses in_science or_mathematiCe requited
for high school graduation or college_admission. _Thie action 1411 heVisi

little impact on science_and_mathematics majors;_they ate alteady taking
the required number of_courses. It vill_have OUbstantial itpadt ou those
students going_to_coIlege_who_are_not majoring in_matheMatics or science
and for those students_not going to college. _Diffezont courses should be
developed for_many of these_students. OUr_priOrities do not imply_that
other materials are tot needed.Research data, school program development,
state regulations,_Stndent enrollMent patterns, and analyses of existing
materials suppOrt the strong_need for efforts at these priority levels.
The_National Sdiende Foundation's recent program related to middle schools
18 beginning actioti on some of these needs.
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Materials developed should reflect the curricular framework estab-=
Iished (see curriculum recommendation), be based on available cognitive
learning research, be designed to make effective use of available technology
(calculators, computers, and so forth)i emphasize probIem-solving and
decision=making, emphasizr4 how to learn, and be activity-oriented.

Teacher Quality and Supply

Action is needed to maintain and to improve the quality of both
inservice and preservice teachers. The-teacher is usually considered
t.he key ta student_success. Priority should be given to developing strong
inservice programs to proVide assistance and instruction directly related to
the teachers' instructional responsibilities. Programs should be developed
by local schools to meet local needs. State and federal support, however,
should be provided on a continuing basis.to araure that inservice programs
are_maintained oind to help balance economic differences among communities.
Evaluation should be required-to identify program_impact on students and
to improve programs. Developing good inservice programs will have a mord
limediate effect on improving student achievement, interests, and attitudes
than will preservice programs. Inservice programs should_also be more
efficient and effective thaa preservice programs since all thead teachers
are in the schools and teaching; most of them will be in the Schools for
an additional 7 to 15 years. The future quality of the schools depends
to a great extent upon their effectiveness as teachers. Priority should
be r..torento upper elementary and middle schools for inservice activities.

Preservice programs need to be strenotl.ened and recruitment of
prospective teachers needs to be expanded for the long-term improvement of
pre-college education. Incentives, such as loans that will_be cancelIed_for
years of teaching ekperience, should be established and mrfintafned by all
states with teacher shortages. There is evidence that incentives do work it
maintained over time.

_More competitive teacher salaries are needed to attract people into
teaching And to retain teachers in the schools. Improved working conditiont
Ate Alto needed to retain teachers in the schools.

Classroom and School Climate

Research on effective and successful schools indicates substantial
improvements in student achievement and teaCher morale can be made at
reasonable_costs by implementing various combinations of school and
classroom improvement procedures._ These practices should be implemented
and considered_by other_sdhaols when it appears that these procedures
will improve the educational program.

Classraam-lastruction

Research accumulated over the past several decades provides tiStftil
suggestions for ways to change instruction that will generally improve
student achievement. Materials should be developed for 'age with intervice

2 7
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and preservice teachers to show them_how to use this information and these
procedurea in their classes. InserVice programs should then be developed
to prepare a cadre of teachers to work with other teachers in trying
these procedures.

Impact of Research on Practice

While there are many reasons why research information has not made__
the desired impact_on practice, a major variable is awareness; No pradtice
improvement information and materials can be used if people do not know
they exist. Secondly, no practice improvement information and materials
will have much impact if they are_not in a_form that_provides sufficient
information, materials, and assistance to help school personnel understand
the practice. Some programs have been effective in_helping schools become
aware of information and materials and how to use them. The National
Science Foundation_programs of the 1960s and early 1970s were effective in
getting many_schools to_become aware_Of mathematics and science materials
and_to_use_them; many_of these materials had very positive_effects on
student achievement, interests, and attitudes. SeVeral U.S. Department
of Education_ programs such as the Educational Resources Information Center
(ERIC) and the National Diffusion Network (NDN),have been effective in
creating_awareness and use of_materials. However, these programs have not
been sufficiently supported or developed to accomplish the needed taeks.
Existing programs should be reviewed improved, and supported to enable
them to assist schools in appropriate ways. Existing school networks
need to be_used in the effort, and others need to be developed. _Programs
developed should reflect availabe technology and research on school
improvement.

re,f3raIi

Mathematics- Science=_and_Environmental-Education

Over 100 reports_issued_during the past five years have indicated
there are severe prOblems and perhaps a "crisis" in pre-college education.
Actions taken to_date by_most people responsible for educational programs
do not reflect efforts of magnitude that_indicate these persons really
believe_there are severe problems or that a crisis existed or exists.
Leadership is needed at all levels in dealing with the problems that do
exist and that have existed for many years__Resolving these problems
will take additional resources and a continuing commitment to improvement.
Some good activities have been renewed by the National Science Foundation,
the U.S. Department of Education, some states, and some local education_
authorities; these actions, however, are insufficient for the teak and do
not show long term commitment.
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CORE CONTENT, CRITICAL THINKING, AND CIVIC VALUES:
ISSUES ON EDUCATION IN THE SOCIAL STUDIES

John J. Patrick
Director, ERIC Clearinghouse for Social StUdies/Social Science Education,

Indiana University, Bloomington, IN

Educational reform has become a Major Concern of Americans. NumerOuS
national commissions_and reportS haVe alerted the public to deficienciet
in school programs and needs for iMprovement in curricula and teaching.
Attention has been directed pridarily to education in the scienceS,
mathematicsi and English; btt_the social studies have_not_been ignbred.
(In this chapter, social StudieS is used as a departmental label that refers
to subjects_in history and the social sciencesi_which are Stapleb Of the
secondary school curriculum and sources of content in eleMentary school
courses.)

Public scrutiny and criticism have prompted educators in the social
studies (history and the social sciencen) to re.rexamine established curriculumpatterns and teaching procedures. Discourse and debate about standards of
achieVementi quality and uses of textbOOkal Competence of teachers, and
6-cOpe and sequence of the curriculuM haVe been highlighted in conferences,_
jOurnalsi newspapersi_and televiSiOn_or radio programs. Both USALToday Arai_
Theory and Research-in Social-EdUtatiOn have included articIes_on trehdt and
issues in the teaching of hiStOry and the social sciences in_eleteentary_and
secondary schools;_both CBS and PBS have aired programs on_the reform of
curricula and teaching, including current arguments_about the COntent of
courses in the social_studies and the ways theae subjects ShoUld be taught
in the nation's schoOls.

_Old questions and issues on education have aroused new interest among
scholars_and_the general public. What knowladge, cognitive skills, and
values should all (or most) students be_expeCted to learn through_educationin the SOcial studies? How should knowledge, Cognitive skills and valuesbe taught to students of the social studies? _How should the social studies
contribute to education for citizenship_in a free Society?This chapter
treatS these implrtant issues on eduCatiOn in the social studies in termsOf three topics: (a) core content, (b) critical thinking, and (c) civic
Values.

Core Content

The_current educational reform movement has_stimulated interest in
common_learning experiences And basic requirements_for all Students.
Reformers of the 1980s have argued for core content, essential subjects that
al% students_shoUld learn. The National CommisSiOn_on Excellence in_Education
(1983, pp. 24=27) re-commended that aIl students seeking to graduate from high
school_be required to complete a curriculum_Comprised of five "New Basics"
including "three years of social stdies"==to adquire knowledge and cognitive
Skilld "required for success in the 'information' age we are entering." In a
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widely-praised report on secondary education iP Allerica, Ernest Boyer said:
"A core of common learning is essential. The Zasic curriculum should be a
study of those consequential ideas, experiences, and traditions common_to
all of us by virtue of our membership in the human family at a particular
moment in history" (1983, p. 302).

What core content should all student8 be expected to learn through
education in the social StudieS? Why should they be expected to learn it?
How should it be organized and presented to students?

Boyer_and other current curriculum reformers (McNett, 1984) recommend
at least three years of study in history and the social sciences as a
condition for graduation from high school. AII urge substantial courses in
American history and government or civics. Most also recommend_content on
western civilization and nonwestern civilizations either as separate oourses
or as parts of a course in world history. Many supporters of a_high_school
core curriculum in the social_studies urge inclusion of geography and
economics either as_one-semester_courses_or as units or major_thetea Within
courses in history and government. Nearly all core content adVbdatia6 Agree
that knowledge in history, geography, ciVics, and economids should be
essential elements of the elementary and middle school curriculum.

.State governments and local school districts across the country have
responded to_ the educational reformers by raising requirements for graduation
from high school. More than 40 states have new standards for the social
studies in secondary schools. These standards include more required courses
and periodic testing of knoWIedge and related cognitive skins in history,
geography, government, and economics (U. S. Department of Education, 1984).
Several state education departments have established commissions or teak_
forces to redesign curriculum guides In line with ideas of prominent national
commissions and reports about the Importance of extensive Core content
requirements.

Some proponents of core content_emphasize broad coverage of information
in separate sUbjects. They want students to survey facts presumably known
by an educated person. By contrast, other advocates of core content emphasize
conceptual frameworks* and facts subsumed by them, which constitute structures
Of knowledge in academic disciplines. A concept (the building block in a
structure of krwledge) is_a category, that includes data or facts that_fit
a definition of it. We use the definition of a concept as a criterion to
organize phenomena with certain common characteristics._ Concepts art
powerful means to learning, remembering, and thinking about faCtt. BOWeVeri
intellectual power generated_by one_concept is increased greatly by cOnnecting
it to a framework--a set of interrelated concepts.

The core content of academic disciplines, such as geography or economics,
consists of interrelated concepts and the facts that pertain to them. We
use these concepts and facts to describe and explain aspects of reality.
Academic disciplines are distinguished from other subjects in the curriculum
by ttrlr conceptual frameworks, which demand sustained, systematic (disci-
plined) intellectual effort by students who would rse them effectively to
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organize and interpret masses of information. Students of history, for
example, learn schemes for_periodization--broad categories that subsume sets
Of lower-level concepts and give order and meaning to facts in a narrative.__
Educators who emphasize mastery of interrelated concepts in academic disciplineS
disagree strongly with those who claim that core content consists of relatiVely
formless bodies of facts to be transmitted to students in surveys of Separate
subjects.

The best new curriculum guides emanating from state education departments,
public school districts, and private schools and associations tend to
emphasize the basic academic disciplines of history, geography, government
(political science), and economics. These curriculum proposals also stress
connections of knowledge within and betWeen courses. Interrelated and
mutually reinforcing concepts and facts in these basic academic disciplines
presumably are generative: they engender subsequent learning.

Proponents of extensive core content requirements claim that general
acceptance of their position in schools would:

o Provide all students with equal access to knowledge needed for
socioeconomic advancementi democratic participation in public
affairs, and personal fulfillment.

o Bring coherence_and integrity tO curridUla that were disordered
and overextended during the 1970d through proliferation of new
courses and excessiVe addition Of trendy topics to old courses.

o Contribute to social cohesion and national unity among a
diVerse population of students by providing knowledge of a
common Aterican heritage and identity.

o Help students to deal with "information overload" in our
"high-tech" society by promoting mastery of conceptual
frameworks that subsume or integrate vast amounts of data.

o Lead to large average increases in scores on national and local
tests of achievement in history, geography, and civics by
distributing widely and equitably badic knowledge about our
world in the past and predent (McNett, 1984; Sewell, 1984).

ppponents of core content that is anchored in academic disciplines
argue that it would have negative effects on students with little interest
in or aptitude for intellectual endeavors or preparation for college. They
reject the assumption that all students have the need for and ability
to profit from extensive and rigorous education in history and the Social_
sciences. They contend that requiring all _studentS_tO coMplete an extentive
core curriculum, based on academic disciplineS, Would:

o Restrict opportunities to choose COUrads that fit particular
interests and needS (ASCD Teak Force, 1985).
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o Create a curriculum imbalance in favor of academic courses at the
expense of_utilitarian or practical prigrams with direct social
relevance (ASCD Task Force, 1985).

o Frustrate individuals with little or no interest in academic
pursuits and cause them to leave school before graduation.

o Deny "authentic intellectual needs of students who_differ"
by restricting opportunities for dOciel inquiry and stifling
interest in the social studies:_ "If students are to become
meaningfully engaged in social inquiry, the curriculum must
respond to some extent to unique and unanticipated interests
of individual students" (Newmann, 1985, p. 11).

o Limit student perspectives by requiring mastery of certain
content in the social studies curriculum without justifiable
criteria for selecting it as more worthy than alternative
bodies of knowledge (Newmann, 1985).

Clashing opinions on the core content issue are rooted deeply in the
20th century history of curriculum development in the social studies (Hertzbe
1981). Opponents of extensive core content requirements have represented
various positions on the overarching purposes of education--social relevance
and utilitiarianism, social criticism and reconstruction, and child-centered
teaching and learning (Stanley, 1985). A shared viewpoint of these disparate
positions has been antipathy to "subject-centered" curricula and standard
requirements for promotion and graduation. Core content opponents have
tended to favor interdisciplinary courses of study organized around public
issues, social problems, or trendy topics; and they have believed cognitive
processes to be more significant educationally than content. Furthermore,
they have tended to reject claims that certain subjects are essential in the
education of all students (Hertzberg, 1981).

g ,

Many educators in history and the social sciences, who have agreed in
principle with core content based on academic disciplines, have differed on
selection and sequencing of subject matter and means and ends of teaching.
Proponents of academic core content have included ahistorical promoters of
social science subjects, history enthusiasts with little use for social
sciences' academic elitists with_slight interest in pedagogy or the needs of
average or below-average students, and supporters of general or liberal
education for all classes of students, regardless of variations in intellectual
ability and background (Keller, 1984; Hertzberg, 1981).

There can be no facile resolution of clashing positions_about core
content in the social studies. The recent report Of the_National Council
for the Social_Studies Task_FOrce on Scope and Sequence (1984) is an instruc-
tive example about the_complexities and difficulties of reaching agreement
on selection and organization of content. After lengthy and careful delibera-
tion, the NCSS Task Force proposed essential goals for education in the
Social studies and alternative plans for selecting and organizing content.
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However, the Task Force report did nOt settle any critical issues; it serVed
mainly to provoke additiOnal debate among the NCSS membership and to prompt
calls for establishment of a neW Study group or commission to deliberate
upon curriculum refOrM. GiVen the NCSS Task Force case the following

_

propositions on COrd CC:Intent are offered as stimulators of discourse and
investigation, hot as conclusive statements.

1. Secondary school courses based_ on conceptual frameworks (core
content) of academic disciplines--history,_gtography, political science,
economics--are keys to acquisition, retention, and effectiVe use of knowledge
(Hertzberg, 1981)i

2. Strong and extensive emphasis on core content, based on academic
disciplines in history and social sciences, is likely to produce significant
gains in knowledge among most secondary school students, which they need for
academic achievement, socioeconomic advancement, and effective citizen-
ship (McNett, 1984).

3; InterdiSCiplinary courses on public issues, social prObleMS, Or
timely_topics are nOt so likely to yield substantial_gains in students,
knowledge of the past and present. Research on the history of curriculum
reform in the social studies shows that thiS meahe Of selecting and organizing
content has tended to produce "a formlood cdtriddlum from Which students
learned little and which bored_them" (Hexttberoi 19811 pp. 80-81). Teachers
who would integrate knowledge frOM at-wet-al disparate sdbjects and apply it
to lessons on issues or topiC8 fade Complex and unresolved conceptual
problems.

4. AcquisitiOn and retention of core content in the_social_Studies by
all, or most, Students are likely to be facilitated greatly if thiS -content
is struCtured logically within and between stbjects_from one level to.the
next, with gradual increases in complexity and standards of achievement that
are consistent with the cognitive development and prior learning experiences
of students (McNett, 1984; Keller, 1984);

Critical Thinking

Unlike core content, critical thinking, in principle, is not an object
of contention among leadert in social studies education. It is endorded, in
the abstract, by advocates of clashing positions on teaching and learning;
subject-centered and child-centered educators support critical thinking, as
do proponents of education for social reconstruction, ciVic responsibility,
academic integrity, and so forth. They tend to agree that critical thinking
is not treated extensively or satisfactorily in most social studies classrooms
(Goodlad, 1984; SPAN Project, 1982); _However, Social studies educators
disagree about definitions of critical thinking and purposes and procedures
in teaching it to students; What is critical thinking in the social studies?
Why should all students learn how to do it? How should it be taught and
learned in the social studies?

25 4
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Definitions of critical thinking vary in breadth or inclusivenzss;
"Construed broadly, Critical thinking comprises the mental processes,
strategida, and representations people use to_solve problems, make decisibne,
and_lcarn new concepts" (Sternberg, 1982, p. 46); Some_definitiona are to
indlteiVe as to equate critical_thinking with thinking in_general_or With
all facets of higher level cognitioni_from application and analysis to
synthesis and_evaIuation. By contrast, narrow definitiOna Specify evaluation
as the core of critical thinking; In_this view, critidal thinking involves
formulation and use of_criteria to make warranted jiidgtents. For example,
critical thinkers in_the social studies appraite claims about knowledge,
decisions about public policies,_ and alternatiVe positions about social or
poIiticai_issues; Critical thinkers also evaluate the criteria or standards
by which they make judqments.

Critidal thinking, whether conceived broadly or narrowly; implies
Ctriddity and skepticism. Cornbleth_says (1985, p._13) that it ia_"a
dynamic process of questioning_and reasoning,_of raising and_pureUing
questions about our own and others, claims and conclUdiona, definitibna and
evidencei beliefs and actions." _However, critioal thinking ia not synonymous
with negativism or iconoclasm. _It can lead tb affirMation of traditions or
convcr,:ional wisdom in some_instances and tb rejeCtibn of_them in other
cases. Neither a_conaervative nor a liberal bias is built into the processen
of critical thinking;_rather,_these processes (properly employed) can free
students from the fetters of ignorance, confusion, and unjustified claims
about_ideals and reality. Thus, critical thinking in the social studies is
compatible With the highest standards of schcarship and citizenship in a
democracy.

Educators in the social studies disagree 'r:Ait how to include critical
thinking in the curriculum. One_position the.t the :?7rtt-ess of critical
thinking is far more important than any body of (:,ort-74,tt wtich it might be
applied. This_view assumea that the_same cognit trat les and skills
can be transferred easily to any tUbject matter :'1; cognitive
strategies_and skills as_the constant and essenthi .Tzments of a curriculum;
by contrast, content would be organized flexibly . soud uocil problems,
public issues, and current topics, which alght vari stucients and from
semester tb aemester in the same course. Some adro,oates of the primacy of
COgnitive process would go so far_as to propose sepax courses in_Ctitical
thinking; the subject matter would vary witn stude;:t irests
position clashes sharply with proposals for omganizatiot. -cord C.:intent in
terms of conceptual frameworks in the academic disC4.ainee of history and
the social sciences.

_ How might a primary emphasis on the process of critical thinking improve
education in the social_studies? Proponents claim that it would foster develop
ment of generaiizable_strategies and_skills that might be transferred pervasively
to subjects within and outside of_school. These strategies and skills are keys
to independent_thinking and learning. Furthermorei_students would be equipped
with enduring intellectual abilities, which could be used long after particular
facts had_been fOrgotten. Finally, primary emphasis on cognitive process,_
instead of content, Would provide ample scope for practicing strategien and
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Skills in critical thinking; this scope would be unduly limited if tOnfined
to separate subjects in history and the social sciences (Cornbleth, 1985).

There is strong opposition to proposals for ao OVerriding eMphasis on
cognitive process vis-a-vis OUbjett matter. OppOhehts claim that strategies
and skills of critical thinking:end ebBential elements of particular subject
matter are equally_iMpOrtant_and should be treated_in concert. Educators
favoring synergisitic connections of certain content and critical thinking
assume that development of cognitive strategies and skills is very dependent
upon particular structures of knowI(-;e. They argue that critical thinking
cannot proceed satisfactorily unless the thinker knows certain concepts and
facts related_fundamentally to the question under consideration._ They alSO
contend that criteria and procedures for inquiry, including critital thinking'
vary significantly across different domains of knowledge; for exatpleo there
are important differences in criteria_and evidence used tb jOttify propositions
in history_as_oompared to economits, Iwo, Or phySids. Therefore, critical
thinking should_be_intrOdUCed and deVeloped within the conceptual structures
of separate academit distiplindahistory, geography, political science, or
economics (Cornblethi 1985).

This position, of_coursei is cmpatible with advocacy of core_content Or
essential knowledge anchored in academic distipIines. _Issues, probledt,_and
ideas, that might be objects of critical thinking, would be treated Within
the contexts of particular academic disciplines. Both eaathtial khOW.Eid0
in distinct academic_disciplines of history and the sOtial Science-6 And
interrelated strategies and Skills in critical_thinking WOUld be in the
"core_ef common_Iearning" of studentS in SthbOla.._ Important outcomes of
learningi_endorsed by proponents of "COntent=fred" and "generic" approaches
to education_for critical thinking, are also cited by advocates of synergism
between critiCal thinking:and particular domains of content. Furthermore
they claim that their pbaitibil to more likely to yield these desired outcomes
of_education, such as capability to think nd learn independently, propensity
and ability to transfer or apply ILviowIedg1-. and cognitive processes to
questions and concerns ouc'.side cf ate claa!-room, and facility in remembering
and using major ideas lomi; After :tils have been forgotttn

Recent research on ecluatioil .:.oz critical thinking prO-:Jded SiippOrt
for interrelated teaching learnL--,g of critical thinking -ind Ccike -content
in history and the social scinces flovever, thead findingS Are not conclu-
sive; nobody knows beyond rosonable &Nutt that there ia only one effective
approach to education on cr5t1crl .ral research tndings and
proposals for practice deried keViewd by Cornbleth (1985) and
Sternberg (1986), 5Sn. They presented as zUmuIators
of discourse and inquiry, 1-.4.t staents.

1. Development of et,:gle..-4 t4 . r: critical thinking 1.s
enhanced by connecting educaL2rm cova: . 7aracesses to core coLtent in-

particular academic disciplines ht:F;te. tho. social scienced. Subject-
4pecific teaching of critical thinkir,- may 1,1 'he Lost effective meant to
build students' abiiit.:s to transfer .,xat,t61:::. and skills to similar
dubjects within and out,:ide of scilool.



_2. Generic (content-independent) cognitive strategies and skills
may be relatively weak means to development of critical thinking abilitied._
The goal of one generalizable model of critical thinking remains elusive And
chimerical. "One implication of this is that rather than search for
one 'best' mode of instruction, it would be preferable to identify the features
of successful instruction in various contexts" (Cornbleth, 198, p. 24).

3. It appears that effective teaching for critical thinking is not
characterized by practice of discrete skills; rather, it involves practice of
skills with recognition and understanding Cf how they fit together as part of a
strategy and of how the strategy is interrelated with particular stibject matter.

4. Teacher maideling_of critical thinking and expressions of support for
it in the classroom are effective means of developing students' propensities
and abilities for critical tninking.

5. Strategies and skills in critical thinking can_be developed_th
computer-based instruction in problem solving and decision making. _lio

these programs should fit systematically within specific subjects of
standard curriculum in order to reinforce and extend learning
through ongoing classroom activities in critidal thinking.

6._ Students' capabilities to acquire and apply strategies anti Skills in
critical thinking_are likely to be increased significantly if they practice
them systematically and extensively in all subjects that comprise the social
studies curriculum, and in a manner that is consistent with their cognitive
development and prior learning experiences.

7. All students have some capacity for driticel thinking and_ should be
provided with ample opportunity to develop their capabilities to the fullest.
Education in critical thinking "should not be the privilege of a selected
intellectual minority or the luxury of the upper class" (Sternberg, 1986,
p._64). _Rather, all students should have an equal chance to learn how to
think critically about issues and ideas in core content of the social studies.

Civic Values

Critical thinking about issues and ideas involves values, the_standards
or criteria by which one weighs alternatives and makes choices. CiVid Valued
are standards used by citizens to make judgments about pOblic_issues or the
policies of_government oflicials. Schools in all_countries, including the
United States of America, are_expected to teach civic values through education
in_the social studies._ Recent_public opinion polls and survey research studies
reveal_that a_large majority_of Aterican adults expect morals and civic values
tO be taUght in schools (Leming, 1985). There are disagreements, however,
about what values to teach and how to teach them.

Are there civic values that alI students should learn through_education
in the social studies? If so, what are these core civic values? HOW should
civic values be presented in the social studies cIadsroom?



Core values in the American heritage--freedom, majority rtle, equality
of opportunity, minority_rights, rule of_law, limited government, And so
forthare embedded in our_most revered documents, such as the DeClaration
of Independence, the Constitution, the Federalist Papers) Jefferson's First
Inaugural Address, and_Lincoln's_Gettysburg Address. These core civic_
values_are_emphasized in cUrriculUm guides, textbooks, and proposals for
educational reform, and most Americans seem_to agree that they are essential
elements of education for giood citizenship in a free society.

Research reveals that an overwhelming majority of adolescents and adults
readily affirm cord civic values, but they often seem unwilling to apply
some of theee values to certain instances involving unpopular individuals or
minority groups. For example, many Americans who strongly support freedom
of Speech, in general, tend to oppose free speech for atheists on public
television broadcasts or school assembly programs. Furthermore, research
indicates that many secondary school students have very superficial and
incoherent notions about the meaning of freedom, equality, judtice, authority,
responsibility, and other core civic values ir the American heritage (Leming,
1985). How can educators in schools and other institutions of our society
improve teaching and learning of core civic values?

Sothe edtCatOrs advocate direct and unquestioned transmission of civic
traditions and_valUes. Indoc -ination, flagrant or subtle, is the preferred
Method of teadhing certain ac-,wers to all quesitons of right and Wrong, good
Or_bad. Complex, perennial issues are_reduced_to simple dichotomies, in
Which the "correct" response is indicated_clearly,_ emphatically,_and
absolutely. In this view, there_is no place_for_deliberatiOn and critiCal
thinking about options; instead answers_are justified_by referendea to an
all-encompassing doctrine or ideclogy_that is supposed_to determine all
"right" thoughts_and actions. According to Leming (1985, p. 155), "There
appears to be a renewed interest in an approach to moral education that
subscribes to the ideal that schools have a responsibility to inculcate
basic cultural and political values and behaviors."

Inculcation may_be employed effectively and_appropriately-to develop
habits Of hyqiene and deportment and to shape character (instilling virtues
of honeSty,_ kindness) and so forth). In a free society, however, inculcation
danniot_be the single method of teaching_about values or anything_el8e. Rather,
as students mature, they should_have more and more exposure_to edtdatiOn in
critical thinking about issuesiwhich allows rational justifiCatiOn Of Coke
civic values. Sydney_Hook, an eminent philosopher committed tO educating
students about core_civic_valueo it our AMerican_heritage, says: "A free
society not_only permits_but encourages questioning, commensurate with_the_
intellectual powers of:students, as integral to learning" (1984, p. 22); By
contrast, a closed_Or totalitarian society "never permits a critical study
of its first principles and the alternatives to them."

An ektreMkalternative to indoctrination, unlike Sydney Hook's position;
ie repreaented by relativists who propose development of certain rational
procedures in the analysis of civic values as their primary_or even exClUSiVe
educational goal. Their concern for teaching particular values edema limited
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to building support for rationality and diversity. Teaching techniques
involve case studies or simulations about complex issues. Students are
challenged to decide how to minimize costs and maximize benefits as they
appraise options in terms of their values; An assumption of this position is
that basic values, in which choices are grounded, may vary considerably from
student to student and from one situation to another in the deliberations of
a particular student. Teachers are expected to guide students in their use of
rational processes needed to analyze and clarify value judgments, but they are
not supposed to prescribe values or choices made in terms of them. Furthermore,
extreme open-mindedness and tolerance of diverse viewpoints should prevail in
the classroom; In this position, there are "right" procedures in thinking
about values, but no "right" answers. Leming's view of research (1985) on
values clarification--a relativistic and process oriented position--reveals
mixed findings and confusion about the instructional power of this approach.
On balance, it seems to be a rather weak means to significant gains in students'
comprehension of civic values or capabilities in using cognitive strategies and
Skillt. This position on.vaiues education is not practiced widely in American
elementary and secondary schools.

In contrast to extreme positions on values education, many educators
propose a middle way, which involVes commitment to core civic values and
critical thinking in the use Of these_standards to judge options and make
choices about public issues and poliCies. This position recognizes that
teachers_in schoOls_cannot evade responsibility for imparting and reinforcing
core civic values of the society that sponsors them. Schools are major
agencies in the socialization of youngsters--the process of inducting each
generation into the_roles and institutions of an orderly_society--which
necessarily involves direct and emphatic_instruction on traditions, standards,
and ideals that define a civilization. However, a fundamental ideal of the
American heritage is freedom to think, inquire, and communicate ideas--_-even
if the ideas are unusual or Impopular or critical of prevailing practices
and beliefs; The ConstitUtin guarantees civil liberties of individuals and
minority groups againtt the tyranny of ruling elites and the tyranny of
majority rule;

Proponents of this middle-way position want students to learn about
inherent paradoxes of a free societyrthe inevitable tensions_between
socialization and social criticism, authority and liberty, majority rule and
minority rights--which generate perennial public issues (BUttS, 1980). A
fundamental objective is teaching students to avoid polar eXtremes.in
paradox while seeking the balance between values in conflict. For examplei
students should be challenged to appraise complex issues in American history
that have involved tensions between the_core values of majority rule and
minority rights. Classic analyses and decisions about these issues and
values, found in landmark cases of the Supreme Court, should be staples of
the curriculUM.

Balanced education about values and issues in American_schoois has been
threatened periodically by "curriculum evangelists" who want to promote their
doctrines_among captive audiences of students; Textbooks are prime targsts
of these dogmatists who want to 'purge the curriculum of "immoral" or "falad"
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Or "unpatriotic" content. From the_19606 to the_1980s teachers have been
under heavy pressures_from one=tided advocates of variousIeft-wing and
right-wing_causes or_ideelegieS. Butts (1980) and Janowitz_(1983) Urge
educators_in_the social Stu-diet: to resist pressures_from extremists Whim
the schools to prOmOte their causes; educators shouId,_instead, Maintain high
standards of ScholarShip and fairness in teaching abOUt CiVic ValUee and
other facets of the ddrriculum.

Scholarly literature en the teaching of ciVic values includes research
findings and propositions apout practicee that are compatible with the views
of R. Freeman Butts, Morris Jin'.ovitk, and_Sydney Hook on the necessity
of rejecting the positions of eXtreMittS (dogmatists and relativists) in
teaching about civic values. Theed ideas are summarized below.

1. Direct_instrUCtion Man be used to develop knowledge of diVid Valdes
andskills in literal coMprehension and interpretation of them. It Can also
contribute te acqUiSition of specific skins in_critical thinking about civic
values in_relationship to public issues or_ problems (NCSS Melt Perce, 1984).
Direct methed8 indlude didactic teaching about exemplars of eood citizenship
in episodes from history and current events,_AUthoritative reinforcement of
tlaeuroom behavior that exemplifies core tivic_values, expository lessons on
the meaning of civic values, and_teacher-gdided analysis of values in case
studies of public issues and deCiSiOne.

_ 2; _Indirect teaching dentributes to development of certain CiVid Values
and_cognitive_capabilitiod. Indirect methods_pertain to the tontekt of
teaching and learning_abodt values--the clussroom.cIimate, interadtions of
teacher and student-6 in didtdssions of public issues and decidione, and
opportunities to explere various positions through_independent study. There
is_a positive relationship between investigation of publid issues in oren
arid supportive classroom environments and development of democratic values
thd strategie:i in critical thinking._ If StUdents feel free_to examine and
dicpress idear. 7.1)out public issues,_they Ate more likely to support civic
7a1.ues and 1.;,;n cognitive strategie necessary to effective citizenship
tn a fzee so-Aety (Leming, 1985; JohnSOn & Johnson, 1979)

3. _Di:r:ect and indiredt Methods of teaching crfin be used_in eombination
to address Cistinct_and CoMpleMentary objettiveil:, such a_T buil&ing Students'
i)wIedge_abow: civit ValUde of a fred sc;:iety, strete atd Skilla in

rIllying civic valUeS tb Critical thinking about_public isdea and decisions,
and port tor diVid Values (NCSS Task Force, 1983);

4; Core clVit values of a free society_kbe totght Meet effectively
in connection_with knowledge and critical_thinkig processes anchored_in
academic_dieciplindS of hi$to-7y and the sotiI atJ'atteit; theed connections
are likely tie tontribute significantly tc atudiadt6' comprehension of core
vAlues_and their ability to aprly them t analyaos and appraisals of ideas
(HCSS Tank Foce, 1983; Boyer, 983).
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Summary

Educational reform in elementary and secondary schools has been a hot
topic during the 1980s. Major newspaperS, magazines, and television networks
have highlighted reports and debates abodt teaching and learning of basic
subjects, including history and the_nocial sciences; these subjects comprise
the social studies curriculum in ddhobls. Public concern and criticism has_
stimulated educators in the tOdial Studies to reappraise theories and.practides
in curriculum development_and pedagogy. There has been lively discourse about
knowledge;_dognitiVe Skint, end Values that al: students might be expedted
to learn through edudatibh in the social studies. Three major topics it thit
debate are (a) core content, (b) critical thinking, and (c) civic values.

CoreConten-t

Leaders of the educational_reform movement recommend_required core
content anchored in the disciplines of American_hiStOry,_hittory of western
and nonwestern civilizationsi_government or politidal 6-ciente, geógraphy,
and economics. They assume_that_all secondary school students have need for
and ability to learn conceptual fraMeWOrks of_academic subjects. _Proponents
of an extensive core content requirement in the social studies contend that
it_would provide students of all tbdial Classes with equal access to knowledge
needed_for competent partidipatiOn in contemporary American society, bring
coherence and iategrity tO the ddrribUlUm, and enhance national unity and
cohesion in a pluralistid society.

Opponett6 Of the dore content position argue it would not meet needs Of
studentS with little interest in or aptitude for academic work_or prepatetios
for_tollege. Furthermore, it would violate longstanding comtitMents_to address
indiViddal_differences through many options_in_the_curriculum. _finally, 3.t
would confine perspectives of students_to the boundaries Of acadeMid disci-
plihet_ahd thereby limit insightsi_creativity, and knowledge Of reality.
Selection and organization of content around public issues, social problems,
and_timely topics are favored hy many opponents of the academic subjects
position. An assumption of this interdistiplinary approach is that strategies
and skills in thinking about iswies or problems are much more significant
educationally than content.

Critical Thinking

Educators with differing VidWA abbut core content have, in general,
endorsed critical thinking, and they tend to agree that it is not treated
extensively or satitfactorily in most social studies classrooms. However,
there is disagreement about the meaning, pr.rposes, and practices of critical
thinking.

COnstrded brOadly, critical thinking in the social studies_it eqUeted with
probletinoling Ot inquiry. Narrow definitions specify_evaltatiOn at the
cord Of-critical thinking. Conceived broadly or narrowly, Orificel thinking
implies skepticism and rationality in appraisal df claims abbUt knowledge and
ideals. Critical thinking is not synonymous with negativism or iconoclasm.
It is compatible with the highest ideals of Scholarthip and citizenship in a
free society.
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_ _One position on_critiCal thinking in the social studies_advocates
the primacy of cognitive Skillt,_Which should be the constant and_essential
elements of a curriculuM; ln this position; there is_no essential knOWledge;
rather, subject matter tO Which critical thinking skins are applied Might
vary with intereStS Of Students in timely topics; problems,_or ictnet,
This position it thippoted to develop generalizable skills that Might be
transferred perVaSively to subjects within and outside of schOta.

An opposing position holds that cognitive processes and core content
are equally important and should be treated in concert. In this position,
development of cognitive processes is assumed to be dependent upon particular
structuree of knowledge. Thus, critfcal thilt&Iing about issues or problems
should be taught within separate academic etsciplines to yield desirable
outcomes, such as enduring abilicy 'LI apply cognitive processes and
particular knowledge to issues and , .ctlezs in new settings.

Civic Values

Critical thinking inVOlVes v'alues; the criteria_by which thinktrt jUdije
aIternatives_and make ChOices. Civic values are stand4rds_or Criteria iiked
by_citizens to.makt jildgMents about public issues cr_policies of gOVernMent
officiaXs. An OVerWhelting majority of Americans_affirM, in the abStract,
civic values in the Declaration of Independence, Constittition, and Gettysburg
Address. These core civic_values are stressed_in curriculum guides and
teaching_materialsi and most Americans_expect_theM tO be taught in schools,
especially through subjects in the social Studies. However, research'
indicates that many adolescents and adulte have superficial or incoherent
ideas about core values such as freedom,_eqUality, justice; authority,
responsibility, majority ruie;_and Minority rights. How should these civic
values be taught in social studiet claddrOoms?

One position calls for Unquestioned transmission of civic values.
Teachers shouId_impose "Corr-dot" answers clearly and absolutely, even to
complex; perennial isSuet.

A second position proposes extreme relativism, a primary or exclusive
concern with rational procedures in analyzing or clarifying Valued. Teachers
are guides to 'fright" procedures in thinking about values, but they are not
supposed to prescribe values other than commitment to diversity, open-minded-
ness, and rationality.

A third position reprosents a middle way_betveen excessive inculcation
and extreme relativism. This position recognizes that educators should
develop commitment to core civic values of a free society, which inclu6s
freedom to inquire; criticize; and commUnicate ideas. Proponents of ti-is
position want,students to reflect upon Complex; perennial issues associated
with paradoxes of a free eociety;_audn ea majority rule with minority rights
or liberty with authority. A fUndaMental objective is teaching students to
avoid polar extremes in a paradox While seeking the delicate balance between
values in conflict.
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Pro ositiOnS oh Core Content- Critical Thinki Valueo

The following propositions are responses to current issues in social
Studies education on core content, critical thinking, and civic values.
There iS substantial, but not conclusive, support for these statements in
the literature on curriculum development and teaching in the social studies.
Therefore, the propositions are offered primarily as stimulators of discourse
and trquiry and as tentative guides to educational practice.

1. Strong and extenSive emphasis on core content, based on conceptual
frameworks of academic disciplines in history and social sciences, is likely
to lead to significant increases in knowledge among large numbers of secondary
school Students.

2. Effective teaching and learning-of critical thinking_inVolves practic
Of Skills in terms of a cognitive strategy and in Concert With core content of
specific academic disciplines.

3. Core civic values Of a_fted society can be taught most effectively
in connection with knowledge and dritiCal thinking processes anchored in
conceptual frameworkS in hiStOry and the social sciences; these connections
are Likely to cOntributOtignificantly to students' comprehension of_cOre
civic value-6, to their ability to use them to analyze and appraise ideas,
and to their atippbet for them.

A. Students' acquisition, retention, and effectiVe use of cora content,
cognitive processes (critical thinking), and civic values are likely to be
facilitated greatly if these essential elements of the curriculum are structure
logice.'ly and interreIatediy within and between Subjects and from one one leve:
to the next, with gradual increases in complexity and standards of achievement
that fit the cognitive development and prior learning experiences of students.

5; Direct inettnCtion can be ur 4e3 to develop students' knowledge of
civic values and Skilld in thinking crLtically about them. Direct_methOdS
include didattid teaching and modeling and reinforcement of desired behaViOr.

6. Indirect teaching procedures, such as discus.:ion of issues in an open
and supportive classroom environment, are related to_students' development of
critical thinking strategies and core civic values of a free society.

7. Direct and indirect methods Of teaching can be combined and used
effectively to build students' khos4ledge Of COre civic values of a free
society, strategies and_Skillg_in applying them to critical thinking about
public issues and policieS, and CoMmitment to them.

8. _All Otudents, regardless of social class or presumed limitatibils
in_ambitioh ok Ability, have some capacity to Iearn_core content, dritidal
thinking, and civic values. This potential can be developed more extensiVely
than in_the past through core curriculum requirements. _If so, opportunities
for_adadeMid achievement, socioeconomic advancement, and effective citiZenship
Will be spread more widely and equitably in our tocietY.
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THREE CRUCIkL ISSUES CONCERNING THE PREPARATION
OF TEACHERS FOR OUR CLASSROOMS:

DEFINITION, DEVELOPMENT, AND DETERMINATION OF COMPETENCE

EliZabeth A. Ashburn
Eric Clearinghotdd on Teacher Eduoation

Although "alternative routes" to becoming a teacher are increasing
(AIternative_certification-for teachers, 1986), education for the teaching
profession occurd primarily in more than 1,200 institutions rf higher are
education in the United States. Approximately 140,000 teacher candidates
graduated each year. Teacher education programs are centered in schools,
colleTes, and departments of education; however, the arts and sciences
faculty attume a major role in teaching both general knowledge, such as
freshman English, and specialized content, Such as the history major for
prospective secondary teachers (Egbert, 1985).

There are many differencet_in_how programs for the initial education
of teachers are structured and in 'IOW states govern the programs. In one
setting, a few faculty_ 1i:dithers May teach all the education_courses and
supervise student_teadhing; in another, the college of education may be an
administratiVe Unit in a university with 140 faculty members and many tieograms
in additiOn_to teacher preparation The states vary in a siMilat way in what
they pretctibe for teacher edv:mtion program course content (E0bert1 1985)i

The image of teacher_education programs is_one of "easy access and easy
exit." Among other factors, the_large nuMber Of preparing institutions
contributes to this image, as Well at the much publicized data about the
quality of teacher education StUdents as measured on the SAT (Egbert,_1995;
Gideonse,_ 1983). DeSpite_the itage, however, there is as much variation in
student_and prooram "quality,' as there is in program content, program_
structure, and state gOVernance. This variation reflects the complexity
inhErent in teaching, As JaCkson.(1986) so clearly and fully describes.

AS a coneequence of the many differences, it is impossible to descvibe
the education of teachers with the same precision that one might, for
example, describe the teaching of reading to first-graders. In this example,
we know the population (first-graders); we know the typical setting (the
first-grade claszoom with a first-grade teacher and small reading groups);
we have theories about what to teach, how to teach it, and about how reading
is learned; we have standard texts and curricula for the pupils; and we knoll
with scne specificity what variables need to be considered, such as develop
mental readiness to learn to read (Calfee & Drum, 1986). We also know
clearly what the goal is--a child who can read--and how to measure it.
The population, curriculum, methodology, and outcome of the teaching of
prospective teachers, however, are not as clear-cut.
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Despite the fact that teachers have been_ "trained and educated" for
teaching positions_in the United States for about 150 years, we are only now
on the threshold of developing knowledge based on research which helps us to
understand the process of educating for teaching, to raise fundamental
questions about this process, and to structure a context_so that the process
encourages professiOnal_development. An examination of the 1985 edition of
The InternatiOnalEntyclopadia of Education reflects this threshold. It
contains seven entries under the heading of "Educational Technology" but
only one_eri.:xy_for "Teacher Education: Concepts" and one entry for "Inservice
Teacher EdudatiOn." There are 31 entries, howeverj_about teachers_and
teaching. Teacher education is much older than educational technology, yet
much younger 'n its recognition as a process and context distinct from that Of
teaching, Th imuitaneous oldness and_youngness gives rise to much of the
debate today about teacher education: If it has existed for 150 years, why do
we know so little about it? Is there, in fact, nothing to know? Is it true
that anyone can be a teacher, as_long_as she/he knows the subject? These
questions are implicit in the public debate about teacher education today;

he dearth of Encyclopedia entries about teacher education also reflects
the lack of a_Substantial, coherent body of literature that adlresses, at
minimum, the following fundamental questions:

1. Definition of competence: What characterizes competent teachers?

2. Development of competence: What is the curriCulUm for deVeloping
competent beginning teachers?

3. Determination of competence: How is the competence of teachers
measured?

Answers t0 theSe three questions are essential to improving teacher education
and the quality of teadhing in our classrooms. Thc consequence of_not dealing
with thede questions is the maintenance of the status quo in education;

These crucial issues are described in order; and some directiont for
responses are outlined.

Definition of Competence:
What Characterizes Competent Teachers?

What is a_coMpetent teacher? This is the fundamental question underlying
the current publie debate about the quality of education in our country.
ACCOrding to Judi,, Lanier, dean of the College of Education at Michigan
State UniVersity and chair of the Holmes Group, "educators have reached
ho agreement on the definition of good teaching" (Lanier, 1986, p. 553).
Reviewing some of these definitions will show us the nature of the various
perspectives on this central question.

Brophy and Good (1986) say that "What constitutes 'teacher effectiveness'
is a matter of definition, and most definitiond include success in socializing
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students_and promoting their affective and personal development in addition to
SubdteS in fostering their mastery of formai_curricula"_(p. 328). The same
T.L. Good, in 1979, said that "teacher_effectiveneSt tefer4 tO the ability of
a Classroom teacher to produce higher-thaw-prediCted gains on standardized
aohieVement tests" (cited in Shulman, 1986, p._52). In seVen years, then, one
edu--stional researcher_has broadened hiS definition of effectiveness from
merely increasing the classroom average on achievement test scores to include
the successful socialization Of students.

According to Shulman (1986), the dcsfinition used in research about teacher
competence has been "a teacher is effective if, within the time period studic.d,
students, averaged over the whole class, answered more questions correctly on

standardized-achievement tests than u-pected, based on the
pretest performance. Under these conditions the students in the effective
teacher'S class are said to have learned more than expected" (p. 52). Shulman's
summary of how educational research has defined the competent teacher sounds
much like Good's 1979 definition, adding the notion that student learning is
inferred from class averages on multiple choice teStd.

_ What do teachers think_about_"teacher competence"? According to the
co-directors of the ResearCh and Development Center on Teacher Education,
Sharon Feiman7Nemser and_Robert Floden, "the practical wisdom of competent
teachers_remains a_largely_untapped source of insights for the iMprOveMent
of teaching [in all ardaii]. Uncovering that knowledge is a majOt taSk_in
research...that can lead to policies that build on what teaCherd knoW" (1986,
p. 505). Conceptions of the effective teacher over the_ years haVe inCluded
"pbedessor of desirable traits," "user of effective Methodit," "creatorof a
gobd classroom atmosphere," "master of a repertoire of Competencies," and'
"professional decision maker who has not only mastered need competencies but
learned when to apply them_and_how to orchestrate them" (Brophy & Good, 1986,
p. 329). Katz and Raths (1985) would add that competent teachers have the__
"disposition" to appIy_and,orchestrate these needed competencies; University
of Georgia's teacher educators Payne and Manning (1985) conclude from renent
research that_aft_"often overlooked variable for success in the dla66rbbm ib
the_charadteristics inherent in teachers' personal dimension8==SelfaWareness,
self=t6ndept,_attitudes, and expectations of self and Othert" (p. 81). Philip
SchleChty said recently at a Wingspread,Conference on teaCher quality that most
teachers are competent, and it is their job perfOrmance that is problematic.

How is job performance different from teacner competence? And how is
teacher competence different from a teaching competency? According to Edmund
Short at The Pensylvania State University,

Few imsues in education have aroused greater controversy in recent_
years than_those surrounding_ the nature of competence. Significant
questions hcve been raised about what the term "competence" really
means.... [The term] appears to refer to several different
conceptS,_ranging from very narrow understandings of the tett to
very_brOad oneS. Effective communication is consequently made
difficult. (Short, 1985, p. 2)
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To clarify the corm:Sion, he presents four different conceptions of
competenCe:

o competence as behavior or performance, the doing of particular things
independently of purpose or intent.

o competence as command of knowledge or Skillt, ihvOlVing Choosing and
knowing why the choice is appropriate.

o competence_as level Of capability which has_been "sufficient" through
some judicioUt and pUblic process; this sufficiency indicator may
fluctUate since it involves a value judgment.

o competence as a quality of a person or state of_being,'inclUding More
than characteristi behaviors: "performances, knowledge, Skillb,
levels of sufficiency, and anything else that may seem relevant, such
as intent, or motives, or attitudes, or particular_qualities" (Short,
1985, p. 5)i This fourth definition, he_says, implies that many
theories about teacher competence can exist; all of which can be
justified.

Zahorik (1986) SUpports this argument for multiple theories of teacher
competence; based On the ekistence of multiple conceptions of good teaching:

There are some teaching skills that all teachers_ought to possess.
All teachers; for eXample, ought to be able to_give lUCid explana-
tions; they ought to be able to structure knowledge in a way that
promotes_understanding, and they ought to_be able to manage groups
of learners. But beyond a few obvious_skills,suCh as thed4i
identifying universal teaching skillt_it difficult because teaching
skills emerge from one's conception of good teaching. (p. 21)

The conception of good teaching varies dev.lopmentally, he suggests; it
is different for_a beginning teacher than for a mature teacher. Not only does
the conception of good teaching vary with teachers' development, there_are
also qualitatiVely different conceptions. Fenstermacher and Soltis (1986)
present three qualitatively different conceptions of teaching, each With its
own foundationt in history and research: the teacher as_an "eXecutor," whose
purpose is to use the best skills and techniques available to bring about
specific learning in students; Ulf: tccher as a therapist, Whote purpote is to
help students grow personally; the teacher as a liberator, whose purpose is to
develop in pupils autonomy, rationality, and morality. What the teacher
chooses to do in the classroom depends on his conception of his teaching role,
and how his competence is determined depends on this conception as it is
expressed in the assessment measures.

In addition to deveIopmental_and qualitatively different couceptions of
teaching, contextual variationt_Alto play a role in defining teacher competence.
According to Brophy and Good (1986), effectiveness
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varieS_With COntext. What appears to be just the rigLt 4c.sount of
detandingness (or structuring, or praise, etc.) for or? ,:tass
mlight be too much for a second class but not enough for third
ClaSs. Even within the same_cIassi_what constitutes effective
instruction will vary according to sUbject matttr, group siZa4_
and the specific instructional objective being pUreted. (p. 370)

Thus how teacher competA 1.e is defined depends on a number of things:

1. the outcomes desired_from teaching, frOm increased classroom
average scores on standardized achievement tests to the development of
pupils' social skills.

2. the length of time in teaching.

3. the conception of the teacher's role.

4. the context for teaching, from first grade to_twelfth grade,
college bound to learning disabled, urban to rural, and many other
varying contexts.

5. the level of competence according tei Short (1985), from
competence in a single behavior to competence as a quality Of a person.

With_the_definitibn Of_teacher competence dependent on ao many
factors, the deVelopment and determination of teacher competence is clearly
a complex tatter.

Development of Competence:
What Is the Curriculum for Developing Competent Beginning Teachers?

Teacher candidates in the undergraduate curriculum typically take courses
from three different categories--general Studies, Subject epecialization, and
professional studies. About one-thire of the courada are general studis,
which all liberal. arts students take, such as math, natural and social
sciences, r.-nd humanities. The second category is the subject specialization
or subject major. Secondary teacher candidates often have essentially the
same subject matter course requiremen-s as do nonteaching majors in that
field (history, chemistry, or English, and so forth). Elementary teacher
candidatet usually major in elementary education with a posssible subject
area minor. Professional studies, the third category, includes foundations
courses, such as child and adolescent development, educational psychology,
and history and philosophy of education, as welI as methods courset and
student teaching (Egbert, 1985; Lanier & Little, 1986).

Beyond this general descriptioni'it_i8 hard tO Charadterite the
curriculum for the initial preparation_of teachers. Ond c011ege may require
20 credit hours in math ard natural sciences in general stvdies, while
another may require only two. Some require an educational psychology course
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in professional studies; some do not; _Some secondary programa requite
reading methods; others do not; The_list of_variationa in regniked_Curriculum
content seems endless. Both states and_institutions COntrial What these
requirements may be; teacher education iS "just about_Whatever the state or
the faculty defines it as being" (Egbert, 1985, p. 17).

While there_ appears to be increasing agreement among some leading
educational thinkers_aboUressential topics to be addressed in the preservice
professional curriculum, the evidence indicates that programs have yet to be
affected by thie thinking (Evertsoni Hawley, & Zlotnik, 1985; Weil, 1985).
Moreover, what we_know about effective teaching from research we have learned
only in the pattdecade, so that a significant body of research knowledge has
nett tntil_hoWi been available for teacher education programs_(Brophy &
Gbodi 1986). Even this relatively new body of knowledge is limited.
According to Barak Rosenshine, a prominent researcher in this Area,

The research on effective teaching_conductedsince 1974 hat
yielded a pattern of instruction_that i8 partidUlarly useful for
teaching a body of content_or_vell-defindd akilla...[e.g., mathema-
tical_procedures, science facts, grammatical rules]. These
findings are less relevant fOr 'teaching in areas that are_less
well-structured, that it, where the skills do not iollow explicit
Ottpa Or the_doncepts are fuzzier and entangled. Thus, the
reaUltt Of this research are less relevant for teaching composition,
Writing of term paperse reading comprehension, analyzing literature
or hiatbrical trends. (Rosenshine, 1986, p. 80)

Other areas which have been suggested as content_for the teadher edUCation
curriculum and which have a_substantial research knOWledge_batie include the
language of classroom_communication,_teacher planning and_dediaion-makingi:
the teaching context_(such as grade level,_CdtricUlUM,_and organizational
dynamics), and_school effectiveness knowledge. Virginia Koehler, formerly
associate director for teaching and learning at the National Institute of
Education and now a teacher educator2 and other writers discuss these in a_ _ _ _

volume entitled Etaantial-KnOWledge for Beginning Educators (Smith, 1983).

_More SUbject expertise also has been proposed as a way to increase
teaching effeCtiveness; there is little,research, however, to indicate that
in-creating teachers' subject_knowledge beyond the current typical certifica=
tion requirements will significantly_increase_teacher effPltivene88 (EVertSon,
Hawley, & Zlotniki 1985); It is_also_argued that_broadening the liberal
arts foundation will increase the effectiveness_of teaChera; heWeVeri
empirical evidence does not exist to sUppOrt thia -argument (EVertscn,
Hawley, & Zlotnik, 1985).

Lee Shulman,_a recent_past president of the American Educational
Research AaaociatiOn (AERA), has criticized the research about teaching as
it_relates tO Subject matter_expertise, saying it has generally been ignored
While_SUbjedt content areas have been used as context variables--for example,
in fifth-grade mathematics classes, certain behaviors of teachers have been
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associated with certain behaviors of their pupiIs--no research has been done
on the subject matter content itself or the "organization of_the_content
knowledge in the minds of the teachers"_(ShulMan, 1986, p; 6). He pOints
out the serious consequences of this oMission for our state_ programs of
teacher certification and evaluation: "Policymakers read the research on
teaching literature and...find_little or no reference to subject matter, so
the_resulting standards or mandates lack any refw,:ence to content dimensions
of teaching"_(p. 6). He continues that what we do not have answers to are
"questions about the content of the lessons taught, the questions asked, and
the explanations Offered. From the perspective of teacher development and
teacher education, a host of questions arise. Where do teacher explanations
come from? How_do teachers decide what to teach, how to represent it, how
to question students about it and how to deal with problems of misunder-
standing?" Research has not provided answers for what forms of content
knowledge should be included in the preservice curriculum, or for how much
content knowledge is sufficient for the beginning teacher.

Beyond more research knowledge and_subject matter content, other areas
have been proposed as important to the development of the teacher candidate.
Professional_ethics is one (Soltis, 1986). Rich (1985) says, "In sharp
contrast to increased courses in medical, legal, and business ethics, few
teacher education_programs provide a systematic study of professional
ethiCS, desi:ite the fact that teachers will be held fully accountable for
Observing ethical behavior" (p. 21). Among the functions of professional
et1_::; he says, is to_assure "that professional services will be rendered
in uanca with reasonably high standards and acceptable moral conduct..
[arv'. to deter] increased government intervention" (p. 21). He argues that_a
necessary condition for.the development of_competent teachers_and the develop-
ment of teaching as a fulI-fledged profession is the observation of ethical
principles, and that

Ethical behavior is more complex than following the rules of a code:
it involves learning to think, act, and acquire the attitudes of a
professional teacher and be guided by one's own philosophy of
education. It is necessaxy for the prospective teacher to adopt
relevant ethical principles, understand the grounds for holding
them, and practice applying them in daily situations. (pp. 22-23)

The resources we have for such study, he concludes, are minimal, particularly
compared to medical ethics. He cites a 1962 source recommending that credit
hours in professional ethics be required in state certiffcation regulations;
while no state currently has such a requirement, the new teacher education
program standards for accreditation require the inclusion of the study of
professional ethics (NCATE, 1985). The theme of the most recent Journal of
Teacher-Education (Vol. 37, No. 3) is professional ethics in teacher education,
reflecting teacher educators' increasing interest in ethics education.

Another area for the attention of the preservice teacher education
curriculum has been labeled "dispositions" by teacher educators Lilian Katz
and James Raths (1985). Dispositions are "trends in behavior" and may
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dither help to achieve.or obstruct_effeotive teadhing. Their research_
suggests that teacher educators_believe_that diSpositions contribute more
to teacher effectiveness than either akille or knowledge. Some examples
of dispositions they provide are:

o The disposition to experiment with alternative methods of
teaching, and to examine the effects of methods used and modify
them accordingly.

o The disposition to seek help with one's teaching when confronted
with a problem.

o The disposition to explain and clarify and provide assistance
to students who have difficulty understanding.

The fact that a teacher or teacher candidate has a particular skill
is not what is ultimately important, they contend; it is whether the teacher
is disposed to use that skill. The implication for the teacher education
curriculum, then, is the incorporation of the idea of dispositions int) the
curriculum goals.

Determining the Skills that teachers should learn must be related to
the needs of teachers as they develop from novice to mature teachers,
according to Zahorik (1986). It is the practical, specific skill6 deriVed
from Science-research that should be emphasized in the predervice program.
Lesser emphasis at this point should be placed on what Zahorik calls the
"art-craft skills" of observation, reflection, an -7eation. An important
concept that he adds to the curriculum debate is t,t teacher education is
a "Iong-term endeavor" and that the developmental needs of the teacher
candidate should play a role in professional curriculum decisions. Much
more attention needs to be given to what the beginning teacher needs to
know, and, beyond that, what developing teachers need to know at different
stages.

What teacherb_should learn_before they begin t0 teaoh, then, is clearly
an important debate; How teachers_can be tatight effedtively to teach
is also an important question for the curriculum. This question includes
methods for teaching teachers. _Clhe example of a professional curriculum
method is microtearlaniv., a simtlatimh technique that emphasizes_one skill to
be learned, such as questioning Students in a particular way. The teacher
candidate prepares and delis-Jerk& ShOrt lesson with this focus, and receives
immediate feedback; ReSearch ShoWs that this can be an effective teather
education method (EVertS0h, HaWleyi & Zlotnik, 1985).

Student-tkadhing, another method of the curriculum,_haS traditionally
been an essential patt of teacher preparation. _New teachéra usually -cite
attdeht teaching as the most useful part of their profeeeimhal preparation
(Berliner, 1985). Researr* Is not provide adequate_dvidence, however,
that StUdent teaching as -pically encountered_ia an effective way
to prepare teachers (Ey /ley, & ZlOtnik, 1985; Berliner, 1985).



David Berliner; another past president of AERAi_argues that Stddent teaching
is "injurious" and "retards the development of analytic skilla_and thus, in
its present forM, militates against the development of the prefeasion"
(Berliner, 1985, p._3). He advocates the development et pedagogical labora-
tories 111_14M-oh Student candidates can be taught Cenceptai expert teachers
can proVide -critiques of the lessons, and teaChing activities can be analyzed
by the teacher candidates, their peers, and thO pUpils themselves. Resources
for SUCh laboratories would include

video equipment and the money to pay experts to analyze teacher
performance, just as do the track and football_coaches. The
average teacher in training in the United_States gets very
little analysis of his or her teaching performance with video
tape. Television is useful, too,_for_learning the educational
significance of our most treasured concepts...such as intelli-
gence, where the television can show the respondet of extremely
bright, average, and very dull children to the Same stimulus....
Bloom's taxonomy can be illustrated with television tapes of
children struggling with questions at different levels of the
taxonomy as they provide ensurers to different kinds of ques-
tions....we must question whether beginning teachers will be able
to (use these concepts) if the concepts are taught only as book
information. (Berliner, 1985, pp. 6-7)

Another "methoda" question is how teacher candidates can be taught the
skills and procedUres and thought processes that_they do net Underbtand that
they_need tb knoW (Kbehler; 1985). This difficulty fOr the professional
curriCUlUM has been labeled the "feed-forward" probleM:

All preservice training can be characterized as anticipatory social-
ization, which inevitably involves giving students answers to
questions not yet asked, and not likely to be asked until students
are in the thick of actual service. This aspect of socialization
can be called the feed-forward problem....It includes resistance
from the stu2ent at the time of exposure to given learnings. and,
later, protestations that the same learnings had not been provided,
should have been provided, or should have been proVided in stronger
doses. (Katz, et al., 1981, p. 21, cited in Koehler, 1985)

At8Vert are needed to thesc questions about how.tO best teach teacher
candidates. The knowledge, information; and Skill they must have should be
taught

in ways that respect the_uniqueness of each classroom and recognize
that classrooms are_compleX_sOcial settings in which teachers
must process a great_dtal Of_information rapidly, deal with
several agendas simtltaneously, and make_quick decisions throughout
the day; Thus;_rather than trying to translate it into_ overly
rigid or generalized prescriptions, teacher educators should
present this information with: making format that
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enables them to_examine_concepts critiCaly and adapt them to the
particular contexts in which they teach....Research on how teacher
education programs can accomplish thiS effectively is badly
needed. (Brophy & Good, 1986, p. 370)

This_"decision7making_fortat" tO which Brophy and Good_refer_is_a critical
aspect of the "h0,4" -of the preservice teacher education curriculum. We Mutt
understand hoW tO ttrUCture the curriculum so that teacher candidatet
develop their OWn frameworks for decision making based on, AMOng Other
thing8, research knowledge, subject matter knowledge, practical knowledge,
ethict, Conceptions of teaching, and the information they have about the
partiCulr teaching context and the particular children.

DeterminatiOn ok_Combetence:
How Is the Competence Of Teachers Measured?

Even though Ve hav consensus about what constitutes a competent
teacher or about what constitutes an essential curriculum for deVeloping
competent teachers, we nevertheless try to measure competence. Judgments
about teachers competence are b.:ling =ado! by states, the media, and the
public in general, without a clear understanding of what is meant by
competence and without a public delineation of the conception of good
teaqhihg.

There_are_three fundamental ways that are used In our educational system
to determine competent teaching: teacher testing, teacher evaluation; and
teacher certification. _These three Ways are different in concept, but
closely tied procedurally, sihCe tetting and evaluation are increasingly
becoming part of the Certification process (AACTE;

Tests assigh labels to individuals, called "scores," frOM Which We infer
the degree of_ teacher competence. The following are the mott Widely=Used
tettt of teacher competence (AACTE, 1986):

O SAT or ACT scores. Standardized academiC aptitude tests typically
used for college admission;

o Californaia Basic Educational Skills Test (CBEST). Standardized
test measuring basic reading, Writing, and mathematics skills.

o Pre-Profession Skillt Tett (PPST). Also a standardized test
measuring basic tkillt.

o State=deVelOped tetts, either in basic skills or profeSsional
knowledge.

O National Teachers Examination (NTE); The NTE has several
parts: General Knowledge, Professional KnWledge, Communica-
tions Skills, and subject area exams.
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Forty-four of the 50 states have ma-lated some_form of at leaat one of
these_measures for use at some time duri :he teacher preparation period,
ad-Cording to the_AACTE Teacher Education 6tate_PolicySurvey (1986). The
minimum scores, the competence "sufficiency indicator" in Short's terminology
(1985)i vary from state to state; and in some States, they vary among
institutions; In some states, the minimum score has been stated as simply
a "passing" grade,_since Score requirements vary for each test administration.
The mandating of these testa tei aasure competent teachiny has become
widespread "because they ard readily available, relqtively iuctxpeasive, and
administratively Simple" (George, 1985i p. 6). Little evidence n)zists,
however, that these tests can predict_teachers' effectivenesa 11;_the classroom.
According tei DilWOrth (1984)i "No certification examination_puipOrts to
deterMine an individual's ability to teach. The exams_merely_Seek tO Meabure
A person's own knowledge of what the experts consider te_be the necessary
batic Skills" (p. 31). Research does suggest that the hl-Iher the Verbal
ability of teachers, the higher will be the verbal teat ,::7,-cad of their
students, especially low income minority students (Bowles id Levin, 1968).
Beyond this finding, the_research_about_predicting the performance of
teachers from tests is limited and miXed, as the following indicate.

1. Academic-Aptittdd Teats: Ratings of teaCaer performance by
principala and Stpervisers are not related to teachers' scorns on academic
aptittde tetta, Such as the SAT (SchaIock, 1979; Soar, Medley, & COker, 1983).

2. Grade Poi /verages: Teachers° job performance, as measured by
principals and tr observers, has been found to be positively rela....ed
to grade point al X.,- in some studies, negatively related in others, and
in some, no relatlonship has been found (Eveitson, Hawley, & Zlotnik, 1985;
Lanier & Little, 1986).

3. National Teachers Examiaation-UTE): Teachers' scores on the
NTE have had no consistent relationship to pupils' gains in achievement
or observers' assessments of teacher performance (Lanier & Little, 1986;
Ayere; & Qualls, 1979; AndrewS, Blackmon, & Mackey, 1980; Quirk et al., 1973).
According to an article in the Harvard Educational Review, the NTE "was not
designed for the direct evaluati,m of a teacher's performance but to gauge
the academic and knoWledge skills of prospective teachers. Therefore, the
test should not be used to determine the compensation, retention, advancement,
financial supplement, or enployment changes of inservice teachers" (Haney
et al., 1978, p. 471, cited in Dilworth);

4. State-developed Tests of_Stbject and Professional Knowledge:
These tests are so new that research indicates little about whether they can
predict teacher effectiveness.

These standardized tests, theft, de not provide us with reliable distinc-
tions among those who ate tore competent and less_competent as teachers. _Even
so, "competency" tests are being used in teacher education programs as entrance
and exit requiteMenta0,in the certification process (both initica_and re-
certification), in hiring and tenure decisions, and in promotion deciSions
(Hammea, 1985).
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_The ddrrent appr,:lach to measuring the competence of ttache,:s on standar-
dized paper-and-pencii tcats is inadequate_to measure the complexity of the
traits and abilities that teachers should_haVe. Also, there is_lIttle
agreement about what these traits and abilitieS Should be. Consequently, we
do not know the degree to which any pal-tiddler score on any particular
teacher test will help or hinder Ohl- childri'in's learning in the classroom.

What we do_know aboht teaChing competence comes from the research base
which links particUlar teaChei 'behaviors to pupil achievement, dischtSed in
the previoud deCtiOh on Curriculum. _To_the degree_that particular tt-8;lher
behaviors, such as questioning skills, are conceived to be pa.rt Of_ A broader
definitibn bf teacher competence, then the,measurement_of these behaViors is
an_apprOpriate measure of competence. While pupil aChievement scores have
informed us about the effects of teacher behavior-61, according to Shavelsun,
Webb, and Burstein (1986) they are inappropriate for use as measures of
teacher competence for a number of reasionb.

_ Teacher evaluaions asseeS letdal job performance.. They are typically'
conducted by the buiIding_pridciptli and the primary purpose may be either
diagnostic, providing feedbaCk to the teacher about possibilities for improved
performance, Or_related to retention. _In fact, the_prevalence_ of duccesSful
teacher evalhatiOnS _not great; teachers resent evaluations_by prihcipals
who do nOt_knOW the tedchers' fields, and principals' evaluations are often
erratic and superficial (Lanier_& Little, 1986; BrOphy & 1986)._ Thus,
while the idea of teacher evaluations_as a_way to assure teacher competence
seems appropriate to neet the complexity of the task, fbe implement,stion of
the idea is lacking.

The,purpose of the teacher Certification process is to ensuie that ihdivi=
duals who teach in a partiddlat State meet minimum stendards_for competence
(Robinson, 1985). _Theite Minimum standards are set by each state_(NASDTEC,
1984); efopetende had been typically defined to include_the completiOn Of
such_requireMentb as course credit hours in subjact matter, professional
studies, And student teaching. Increasingly,_the requirements are including.
minimum Scores on standardized tests (AACTE, 1986). ¶Chede_requirements,
which vary greatly from state to state,_have not been studied for their
relationship_to teaching effectiveness_(Hawk, COblei & Swralson, 1985).
Thereforei_fuifillment of these entry leVel requirements does not fulfill
the_need to determine or assure CoMpeteht teaching. Given what is known
about competency testing, it appearg that the increasing use of tests_
in the certification proceSS Will not increase the assurance of competent
teachers;

Adding to_thia prObleM, emergency certificates are_issued when there
is a_teacher shortogs tb individuals who do not meet the state's_reghlar
certificatiOn_reqUireMentit (AACTEi 1986; Rothi_1984). In_thiS circddiStance,
those with Undergraduate degrees are allowed to teach, vithoht haVing
completed a fOrMal preservice professional curriculum.

Another problem is misassignment; teachers Who_hold certificates in
one field are being assigned to teach in other field::: for which they are
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unprepared (Robinson, 1985; Roth; 1984). ACCording to a recent report, we
do not know precisely how many miSaStightentb there are, but it_is_a more
common_occurrence than official StateMents indicate. The report states_that
the misassignment_of teachera "COnStitutes a scandal in the making for the
entire profession":

misassignmeti.t3 occur because many states_grant local schodl
adMiniStrators authority to assign_certified teachers OiUtadde
their fields of academic preparation under certair A.rCtita
standee, and even specify that limited amoUnte of ott=Of-field
teaching need not be reported as such.

Individuals originally certified_in En-4116h may be assigned
to_teach science; a vocational education instructor may
teach a social sttdits class.

liationVide, thousands stand before thousands_upon_thousands
ofchildrecharedwithinstii_
theix-mWn. And these are not peripheral_subjects but

Lsl-,u_ldmathlistou andscience. The consequencea for
the nation's students, supposedly being educated in theSe
baSic iubjects, are enormous. (Robinson, 1985, p. 6)

Both theso variations in the certification process--emergency certifica-
tion and misassignments--tendet_t861666 Certification's stated purpose to
assure miniMally competent teachers in Our classrooms.

DireO.;ions for Resolutia of the Issues

The following are directions being offered by those in the field for
resolut±-'4 to these three interrelated issues:

1. Development of professional examinations for teachers, which reflect
both content and process knowledge and whiCh_are likely to be passed_onIy by
those who have_been professionally educated fot teaching (Shulman; 1986). A
major effort is being furded by_the Corporation to_develop teacher
assesbments that are comprehensive, tilat May take several days to complete,
and that would assess teachers' claSeroom performance, their planning skills,
and their interpersonal relatiOnShips to students (Report on Education
Research, 1985).

2. Establishment of a Professional Standards Board and a Certification
process at_the national level, similar to what is_done in the_ medical, legal,
and accounting professions. The report from the Carnegie TaSk Force on
Teaching as a Profession has as a key aspect of ite plan the fottation of a
national Certification board organi7ted with a regional and_state membership
strUcture (Carnegie Forum, 1986). This_board would establish standards for
what teachers need to know and be able to do and Would certify teachers who
meet those standards.
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3._ Ihdorporation of a weII-defined_research knowledge base into therefesSional preparation programs; _The National Council_for the Accreditata.
Of Teacher Education hzas recently adopted new standards for its program
accreditation process. _One of_the five standards concerns the knowledge Mee
for professional education._ All institutions which are accredited_by NCATEwill have to meet this standard which includes evidence that_"establiShed and
current educational redearrand essential knowledge of_sbUnd pkbfessional
practice...[are inebrporated] in all profestionai_educatiot programs."
Programs must_haVe formally adopted a professional edUCatien Model, with
rationales arid thdergirding knowledge bases clearly etated (NCATE, 1985,
p. 15). Various state efforts are also underway._ Nebraska, for example,
is using_a COntertium of institutions to decide What tedearch knowledge_to
include in programs and how to incorporate that knowledge (Egbert & Kluender,
1984. ) At the national level., support_for this work has come from the Office
of Educational Research and_Improvement. Twenty-nine demonstration projects
were funded in the fail of 1985 te incorporate research ,towledge Into
teacher education programs; this fUtding was based on aTe6uIts of at earlier
pilot project reported in a full issue of the Journal of Teacher-Edttation
(1984, Vol. 35, No; 4).

4; Re-Search Oh effective_teechers,--their_attitUdet, beliefs, and disposi-
tions--and ihcbrpOrtion of those ways of_thinking into teacher preparation
programs. On the Ldsis that teacher attitudes haVe been found to be related
to their pet-for:man-tit and to pupil outcomes, a 0T.a.1 Of staffing and schooling
currertly being conducted by the Rand Corpor -..).x.oposes to examine the
pottile link between teachers' attittdes ant, teaching practices.

5. Assessment of misassignments. _The same R:%nd study 'of staffing
Will determine the prevalence of misassignment6 in the sample.

6. Study of the prct:esses of preservice teacher education, and how
knowledge, skills, attltudes, thought processes, and procedures can be taught
most effectively to teacher candidates (Brophy & Good, 1986; Lanier & Little,1986).

7; ImproVement of conditions in the workplace, so that there will be
incentives for those individuals who have the capability to become competent
teachert (Carnegie Forum, 1986). According to Samuel Bachrach, a professor
of trgenizationel behavior at Cornell University, "It is the conditions under
Which teachers work that are the prime de-motivators in schools...if you don't
do something about the workplace, you're not going to attract anyone into
teaching to start with" (Olson, 1986, p. 43). Bachrach was the director of an
extensive survey of 1,800 teachers to discover the conditions in schoolt Which
pzevent teachers from doing their jobs well. Bachrach says, "If you compare
these data to those for other organizations then schools are some of the least
supportive organizations that I have ever seen in my live" (Olson, 1986, p. 1).

If the votlfra., .ored, the three it:luta diti!taSeed in this chapter
--definifig, deVelopingi and determiniag competance it teachers-will become
non7issues; feW individuals with the capacity for CoMpetence will want to
work in a setting which does not appreciate, Support, or allow competence.
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CURRENT ISSUES IN TESTING, MEASUREMENT, AND EVALUATION

S. Donald Melville, Director, ERIC Clearinghouse ,:-.. Measurement and
EvaluationiEducationaI Testing_SetVicei Princstr..91, NC': Jacob G. Heard,_
Florida State_University; C. Philip Kearney, UriA:%ty of Michigan; Rodney
Roth, University of Alabama; :Tr.;son Millman, CorliaJa University

_Four edUcators s- e the issues which_the tee tO be most current in
the_field8_Of testing -i.a.rement ana_evaluation. The tabtery of basic
skills,_defined.by mi evels of competence, iedidcussed by Jacob G.
Heard, in "Minimum Comy:,:y Testing." Issues such as accountability,
social policy, instructional implications, and psychometric issues are
brought to bear on the subject._ C. Philip Kearney, in "Assessment of Higher
Order Skills,"_examines a set of_prOblems more comilex than_those involved
with asseing basic skills. A cleat definition of what.constitutes_highet
order skills, a_sound curtidUltM design, and av4ilabIe instrumente for
assessing_higher order Skill* ate among_the goals which_must be athieVed to
adequately teach and teet higher orderskills. In."Testing Teachers for
InitiaI_CertifiCatiOnp" Rodney Roth points_out_some_Of the dOnCerns related
to testing_teaChett before they begin to practice_theit ptofession. Two
major trends, using the National Teacher ExaMinations from Educational
Testing Service and using state_programe_to develop teacher certificationteats, are presented. A staZe-of-the-art survey by Jason Millmani
"Educational Testing and the Computer," describes computerr.assisted educa
tional testing as it is used fOr Writing test items, constructing testS,
administering tests, scoring and analyzing results, and record keeping.

Minimum Competency Testing

_During the lett decade_many_tchool. systems began_defining minimum
levelt of_dotpetenco for their_students and_conttructing tests to_measure
Whether the students had achieved these minimums. These minimum competencies
usually included the basic skills_of reading, writing, and arithmeticiand_
theit application; The term "minimUM competency testing" acquired special
meaning from this_activity. Considerable controversy arose when, in 1976,
Florida passed a law shibilmit requiring high school students to past a miniMuM
cmpetency test in order to graduate. A class-action lawsuit W48 brought

inst_Florida's school tystem in an effort to block the_use_of_tbe tett asa graduation requirement; The Courts upheld theirights_of school Syttems to
establLsh_minimum_standarde of cOMpetency for graduation, ...rd many other
states now have similar laws. The controversy has continued and is focused
on the following itsueit.

Accountaity

During the 1,a/O's there was considerable Ctiticism of the schools and
accutatione of lowered achievement. To many, minimum competency testing was



seen as a meano_of holding_the schools accountable a.,7 ,:p:a,,Ixlation of
literate_studenta WhO MoUld perform the basic skills_of_reNe:ing,
and_arithmetie. All Students would be tested for minimwa ,lompetentieS and
failures_votild be kaMedied before graduaM,,:m. Students who were_unable to
remedy_their Weakneades and pass the t.,=t before graduation would be given
certificates, but not high school diplomas.

Many educatoks have expressed concern aboUt the effecta of minimum
competency programs on the overall school curriculUM, and the level of
achievement resulting from_the programs. _There is speculation that the
minimum will become the maximum_competencied at tiv expense of higher
learning levels. Such an effect has hot been demonstrated; however, some
political and educatiOnal leaders have rasponded to the concerns by adding
testing programs meeSUring higher leVel's of achievement.

StateWide minimum competency testir/ 1.3 inconsistent with the concept
of local control. Some freedom of districts to determine what id taught in
the schoold must be relinquished to the state when state testing programs
are established. However, the curriculum for most Schoold is already rather
fully determined by state and national policies. The idea of each school
district's separately determining a unique curriculum is not consistent with
current practice.

Social_Issues

Minimum doMpetency testing is seen by some as social policy. _Cohen
and_Haney (1980 argued that_it was another in a long line of_educhtional
minimdtd Which began when elementary_education_was made compulsory and was
f011OWed periodically by increasing requirements for formal education.
PreVioUS minimums have been phrased in_ terms of_age or years of schooling._
Cohen and Haney point out that while_th6.4 establishment of officiel minimums
has the appearance of equalizing achievement, hiStory shows that it merely
initiates a new competition for superiority.

minimum comper2ncy testing has also been characterized by its opt;onents
as a racist means of denying edUcational credentials such as high school
diplomas to minorityt and particularly blacki students. _This argument its
based on the historically greater failure rate of black than of white
students bh thede and other academic achievement tests._ Proponentd Of
MitiitddM cOMpetency testing argue that it is_a means of iMproving the achieve-
tent of marginal students by identifTtng achievement deficiencies and
enSuring that all students receive a basic education.
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Instructional -ItpalOatlene

MinittM_Zompetency Testing programs must be coordinated With the
indtrUctiOnal program. The tests_must_have both_curricular and inStrUd
tional validity. That is, they must_measure instructional objeCtiVeS Which
are included in the established currir.nlum and which are actdally taught to
all of the students.

Remedial instruction should be_made available_to students who fail the
test before retaking it; This_usually requires additional funding to ensure
that adequate remediation is giVen.

A basic premise of educational ..;ystems which adopt minimum competency
testing is that credit Should be given tor accomplishing instructional
objectives rather than for spending zime'in programs; This idea leads
naturally to the implementation of v.,.rious_instructional design concepts
Such as: diagnosis and prescripti' . learning, individualized instruction,
and optimally designed instructiolv-, materials. These concepts_haVe been
introduced before, but have had liwited success in achieving widespread
or long-term implementation; How:: er, effective minimum competency
testing virtuall)i necessitates the use of such systems.

paychometric Issues

When minimum coApetency tests are used to make decisions having serious
con.:4Nluences_fOr stddentS; the psychowetric_properties of the test scores
/x.!.c;ma especially important. Individuals denied high schooi_diplomas on the
ba8_0f minimum_competency test r7.5ults nave sued the educational system._
They_have charged that the use of :aladequate teets constituted violatiOn of
the dUe.process and equal protection clauses_of_the FOUrteenth_Atendtent to
the Constitution. Therefore; users .of_ such test_resultS Should take sure
that the testing program conforms to_the standards of_quality set forth by
-771,e testing profession; This includes_ adherence_to_the Standards for
Zducational and T wcholoqicaesta published jointly by the American
Psychological Associationj AmericanEdurational_Research Association, and
National Council on Measurement in Eftcation (1985). The following criteria
are especially important for minimum competency tests.

o The_tests sulet have_dontent, curricular, and instructional validity;
that is; they must test material which has been taught to all the
studentd.

6 StUdentd &drat be given adequate warning of nel4 standardS for
gradr.tation.

o The test scores which assign student8 tO the CategOried of pass or
fail muct be reliable for that purpose.

o The passing score_representing the achievement of minimum competency
must be arriv3d at rationally Ard the level of skill it represents
must not fluctuate from one test administ7ttion to another.
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o The test must not contain items which are biased_ for or aqsinst any_
racial, ethnic, religious, sex, or other group thrmwn charactertStice
other than the measurement of stated instructional objectiVes.

O Absolute security of the tests mutt be maintained.

O Tett adminittrations must be standard at all testing sites.

Trendt

Minimum competerr7 testi.ng continues to be used as a r-quirement for high
school graduation a, --a be,qn introduced at other le7els of education. For
example, several st . have instc:Lled tests of minimum competency for college
sophomores ana for teacher certification.

__Several states have responded to concerns about lowered achievement
expectations by initiating testing programs which measure levels Of achievement
beyond the basic skills within, or in addition tb, their minimUM competency
testing programs.

Assessment of Higher Order Skii:

The teaching and testing cf_higher order skills is fast taking on the
characteristics of a natiolzwide educational reform movement. Several states
are developing_and implementing programs airaed at assesctri higher_order
skills, local school districts are moving rapidly to adopt i,arritular
programs that emphasize the teaching of higher_order skills, educational
tnxtbook publishers and testing companies are becoming incivesingly active
in this area, and conferences, sympoSia, And WOrkshopti oft this topic are
springinc np all across the land.

The growing concern over higher order skills stew principally from a;
recognition that the nation's pupils, while demonstrating modest improvement
in the betic skills, are falling far short of lohieving mastery of thinking

corsidered one_of the majc
There is ample evider7a to support thit
scores over the past several years, resv
Educational Progress demonstrating a lac

tonal goals of schooling.
--a decline in SAT and ACT

. National Assessment of
. zical skills among the

nation's pupils, and rests from state testing programs suggesting Short-
comings (Harnischfear & Wiley, 1975; NAEP, 1981; Baron, 1985).

The higher order skins are increasingly becoming a prindir.I. focus of
state level assessment efforts, a phenomenon_ which_bodes wela tw:._those
advocating a strong curricular emphasis on the higher order skilIz-for tests
drive the curriculum, pa:-.-Ucularly state tests. What the state tests
determir4 in large part, what the Schools teach and the relative degree
emphasis placed on the subjects and areas tested in relation to other subjects
And areagi of the curriculum (Rudman, 1985).
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However- the assessment of higher_order skills,--whether at local, atate,
or national levels--poses problems_that are more complex and subetantially
different_from those posed by the assessment of basic skills and_Other_
subjette traditionally found in the school curriculum. The firat Of_thede
prbblems_centers on the lack of clear definition of What tOnetitdte higher
brder Skills. What_precisely is it we_are talking abOdt When We dee the term
"higher order skills"? A second problem is whether we_ are better AdVised to
teach--and test-higher order skills as a separate_Sdbjett in the curriculum,
divorced from particular content areas such as reading, Mathematics, and
science; or whether_we are better advised to_teadh And test higher order
skills as an integral pa:tt of one or more_subject areas. A third problem
focuses on the availability, or unavailability, of instruments to assess
student attainment_in tht higher order skills._ Is there a need for
considerable test_development work or are valid and reliable measures_already
in exiStence? And there are other problems--for example, questiono of a
"one=tiered" versue a "two-tiered" approach (mastery_of basit Skill:a, then
MAStery of higher skills). Still other problems: the toate And benefits of
using writing samples in measuring these skills, and qUeStions of eVery-pupil
testing versus a sampling of pupils.

The problem of lack of clear definitionis particularly acute. "Higher
order Skills" is one term used_to describe thinking skills. Other terms
abound--critical thinking, higher order thinking skills, higher level dkiilsi
reasoning,_intelligencel_creative thinkingi_lateral thinking, informal_logic,
to name a few. The problem is not only to decide_among these names but,
perhapt More iMportantly, to choose What definition or conception of thinking
Will gdide teaching and testing activities. At the present time, there Seems
to be little if any consensus on names or_definitiOne. Fbr the parent, the
answer_is easy: "WhatiI want is for you to teach my Child to think.!! For
the profession, the answer_is_ much more complex. It includes such notions
as a habit of_reflective thinking; a_disposititin or willingness to think
critically, assertively,_and habitually; more difficult sdbject matter
content; critical_reasoning Sicilia that go beyond_recall or learning
of facts; and a literal ladndry list of other cognitive activities (Beyer,
1983; Kean, 1985). _One_ackhowledged leader in the field chooses the
term "critical:thinking" And defines the concept as_mreasonabie reflective
thinking:that is focused on deciding what to believe or do" (Ennis,_1985).
Another defines "thinking" as "the_operating_skilI_ with which intelligentd
Atte npon experience" (de Bono, 1983). Still another Offers A definition of
"higher order thinking skills" as:

those skills that go_beyond_straight recall br learning
of facts....problem identification and prdblem solving,
evaluation of_information and of arguments, deduction,
inference, taking alternate points of view, croating
reasonable arguments in support of a position, and making
decisiOns. (Fremer & Daniel, 1985)

Thuo, wbeh it tomes to defining precisely what thinking skills mean, it seeMe
there id nb -consensus but great diversity in: both terms and cOncepte. For
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those who would include higher order skills_in_a_state assessment program,
the first task is one of settling on a meaningful and useful definitiOn.

_ _The second problem; whether the higher skills should be taught and
tested as a separate subject area or etbedded or infused int-0 existing
subject_ matter and testediin like fashion, also lacks resolution, even
though most people favpr_the latter. Still, the former approach, teaching
and testing thinking dkilld as a separate topic area, has strong support
among several leaders in the field. Sternberg, for example, argues that_
the better strategy is One that assumes intervention at theilevel of mental
preideddeS0 and that pupils can be taught when and how_to use particular
Mental processes, and_how to combine those processes into strategies that
lead to problem solutions (Sternbergi_1984). _He argues for three_ programs
to teach the_components of intelligence--intelligence being hid Cheide of
name and definition of higher_order skinn; The three_are Feuersteia's
"Instrumental Environment," Lipman's "Philosophy_for Children," and "The
Chicago_Mastery_Learning Program" (Sternberg, 1984). Another acknowledged .
leader in the field; Eduard de Bono, also argues_for the direct teaching_of
thinking as_a dkillvhe Calls for setting aside a place in the school program
so that_pupils, teadherd, and parents will recognize:that thinking skills are
taught directly (de Bono, 1983). However, de Bono_is much less sanguins absut
ability_to assess thinking. He argues that our present measures are nbt up
tti the job because they do not observe the thinker's compbsite_performahbe.
A third acknowledged leader, Robert Ennis,_supports the inClUitien Of Critical
thinking as an inherent part of traditional_subject mattero_even though some
contend that he favors both_approaches (Ennis, 1985;_ Baron 1985). While _

there is ample evidence that either approach can worko_ most research seems
to support Enniss view-rnamely, that_instrUction in thinking skills shonId
be present across subject areas and throughout the grades (Beyer, 1983; ETS,
1984; Fremer & 1985; Kean, 1985).

Still, Connecticut; in its state level assessment programs, is using
bOth approaches apparently with equal success. _It systematically integrateS
higher order thinking_skills into its_assessment of the_sObjeCt_tatter
domains covered in the ongoing Connecticut_Assessment_of EdUcatiOnal Progress
whilei at the same_time, it expIores_a variety of additional formats to
measure critical thinking and reasoning_dkills separately and more directly
in its newly developed_Mastery Testing Program (Baron, 1985)._ Michigan, on
the other hand,_is moving to test thinking skillsas part of a_revised
every7pupiI reading_and Math assessment to be administered at grades_4; 7,
and 10 and as a_netay deVeloped every-pupil writing assessment_at grades_5,_
8, and 11 (Michigan_peparttent of Education, 1986). In Florida, the emphasiO
else it on testing higher order Skills within content areas (Fremer_& Danielt
1985). MU'S, while we see both approaches pursued In the assessment:of
higher order skills, current practice seems to_give_an edge tb teaching and
testing such skills as embedded parts of traditional Subject areas.
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The third problem, whether instruments_currently_available are adequate
for assessing higher order skills, also admits of_different responses. some
argue that commercially available standardized achievement_tests include items
that measure_higher order skills,_and_that adores and sub-scores from these_
instruments can_provide useful_end Valid information on pupil attainments 0f
higher order skilla (Fremer & Daniel* 1985; Kean, 1985)i Others contend_
there are no_topiC=Spedifid_critical thinking tests available, but only tedtd
which_attempt to CoVer Critical thinking as a whole, or_focus_on pne attpact
of critical thinking (Ennis, 1985). Still othersparticularly th-oge WhO
develop and iMplement state level assessment programsr-argue that, while much
developmental work remains, there are_measures of higher_Order skills that
can be incorporated into ongoing programs, so state_level efforts need not
Wait on long-term developmental efforts (Baron, 1985; MOE, 1986).

There are other problems. Should there ba a two-tiered approach?
Should higher-order skills be esseaSed Only after a pupil has demonstrated
mastery_of the basic skills? Should Writing_samples be used to assess_
higher_order skiLls? If SO, What form_should these take and_hov should they
be scored? Is it important to test_every pupil at every grade leVel? Or
can the state_accOMplish its purposes by sampling grades_and sampling pupils?
While research can be_helpful in addressing problems_of thede types, their
tiltiMate resolution may depend more on the polity values and policy culture
prevailing in any particular state.

Testing Teachers for Initial Certification

Testing teaChera_befOrd they begin to practice their profeesion id nOt a_
recent phenomenon; The firat official endorsement of teacher tagting OCOUrred
in the_colonial tra (voldi 1985)4 The General AsseMbly of Virginia in 1686
requested that eVery county appoint aLparson who_would examine and license
schoolMasters. The testing of teachers for county certifidation was dominant
'throughout the United States from 1860 until the early 20th century.

The development of normal sch-o-olg_to train teachers and the approval
of teacher training programs by state departments of education led_to_an
elimination of testing teachers fOr certification by the 1920s. The American
Council on Education did, boWeVeri establish the National Teacher Examination
in 1940. Initially, it Wad Uadd by local school districts to help With
teacher selection; only racently has it been used or certification.

The testing Of teachers for certification has resurfaded in the past
lecade; a majOrity Of states currently tlst teachers for Certification and
fore states plan tO start. The rebirth resulted from several major factors.
Di.vvo of these factors were declimingitest scores and an oversupply of teachers.
Inother_was the large scale press_coverage_5iVen to a very few letters written
w teachers to parents. The letters contained errors in grammar and spelling.

The rest of this section will present two major trends_and_procedures in
:he testing of teachers for initial Certification and briefly discuss some
=rent problems or dilemmaS facing policy makers, researchers)and per-Song
mvolved with teaclier teating.
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Major Trends

One trend it; te ute the Fetional_Teachers Examinations (NTE) fret
Educational Testing Service_CETS). The_usa of_this test tan be traced,
in_partj te two court decisions from the Carolinas; SOuth Carblina started
using the NTE to assign different_grades_of teather -certificates shortly after
it WAS developed. The type of certificate af24-cted Salaries and salary
increases.

In 1971, ETS issued guidelines stating that passing scores or cut-scores
should be based on validation studies. In 1975, a District Court in North
Carolina issued a decision requiring objective proof by the State of North
Carolina of the relationShip between the minimum score requirements on the
NTE and the State's objective of certifying teachers who were at least
minimally competent. Based on this decision, South Carolina authorized an
NTE validity study by ETS.

The Validity study condwIted by ETS assessed the eXtent to which the
tont-61.M Of the NTE tests_represents the content Of the teacher training
pregreMs. Teacher_educators were_asked to make SeVetal judgments about the
OVerall test specifications and teacher training programs.. They were further
Asked to review each question on the test and judge its_appropriatenes. A
question. was.considered "contentappropriate" if at least 51% of the judges
indicited that at least 90% of the students would have had an opportunity to
learn.the content;

The cut40-ores derived from the validation study and_adepted by SOuth
Carolina fOr initial teacher_certification_were challenged_in dourt. In
Januaryt 19781 the United States-Supreme_Court annOUnted that it had
affirmed the Aptili 1977, decision of_a_Federal DiStribt CoUrt upholding
SOUth Carolina's use of the_NTE_for_certificatiOn. This decision prompted
SeVeral other states to adcpt the NTE with cut==acores based on simile:
Validation procedures:

The United States government_issued the Uniform GuidelinesEmplOyee
Selection Procedures just after the Supreme Court decision_on the NTE use in
South Carolina; These F.didelines apply to_tests used for hiring, prOMOtien,
and licensing and certification to the extent that licensing and tertifica-
tion may be covered by Federal equal employment law; These Otidelinds require
that tests be Validated in terms of lob_relatedness. Thid proMpted Roth
(1982) te deVelOp a new validation procedure for his NTE Study for the state
of Arkansas.

This NTE_study used teachers and teacher edUtators to judge each test
item. The judges rated the relevance_of the centent MeASUred by each
qUdation against the domain of knowledge they believed essential for a
MiniMally qualified entry-Ievel person. b,tot NTE validity studies done
Since 1982 have assessed both job relevance and the relationship to teacher
training programs.
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_Another current trend is for states to develop their Own teacher_
certification tests._ In practice, tnie typically means that states contract
With the National Evaluation Systems (NES) for_ test development and subsequent
scoring and reporting services; _GetzWgia was the first_state to develop_its
own tests for teacher dertifidatiOn. Interestinglyi_Georgia decided not tO
use the NTE. This was based_in part on a court decision concerning its tee
of the NTE for awarding ah adVanded teacher certificate. Georgia_had
selected an NTE CUt=tdord that was not based on a validity study for the
certificate. In January, 1976, a District Court_ruled thatthe tdet had no
rational_relationship to the purpose of_the_dertificate. The Cotrt also
indicated that a state must show a_valid_relationship betWeen a general
national etamination and the specific dUties performed by a teacher in the
state.

States that develop their tWit teets-typically_use procedures following
the UniforGuidelines_on Emtlbyde Selection Procedures. This means that
the tests are designed based On_the knOwledge needed to teach a specific
subject in the state. _Elliott (1986) presents various procedurte teed by
several states to develdp their own tests. The key_component in theed
procedures is a job ahalyeis. It includes some determination_Of the tritical
and_frequentlyiperfOrMed elements of the job; The job analysis typidally
begins with_A large number of content or_topic Objectives derived by content
experts to define the scope of the teaching field. Teachers rate each
objective according to its essentiality and the amount of_time spent teaching
the content. The results of this_prodess determine_the specific objectives
for which test items are develOped. The items are evaluated for their
congruence with the objectiVes. The remaining items are_field-rtested ih
order to produce_approptiate item and test statistics. These resulte are
used to produce the final or actual certification test.

Probl_ems-or-D-ilemma

At the outset, a major dilemma faces policy makers who must choose_
whether to use the NTE_or develop their own_test._ Some Of the advantages of
the_NTE are that the test is available; it is addinistered by a_Iarge and
creditable_testing firm; it has been used for over 45 years; and its use was
upheld by_the Supreme Court. One dieadvantage is that_appropriate tests are
not available for certain cortifidation fields. In addition, state validation
studies that use current validation guidelines might indicate_that the NTE
is not appropriate or that the derived cut-scores are extremely IOW.

iThe major adVantageS Of state-developed tests:are that the_teete -can
be developed fOr dadh dertification field and_the_tests cover the eiteential
knowledge needed to teadh a field in the State. The major_dieadVantageb are
the_time and cdfat involved for test development; _A_potential problem is
that statedeVeldped proceduras have not been tested in the cburts.

A_Second problem for policy_makers_concerns what to test. Some states
tedt_the content in the certification field; other states test_professional
knoWledge; and still others test_general knowledge. The professional and
legal guidelines for employment testing seem to indicate that the further
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one moves away from the specific_content needed for the pothition, the more
difficult it is to show job relatedness. For example, potential_math teachers
should have literature as part Of their training program. Should they,
howeveri be tested on literature as well as math in order to be certified to
teach math?

A_Majdr problem for educational researchers_and people whO detrelop
state teats or validate existing tests_is_to determine what guidslindb and
Standard:4 are appropriate. _The Supreme Court_decision for_Stitith Carolina
indicates that a_validity study_based on_the teacher training program is_
appropriate._ The Uniform Guidelines_would seem to indicate that the_South
Carolina procedure was not,appropriate. Rebell (1986) states the problem by
saying that regarding the law, there is an unresolved technical issue whether
Title VII and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission_(EEOC) Guidelines
apply to licensing_or credentialing examinations. He also raises a question
of precisely hoW thOde Validation.standards, that were created largely in
the_cOnteXt Of indiVidual employer job selection_tests, should_be impleMented
in the CO:I-depth/Illy distinct licensingoricredentialingcontext._ The 1985
Standards for Educational and Psychological Tests_(American Pbydlidlogical
Abanciation) have also added a section on_professional_and occupational license
and certification. _These_standards_seem to_indidate SiMilar procedures
found In the Uniform Guidelines._ The impact of_the Debra P case in Florida
Oti Certification testing is another unknown variable. It reintroduces the
question of curricular and/or instructional validity.

After the validation gUidelines or test development procedures have been_
decided, a new series of decisions has to be made. These concern professiOnal
judgments that haVe to be thought out during the_process. Some examples are:
Should_the percentage who typically_answer an item correctly be prbvided fbr
the judge8 who_are making item probability estimates; what id ah appropriate
standard to jUdge item relevance, or_item essentiality, Or CO-nth:It coverage;
and What roles should various standard errors have on the process.

Conclusion

Certification is intended to protect the public. Teachers, like most
professions; should be tested fbr ihitial certification. The problems
associated with the process are complex, but not unsolvable.

Solutions art needed_because society can neither afford to have
incompetent teachers teach our children, nor can it afford to deny coMpetent
persons the Chance to practice their chosen profession.

Educational Testing and the COmpr.iter

Computers are involved in educational testing in five areas: (a) writing
the test items, (b) constructing_the tests) (0) administering the tests.
(d) scoring the tests_and analyzing and_interpreting the results, and
(e) keeping test_records., ThiS survey describes the state of the art with
respect to computer-aasitted educational testing.
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Writing_the Test Items

Of the five areas, the writing of items has_been least influenced by
computers. Thus far, the potential of the computer to compose item Content
has not been realized;

The first attempt.at computer-generated item writing took_place in 1968
when two_educational researchers, H.G. Osburn_and.David_Shoemaker, working
under a U.S._Office of Education grant, developed a scheme by which the
computer would construct questions about statistics. This scheme worked by
completing a fixed part of_the question called an item shell with words or
numbers randomly selected from_a set of possibilities caned a replacement
set. For example, a true-false question might be generated by the computer
by_putting together the shell, "The middle number in a distribUtionit
called the" and a randomly selected word.from the_replacement_set, "mean)
median, mode;" Note that in this simple example three variations of
the true-faIse question are possible.

In item_shell and replacement_set schemes, every word that appears in
a test question is first thought Of by the item writer and entered into the
computer. The computer is relegated to_the_triviaI task of picking the words
or nuMbers and putting them together using straightforward algorithms to
produce the test questions; Although some attempts to have the computer
"think" like a test constructor have been carried out, for the present the
computer provides scant practical help to the item writer;

Constructing the Tests

The computer is used extensively to bdild tests, especially by commercial
publishers and governmental agencies. This application is made possib2 !... by
collections of items called item bahke. Occasionally, items are kept only
on paper_while documentation of each item--its statistical properties,_
content descriptions, and so forth--are fed into the computer; The computer
then can pick a collection of items that meets the statistical and content
specifications of the test builder; It is then left to the teLt constructor
to assemble the test manually;

More common, however, is the situation in which the items themselves
are entered into the computer, together with several pieces of documentation.
When the items are stored, the computer_can bOth select_appropriate items and
construct_nd print the test itself. The succesdful and extensive use of the
computer to _assemble_testa is in Contrast to its minimal use to write items.

InstrUctors who teach the same subjects may develop an item bank which
they share. Sometimes they obtain the_item bank from a state or IocaI_agency
or from a commercial source; at other times they construct their own items,
perhaps beginrLag_by_using items available from others; The Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, 300 SW sixth Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97204, provides
listings of available item banks and_reviews_of_existing microcomputer programS
that will construct tests from item banks; Most of the programs are too limited
to be very useful; A fey of the more recent ones, however, show promise.
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_Millman_and Arter (1984) provide detailed information about_item banks
and_test construction; They describe a wide variety of item banks, outline
their advantages and disadvantages, list the conditions under_whiCh iteM bankt
have the most potential value, and provide an extensive set of queStions to
be asked in designing item-banking systems.

Large-scale test development programs will become increasingly computer-
ized Individual teachers can expect to asseMble their_tests from computer-
ized item banks as quality sOftware and microcomputers become available.

AdMinittering-the Tests

_The glamour area in educational testing these days is computer adminis-
tration of tests. What makes this area so fascinating is the ability to
program the computer_to consider a student's twior answers when picking.the
next question; that isi to select items for administration based on the
student!s previous responses; Thus, the examination given to each Student
can be tailored or adapted to his_or her_level of_ability. It is thilt
adaptive, tailored, response-contingent feature that giVes computer-
administered testing it8 major advantage over conventional test
administration;

Adaptive testing, as it is most frequently called, has been put to use
to help solve three knotty Xesting problems. The first is getting more
measurement precision with fewer test items; It is a fact of psychometric
life that the more test items given to a student, the more accurately the
student's level of achievement or ibility can be assessed. But teachers and
students alike object to tests that take a_Iong time to complete. Because
the level of difficulty of the items a student is given under adaptive
testing corresponds to the student's level of performance, they carry
maximum information about the student's_ability, with the result that
adaptively administered tests can provide the same degree of precision
as traditionally administered tests while using about half as many items.

The second problem attacked by adaptive testing is that of making test
itemesiMulate tasks that the student_might face on the job or in other out-
of-school situations. In adaptive testing, the computer can be_programmed
to permit students to progress through a program situation and to provide
students with appropriate feedback; For example, in patientmanagement
problems, a medical case is presented and_the medical student indicates what
actions should be taken; These actions mi.ht include observing the patient's
physical condition, ordering_laboratory tests, or_prescribing medication or
other treatments. The result of each action is given to the student, who
proceeds to answer additional questions about further treatment;

The third problem that adaptive testing is well suited to handle is
diagnosis of student learning problemsi _When a student_misses a test question,
the computer can be programmed to administer carefully selected similar items
that can pinpoint the student's misconceptions or gaps in knowledge. With
such information, the teacher can provide appropriate remedial instruction.
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Although some large ':esting programs have begun to administer tests by
computer, with positive reactions from those examined, it will be some time
before classroom teachers routinely give their tests by computer. Tests
embedded in instrUctional computer software are the exception. Questions
asked of_learners are an integral part of the teaching material, and such
testing is often so nonintrusive that the students are not aware they are
tested.

Scoring the Tests and Analyzing _and__Interpre_ting _the Resu

For many years, groups who administered many objective tests_
scored their awn answer sheets by hancL Now desk tOp scoring machines
connected to a microcomputer are available fer a price that_enables local
schools and small colleges to have their own automated scoring and tebt
reporting system. /n a few more years, a_majority of the medium-7 and
large-sized school:diStricts may score and report objective tests using
locally owned equipment.

Computers have also been_used to score short-answer questions and_to
grade essays. The procedure typically consists of matching the student's
answer to key words provided by the test constructor; If the student
supplies the key words or acceptable variations, credit_is given for the
answer. Somewhat aside, it seems_that_the science_of short-answer and essay
test scoring has not made any noticeable progress in the laet 10 or 15
years, nor is it likely to do so using present methods.

A traditional function Of computers in testing_has been to analyze
item and test data. The prowess of computers to manipulate numbers has
never_been dotbtedi and computers continue to provide test developers with
a much_valued service in this regard. Using item data stored in item banks,
some of the more sophisticated programs can predict the score distribution
and other test results before a planned test is actually adMinistered.

Computer interpretation_of teSt results, partiCularly those of_psycholo-
gical tests, is the most controversial of_all aspects of computer testing.
Mauy computer companies now administer and interpret the results from
interest,_vocationalt personality and intelligence tests. The controversy
stems_in large part from the_secrecy that surrounds the_aIgorithms the
computer uses t0 prOduce various interpretations. How the comouter_decides
that a jOb_applicant is a good risk or that client has suicidal tendencie8
is often shrouded in proprietary secrecy, and the validity of these interpre=
tatiOns remains uncertain.

Ket.ping Test Records

Another task to which computers are well suited_is keeping track of test
performance; Computers can store rosults in a record or grade book, produce
grade reports, and develop a profile of test results for an individual
student or for the class as a whole. Microcomputer programs that perform
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theSe functions are readily available and relatively inexpensive. The
computer can be programmed to keep track of other statistics in addition to
tedt Acores: among these, the time taken to answer each question, the
attractiveneas of each foil in a multipIe-choice item, and the proportion of
students who answered each item correctly;

As discussed here; computers are_employed in several areas of educational
testing. The functions of computers_in these areas can_be integrated; which
may lead to:more efficient and acceptable_testing practices. Using_items
from a bank; the computer can_asseMble and administer a test_and, because
the respondes of computer-adMinistered tests are entered directly into the
comptter, it_can quickly score, record, and_interpret the results. As
compUters and programs for carrying out .these tasks_become more readily_
available, we can expect a greater proportion of testing activities to_be
aided by computer._ Although_the computer can make the process easier te
implement, the educational benefit that accrues to the student will depend
on the quality of the items that make up the teat:3 and oh how the results
are put to use.
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ISSUES IN IMPROVING URBAN SCHOOLS: DROPOUT PREVENTION,
HISPANIC SECONDARY EDUCATION, AND URBAN TEACHING CAREERS

Erwin Flaxman and catolyn Riehl
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Institute fer_Urban and Minority Education
Teachers College; Columbia University,

New York; NY

Urban SchbOl Dropouts: New Perspectives on Causes and Solutions

_One Of the most highly publicized current problems in urban odUCatien
haa_been the large numbers of students who drop out of school before_
gradUating. Overall, rural schools have more dropouts_than urban schoOlsi
but the problem is especially acute for urban schoole_because they lose
greater proportions of students;_ Compared to nationwide dropout rates
estimated at'14 to 25%; urban school systems often_report rates of 30 to
43%, and the dropout rates_of some subgroups_of urban students are as high as
69% (Hammack; 1986); Any diSCUStien of trends and issues in urban education
might well_begin_ by aakihig_the question: what's new_regarding dropouts?
Although the probleal_of Scheel dropout has risen to prominence in educational
policy and pradtida in_the past (e.g.; Hoyt; 1962), this time around there
are a number Of significant differences;

Fitat, publid ahd professional interest_in_the dropout probleM ie
arguably greater than,ever before; for several_ reasons; The_sheer magnitude
Of the problem is alarming; The dropout rate_has been much higher in other
erag; in the eazly decades of the century, only 10 to_20%_percent of males
graduated from_high school, and even_as_recently as_the_19508 the dropout
rate exceeded 55% (Tyack &_Hansot;_1984); Since 1980; howeveri the average
educational attainment_of the adUlt population has risen to nearly 13 years
of schooling; in part_due to relatively low dropout rates in the 1960s_(U;S.
Dept; of Commerce; 1965);_ A high school diploma has come to be regarded_as
the minimally acceptable leVel of attainmenti and dropping out has become
an economic liability as Well as a social stigma;

The condeqUences Of dropping out are increasingly serious; In an
informatien=based, technologicallr-oriented economy; jobs for unSkilled,
poorly educated workers are more and more scarce; school dropouts cannot
Compete in such conditions and soon find themselves trapped in poyerty and
unemployment; with all_the attendant problems; For example,-in_1982; of the
spring high_school graduates who did_not_enroll in college_ (49%), 82% were
employed,- while the employment rate for 670,000 students who had dropped
out of school that year was just over 48%_(U.S. Department of Labori_1983);
Statistics from tAe U;S; Census Bdreau indicate that dropouts_earn on average
approximately $4,010_lese eaCh_year than high school graduates; and $7;500
less than persons with some College experience (American Council on Education;
1984); EcortOmigt8 and deiciologidts debate whether a diploma actually
matters to thoaa youth Who, whether they graduate or not, might be on the
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bottom rung of the "economic preparedness" ladder, but it seems clear that
an individuaI's options are seriously curtailed without that diploma.

_ ,The results_of high dropout rates are detritental for_society as well.
As stated forcefully in ANation at-RISk (National Commission on Excellence_
in Education, 1983), a poorly trained workforce weakens the productive social,
economic, and_political capacities_ of the country as a whole._ Moreover,
earIy_school leaving is not distributed randomly across the_popuIation, but
affects some racial/ethnic groups and social classes more than others.
Conservative estimates from the "High School and Beyond" study put the rate
fOr_bladka at_17.2%, for Hispanics at 19.1%, and for students from_Iow-income
families at 22.3% (Peng, Takaii_&_Fetters, 1983). Other studies_ show
rates as high as 47% for_Hispanics and 61% for blacks in some urban_areas
(Hammack, 1986). In_contrast to the notion of education as society's great
equalizer, high school graduation becomes a mechanism of sorting and
contributes to wide social and economic_rifts_vithin the social_strUcture
(Meyer, 1977)i Clearly, the social goal of educational equity for all
students is not being achieved;

Finally, the dropout problem is vexing because_it thdmbs a sad and_
defiant nose at_the growing sophistication of the educational enterprisa._
Gage's observation, made some eight years ago (Gage, 1978)i that educators
have finally developed a scientific basis for their work_is even more true
_today. Practitioners, andithe researchers who_systematize thelknowledge of
-practice,_claim advanced theoretical and technical_understanding of how to
teach_students and run schools. State and local policymakers_are holding
schools accountable for delivering on what they promise and often stake
their own political reputations in doing so; Hence, a persistentIrhigh
dropout rate is a blight on the optimism of everyone concerned;

The growing interest in,dropouts has encouraged_greAter quality and
analytic_compIexity in the efforts to study the problem. There isk to
begin, an effort to articulate more precisely the definition of_a dropout
and to standardize reporting practices within and among school districts
(Morrow, 1986). Schools vary in the_precision_with which they maintain
records on reasons for early school leaving (military service, pregnancy or
marriage, transfer to a private_school or move to another city)_and which
acts are officially considered "dropping out." Haphazard reporting practices
may inflate or deflate a school's true dropout ratei_often so that a school
can become eligible for extra funding for dropout prevention or so that it can
avoid a negative reputation. Districts_also differ in the way dropout rates
are computed._ Some include ninth graders or special categories of students in
the countv while others do not; some_compute a yearly dropout rate for the
district while others_report_longitudinaI rates for cohorts of students. The
baseline number_used_to_compute dropout statistics might be a district'8_
4verage daily_attendance or its average daily enrollment. Closer attentiOn to
how dropout,statistics are compiled by school districts will have three
important effects: more accurate comparisons of school holding power
between schools and school districts, better assessments of_the_effects of
particular interventions on different types of dropoutsk and a long-term
.improvement in the ability to targot fundin9 to arc.:d; of critical need.
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Traditional dropout research has_sought to identify the background
characteristics,_attitudes, and behaviors of dropouts, in an effort to locate
causes and sometiMed infer sOlutions. But_this work has often Ied to
broad generalizations that focus on ascribed characteristics of student8==
their raCe or social Class, for example-which may not be_the true roOtd Of_
the problem. Furthermore, the usuali_often implicit, conclusion has been that
the deficienCy rests with individual students, not with_the schtiOl. The
current_ work on dropouts_does not assume that_dropouts form a hbObgehebts
group whose characteristics predispose them to school failure; it Attempts
to look more closeIy_at variationa_in social_and economic baCkgroUndi
personality traits, or prior_aptitude_and school performancej and to examine

such_characteristics correlate with early school leaving. Perhaps the
most_important development in the new_forms of research has been to take
school context as problematic and_study how characteristics of schools-,-either
independentlyior in interaction With student variables--affect dropping out;
Such.factors_as school or Class Size, guidance services, tracking and ability
grouping practices, Curriculum and instructional qualityi and student-teacher
relationships_may_modiate individual characteristics to produce early school
leaving._ Either threeigh the analysis of school variables themselves or
through_inferences about school context from student data, it may be possible
to IOcatt the_respönisibility for high dropout rates in policies or praCtiCes
that aChtkilS initiate and have the power to change.

These new research_directions have yielded a wealth of_infOrMation
and raised many questions; It remains,cIear, for exaMple,that Hiepanics
and blacks suffer disproportionately high dropout_rates. However, a closer
analysis_indicates that when other factors are_held constant, blacks are
less_likely to drOp out than whites_and Hispanics (Ekstrom, Goertzi Pollack,
& Rock, 1986), and their dropout_rate has been in decline, from 26% in_1971
to about 18% in 1981 (College Entrance Examination Boardi_1985); However,
blacks experienced a significant increase in the dropout_rate_for_147_and
15year-oIds during this periOd, with the problem_especially acute for black
females. Dropout rated_fOr blacks are also higher in schools with greater
percentages of blacks (National Center for_Education Statistics_NCES],
1985); These trend data suggest a number_of possibleLcontributing_factorS.
Desegregatibri, Compensatory education, and the improved_economic status Of
Some mindrity faMilies may be helping more blacksto_finish school, while
S ach phenomena as rising rate of teenage childbearing have negatiVe effette.

Ekstrom et al._(1986) note that_dropouts in the "High SChbOl and Beyond"
study tended to come from families with a "weaker_educational support
system." These dropouts had fewer_study aids_in the home, less opportunity_
for nonschool related learning, mothers_vith lower levels of formal education
and lower educational expectations for their Children, mothers_who_were more
likely to be workingj_and parents_Who were less likely to monitor children's
activities._ Many studies report_thatthe parents of dropouts typically did_
not finish school_themselve8,_ and a_1905 study in Los_Angeles_found that the
parents of fewer_than_half Of the city's dropouts encouraged theirchildren
to stay in school,_While_a_fOUrth of the dropouts' parents actually encouraged
them_to drop oUt (Self,_1985). Pamily circumstances may lead_some_students
to drop oUt agaihat their own, and their parents', desires. More than 13%
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of male dropouts in a sample_Of OVer 2,000 cited economic need or other
family_responsibilities at their_reason for leaving school early (Peng; et
al._;_1983);_for Hispaniad thid figUre may be as high as 38% (Rumberger,_
1983)_ Educators_are using Addh findings; not to blame parents for academia
failure; as WW1 the tendendy during the years following theimajor report8
by_CoIeman_(1966) and Jencks et al. (1972); but_to provide an important_
rationale_for schOol practices_that improve parent support_for and involVement
in education. Ond of the benefits of targeting educational services to
pregnant_and parenting teens; for example, is said to be that helping young
mothers finish school may improve their children's chances for educational
success.

Early school leaving, as well as_aaaddaia failure in general,.is highly
correlated_with low socioeconomic et-Attie._ For white and Hispanic students;
thedropout rate declines steadily_eit SOCioecdnomic status rises;:the_trend
is_generally true for bleakt aS Well; though not as_consistently_(NCES,
1985). In fact; when SOCiOdaonomic status is held constant; race does not
correlate with dropping OUt. But what is it_about being poor that Ieado_one
to_drop out_of schOdl? It could be simply the need for.more. money: in the
national_"High_SahdOl and Beyond" study_(Ekstrom; Goertz, Pollack, &_ROCk,
1986), 11% Of the drOpouts surveyed claimed that_they_had left sChool
becaUse their faMilifidi needed the income they could get_from a job. Fanily
problems brOUght on by poverty--nonpermanent living conditiOns, poor nUtrition,
the need for older children :to help care for siblings; or siMply the leak
of consistent_economic and emotional security-6,=May Make it difficult for
students to concentrate on school.

The hopelessness that pervades COmmunitiet with persistently high
unemployment may also curtail enthildiadM_for school; economically disad-
vantaged students who_feel that_00hObl Will not help_them get a job may drop
out. Unfortunately; these feelingt May be based on fact. For example, the_
vocational education prograds in which many low-income students are enrolled
have been severely Crititited at; being outdated; providingipoor lob training
that does not lead tO tUbBequent employment; failing to "certify" a OtUdent
in the_same vay an_Adademic track does; and in effect cheating studentt Odt
of their fUtdred (Oakes; 1983). General educational tracks have been
similarly criticited for their inability to produce real Student benefits.
In a 1968 Study (Comb &_Colley; 1968); 73;2% of_ the students_who dropped out
Of school had been enrolled in the general track; and 6.8% of the dropouts
were vocational_education students; Twelve years later; over 19% of
sophomores_enrolled in vocational education and bVer 16%_of sophomores
enrolled in general education left school early, Compared with_less than 6%
of_the academic track studentS (NCES,_1985). Such findings indicate that
vocational_and_general educatiOn treakts Mile not succeeded in providing_
school programs that keep etUdentd in School; and have motivated educators
to reexamine the learning needt Of lbw-income students and to contider
providing better_work-isahool linkagei, attending to the daily living problems
of_students and xteproving_the qUelity of instruction in vocational and
general education,:as Well at questioning placement of students in these
tracks to begin With.
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_Being OVerage is another significant correlate of dropping out (Hammack,
1986). BUt being overage in itself does not completely explain why studente
leaVe echool early. Although asomany as 40% of dropouts leave echoOl_as_
dOtiti as they are_legally permitted to do so, others hang on lenger. In_NeW
York, for examplei_almost 20% of dropouts are approxiMately 19 years old
(Hammack, 1986). Foley and McConnaughy (1982) reported that many students
in New York's alternative high schools are_overaget but nevertheless enroll
specifically in order to get_a diploma, and Often do so. Students apparently
do not outgrow a desire_for learning, SO the correlation between being
overage and dropping out may say ledb_abbUt students' failure to learn than
about schools' failure tO teadh. _Students who drop_out_may be succumbing to
the cumniative_effects_of ddhOol failure, since most overage students have
been retained in echOO1 One or more years. It is interesting to note ehat
a signifidant prOpOrtiOn (as many as 17% of_the "High School and Beyond"
folloV=Up dOhOrt) of high echool dropouts re-enroll in an educational
institntion and eventually obtain a high school equivalency diploma.. For
all radial/ethnic groups alikei although vocational education and general
education students tend to_drop out more frequently, it is the_drdpOUts fibm
the adademic curriculum who reenter some form of schooling at high rates
(23.5% for whites, 31.8% for blacksi'and 16.6%_for Hispanics) (NCES, 1985).
Apparently, these students have learned the value of edhOoling_Or haVe
acquired basic skills well enough to be willing t0 pUrebe an education even
when they did not succeed the first time aroUnd.

By far the,most significant predictors_of early school leaving are low
academic achievement and behaviOr prObleMein school. Dropouts have lower
grades_and lower scores 0n Standardized achievement tests. They do less
homework, cut classes attire freqUentlyi and do not participate in extra-
curricular activities. _FUrthettore, they tend to have been suspended from
school at leaet_bnCe and are more often absent or tardy (Ekstrom et al.,
1986); Again, delVing a bit deeper_into the problem, interesting_findings
emerge._ In an analysis of data that tested many possible causes for suspension,
WU, Pink, Crain) and Moles (1982) found great differences among schools in the
rates at Which they suspended the same kinds of students; suggesting that
diecipline problems may be a function of schools themselves_and_not siMply
Student misbehavior. Similarly, actual differences in_ability levels of
dropouts are much smaller than might be assumed from their echbbi performance
and_decision_to leave school early. Research indidatee that at least half
of those students who drop out have the intelligence to complete high school,
and that perhaps 10% could go_on tti t011ege (Elliott & Vossi 1974). In fact,
in the "High School and_BeyOnd" ddrVey,_less than 10% of eventual dropouts
predicted that they would not doMplete high school. Instead, among
sophomores who oventualxy_dropped out of school, 44% of the Hispanics,
60% of the blacke, and 45% of the whites expected to pursue education beyond
,the high SChtiel leVel. _Although these figures may reflect societal_expects-
tions more than realistic personal_aspirationsi it does not_appear that
student:Ts leaVe school solely because they are not capable of doing the work
or bedaUde_they do not want to complete their education. _Instead, it_may be
that they find themselves caught in a cycle of failure not entirely of their
oWn Making.
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Dropping out appears to be a reasonably unpremeditated decision. Many
students who drop out during the summer simply fail to return to school in
the fall; Durins the school year, students drop out gradually by exceeding
an allowable number of consecutive absences. If dropping out is not their
deliberate intent, why_do students do it? The majority of dropouts apparently
stop coming to school for one simple reason: "they do not have much success
in school and they do not like it" (Wehlage & Rutter, 1986). Surveys of
dropouts, both before ane after leaving school, indicate that they do not
feel that teachers are interested in them, they are dissatisfied with the
fairness of school discipline practices, and in general they are unhappy
With the way their education is going. Life without school--whether it. be
Working or raising childrenappears preferable to staying in school.

In an analysis of how schools contribute to the dropOUt prbbleM, Wehinge
and Rutter argue that

The act of rejecting an institution_as fundamental to the society
as school must also be aCcompanied by the belief that the_institution
has_rejected the person. The process is probably cumulative for most
youth._ It begins_with negative messages_from the school concerning
acadeMic and discipline problems. As these messages accumulate
into_concrete problems--failing_courses and thereby lacking credits
required for graduation--the_choice is between continuing an eXtta
year_or more in a setting that offers increasingly negative experiences
and dropping out (Wehlage & Rutter, 1986, p. 385).

The process of dropping out of school may begin as early as the primary grades.
Lloyd (1978) found that by the third grade, student_differences_in achievement,
ability, family socioeconomic circumstances, and_retention enabled researchers
to_predict accurately the later educational attainment of 75% of the students
studied. The two most highly predictive kinds_of_achievement--reading
achievement and language skills--are clearly within the domain of school
influence, as is grade retention_andi to some degree, ability. It may be that
within the first few years of pUblic education, schools have_already sorted
students into those who will and will not succeed, and have.begun to "educate"
them accordingly. Some students then move to the "margins" of school life in
a series of stages, Often beginning with_desperate attempts to survive in an
environment_that blocks their chances for success, and then moving toward a_
rejection of school values and goals that leads to either passive withdrawal
or defiant rebellion_(Sinclair & Ghory, 1986). Any serious attempt to reduce
the dropout rate must focus on school factors_which contribute to this process
and which schools themselves can change. It appears, for example,_that large
classes in large schools alienate students and produce dropouts. Programs
which do not help students develop clear postgraduation plans for themselves
foster early school leaving; Instruction that neglects the individual needs
of students, or that does not provide the opportunity for all students to
experience success, may push students out of school. Prejudicial disciplinary
practices may lead to frustration and failure. Tracking maska great
inequities in the allocation of resources, which may drive studentc away.
Those students_who are_assigned to the general education track, for example,
receive less rigorouS inatruction, less guidance, fewer high-quality
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teachers, and less of other school resources (Amato; 1980; Oakes; 1982); it is
little surprise that they fail to develop concrete educational_or oareet goals
and drop out;_ In these and other areas, educators need to evaluate the_
effects Of_adhool policies and practices and change them in order_tO redUce
the likelihodd of students dropping out (Natrieno, Pallad, & MoDilli 1986).

One result of acquiring a body of information oh doppinq out has been
An effort to identify "potential dropouts" and_develOp early interventions
fOr them. Such services must,be planned to addread_the teal problem_of
dropping out, and not just its symptoms. FOr eXaMplei excersive absenteeism
is often_a_precursor to dropping_out;_ However, Lloyd (1978) found that
absenteeism appears Iater_than_the Other_Student'variables_that correlated
with eventual dropping out,_indicating that it may be the result or manifes-
tation of other school-related problems. Thus, although strategies such aa
close attendance_monitOring or contests to motivate students to come to
school may make it harder for students to drift away from schooI,_it is
important to analyze rtz-ul students are_absent; Such an analysis might
implicate a weak curriculum, an uninterested teaching staff, or a ?School
climate unredpCntive to student and community needs; and might lead to
interVentiond of a very different nature;

In this vein, schools might reduce the possibility that the process of
dropping out will begin by building from the knoWn Strengths of the system
identified through educational research. Studies of early childhood
education, for example, indicate that participation in preschool programs is
associated with later success in school (Coneortium for Longitudinal Studies,
1983). A follow-up study of the Perry Preschool found that, with socio-
economic factors held constant, preschool "graduates" had lower dropout
rates than peers without preschool, as well as a lower rate of teenage
pregnancy, itself a major correlate of early school leaving (Berreuta-Clement,
Schweinhart, Barnett, Epstein, & Weikart, 1984). A Iarge-scale longitudinal
study of desegregation found that black students who attended desegresated
high schools had lower dropout rates and higher_overaII achievement than
comparable studtnts in largely-black schools (Crain, Haves, Miller, &
Peichert, 1985). Schools which make an explicit effort to become and remain
free of violence, vandalism, and disruption tend to have higher student
achievement and lower dropout rates as wen (Schriro, 1985). Finally, from
the comprehensive research focus on the "instructionally effective school,"
findings indicate that in schools with a commitment to the goal of student
achievement and the means for creating success (including high expectations,
competent instructional leadership, and staff quality and continued develop-
ment), failure rates are Iovr (Berube, 1983). In all of these areas, as in
much social science research, the direction of causality is difficult to
ascertain. But the evidence is strong enough to indicate that educational
improvements such as these are warranted.

Despite_the best efforts of schools, some students will inevitably MoVe
away from sChOOl engagement and toward dropping out; In these calteS, it i$
important fOr_educators to provide services that attempt tO recleiM atriak
studenta and help thoc* students alieady in the "dropoUt pipeline." Ekstrom
et al; (1986) reCommend that schools develop specific aerVicee to meet
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the needs of_four kinds of potential_dropouta: pregnant teens; students
Who work_while attending school, Studenta Who cannot_function in the regUlar
school environment; and students whose home or community environment_
interferes with school success. _In his review_of the literature on drOpOdts,
Self (1985) summarizes ways in which schools_can discourage dropping Odt,
including close_monitoring Of student attendance and achievement prOgrass,
early contact with parents when problems surface; adequate quid-Andel Services,
and a wide range_of_extracurricular activities that appeal tO nerginal
students; Ift=achoOl alternatives to suspension_may alao help keep problem
students dael to_cOMing to school. Sinclair and GhOry (1956) describe
serviced for students at different stages_in the prodeee of dropping out;
For inStance, students who are beginning_to experience debilitating_
frustrations due to school failure_seem_to Aded_intendive guidance and
indiViddalized learning opportunities that_ rebuild confidence. Students who
he) longer accept the goals and norms_of school--those_who are just sitting
it out for a whileseem to benefit from programs that negotiate flexibly
between_school standards and their own values. Students who have been
disruptive often respond to much smaller schools and classes and more
person-oriented programs, AS in many alternative schools.

Successful prOgrams for at-risk students appear also tO employ indi-
vidualized inetructiont low studentteacher ratios, more aUtOnOty0 and
additional.gUidande_and other support services_(HamiltOn, 1986). They have
strong VoCatiOnal_education_components (as_vehiclea_fOr teaching academic
.skilla and knowledge more than for job training), Offer career education,
and intOrpOrate work experience and_other odt=OfachbOl learning into the
indtrdctional program. In short, these programs modify the school to fit
the needs of students;

By looking more closely at the school factors that contribute to
drOpping_out, educators are able to move beyond a discrete_probIem, with
its own specific causes and solutions, to systemwide evaluation and Change.
Information on dropouts should_function not only to_identify isolated
trouble, but as a sort of warning valve for the educational systed aaa
whole; When it_becomes apparent, for_example, that dropping OUt dan_be
predicted from data from students,_third gradesi_or that a geheral_ education
track provides stUdents with a different experience of achbOling that does_
not serve theta Well,. educators cannot ignore fundamental defiCiencies in the
overall_achool_program. The fact_that_some studente Manage to pass courses
and graduate while others fail does not absolve the_achOOls of responsibility.
And in Urban areas; where so many students leaVe achOol early and many
othere adqdire only the moat_minimal educatiOn, adddators must take extra
Care tb ensure that all students have real Opportunities to succeed.

Improving Hispanic Secondary Education

Hispanic students have not profited from their education, nor have_they
been well served by the schools. Their academic achievement and edddational
attainment are among the lowest of any group Nationwide; in 1984 Only_
60.1% of Hispanida betWeen ages 13 and 24 were high school graddatea and
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only 17.9% were enrolled in college. The comparable figures for whites are
83% and 28%; for blacks 74.7% and 20.4% (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1985).
Clearly, unless educators can better educate Hispanic students, they will
have limited opportunities for social and economic Wellbeing.

This is not only a matter of equity, however. Hispanics (and_blacks)
are becoming a considerable part of the potential work force, particularly
in the large_metropolitan areas in which they are likely to_continue to
live. By 1995 the Hidpenic percentage of 15- to 19-year-olds in San Antonio
will be 60%, in the Lod Angeles metropolitan area over 45%,in Miami 40% in
New Yo.:k 26%_and in Chicago 15% (Valdivieso, 1986). Economic growth and
community well-being are linked to the fate_of these youth. A failure to
adequately educate them clearly means a loss of essential human capital.

Why Hispanic students_have not succeeded better in the SChOOlt iS
Simple question requiring a complex answer. Many L!.spaniC Children ate
born into families living below the poverty_level and headed b,y, unmarried
females. The poverty rate for Hispanics_under_18 id 38.2% ad -Compared to
17.3% for whites. This_social_background, it_i9 thoUght, places Hispanic
youth at particular educational risk, especially since Hispanic families in
the past have participated less_in programs like Head Start, which prevent
or reduce the developmental prOblems of early growth in_a_poor home
(Valdivieso,_1986). Hiapanic youth also tend to come from homes with mixed
EngIish-Spanish_language background. Although most Hispanics speak English,
and maay are_natiVe-=born, students who_are not English-dominant, even if they
are bilingual, Are likely to be early school failures and to drop out before
reaching' high sdhool. Hispanic youth in the bottore_third of the_socio=__
eConoMid dietribution (poverty level and below) leave school at tWo to fiVe
tidied the rate of their more advantaged counterparts (Hirano=Nakanitihi,
'984).

Schooling for Hispanics, however, has not forestalled this potential for
Zailure._ In_part this is so_because we have had inadequate information for
Improving their school experience, but, more important, conventional school-
ing ignores or works_againSt_their educational needs. We_can_learn a good
deal_by looking at attainment and achievement data of both Hispanic dropouts
and survivors_alike; Hispanic dropout rates are high_in the metropolitan
areas in which_they ard_a large part of the student_population; in New York
City nearly 80% Of all HiSpanic students drop out_before graduation, in
Chicago 70%, in Lod_Angeles 50%i in Miami_32%. and in San Antonio 23%.
Approximately:40% of Hispanic students drop out before their sophomore year
in high ddhool_because they reach_age 16 before they reach_tenth grade
(ValdiVideo, 1986). Hispanic students drop_out in_the junior high a-chi:$-01
years or even earlier because of general academic_failure, pot gtadda, and
grade retention._ These students usuallY have limited Englidh prOfidiency;
non=Englistp.speaking Hispanics leave school_before the tenth grade at the
highest rate (56%). The more Eng4sh the child speakS, the less chance he
or she_will drop out although it goes not make any_difference whether the
child speaks only English or_is bilingual. The ability to use a language
other than English proficiently is not a barrier in school as long as thn
child is proficient in basiC EngliSh (Hirano-Nakanishi, 1984).
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A second wave of Hispanic stUdents drop out while in high school (almost
25%). Many of thene students_are_OVerege because_their previous academic
problemsiiincIuding language difficulties, have kept them_behind._ Continuing
poor achievement, being_ahdad -ct their peers in_physical and emotional
development, and often the prettUre to work to support their usually poor
families, or among the_feMalét to marry and have a baby, combine to prOdUce
additional dropoutd. APproximately 19% of the national Hispanic sttdent
population drOpt oUt.between the tenth and twelfth grades._ That Many of
these stUdenta might have stayed in school_had they been offered Mote
English instructioai and a better opportunity to learn to need and write_in
English and to do_math and science, and_received better grades, is an important
but unanswerable question now; About_thiS population we know that as many
an_56% are enrolled in generaI_education programs, which have unclear_goals
and are not_well=structured for concrete learning. Poor gradesi_a seemingly
empty academic program, the possibility of earning money on a job, and
family demands may make dropping Ott eh attractive alternative for failing
Hispanic students;

Among the approximately 60% of Hitpanic students who do graduate from
high school, only about 15% can be considered academically prepared. The
remaining group for the moat part report grades of C and D and enroll in
remedial math and English classes. Unlike other students, most of these
Hispanic survivord lobe academic ground in high school; in "High School and
Beyond," a largé=scale U.S. Department of Education study to track the
secondary and postdécondary experiences of American youth, 1980=82 Hiapanic
achievement test scores dropped between the sophomore and senior year. Many
Hispanic Students were enrolled in general and vocational education programs
and thus automatically took fewer of the academic courses needed fmr%increas-
ing intellectual ability and subject matter achievement (Valdivieso, 1986).

Although those Hispanic students who remain in school are more proficient
in English than their counterparts who drop out, their language difficulties
contribute to their poor academic development. The early goal of bilingual
education, as a compensatory intervention, was to bring students not proficient
in English into the educational mainstream and thus to reduce their rates of
dropping out and cumulative Academic failure. Many Hispanic students are
considered language proficient because they can use English in context, in
social situations where the communication setting provides the linguittic
cues, which the child can learn easily; however, a large number of theSe
students are not proficient in decontextualized English, the language of
academic learning. They are mainstreamed into the regular claStroom because
their language proficiency is measured by their ability to late contextual
language (Hakuta, 198r). Only newly_arrived immigrants_receive Sufficient
special language instruction in the secondary school. Becaude Hispanic
students likely receive less special language instruction than they need,
whether it be English as a Second Language or bilingual education, they are
continually at risk for low academic achieVement, grade retention, and
insufficient academic learning.

Hispanic youth, dropouts and survivors alike, do not attend schools
Adequately organized to meet their needs. The local school as we now know
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it is irrelevant to the lives of many Hispanic secondary school students and
illegitimate because it does not help them attain the_credentials that they
need. Most Hispanic youth, especially males, work while in high school;_
their earnings are used to maintain the family economically rather_than for
personaa_consumption, unlike the earnings of other youth. Hispanic youth,
especially males, may work as many as 20 or more hours per week while in high
school._ This work is not acknowledged by the_schools nor integrated into
the students' programs, and there_are_no special scheduling arrangements,
course credits for work, or_coozdination between school and work to teach
particular skills. Similarly, Hispanic students receive very little academic
or career guidance; they are likely to make_curricular choices alone because,
unlike many_other_students, they cannot receive advice from their parents
who are uneducated and unsophisticated about the implications of the choice
of_a_particuIaz program. _Many Hispanic students_in noncollege preparatory
programs intend to go to college because they believe that college naturally
f^llows high school, but they_were never_to_told to_enroll in a particular
.Irogram to make this progression real._ Most Hispanic students rarely see
a counselor (the counselor-student ratios in most large urban high schools
exceed the recommended ratio of_250 to_1), let alone a Spanish-!speaking
counselor_ who can communicate with their parents. _Hispanic students must
rely on their counselors_ and teachers to make_educational decisions, but
because of_their social baokground and academic achievement, and the percep-
tion of a lack of parental interest in their education, counselors advise
them to enter the labor marketi not to go to college. They are advised
to enter a vocational or general education track, making it impossible for
them to receive_the_academic learning necessary for postsecondary education
(National_Commission on Secondary Education for_Hispanics, 1984). The_
benefits_of a general or vocational education, however,_are questionable.
Vocational education programs provide few immediate or later advantages in
the labor market. Fewer than ens-third of Hispanic vocational education
program graduates work_in occupations for which they were trained. And
enrollment in a general education program is an invitation to drop out.

To avoid the_neighborhood school where they have few opportunities for
academic_instruction, Hispanics often must go to the Catholic high school,
frequently outside of their neighborhood, where they may achieve better and
graduate. Many, inner-city Hispanic parente_with small incomes send their
dhildren to Catholic schools, because they feel that these schools teach
useful knowledge and skills like reading and writing, unlike the neighbor-
hood school where many Hispanics are merely taught "life skills."

Unquestionably, for Hispanic students to succeed in academic courses
in high schools they rill have to be better prepared earlier. _This means
that in the early grades the schools should provide good_second language
instruction and offer Hispanic students undiluted acadetic course content at
a progressively more advanced pace. The improvement of elementary education
has already borne some fruit; Since 1975, the first National Assessment of
Education_Progress_in_whiCh they_were identified, Hispanic 9-i 13-i_and
17-year-old students_have steadily improved their reading proficiency
scores. Many Hispanic sttdents, howeveri still read below grade level; the
average reading proficiendy of Hispanic 17-year-olds is only slightly higher
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than that of white_13-year-olds (NatiOnal Assessment of Educational Progreas,
1985). (It must also be remembered that HiSpanic students whose English_it
too limited are_not included_in the NAEP testing). More Hispanic_studenta_
are also_graduating_froM high Schools; the_proportion of 18- to 24=yeat=bld
Hispanics who are_ high Sell-dell-graduates rose from 52% in 1972 to 60%_in 1984
(U.S. Bureau of the Cendua, 1985)i and Hispanic student scores on &allege
entrance examinationa haVe alhb Slowly risen.

Secondary schools, however, cannot be content to depend on these improve-
ments and simply main ain the achievement_levels of the students that they
receive. Hispanic students are more likely to drop out in the eighth and
eleventh grades--in the middle of secondary school, that is--than at transi-
tion points to junior or senior high school where their most recent accom-
plishment motivates them for more education (Hirano-Nakanishi, 1984). The
secondary school itself plays a role in creating student success or failure..
We have ways,_however, of improving the educational attainment of at-risk
students. Clearly we can reduce the number of dropouts by reducing the size
of classes, by providing intenaive individualized instruction in the basic
skills in conjunction with Work=atudy projects, with concentrated school
counseling and the support of families and.social_agencies (Hodgkinson,
1985). For the Hispanic potential dropout and survivor the high school
should be reorganized into small and diverse academic and support units,
instead of academic, vocational, and general education tracks. The result
would not be ability grouping, which in the past has meant that Some students
received an inferior education and a confirmation_of their loW self=esteem,
but rather a form of-"intellectual desegregation." The bendfita of social
contact between the races were the educational basis for School desegregation;
the intellectual contact of mixed ability students, especially in the early
secondary school years, can increase the number of students who will identify
with the academically successful student and thus achieve better.

Many students, however, may not succeed as quickly or as much even under
improved conditions. If they are to remain in school and learn, they need
incentives and support, like a guarantee of a job or college admissicn upon
graduation. They will also need to take more time to complete high school--
without stigma. For Hispanics tapicially this longer stay in high school
can be integrated with part=time work. We already accept the parttime
college student who works and goes to school at the same time at A legitimate
student. Some students may never succeed academically, hoWever; for them to
stay, schools must give equal weight to excellence in all areas, not just
test scores, although this is especially difficult at present when the
school or school district itself is measured only by academic criteria.

At-risk students achieve better and find schools more legitimate in
alternative programs. For many citiMehd, however, alternative educational
practices violate a belief in a codmoh, uniform education for all students,
eyen though_accelerated classes, VOCational education, and gifted and_Othertypes of special_education are patt Of the culture_of the_American_schOOl._
When they do exist_in the high SehOOls, alternative practices are frequently
local and shert-lived. This is etpecially so for alternatives in the
education of ethnic minoritieS. The debate over the value of bilingUal
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edUCation,_for example1 is_a social argument, not_a Scientiflx one; othervisz
ye shbuld be more patient_inwaiting for the Odhelardhip to prove its success
Or failure. To manyi_bilingual education_it dangerously pluralistic ethnic
education, not the_compensatory practiCe it Was originally designed_to_be.
BUt to consider "uncommon" any_educatiOnal alternativ for educating ethnic
minorities is_to_misrepresent_the Meaning of commonalilr. In _many urban
schools Hispanice_(and blaCks) ate the majority population. Because
ethnicity is a_central_reality of their lives, it also must_be of their
schooling: _workable educatiOnal alternatives designed for these studente
should not be considered exotic and uncommon.

Attracting and Retaining a High Quality Urban Teaching Force

It_is widely agreed that'the teaching prefessien is currently in a state
of criait. Basic_changes_are_neaded in the wayS teadhers are educated_and
in their professional_roles, in status and reMUndration, in order to_ensure
adeqUate qualityland quantity of_teaCherd fOr the future. These_issuec have
an impact for all of education, but are espedially critical for urban_
schools. Teachers are the most numerous resource in urban schools, they
have the most direct and frequent_iMpadt on students, andi by virtue of
their enthusiasm, resistance, or indifference, they. can determine_the Onto-cm-de
of many educational policiee and innovations. For many urban_students.
their teachers may alde be an important link to the aduIt_working_world and a
source of care and support. If urban students are not well served by their
teachers, they may suffer personal as well as educational less.

Longterm improvements in the quality of urban teaching are dependent on
major_reforms in the profession as a whole. Some improvemen-s, however, can
be made now if educators_attend to three major concerns: designing appro7
priate preservice education programs for urban teachers, improving recruit-
ment practices, and_structuring work conditions to ensure the retention and
continued development of competent professionals.

_Each year, urban school distridts must fill many thousands of teaching
positions. But_in the midet_of a nationwide teacher shortage; when the
number of new teacher education graduates is_declining relative to projected
needs for new teachers, large Urban school_districts are having the most
trouble filling their teaching rosters (NCESi 1985). Most_urban districts
apparently are able to hire nearly enoughteachers; but thia general state.,
ment maska a niiMber of concerns. For example; there are_Oritical shortages
of teachers for large numbers of special education and bilingual education
students in urban districts. In a recent year, over half of the 160,000
SpaniShspeaking children in Los Angeles schools_vere red-diving no bilingual_
edUCatiOn whatsoever, and at least_two major citieS (New York and Atlanta) are
reCruiting teachers from foreign countried_te Meet such needs (Bruno
MarCoUlides, 1985). Additionally, the number of Minority teachers in urban
dittridts is_decreasing at the same Utile that Minority students are becoming
the largest_segment of the urban stUdent population. The chances are_high
that an urban student will_complete 12 years of public schooling without
having had even one minority teacher. For minoritl students, this peanr:
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that_they are deprived of successful role models and teachers who may have a
special understanding of their problems and needs (Webb, 1986).

Soma teaching positions, especially those in the "worst" schools, are
not filled at all, resulting in larger classes and extra burdens for other
ileachers. Enrthermore, 1983 data indicate that as many aa 14% of newly hired
urban teachers are uncertified in their main teaching field, compared to
only 7 to 8 t of suburban and rural new hires (NCES, 1.485); Many new urban
teachers quickly quit their jobs or stay only lcng enough to get the experience
that will qualify them for other, less stressful teaching jobs (McIntire a
Hughes, 1982); Finally, Many new teachers come to the urban schools from
other occupations. A study_in New York City found that the average age of new
teachers was 33.6 years, and that over half had spent an average of 3.7 years
in another occupation (Sacks & Brady, 1985). Whether such teachers are an
asset or a liability to urban schools is unclear: they may be more mature and
more committed to teaching than other applicants, or they may have character
flaws or skill deficiencies that caused them to fail in other occupations and
will have the same result in teaching,

These problems illustrate the seriousness of cotIcerns about the
quality and preparedness of new teachers in the urban schools. With such
diversity of background and education, there is no guarantee that these
beginning teachers will have the knowledge or skills to perform well or,
moreover, that they will be able to fulfill_their own personal and_career

.objectiver_through urban teaching. More urban teachers than suburban_ or
;rural teachers report_that_they are_not satisfied by teaching, that they
would not enter teaching if they had it to choose Over again, or that they
do not not want_ their children to become teachers (Farber, 1984; NCESi
1985). The_high rates of attrition_for first year teachers are another
indicator of the problem. In New York City during a recent two-year period,
779 teachers quit in their first_year on the job; 53% of theee left within
five months, and over_one quarter left in the first month of teaching. In
exit interviews, these_teachers cited difficulty with discipline, bureau-
cratic red tape, and curriculum problems as some of their reasons for giving
up. Even the first-year teachers who stay on the job report concerns that
they are not able to help their students or to cope with organizational
constraints (Sacks & Brady, 1985); For new teachers who enter the profesaion
because of a love of learning and to be of service to young people, thid
frustration_can be severely_disilludioning; the results_are equally is-
appointing_for others_who chose teaching in order tO gain prestige, approval,
or some other personal benefit.

Many urban districts are Making efforts to recruit better-quality
teachers. Offering higher starting salaries allows some districts at least
to remain competitive with their suburban neighbors, who often not only have
the edge in attracting the most qualified beginning teachers but are also
prone to entice_experienced teachers away from city schools. _Other districts
are using internships and other means to identify promising teachers and to
give them specific on-the-job training before hiring them outright. For
example, Houston has gone so far as to try to "grow its own" urban teachers.
Through a cooperative arrangement between the city school district and three
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colleges, high schoOl students who showed interest in teaching were identi=
fied_and encouraged to pursue a career in education. Extra suppOrte Vert
provided tb teacher education students in college, to maintain their int-eke:at
and_to_prevent attrition, a_particular problem for Hispanics and lOW.T.income
studeate. In additioni_ freshmen_andisophomores_at_the University of Houston
Vete employed a.R teacher aides_in_the_public schools, aa Were Students in
CoMmunity colle0s,_as a way_of providing finandial StppOrt and practical
experience; and college juniors and seniors_ were employed as substitutes in
a "Work-Earn-Learn" program (McIntire & Htighee, 1982).

_Academic courses_about urban education are important introductions to
the field for preservice teachers_(Kapel & Kapel,_1982). UnfortunatelY
while such isolated courses do exist, teacher training programs specifically
focused on urban teaching are relatively rare. Ideally, preservice education
should serve three purposes: to orient prospective teachers to the abCial,
cultural; aald Organizational context of urban,teaching,_to motiVate_theM to
seek teaching positions in urban districts, and to,develop_the durridUlum and
instruCtiotal skills necessary for teaching diverse populationS. Because the
"cUlttral disorientation" experienced by many illprepared_utban teachers is
a Major cause of their leaving the profession or traheferting to suburban or
rural schools, preservice programs_should engUre that thia disorientation
does not_develop. The_paternalistic cultUral deprivation rhetoric of the
1960si_whereby urban teacher candidates were tatght to understand the
"deficiencies" of minority_or lower class badkgrounds and their consequences
for education, has thankfUlly_giVen way to more value-free conceptualizations
of the cultural differences that must be understood if schools and teachera
are to be responsive te urban -constituencies.

Urban teachers need to learn such_skills as how to develop_and iMplemett
multicultural Clarricula, how to individualize instruction for etUdenta Vith
a wide range of learning styles, how to deal with differencea in langtage
usage, ho* tb mainstream limited-English speaking studente into the instruc-
tional_program, and how to cope with high rates Of atUdent itability often
found in urban schools. In general, it is_felt that early and extensive
Urbanbased field experiences; of_high quality and atffidient variety, are
Critical for developing commitment to urban teadhing and Understanding of
the problems and potentialiof urban_schools. _many field programs are
jointly planned between teacher training institutions and urban school
districts_(Kapel & Kapel, 1982). In New York, one urban teacher training
program provides specific experiences that Will help prospective teachers to
succeed in urban_education; _These include extensive field experience, so_
that students can discover whether they really_want to teach and can acquire
skills through a gradual, cumulative process; opportunities to work with a
variety of curricular programs, grade levels, and types of teachers and
students, in order to replace idealistic preconceptions with realiatid
expectations;_ the_chance to apply educational and_psychological the-bridle to
practice; and early exposure to working with other teachers, to cedateraCt
the tendency toWard professional isolation which many teachere experience
(Gamble, 1985).
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Attracting minorities to the teaching field and helping_them_to
succeed in_college and become certified to teach is an Important component
of upgrading,the urban teaching force. _Minority students, particularly
Hispanicsjiare prone_t0 dr0p out_ of higher education because_of lack of_
money as wen as achievement problems. If they do succeed in graduating
from college, minorities then tend to fail teacher certification examinations
at higher rated_then others do. In response_to these problems, training
programs-=especially those at predominantly black colleges--are beginning tO
prOvide extra 2inancial aid, support services, and additional instructional
help tb tindrity teacher education students (Webb, 1986).

Once hired by_city schools, new_teachers need help adjteting tO and
succeeding in their new roles.Too_often, novices are giVen the MoSt
difficult_assignments in overcrowded classrooms Of_trOdbled bohools, while
experienced teachers with_seniority are transferred td Core attractive
situations. It is unreasonable_to assume that dildh practices will cease;
But new teachers can_be helped to_succeed even under the most trying condi-
tions. Someiurban districts use intensive orientation programs to help
beginning teachers_adjuSt to the complexities of their jobs, with such
features as "foul language desensitization," role playing with_''tough"
urban_studonts, and discussions with parents_and principals about what is
expected of theta (POstori 1982). Other districts pair new teachers with_
experience&mentors to give support and advice about classroom_ management
and_ Mcitivational techniquesi_to help new teachers_distinguish between
problems.inherent in the teaching situation and those caused by the neW
teacher's attitudes or behavior, and to_heIp them deal With diadoUrageMent
and even hostility toward students or the school environment (PoSter, 1982;
Sacks & Brady, 1985).

As serious as the problems regarding new teachere are, maintaining a
competent staff_is_an equally critical concern for urban schools. In_1983,
new.,hires Comprised_only approximately 6% Of the teaching_force in_large
urban districts (NCES, 1985). _TeaChers with experience_can_be valuable
assets, and_some urban school districts are using incentives such as raised_
salary ceilings and upgraded retirement benefits to keep teachers on the job
longer. But_if City schools want to retain a proven, experienced staff,
they must address two accompanying problems: how to prevent "burnout" that
May result from stress accumulated over years of teaching, and how to enddre
COntinued professional growth.

Teacher stress has been much discussed, and by now it_has mythid AS Well
as realistic connotations. _Contrary to some preValentnOtiOnab not all urban
teachers are overworked, unappreciated, frazzled,_frightened4 or depressed.
Neverthelessiithere,are_some aspects of the work liVes of urban teachers that
do create stress; _Shortages of instrdctional supplies and equipment, poorly
maintained school buildings, concerns over personal safety, excessive
paperwork, and_the_laCk of support or appreciation maY_add stress to teachers'
lives; Studenta_vhd_are overage, who have serious_educational deficiencies,
who frequently misbehave, or who lack motivation can present problems for
which teeth-eke Are ill prepared (Hubert, Gable, & Iwanicki, 1984; Schwartz,
Olson, Bennett, & Ginsbergi 1983). Teachers in urban schools also repOrt
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that they rarely find help or support from school administrators or parents
and that they do not feel a supportive sense of community within their
schools (Farber, 1984).

Urban districts are attempting to help teachers_cope with the stressfUl
aspects_ of their jobs by offering crisis services, ongoing support groups,
and workshops on causes_of stress or stress management; Some distriCts offer
"coMbett pay" for teaching difficult schools, although wage incentives have
not been shown to increase overall teacher satisfaction (Bruno & Negretep
1983). Importantlyi many aspects of current school improvement processes
not only raise student achievement but also help tO alleviate_stress for
teachers; Involving teachers in program planning and evaluation, and helping
them to make clear connections between their efforts and student outcomes,
adds to teacher satisfaction and_reduces stress (Rosenholtzi 1985). New
2orms_of inservice professional_development are similarly beneficial;
Teacher centers and peer supervision, for example, are replacing more
passive forms_of inservice_training and helping teachers to renew their
motivation and engagement in urban teaching.

Some of the most intractable problems_that affect teachers in city_
schools--those that have to do with the organization of Iarge_urban_SyStetS,
aS Well as those engendered by a heterogeneous Student population with
diversei_often_dramatic, needs-will not be solved by improving teacher
preparation, recruitment, or inservice training. But teachers can be
helped to be more responsive to the needs of urban students, and in doing
so will improve the quality of their own work livei as well.
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